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TEANSLATOE'S NOTE.

This translation is from the first édition of the third volume

o£ Professer Charcot's Clinical Lectures. Originally delivered

as part of the course on Diseases of the Nervous System,

thèse Lectures were edited by the Professor's pupils and with

others were published first in the ' Progrès Médical.' After-

wards they were collected into a separate volume.

Many of thèse Lectures I had the pleasure of listening to,

and hâve thus been enabled to reproduce them in the English

language with greater précision of meaning than I should

otherwise hâve done. And^ it may be added^ the attainment

of this resuit has been further facilitated by the kindness

with which Professer Charcot has answered questions upon

points of difficulty or obscurity, where such hâve occurred.

The French text is remarkable for its clearness and force of

expression, in spite of the complexity of some of the subjects

treated ; and it has been my désire to préserve thèse qualities

in the translation.

THOMAS SAVILL.
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LECTURE I.

INTRODUCTORT.

SuMMARY.

—

Foundation of the ciinical professorship of diaeases

of the nervous System.—Means of study : The Injirmary,

out-patient department, lahoratories.—Is it legitimate ta

maJce the teaching of neuro-pathology a spécial hranch of

medicine ?—Relation of anatomical and physiological

sciences io pathology.—Conditions hy tuhich those rela-

^^ tions should he controUed.—Nosological method of study.

—Anatomo-cUnical methud.—Functional diseases of the

nervous System ohey common physiological laws.—Di^-
culties of their study.—Simulation.

I.

Gentlemen,—It is now nearly twelve years ago that in

recommencing within thèse walls a course of instruction,

which had already existed for four years, I ventured to hope

that this great asylum of human miseries, where so many
leaders of Freuch medicine had achieved distinction, would
become one day a properly organised centre for the teaching

and investigation of diseases of the nervous System.

Where is there to be found, I asked, so much material

specially adapted to this kind of study ? And I pointed out

that very simple modifications in the internai arrangements

of the establishment would enable us to realise its value to

the fullest extent.

Since then I hâve never ceased to enunciate thèse views,

to establish their truth by every means in my power (both

in my lectures, and by published works in which I bave
received the assistance of my pupils), and to déclare to the

world the vast material wealth that exists in this institution.

1



2 FOUNDATION OF THE PROFESSORSHTP.

You are aware, gentlemen, that at length our wislies liave

been realised beyond my most sanguine expectations ; and

now, after seventeen years of private initiative, I recom-

mence tbis course in the name of tbe Faculty of Mediciue of

Paris,

At tbe inauguration to-day, of the Clinical Cbair of Diseases

of tbe Nervous System, my first words, whicb are not witbout

émotion I admit, must be expressive of gratitude towards

tbose wbo bave created it, and wbo bave confided it to my
care. Let me thank tbe Cbamber that originated tbe pro-

ject, tbe Minister of PubHc Instruction wbo promoted it, and

my colleagues of tbe Faculty wbo, consulted as to tbe advisa-

bility of its création, returned a favourable verdict, giving

me tbereby a proof of tbeir estimation, by wbicb I am pro-

foundly toucbed,

Next, I eagerly embrace tbe opportunity of publicly

testifying tbe gratitude we feel, botb to tbe Municipal

Council of the City of Paris, and also to tbe Administration

of Public Assistance, wbose prompt and libéral aid bas

rendered possible a scbeme wbicb witbout it would bave

encountered obstacles well-nigb insurmountable. Tbanks to

tbeir belp, wbicb really took place prior to tbe approval of

tbe Uuiversity, we are already in possession of appliances

and conveniences tbat form a véritable Neuro-patbological

Institution.

Finally, gentlemen, it is incumbent on me to perform a

duty tbat I find particularly pleasant, and wbicb revives tbe

bappy friendships of days gone by. I refer to tbose wbo
hâve done me tbe honour to call tbemselves my pupils—ail

of wbom bave now become masters, or are on tbe road
tbereto—and would offer them once more tbe assurance of

my lively and sincère attachment, and exhort them torejoice

with us in tbe success of the work in wbicb tbey bave
largely participated.
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II.

I hâve just alluded, gentlemen, to the important modifi-

cations which, with the concurrence of the Administrator of

Public Assistance, and the Municipal Coancil, hâve been

gradually introduced into the department that I direct, and

I will now ask your permission to enter into the question in

more détail. This will give me the opportunity of indicating

the benefits arising from the installation of the new pro^

fessorship in the lufirmary.

This large group of buildings, as you know, contains a

population of over 5000 persons, among whom are a large

number that come under the dénomination of incurables, and
who pass the latter part of their lives hère. They are

subjects affected with every kind of chronic maladies, and
particularly with diseases of the nervous System. Such is

the quantity of material, albeit of a peculiar character,

which has formed the only basis ail thèse years of our patho-

logical researches and our clinical teaching.

The classes which can be carried on under such conditions

are surely not to be despised. The clinical types of disease

which come under observation are illustrated by such

numerous examples that we are enabled to take at one time

a comprehensive view of an affection ; and from such a

vantage ground, so to speak, that the gaps made by time in

this or that catagory are lost sight of. In other words, we
are in possession of a sort of Uving patJiological muséum
whose resources are almost inexhaustible.

It is true that we sometimes miss the beginnings of

disease ; but, on the other hand, we gain by being enabled to

investigate after death the lésions which correspond to the

symptoms studied minutely, and over a long period of time,

during life. And who, I would ask, does not recognise the

décisive influence which microscopic investigations, based

on the anatomo-clinical method, hâve had on the progress of

neuro-pathology ?

The weak side of the situation which I hâve just indi-

cated is too striking not to be at once apparent. In an
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Infirmary, generally speaking, fhe well-marked cases^ the

so-called incurable ones, are alone admitted ; the slighter

and more trivial cases are not seen. And tlius one is

scarcely able to observe those délicate symptomatic shades,

whicli ofttimes alone mark the onset of certain clironic

diseases. And again, what liope is there of curing or allevia-

ting our patient wben the evil lias, tbrough long years, taken

root in the organism, and already resisted appropriate

médication ?

Thèse, then, are the chief imperfections. It was possible

to remedy them by instituting, at the entrance to the Infir-

mary buildings, an out-patient department, with a dispensary

attached. It was hoped that the chronic sufferers, who often

hâve a difficulty in obtaining admission to the hospitals, and

who even then do not invariably find the means of treatment

appropriate to their state, would flock to such an institution

in great numbers. In thèse expectations we hâve not been

disappointed. The department has been working for two

years, and cases which interest us, by reason of the spécial

direction of our studies, hâve come in large numbers. I

shall hâve many opportunities in thèse lectures of presenting

to you those who come to the Infirmary as out-patients.

Thèse persons do not object to clinical démonstrations upon
their cases

;
quite the contrary. They understand that the

more minutely and the more thoroughly they are investigated,

so much the greater is the chance of their cure or alleviation.

To make this department perfect and complète, it yet

requii'ed space within the Infirmary where certain of the

patients, who come to us from outside, could be temporarily

admitted as in-patients. This concession we asked for

many times, and at length the difficulties in the way of its

achievement Avere surmounted. Happily for our cause it

met with the support of the Director of the Public

Assistance. Ail the obstacles were one by one removed, and
now we hâve wards for the temporary admission of cases.

They contain eighty beds—forty for women and forty for

men. I know not how to thank M. Quentin for the earnest-

ness with which he has seconded our efforts.
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Thus, to the lufirmary is added au Out-patient depart-

ment, and to ihis, hospital-wards.^ Ail forms a complète

whole, of wliich the différent parts are intimately connected^

and which now supplément our otlier means of teacliing and

researcli.

We possess a PatJiological Muséum, to which is attached

a studio for moulding and ;photography ; a well-j&tted Labora-

tory of pathological anatomy and physiology, which is in

strange contrast with the narrow, badly-lighted room, that

was the only resort where I and my pupils worked, and

wliich we dignified by the name of " laboratory/' for neai^ly

fifteen years ; an Ophthalmological room, necessary complé-

ment to a neuro-pathological laboratory ; and the Lecture

Hall, in which I hâve the honour of receiving you to-day,

and which is provided, as you see, with ail the modem
apparatus for démonstration.

We possess, moreover, a service richly endowed with ail

the apparatus necessary for the practice of electro-diagnosis

and electro-thera/py ; and hère numerous patients come, three

times a week, to receive the treatment appropriate to their

condition.

The valued assistance which my friend M. Lebas, Superin-

tendent of the Infirmary, has rendered to us in thèse

arrangements, is truly beyond ail praise.

You see, gentlemen, the luxurious means of study that

hâve been placed in our hands. It is for us now to turn them

to account. So far as I am concerned, albeit that I hâve

arrived at an epoch of life when the sun has passed its

zénith, I hope to find enough energy still to enable me to

accomplish the task.

III.

I hâve still, gentlemen, to make a few remarks touchmg
the objections, the doubts, relative to questions of principle,

which on the création of the new Chair hâve undoubtedly

presented themselves to the minds of many.

One is sure to be asked, for example, whether the officiai

consécration of one more speciality is an event that is both

^ Limited to the réception of diseuses of the nervous systeiu.
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désirable and legitimate ; and whether, if such a path were

once marked ont, the unity of our science might not be

imperilled thereby. To tbis it can be briefly replied, tbat

in tlie science of medicine in the présent day^ analysis is

becoming more and more penetrating, and multiplies without

ceasing the number of facts ; and inasmuch as our faculties

of assimilation and our power of work do not develop

pari passu ; no one could seriously prétend to embrace and

to fathom the whole of the science at one time. Spécialisa-

tion has therefore become an inévitable necessity. One

must accept it because it cannot be averted.

Still it is important to place a limit on the indiscriminate

cutting up of the science and the barren isolation of speci-

alities^ so as not to go to the other extrême, which would

certainly be déplorable. I would point out that an organiza-

tion having this object, already exists, so far as concerns

éducation, in that our Faculty requires from its Fellows,

from amongst whom the Professoriate is recruited, a know-

ledge of every branch, every department.

Moreover, the danger which would attach to a narrow

specialism is scarcely to be feared in the territory of neuro-

pathology, for that domain has to-day become, no one thinks

of denying it, one of the most extensive that exist. It is

one of those specialities which become enriched most rapidly ;

one, the cultivation of which requires from those who dévote

themselves to it, the widest and most gênerai knowledge.

It is then legitimate that henceforth the pathology of the

nervous System should absorb ail the efforts of those who
would study it ; and that it should claim a place among
the other separate branches which, like it, by the force of

circumstances, are already detached from the bosom of

gênerai medicine.

Another considération of value in référence to the founda-

tion of the new Professoriate, is that France has often taken

Lhe initiative in the scientific évolution which during the last

thirty years has defined the limits of nerve pathology, and

has thus, so to speak, rendered it a legitimate speciality.

Ought she not to continue the work, or should she leave

other countries to make advances in her domain ?

To promote this object it was necessary to place in the
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hands of a certain number of workers ail the means of keeping

abreast with the times. This could only be doue by creating

au ofiScial Chair for teaching the diseases of the nervous

System ; because, only an officiai Professoriate could worthily

respond;, by reason of its privilèges and its duties^ to the

wants of éducation, and the exigencies of scientific progress.

IV.

It seems to me useless to enlarge on this apology for the

new institution any further, or to mention any other ai'gu-

ments in favour of its cause. And now we must dévote

ourselves, as in former inaugural lectures, to initiating those

Avho hâve not doue us the honour of attending before, into

the methods of the course, which, although of long standing,

is officially confided to me for the first time to-day.

In the first place, let me again remind you that in this

place we shall hâve to deal with clinical, or, in other words,

purely practical work. That is to say, we shall always

hâve before us a particular case, or a patient whom we wish

to cure, or at any rate to alleviate. But this end, gentlemen,

can only be attained by the application of information pre-

viously acquired in the différent branches of medicine.

True practice has nothing of autonomy in it; it lives by

ideas derived from préviens expérience and their appropriate

application. Without continuai scientific rénovation it

would soon become a barren and stereotyped l'outine. It

eau, moreover, be affirmed, in my opinion, that apart from

opérations requiring dexterity, ingenuity, and other native

qualities, which without doubt become perfect only by répé-

tition, and which cannot indeed be acquired otherwise, one

can affirm, I say, that the greater the pathologist the greater

the physician.

This subject, therefore, before being examined practically,

can be discussed, briefly at any rate, from a scientific stand-

point.

In this respect, gentlemen, I must be allowed once more
to déclare my firm belief that the wide intervention of the

anatomical and physiological sciences in the affairs of medi-
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cine is an essential condition to progress; a statement whîch,

by fréquent répétition, lias verily by tliis time becotne

almost a platitude.

But the point tliat I wish specially to insist on is this
;

in order that tlie intervention of thèse sciences niay be

legitimate, and really fruitful, it should take place under con-

ditions whicb should never be forgotten. Allow me to recall

to your minds the opinion whicb that most illustrions

physiologiste Claude Bernard, thus expressed:

—

"Pathology,"

said he, " should not he subordinated to physiology. Quite

the reverse. 8et up first the médical prohlem which arises

from the observation of a malady, and afterwards seeh for a

physiological explanation. To act otherwise would he to risk

overloolnng the patient, and distorting the malady." Thèse

are excellent words, which I bave ventured to quota Ver-

batim, because tbey are absolutely significant. They enable

us to clearly understand tbat the whole domain of patbology

appertains strictly to the pbysician, who alone can cultivate

it and make it fruitful, and that it necessarily remains closed

to the physiologist who, systematically confined within the

precincts of bis laboratory, disdains the teacbing of the

hospital ward.

The method most suitable to the exploration of the vast

domains of patbology can be described as the nosological.

It is, in fact, the traditional method, for it is the one whicb,

ever since medicine has existed, has been employed to inves-

tigate morbid states, to détermine tbeir characteristics, their

causation, their corrélations, and the modifications whicb

they undergo by the influence of therapeutic agents. And
facts of this kind, gentlemen, I beg you to observe, neces-

sarily constitute the very foundation of every scientific con-

struction in patbology, and without this basis the physiology

of disease would be but a vain phrase.

If it is necessary, in the category of diseases of the

nei-vous system, to show ail the power of this method, it will

suffice to recall a portion of the inimitable work of that great

représentative of French neuro-pathology, Duchenne (of

Boulogne). Without doubt bis admirable study of muscular

movements, made by the aid of localised electricity, could
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be, iip to a cei'tain point, claimed b}' tlie science of physiology.

But it is not so witli bis grand discovery of tbose types of

disease termed progressive muscular atropby, infantile para-

lysis, pseudo-bypertropbic paralysis, glosso-laryngeal para-

lysis, and locomotor ataxy. Thèse résulta, undoubtedly the

greatest acbievements of his work, because they filled spaces

hitberto empty, or occupied only by confused ideas, with

animated living shapes, concrète realities, recognised by ail
;

thèse results, I say, were accomplisbed entirely by the noso-

loarical method.^

V.

But this metbod need not necessarily be restricted to the

observation of the outward manifestation of disease ; it can,

without changing its character, be appropriately applied in

exploring the domain of morbid anatomy by following the

patient into the post-mortem room.

It is often said that the progress of medicine and of patho-

logical anatomy go side by side. This is specially true in

diseases of the nervous System. One example will suffice to

show that the discovery of a constant lésion in maladies of

this kind is the resuit of such a co-operation.

The description given by Duchenne (of Boulogne) of loco-

motor ataxy, is most striking and vivid. It rightly takes

rank as a masterpiece. However, there existed for a long

time a hésitation in the minds of many about accepting the

disease as a real entity until the spinal lésion, which had

already been described some years before by Cruveilhier,

"was known to be associated with this group of symptoms.

Some authors still continued to believe that the affection

was functional in its origin. But ail illusions of this kind

vanished when it became realised that there existed, even in

[1 The word nosological in English refers simply to the nomenclature

and classification of disease, but it is the chnical method of investiga-

tion in its widest sensé which is hère impHed; or that method of

investigation which argues from efi"ect to cause, commencing with a

study of disease at the bedside, as distinguished from the converse

method of a priori reasoning. with the teachings of physiology for its

basis.— S.]
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tlie earliest stages of the disease, an exact and easily recog-

uised anatomical change, an anatomical lésion which could be

deteoted even in the slight and aberrant forms of the

disease. And it was thus, by this linking of the clinical

and the anatomical features, that the différent varieties came

to be grouped around, and classified with, the ordinary well-

marked type which alone had been indicated in Duchenne's

classical description.

In this case as in very many others, it is the intervention

of pathological anatomy which gives the truly practical

character. It furnishes to nosography more fixed, more

material characters than appertain to the symptoms alone
;

and thus one does not fail to grasp the nature of the con-

nections which unité the lésions to the outward signs.

Without detracting from the importance of the results

obtained in this way, it is certain that the study of morbid

lésions can be ufcilised in another way, and from a higher

standpoint ; more scientific if you like. It can, when the

circumstances are favourable, furnish the basis of a physio-

logical interprétation of normal or of morbid phenomena.

FiG. I.—A, A, latéral columus; a', bands of TUrck ; B, B,

posterior root zones ; c, c, posterior laorns ; D, D, anterior

homs ; F, anterior root zone ; E, columns of Goll.
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and at tlie sanie time, as a natural conséquence, give to

diagnosis more pénétration and exactitude.

I show you hère a diagram (Fig, i) which représenta,

after a fashion, the rudiments of the new spinal pathology.

Hère you see that the cord is divided into much more

numerous régions than were formerly known by the agency

of anatomy and expérimental physiology alone. This is the

work of the anatomo-clinical method of study. Each of

thèse régions can be separately diseased without involve-

ment of the neighbouring régions, and they hâve thus been

isolated, after the manner of a successful vivisection ; and to

each of thèse circumscribed lésions there corresponds a par-

ticular symptomatology, which reveals, to a certain extent,

the spécial functions belonging to the affected structures.

Thus, we learn that the pyramidal bands are almost exclu-

sively composed of fibres which transmit impulses from the

brain directly to the cord, and by its médiation to the limbs
;

that the motor cells of the anterior horns hold under their

control the nutrition of corresponding muscles ; that the

anterior horns hâve nothing to do with the transmission of

sensitive impressions, &c. Hère, then, physiology and

pathology become as it were linked together.

Some analogous results hâve been obtained by the appli-

cation of this same anatomo-clinical method to the study of

localisation in the bulb, and in the cérébral hémisphères, but

I will limit myself to a few remarks on this latter point.

You are aware that on the question of cérébral localisation

much uncertainty exists at the présent time amongst différent

physiologists; some deny emphatically that which others,

with no less authority, affirm. We pathologists look on at

thèse debates, not with indifférence by any means, but at the

same time calmly, waiting with patience until an agreement

may be arrived at.

In fact, the means of research employed by us, such as I

hâve described, hâve thus far put us in possession of a certain

number of fundamental facts relative to man, against which

the data furnished by vivisection would never prevail. Thus
we know from reliable pathological observations that a de-

structive lésion of the pyramidal band in its progress through
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thé capsule in front of tbe knee, produces ordinary permanent

hemiplegia : that the destructive lésions of the posterior ex-

tremity of the internai capsule produces corresponding cérébral

hemiangesthesia. As for tbe surface of the hémisphères one

need scarcely discuss in the présent day the pathological rôle

of Broca^s convolution. We know that destruction of the

convolutions of the motor zone produces, if it be gênerai,

complète hemiplegia, or, on the other hand, a monoplegia

only, if the lésion be circumscribed to this or that région.

To the irritative lésions of thèse parts are attached the phe-

nomena of partial epilepsy. Without doubt, thèse facts of

localisation do not as yet furnish us with the éléments of a

fixed doctrine concerning the physiological functions of

diverse cérébral régions, but, such as they are, they form

most valuable landmarks for the guidance of the physician

through the difi&cult paths of diagnosis.

VI.

From what has been said it will be understood how much
importance we ought to accord in our studios to the anatomo-

pathological method of research. But you are aware, gen-

tlemen, that there still exists at the présent time a great

number of morbid states, evidently having their seat in the

nervous System, which leave in the dead body no material

trace that can be discovered. Epilepsy, hysteria, even the

most inveterate cases, chorea, and many other morbid states

which would take us too long to enumerate, come to us like

so many Sphynx, which deny the most penetrating anatomical

investigations. Thèse symptomatic combinations deprived

of anatomical substratum, do not présent themselves to the

mind of the physician with that appearance of solidity, of

objectivity, which belong to affections connected with an

appréciable organic lésion.

There are some even who see in several of thèse affections

only an assemblage of odd incohérent phenomena inaccessible

to analysis, and which had better, perhaps, be banished to

the category of the unknown. It is hysteria which especially

cornes under this sort of proscription. But such a verdict,

on no mattcr how great authority, would never suffice to
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illuminate the nosological framework. We ought rather to

make the best of things as we find them, and not allow our-

selves to be dislieartened by the difficulties they présent.

Moreover, gentlemen, it is the merely superficial observation

that leads men to the opinion I hâve just mentioned ; a

more attentive study makes us to see things under an alto-

gether différent aspect ; and much crédit is due to Briquet

for having established in his excellent book, in a manner
beyond dispute, that hysteria is governed, in the same way
as other morbid conditions, by rules and laws, which atten-

tive and sufficiently numerous observations alway s permit us

to establish. Allow me to mention but one example, to

recall to your miuds the description of an attack of hysteria

major [la grande attaque hystérique], which is reduced at

the présent time to a very simple formula. Four periods

succeed each other in the complète attack with mechanical

regularity— ist, epileptoid ; 2nd, great movements (strug-

gling, purposeless)
;

3rd, passionate attitudes (purposive)
;

4th, terminal delirium. But the attacks may be incomplète,

each of the periods may appear alone, or again one or two

among them will be found wanting. We understand thus

how many varieties can resuit from thèse corabinations ; but

it will always be easy to those who possess the formula to

bring them under one fundamental type.

This is interesting to the physician in the highest degree,

who learns thus to take his bearings in what appears to be an

inextricable labyrinth. But that which I am most concerned

to demonstrate hère is that in the attack, and I could almost

say as much of the other phases of hysteria, nothing is left to

chance, everything follows definite rules,—always the same,

whether the case is met with in private or hospital practice,

in ail countries, ail times, ail races, in short universally.

There is a.nother important fact in the history of neuroses^

in gênerai, and of hysteria in particular, which clearly shows

that thèse diseases do not form, in pathology, a class apart,

governed by other physiological laws than the common ones.

[' Diseases of the nervous system apparently due to fimctional or

dynauiic causes ; vvljich are not, so far as we know, attended by any
organic lésion.—S.]
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It is that their symptomatology approaches^ and often very

exactly, to that whicli belongs to maladies having organic

lésions ; and this resemblance is at times so striking that it

renders tlieir diagnosis extremely difïicult, It is sometimes

designated by tlie name of neuromimesis—this property which

functional diseases hâve of resembling organic ones. Between

the hsemianaesthesia so common in hysteria and that which

arises from a central lésion, the analogy is very striking.

There is the same resemblance between the spasmodic para-

plegia of hysteria, and that which arises from an organic

spinal lésion (rigidity, exaggeration of tendon-reflexes, loss

of power without loss of muscular substance). Now
this resemblance, often so disheartening to the physiciau,

should serve as a guide to the pathologist who, besides the

similarity in the group of symptoms, perceives a similarity

in the anatomical seat, and mutatis mutancUs, localises the

dynamic lésion from the data fui'nished by an examination

of the corresponding organic one.

Thus are we brought to recognise that the principles

which govern pathology as a whole are applicable to neu roses,

and that hère also one should endeavour to complète clinical

observation by anatomical and physiological investigation.

YII.

While I am speaking to you of the difficulties that the

physician encounters in the study of neuroses, and of the

means at his disposai for surmounting thèse obstacles, there is

yet one point that I would wish, before finishing, to draw

your spécial attention to. I mean simulation. Not that

imitation of one malady by another, of which we spoke just

now, but of intentional simulation, voluntary, in which the

patient exaggerates real symptoms, or again créâtes ail at

once an imaginary group of symptoms. In fact, we ail know
that the désire to deceive, even without interest, by a kind

of disinterested worship of art for its own sake [culte de

Fart pour Part], though sometimes with the idea of making

a sensation, to excite pity, &c., is a common enough occur-

rence, particularly in hysteria.
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Hère is an élément that we meet witli at each step in the

clinique of this neurosis, and which throws (there is no use

in denying it) a certain amount of disfavour on the studies

which are connected with it. But in the présent day,

when the history o£ hysteria has been so often scrutinised,

ransacked so thoroughly, is it really as difficult as some
appear to believe, to discern the real symptomatology from

the imaginary ? By no means, gentlemen, and not to deal

with generalities any longer, permit me now to présent to

you a concrète example, chosen from many others, and

calculated, if I do not mistake, to suppoi-t the theory that I

défend.

The example I allude to is the condition of catalepsy, pro-

duced by hypnotisation, in certain subjects of hysteria. The
question is this : Can this state be simulated in such a way
as to deceive the physician ? It is generally believed that if,

FiG. 2.—Diagram showing the arrangement of the appa-
ratus in the esperiments on cataleptic immobility. r, pressure
drum of Marey ; P, pneumographe ; c, revolving cylinder ; T, T,

styiographs.
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one arm of a patient in a state of catalepsy be hoi-izontally

extended, this attitude can be preserved for such a length of

time that the duration alone suffices to remove ail suspicion of

simulation. However, our observations throw doubt on this.

At the end of ten or fifteen minutes the limb begins to fall,

and, at the end of twenty or twenty-five minutes at the

maximum, it has fallen iuto the vertical position. Now thèse

are precisely the same limits that a vigorous man, trying to

keep the same position, can also reach. We must, thei'efore,

seek some otlier distinguishiug feature.

FiG. 3.—Traciiigs obtained fiom a hystero-cpileptic jb a

state of bypnotic catalepsy. i, pneumographic tracirg ; 11,

tracing of pressure drum. Eead from left to rigbt in order

1, 3,3.
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Witli the healtliy subject, as with the cataleptic, a pressure

di'um fixed at the extremity of the out-stretched limb (Fig.

2 r) will serve to register the least oscillations o£ the arm,

meanwhile a pneiimograph applied to chest (Fig. 2 p) will

give the curve of the respiratory movements.

Now, I show you hère, in an abridged form, what is seen

in the tracings thus obtained. In the cataleptic, during the

whole time of the expérimenta the pen, which corresponds to

the extended limb, traces a perfectly straight, regular line

(Fig. 3, II).

Fig. 4.—Diagram of tracings obtained from a man wbo
attempted to maintain tbe cataleptic attitude, i, respiratory

curve ; li, tracing of tbe pressure drum. Read from left to

rigbt it. order i, 2, 3.

2
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In a person wlio simulâtes, the corresponding tracing

resembles at first that of the cataleptic, but at the end of

a few minutes considérable différences will be seen ; tbe

straight line becomes crooked, very undulating, marked in

places by large oscillations arranged in séries (Fig. 4, 11)

.

Nor are tlie tracings furnished by the pneumograpb less

significant. In tbe cataleptic the respiration is slow and

superficial, but tbe end of the tracing resembles the com-

mencement (Fig. 3, i). In the healthy person the tracing is

composed of two distinct phases. At the outset, respiration

is regular and normal. In the second phase there is irre-

gularity in the rhythm, and prolongation of the respiratory

movements, corresponding to the indications of muscular

fatigue noted in the tracing of tbe limb ; then deep and

rapid dépressions, showing the disturbance of respiration

which accompanies the phenomenon of effort (Fig. 4, i).

In short you see that the cataleptic 2:)atient is unacquainted

with fatigue ; the muscles yield, but without effort, without

voluntary intervention of any sort. On tlie other hand, tbe

man vjJio simulâtes succumbs under the double test, and finds

himself betrayed on both sides at the same time : Ist, By the

tracing given by the limb, which. reveals the muscular

fatigue; and 2nd, By the respiratory curve, which betrays

the effort made to bide its effects.

It is useless to insist further. A hundred other examples

might be invoked which would only show that the simula-

tion, which is talked about so much when hysteria and allied

affections are under considération, is, in the actual state of

our knowledge, only a bugbear, before which the fearful and

novice alone are stopped. For the future it ought to be the

province of the physician, well-informed in thèse matters, to

dissipate chicanery wherever it occurs ; and to sort out the

symptoms which form a fundamental part of the malady,

from those which are simulated, and added to it, by the

artifice of the patient.

And thus do we approach, with prudence no doubt, but

also with confidence, the study of thèse dreaded maladies,

permeated, as we are, with the surety of the methods of

observation we hâve at hand.
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Time presses, and I must conclude. I shall be happy if,

in to-day^s sketch, I hâve been able to make you see the

idéal towards which our efforts tend. In the solution of the

problems that lie before us, ail the branches and ail the laws

of biological science, mutually supporting and controlling each

other, will be brought under contribution. But I maintain

that the preponderating rôle, the governing and guiding

principle of ail, belongs to clinical observation.

In making this déclaration, I am but following the

precepts, and placing myself under the protection, of the

classic masters of the French School ; whose teachings hâve

shed so much lustre on the Paris Faculty of Medicine, to

which I count it an honour to belong.



LECTURE II.

ON THE MUSCULAR ATROPHY THAT FOLLOWS CERTAIN
JOINT LESIONS.

SuMMARY.

—

Traumatic joint disease, and the jparalysis and

muscular atrophy luhich follow it.—Modification in the

faradicand galvaniccontractility.—Contractions 'produced

hy the electric sparh.—Exaggeration of tendon-refiexes.—
Simple muscular atrophy.—No relation necessary hetween

the intensity of the joint-affection and that of the para-

lytic and atrophie phenomena.—The extensor inuscles of

the articulation are most afected.—The muscular lésions

are dépendent on a deuteropathic spinal affection.

Gentlemen,—On account of its origin, the affection from

whicli the patient, who is about to be presented to you, is

suffering would be called surgical ; it was undoubtedly au

injury which gave rise to it. As a niatter of fact the

arthritis which was the immédiate conséquence of the injury

has ceased to exist ; but the same accident gave rise also to

a spinal affection of a peculiar kind which still persists,

and on this account the patient claims our attention and

assistance at the présent time.

The man B—, aged 23 years, a telegraph clerk, has always

had good health, and présents nothing of interest in his anté-

cédents othor than the fact that his maternai uncle had to

be placed in an asylum on account of mental dérangement.

He is brought befoi-e you in bed, although he is quite able

to get up and walk, because I wish in the first place to point

out certain particulars which cannot well be observed unless

the patient is lying down.

You will notice, firstly, that his gênerai condition is excel-

lent, he is healthy looking, the appetite is good, and ail the
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organic functions act well. The only affection with which

lie is troubled is a disturbance in the walk, and it is, as you

will see, in the riglit leg*, or rather certain of its muscles,

wliere the power is wanting. This difficulty of walking- has

existed for about one year.

A methodical examination reveals the following facts :

when the patient is in bed, the right inferior extremity can

exécute ail the natural movements excepting one, extension

of the leg on the thigh. Movements of abduction and

adduction of the thigh, flexion of thigh on pelvis, or leg od

thigh, and ail the movements of the foot on the leg, are

free ; but extension of the leg is wanting. Thus, when he

wishes to straighten the leg after it has been previously

placed in a position of semiflexion, he tries to do so by

slipping the heel along the bed, or else he aids it with his

hands, or the other foot. It is, you see, the extensors of

the leg which are at fault, that is, the muscles which are

supplied by the crural nerve, and it is especially the

quadriceps extensor muscle which is affected,

The patient can oppose, although with less force than the

healthy limb, passive movements of extension and flexion

made at the foot or hip-joints ; he can resist the strongest pos-

sible attempts made to straighten the bent knee ; but he offers

but feeble résistance to passive flexion of the leg on the thigh.

In the main, although there may be some relative weak-

ness of nearly ail the muscles of the lower limbs, it is chiefly

the power of the quadriceps that is wanting at the présent

time.

This paralysis, limited to the extensors of the right knee,

is shown again when the patient gets out of bed and attempts

to walk.

He raises the right leg by the aid of the left foot to

make up for the déficient power of extension of the right

knee. He walks without support, but you notice something

peculiar in his mode of progression ; some of you will see

also that he has much improved daring the last few days
;

although the characters of the gait are still présent, they

were much more marked when he came in. Nevertheless,

even now, you can see that at each step forward, although
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the left knee bends and straightens alternately, the right

knee has hardly any such movement, ail movement is in the

hip ; the right leg seems as if it were too long, and performs

a movement of circumduction ail in one pièce, as if the

knee-joint did not exist. Formerly, the extremity of the

foot had a tendency to drop, which rendered walking still

more difïicult ; the paresis of the muscles which bend the foot

ou the leg has since disappeared.

It is important to remark that there is no pain whatever

on movement, such as could produce the difficulty of

progression ; the articulation also is perfectly free ; it is in

the nervous system, or in the muscles, that one must seek

for the cause of this feebleness.

By a more attentive examination of the affected limb we
become aware of some other important facts. In the first

place you will find a diminution of volume of the entire

limb, which was formerly more pronounced than it is now.

Thèse are the measurements :

Right. Left.

Upper part of thigh ... 48 cm. 52 cm.

Just above knee . . . . 37 cm. 38 cm.

Centre of calf 33 cm. 35 cm.

But, even without measurement, it is évident that the

anterior surface of the right thigh is considerably flattened,

it is almost hollow ; the muscles of this région, moreover,

are without substance and flaccid even at the moment of

contraction. There is then, not only a paresis, but also an

altération of nutrition, an atrophy of the quadriceps muscle.

It is possible that the right thigh and knee are relatively

colder ; but there is no marked altération of the cutaneous

sensibility.

To complète the description, let me add the results of

electrical exploration, which reveals the state of nutrition of

the muscles. At the time when he came in, eight days ago,

(i) galvanic and faradic excitation of the crural nerve in

the groin gave scarcely any contraction ; (2) Fara/disation

over the points of élection with completely enclosed bobbins

(Du Bois-Reymond's apparatus), produced little if any re-

action ; the muscles might indeed hâve been absent. One
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would, after discovering tMs latter resuit, hâve expected to

find that g-alvanism produced the reaction observed when
the nutrition of muscles is profoundly affected, such as takes

place in expérimental section of the nerves, or in infantile

paralysis, when there is destruction of the motor cells, or

again, in severe facial paralysis. In such cases, one finds

what is called in electro-diagnosis the reaction of degenera-

tion, {. e. increased galvanic excitability, concurrently with

a diminution or absence of faradic excitability ; well,

hère it was not so ; the galvanic current, even with fifty

éléments and with no matter what arrangement of pôles,

gave no greater contraction than the faradic current.

ïïence, there was a quantitative, and not a qualitative re-

action ; and one could conclude from this that we had before

us a simple and not a degenerative atrophy.^

Moreover, hère is a curious circumstance. This muscle

which remains almost inert under the influence of the will, or

under ordinary electrical excitation (whether direct or indi-

rect, faradic or galvanic) of the nerve, contracts energetically

enough when the patient, being placed on the insulated stool

of a static electrical machine, is made to receive a spark

either in the centre of the rectus femoris, or of the vastus

iuternus (the vastus externus is an exception in that it has

preserved a certain degree of galvanic and faradic excita-

bility). It should be added that a sharp blow on the body

of the rectus muscle produces a distinct contraction, and

that percussion of the patella tendon détermines very pro-

uounced tremor, not only in the limb struck, but gênerai,

and even manifest in the two upper extremities, especially

the left one. Percussion of the left patella tendon produces

tremors equally intense. JSTo trépidation can be elicited by

a sudden bending of the point of the foot, either in the

right or left lower extremity.

Ail the other muscles of the limb présent normal electrical

1 M. Rûmpf has studied, under Professer Erb, the electrical reaction

of muscles in cases of joint disease (of shoulder, knee, &c.). He found,

and his observations were amply confirmed by those of Erb, that in thèse

cases there is a simple diminution of electrical excitability, and never a

qualitative modification, which absolutely distinguishes simple muscular
atrophy from degenerative atrophy.
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reactions. It was not, however, according to the patient's

account, always so. Thus at one time tlie cheeks and the

front muscles of the legs did not contract equally ou the

two sides, but lately he has improved. At no time has there

existed any trouble of micturition or defaecation.

We must now seek for the cause and significance of ail

thèse phenomena. In summing up the whole, this patient

is afflicted with paralysis^ accompauied by simple atrophy,

almost exclusively localised to the extensors of the thigh,

and also by a profound modification, quantitative only and

not qualitative, in the electric contractility.

The localisation of thèse troubles will help to guide us to

a diagnosis. We know now, after oft-repeated observa-

tions,^ that atrophie paralysis of the extensor muscles (or at

least predominatiug in the extensor muscles) is a fréquent

complication of différent idiopathic or traumatic lésions

affecting the corresponding articulation : thus, one not in-

frequently sees atrophy of the deltoid muscle after différent

lésions of the scapulo-humeral articulation ; or as a consé-

quence of an arthritis, sprain, or other injury of the hip-

joint, the buttock is sometimes aff'ected in the same manner;

or if it be the knee-joint which is attacked, the nutrition and

mobility of the quadriceps extensor femoris is affected.

Thèse facts, which were known to Hunter and Paget

hâve been worked out in greater détail in later years

by M. Ollivier, by M. Le Fort, and in the valuable memoir

of M. Valtat, where it is shown experimentally in animais

(guinea-pigs and dogs) that after inflammation of the knee-

joint, artificially produced by the use of irritating injections,

ail the muscles of the limb are affected, but more especially

' J. Hunter, ' Œuvres complètes,' trad. E-icbelot, T. I, p. 581, Paris,

1839. A. Ollivier, ' Des atrophies musculaires,' Thèse agrég., 1869. Le
Fort, ' Soc. de Chir.,' 1872. Sabourin, 'De l'atrophie musculaire rheu-

matismale,' Thèse de 1873. J- Paget, ' Leçons de Clinique Chirurgicale,'

trad. Petit, 1877. E. Valtat, ' De l'atrophie musculaire consécutive aux
maladies articulaires ' (étude clinique et expérimentale). Thèse de 1877.

Dai'de, ' Des atrophies consécutive à quelques affections articulaires,'

Thèse de 1877. Guyon et Féré, " Note sur l'atrophie musculaire consécu-

tive à quelques traumatismes de la hanche," ' Progrès Médical,' 1881, &c.
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tlie exteusors of the articulation. And that in such cases the

atrophy, which présents the characters of a simple atrophy,

without irritative characters, supervenes very rapidly, at the

end of eight days in 20 per cent., and at the end of fifteen

days in 44 per cent, of the cases.

Well, now, can this causal relationship between muscular

and joint affections be applied in this case ? Yes, undoubt-

edly
;
you will recognise its existence after a study of the

past history of the patient, and then it will not be necessary

to go far to find a cause for his condition ; ail his troubles

date from an injury, and this injury involved the knee,

solely the knee.

About a year ago, May 5th, 1881, B—, while jumping

over a fallen tree, knocked his right knee ; he did not fall

nor did he expérience much pain, still the blow was enough

to tear his trousers. He could walk, and he accomplished

three kilomètres without fatigue, but being obliged to descend

a hill he then experienced a kind of stiffness in his knee

and had to stop. It was only then that he noticed a little

patch of blood on the front of his knee, but there was no

swelling. When he started again he could only walk with

the aid of a stick.

During the eight days which foUowed there was some

swelling of the joint; the patient remained in bed, but there

was no fever.

The doctors who saw him appeared astonished at the great

contrast between the arthritis, which seemed so slight, so

free from pain, and the motor weakness, which was considér-

able.

A silicate splint kept on for twenty-one days did not

mend matters, and after taking it off there existed the same

contrast, and the doctor still seemed at a loss to understand

how so much loss of power could exist with such a slight

and painless arthritis.

It was not till four months after the onset that the appro-

priate treatment was employed, faradisation, and it was only

then that he began to mend and his walking to become less

difficult.
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In the relationsliip that hère exists between an insigni-

ficant injury which produced so slight an arthritis, and this

paralysis of one year's duration, there is nothing very

astonishing if we consult the clinical liistory, so well known
sinee récent investigations^ of atrophie articular paralysis or

paralysis having an articular origin.

If, as a raatter of fact, in a large number of cases, the

protopathic^ joint affections, either spontaneous or traumatic,

which détermine atrophie paralyses, are painful and very

severe, it is not always so, by any means. Thus a slight and
easil}' cured sprain, a simple collection of fluid in the joint,

non-inflammatory and not painful, or, like our case, a simple

arthritis, can occasion the same troubles. There is no rela-

tion necessary hetiveen the intensify of the joint affection and
that of the paralytic and atrophie phenomena.

As for the persistence of the deuteropathic^ symptoms
(paralysis and atrophy) after the cessation of the proto-

pathic affection (arthritis), it is for the most part the rule ;

and that is perhaps the most interesting feature in the

history of amyotrophic paralyses of articular origin, whether

looked at from a pathological or clinical point of view.

The physician should certainly be aware of this impor-

tant circumstance. He should not, in présence of a slight

arthritis, when the weakness and atrophy are well established,

risk giving a favorable prognosis, nor promise amélioration

after a short while ; such a prognosis would in ail proba-

bility be wrong. You see, months hâve slipped by and the

limb is still more or less useless, although the arthritis has

for a long while only been evidenced by a slight thickening

of the peri-articular tissues, if, indeed, there be even as much
as that left.

Thèse particulars lead us to ask what can be the physio-

logical explanation of this singular complication of an arti-

cular affection ; such knowledge might serve us as a guide

in the treatment.

' Primary ororiginating (TTpôiroc, first; Trâ^oç, disease).

* Secondary or resulting (5«wr*poc, second).
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The favourite theory vvitli most contemporaueous authors

appeai's to be this ; the articular affection reflects certain

irritant impulses along the articular nerves to the spinal

cord, which impulses modify the trophic centres in that organ,

whence emanate the motor nerves and the nerves which

regulate the nutrition of the muscles.

There exists in the spinal cord a relationship more or less

direct between the cells of origin of the centripetal nerves,

and the cells of origin of the motor and trophic nerves of

the extensor muscles (the crural in the case with which we
are concerned) ; hence the resuit produced is a constant

one, and thus in the case of irritation of the nerves of the

knee it is always the extensor muscles (quadriceps), or at

least those principally, which atrophy. I say principally,

because the irritation, once started by the articular nerves,

can spread by diffusion outside the distribution of the crural

nerve into the muscles of the leg or foot. In lésions of the

shoulder, elbow, hip, the atrophy of the extensors always

prédominâtes, although it is possible that other muscles of

the limb may also be involved.

None of the other théories that hâve been suggested can

be accepted ; thus, it has been said that the articular inflam-

mation spreads little by little into the neighbouring muscles
;

but the atrophy exists equally in the entire length of the

muscle, and, moreover, experiments show that the change is

a simple atrophy, without a trace of inflammation, without

myositis. Nor is the hypothesis of atrophy by disuse from

prolonged rest admissible ; the articular affection is often so

slight as not to require more than a very brief rest ; and,

moreover, by this theory how can we explain the localisation

of the atrophy almost exclusively to the extensoi's ?

One is therefore obliged to admit that it is a deuteropathic

spinal affection which gives rise to the paralysis and atrophy.

But of what does the modification in the medullary centre

consist ? It is not a profound modification in the cellules

of the anterior horns ; for we know the effects of a profound

altération in thèse éléments in infantile paralysis. Hère

there is the reaction of degeneration, in which we get
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exalted galvanic and diminished faradic excitability ; except

when the disease is very advanced, and the muscle is quite

destroyed, and then there is abolition of both modes of

excitability ; in which case it is almost impossible to restore

the function. In articular paralysis, on the other hand, we
see that by appropriate treatment the electrical reactions are

already reappeariug.

It must be then only a sort of inertia, or torpor, so to

speak, of the electrical éléments.

Should one conclude that in a case of this kind, if we
adopt an appropriate course of treatment from the very

beginning, we should obtain a rapid cure ? It is probable^

and this leads me to speak to you o£ the treatment.

However, before doing so, I ought to say a word on the

exaggeration of the tendon -réflexes of the lower extremities.

Is it a peculiarity of the individual, or is there a morbid

refiex irritability throughout the entire length of the cord,

excepting that région where the motor cells are, on the con-

trary, in a state of torpor as we hâve just supposed ? This

latter would appear probable from an observation of other

analogous facts which we are now studying, and of which I

shall soon hâve occasion to speak to you.

But, to return to the treatment, hère we hâve to do with

a dynamic spinal lésion, without profound modification, so

far as we know, and the electric treatment can certainly

be adopted without fear. The results obtained up to the

présent time are encouraging for the future. The electric

spark seems already to hâve played an important rôle in

restoring the contractility of muscles where faradisation or

galvanisation hâve produced no effect. At the présent time

we hâve ample choice ; we can employ the electric spark, gal-

vanism, or faradism. I must reserve for a future occasion

the description of how this treatment should be conducted.^

' As we bave just seen, in certain cases, a muscle, absolutely irrespon-

sivc to the faradic and galvanic currents, contracts very well with the

electric spark. This fact, already pointed out in a lecture by M.
Charcot on static electricity, shows how relative and contingent are

the actual data of electro-diagnosis. It is very strange that a muscle
electrically inexcitable under the usual methods (galvanisation and
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la this case the spinal affection of articular origin is of a

mild form, and the issue^ as is usual, will doubtless be favor-

able. It is possible, in some cases, that both the spinal, and

faradisation) should contract normally enough from the moment that

another method of electric excitation is had recourse to.

It does not, however, follow that this power of the electric spark is

the invariable rule. Ofttimes the spark does not prove more eflBcacious

than the currents in provoking contraction of the affected muscle.

Indeed, we hâve quite recently demonstrated this state of matters in

a woman the subject of incomplète atrophy of the muscles of the neck
and upper extremities, with diminution (not absence) of the faradic and
galvauic reactions.

But whatever practical use they niay hâve, the facts aualogous to

tbose lately studied by M. Charcot prove the importance of static elec-

tricity in electro-diagnosis. For the future, to the faradic and galvanic

reactions must be added theFrankliuic (or, more euphoniously, Frank

-

linian) reaction. Many English and American authors designate static

electricity iinder the name of Franklinism, and its application, Frank-
linisation. There is at least the advautage of brevity in thèse dénomi-
nations.

The clinical significance of this reaction remains to be determined.

Coming to the treatment of the patient, since the lecture he bas been
treated with static electricity (or, better, Pranklinised) three times,

making eight times altogether. This bas produced an amélioration

which contrasts strongly with his foi-mer condition, remaining stationary

as he did for so many montbs in spite ofvaried treatment. His walking,

&c., hâve improved; and moreover, strange to say, the faradic and gal-

vanic reactions hâve reappeared more and more clearly. At the com-
mencement there was no eiïect with the maximum faradic current, and
a current of more than 20 milliampères for galvanism ; but now reac-

tions are obtained in the affected muscles with a séparation of 4 or 5
centimètres between the bobbins, and 9 or 10 milliampères.

It is an important fact that thèse tvvo reactions reappeared simul-

taneously. In both there only exists up to the présent time the cathodal

closing contraction. In other words, the faradic current only gives a

conti'action when the muscle is excited by the négative pôle (in a récent

article on electro-diagnosis we hâve insisted on the necessity of taking

into considération the direction of the current in faradism as well as

galvanism) ; aud with galvanism, also, contraction is only obtained with

the négative pi^le, and at the moment of making the current. Ail which

conditions, as lately explaiued by us, can be accurately expressed by

thèse three letters, K, S, Z. Thus there is simply a diminution of

excitability without qualitative altération. Thèse détails confirm the

opinion expressed by M. Charcot in the lectui-e, that we hâve to do with

a simple atrophy.

With référence to the manner in which the electrical treatment should
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conséquent muscular^ disease may be more serious tlian it is

hère.

It is important to bear in mind that the paresis and the

atrophy are not the only deuteropatliic trouble tliat can

resuit from an articular lésion. This group of facts is some-

what complicated. Thus arthritis, or traumatic joint miscbief^

be conducted, we hâve, as the Professer says, the choice between fara-

disation, galvanisation, and Franklinisation. In the actual state of

matters it would be difiicult to assign a reason for giving a préférence

to one or the other of thèse means. The most simple course would be

to continue the static electrisation. Its good efFects hâve been évident

up to the présent time, it is a convenient application, and we are not

thereby prevented from having recourse to the exploration of the

ordinary reactions.

It remains to indicate precisely how the treatment should be carried

eut. We know by expérience that the electric spark acts in a most

efficacious manner on the nutrition of muscles, and in this way we

hâve successfuUy treated a long-standing facial paralysis of périphérie

origin, in which the ordinary electrical reactions were quite abolished.

But the point on which we insist is that to obtain therapeutic results,

strong sparks administered from a métal point or bail are not indis-

pensable. With this patient thèse hâve simply been used for purposes

of exploration; for the treatment it is sufficient to produce a much
weaker discharge from a brush, one incapable of giving rise to any con-

traction.

By this proceeding we hâve succeeded in a case of considérable

atrophy of rheumatic origin. M. le Professeur Agrégé Regimbeau (de

Montpellier) has also established, quite independently, analogous facts

(oral communication).

Practically this is valuable information, for it is not always conve-

nient to produce a violent contraction in the afifected muacle.

Theoretically, it is well to note that the most évident trophic effect

is produced by an electric discharge, the quaniity of which, compared

with ordinary galvanic currents (in electrotherapy), might almost be

overlooked. Hence it is expédient to accept with reserve the views of

authors who take their stand on the physiological properties of the

current, attributing the trophic efFects to the quantity, no doubt by

analogy, with the chemical efFects. It is very probable that the question

is not 80 simple as thus stated.

Upon the whole, the patient who forms the subject of M. Charcot's

lecture, gives us ample justification for bringing static electricity more

and more into use at the Salpêtrière.

In the présent stage of electrotherapy it is inexpedient to lose sight

of any material contribution. It is from expérience alone that one

must draw arguments for or against static electi-icity.

—

Romain
VlOOTIROUX.
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may produce^ by reflex action, a contracture limitedj to the

muscles of the joint, or involving the whole limb. Thèse

cases are not infrequent, and it is known, that under thèse

conditions the joints assume a flexed position, the flexors

overpowering the extensors. In other cases the atrophy and

contracture combine.

Thèse varieties of spinal disease, produced by the influence

of a cause always the same in appearance, are particularly

interesting to us, and we shall hâve occasion to return to

them when speaking of several patients which are now in

the wards.



LECTURE III.

I. CONTRACTURES OF TRAUMATIC ORIGIN.

IL TIC NON-DOULOUREUX OF THE FACE IN A HTS-
TERICAL SUBJECT.

SuMMARY.

—

I. The influence of traumatism in determining the

seat of certain diathetic manifestations.—Contracture of

traumatic origin in subjects who présent spasmodic

rigidity in a latent state.—Exaggeration of tendon-

reflexes in hysterical patients.—II. Typical case of tic-

non-douloureux of the face.—Contracture of the muscles

of the face in a hysterical j^atient.—Simulation.

Gentlemen,—At the présent moment our wards contain a

large number of cases of very great interest, many of wliich

are well worthy of being presented to you. Now some of

tbese can well be postponed for a future occasion, but there

are oth.ers in wbom the symptoms that I want to show you

are of an evanescent character, and may even disappear ail

in a moment in a most unexpected way ; se I believe it

will be prudent to seize the opportunity of showing you

some of thèse latter cases to-day.

In the first patient that I am goiug to show jou, you will

recognise the influence which the most common traumatic

lésions hâve on the local development of the phcnomena of

hysteria, and on development of contracture in particnlar.

We hâve known for a long time that certain diseases,

which are pathologically dépendent on a diathesis, are some-

times developed at the instance of a traumatic lésion, It is
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usual for thèse diseases to localise themselves at first in parts

wliere tlie wound, the contusion, or the sprain is produced,

It is so in articular rheumatism for example, and in goût
;

and, as I long ago remarked, nothing is more common in a

gouty subject than to see, in addition to the regular spring or

autumn attacks, a supplementary attack, following a fall for

instance. And the peculiarity is that whereas the spontaneous

attacks become localised in the usual place, the supplementary

attack will be situated in the shoulder or the knee, or some

other joint which has been the seat of a contusion or the

sprain. This is the commonly accepted opinion in the

présent day, and during the last few years Professer Vemeuil

and his students hâve realised the full value of the importance

which attaches itself to the study of facts of this kind^ from

a surgical point of view.

But what is less known perhaps is that certain local

phenomena of hysteria, and in particular the contracture of

a limb, manifest themselves sometimes in the same way and

under the same influences.

I will commence at once the narration of the case, and

as we proceed I will point out the lessons to be drawn

from it.

This stout woman, aged 34, is one of our oldest inmates in

the division for common epilepsy ; she has been hère in fact

for more than twelve years. She belongs to the class of

cases that comes under the dénomination of hystero-epilejpsy

with distinct crises.

I ought perhaps to give you a short explanation of the

meaning of this phrase. It means that this woman is

the subject of two diseases of which the outbreaks appear

separately ; at one time the hysterical crises are présent (the

attacJcs, as we say hère), at another time the epileptic seizures

(the /^5) . On the other hand, the phrase hystero-epilepsy with

mixed crises is meanttoinclude those cases where hysteria alone

exists, but in which also the malady is characterised, in its

complète outbreaks, by four periods, one of which, the first

(epileptoid or hystero-epileptiform phase), bears the likeness

of epilepsy. We hâve proposed for this form the term

hysteria major [la grande hystérie~\ so as to replace the

3
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long phrase " hystero-epilepsy with mixed crises/' which

sometimes leads to confusion.

Tliis patient is, at tlie présent time, suffering from Hysteria

Major and from true Epilepsy also, of wliich slie lias attacks

during the night, accompanied by biting of the tongue,

involuntary émissions of urine, &c. Formerly, that is

prier to five years ago, the hysteria predominated over

the epilepsy; thus in 1874, 244 attacks (of hysteria) were

counted, and 62 fits (of epilepsy) ; but since 1876 the

attacks hâve shown a tendency to disappear, and the fits^

although they also hâve been less fréquent and occurred

mostly at the catamenial periods, hâve decidedly held the

chief place.

It was one of the peculiarities of the hysterical attacks in

B—, when they used to occur side by side with the epileptic

fits, that they were frequently followed by contractures of

the right lower extremity, lasting fifteen days, a mouth, or

more. Hemianaesthesia and ovarian tenderness [ovarie]^

existed at that time on the right side ; it was on the right

side also that the symptoms premonitory of an attack occurred

(buzzing in the ear, beating of the temple, &c.).

The hysterical phenomena hâve almost completely dis-

appeared of late years, and the patient has been considered

by us during the last five or six years no longer as an

hysterical one, but rather an epileptic, whose seizures were

generally dirainishing, if not in intensity, at least in number.

Now, on May i6th, that is a fortnight ago, a symptom
appeared which shows that hysteria is by no means extinct

in this woman, and that the diathesis persists up to the

présent time, albeit in a latent condition. B— went as

usual to her work, there having been nothing particular in

her behaviour during the few preceding days, when sud-

denly and purely by accident, and without having expe-

rienced any giddiness or vertige—she is very explicit on

this point—she took a false step on the top of the staircase,

fell heavily on her left side, and slipped like an inert mass

down a flight of a dozen steps. Two of her corapanions

1 " Ovarie " is a term used in France for a séries of phenomena
(sigliing, laughter, crying, sometimes convulsions, &c.) pvoduced by
pressure on the inguinal région.—T. D. S.
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lifted her up directly ; she was not much hurt, and the

only trace of the injury at the présent time is a bruise

over the left external malleolus. But, immediately after

the fall, her walking became very difficulté and the reason

of this difficulty was a rigidity of the joints (hip, knee,

ankle) of the left inferior extremity, the one that had been
injured.

We saw the patient on the morning of the next day and

found her in the same condition as she is to-day_, and which

I will now demonstrate to you.

The patient is lying on the right side. The left lower

extremity is rigid from end to end. Voluntary extension and
flexion are both impossible, attempts at passive movement
are equally useless, in whatever direction the force be applied.

The flexor and extensor muscles are both in action, as you
see, only, the extensors, as is usual in this kind of contracture,

predominate ; the thigh and leg are straight out ; the foot is

in a state of plantar flexion, as a conséquence of the predomi-

nating action of the calf-muscles ; in other words, the three

segments of the limb are in a straight line, the foot being

in a position of talipes equinus.

I should add that the limb, which is like a rigid bar, is

also adducted ; if one succeeds in bending the limb away
from the middle line it springs back to its original position.

Moreover, this limb has undergone rotation inwards at the

hip-joint, so that the knee-cap and the point of the foot look

almost directly inwards. For the rest, there is no articular

pain or swelling, no vestige of the fall, if we except the

bruise in the neighbourhood of the external malleolus above

mentioned.

I should like you to observe that this strained position of

the limb came on almost suddenly. This, as I hâve already

pointed out, is one of the characteristics of the hysterical

spasmodic contracture in distinction to contractures of organic

origin. Thus, in the spasmodic paraplegia of transverse

myelitis, of disseminated sclerosis, &c., this condition is not

arrived at ail of a sudden. In the first period there is para-

lysis with flaccidity of the limbs, though there is exaggeration

of the tendon-reflexes ; in the second stage spasmodic attacks
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of rigidity occur ; in the third, there is a condition of rigidity,

eitlier in a position of extension or semiflexion ; and lastly in

the fourth stage^ which is very rarely, if ever^ seen, there is

an invincible rigidity, which may be compared to an iron

bar.

One of the most interesting characters of hysterical con-

tracture is, you see, that it can reacli its maximum ail in a

moment.

The occurrence of contracture under the circumstances just

narrated in a subject known to hâve been affected with

hysteria in a marked degree, and to hâve been formerly

attacked with contracture, would naturally make us suspect

that a hysterical storm was imminent. We ought therefore

to inquire whether other hysterical stigmata were not deve-

loped in her after the fall, at the same time as the contracture.

Now, as a matter of fact, it is so ; hemianassthesia, which was
formerly on the right side, but which had disappeared for

some years, has reappeared, though it is on the left side

now, the side on which she fell, and on which there exists

the contracture.

The ansesthesia occupies the whole of the left side, the

limbs, trunk, and the face, excepting the parts immediately

round the organs of sensé, an exemption which sometimes

happons. There is no ovarian phenomena [ovarie].^

Besides thèse symptoms there is nothing worthy of your

attention, except perhaps insomnia, which she has had for

the last five days, and the fact that the catamenial period

commenced at its natural time two days ago. Now, it is at

the menstrual period that she is usually attacked with the

epileptic fits, and it was then that she was formerly attacked

with the hysterical seizures. It is very probable that she

will hâve a manifestation of this kind in a few days ; after

which the contracture may disappear in the same manner as

it came, that is to say, suddenly, or very nearly so. It is

on that account that I was so anxious to présent this patient

to you to-day, for it is possible that we might not hâve

another opportunity of showing you a case of hysterical con-

tracture of traumatic origin for a very long time.

But, you will ask me, are you quite convinced that the

' Vide note, p. 34.
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injury bas had the influence wliich you suppose on the

development of the spasmodic rigidity of limb ? May it

not be simply a fortuitous coïncidence ? The reasons in

support of the theory I hold are not wanting.

I , Let us first take the arguments which are independent

of hysteria. I hâve already had occasion to point out the

analogies that exist between the spasmodic paralysis of

hysterical patients, or such as are not due to any organic spinal

affection, and the spasmodic paralyses, hemi- or paraplégie,

due to organic lésions of the brain or cord.

Thus, in hemiplegia conséquent on a lésion of the brain

occupying the internai capsule in the course of the pyramidal

band, the limbs may remain flaccid. But the contracture

exists there, in a latent state as it were, as is shown by the

exaggeration of the tendon-reflexes (foot- or knee-jerks) ;

and, sometimes by persévérance, by repeated blows on the

patellar tendon, a temporary contracture lasting several

minutes can be produced.

Well, under thèse circumstances, there is an imminence

of contracture which can be brought on by the occurrence

of a traumatism, and it will manifest itself in the part

which is the seat of the contusion, sprain, &c. In this

manner a contracture was produced and persisted for several

months in the case of a woman recorded by M. Terrier.

Sufficiently numerous examples of this kind could be quoted,

relative not only to hemiplegia but also to paraplegia,

which take on a spasmodic character under the influence of

an injury.

Moreover, to détermine a contracture in a limb which is

paralysed and flaccid, the injury need not necessarily be

violent ; an ill-timed faradisation, the application of a

blister or an antimonial plaister, can produce the same

effects as a blow.

The theory which best enables us to fix thèse facts in the

mind is the following. There exists in cases of paralysis

due to a material lésion a hyper-excitability of the grey sub-

stance, and particularly of the motor cells of the anterior

horns, a spécial state which I propose, for want of a better

term, to describe by the name of strychnism. Then, cuta-

neous irritations, irritations of the centripetal nerves in
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gênerai, augment thé already excited condition of the motor

cells ; the measure overflows, and the centrifugal nerve

transmits the irritation to the muscles which it supplies.

2. Now, to return to hysteria. In many hysterical patients,

chiefly on the anœsthetic side, but sometimes everywhere a

little, there exists an exaggerated reflex excitability. And
one fiuds also a paresis, a well-marked dynaniometric weak-

ness. Hence it is not astonishing to find that an excitation

of the centripetal nerves, whether of the tendons or of other

parts, produces the same effects as in cases where there

exists a lésion of the nervous centres. Under thèse condi-

tions, paralysis of the limbs without rigidity becomes trans-

formed into a paralysis with contracture.

I could mention numerous cases of this kind, and some of

them are reported in the appendix to the first volume of my
lectures delivered at the Salpêtrière. In one case a con-

tracture of the wrist followed a blow on the back of the

hand and lasted for several months. Or again, I hâve seen

the same symptoms after crushing the hand in the machinery

of an engine ; another hysterical patient, whose foot had
been violently pressed against the bar of a chair, was

attacked with a contracture of the foot ; and so on.

Brodie, who was well aware of thèse facts, and who,

indeed, was the first to publish them in 1837 ^^ ^^^ work on

certain local nervous affections, mentions contracture of the

upper extremity following pricks of the fingers.

Thèse facts are ail the more interesting since a contracture

determined by an injury is often the first manifestation of

the hysterical diathesis. For example, an ordinary injury

is followed by a contracture in a young person who till then

is not known to hâve any nervous symptoms ; examine the

case very thoroughly, and in ail probability you will find

some accompanimeut that will demonstrate the présence

of hysteria; it will be very surprising if you do not find

some hyperassthesia, ana3sthesia, ovarian pain, or some indi-

cation of that kind.

3. I can give you further évidence of this tendency to con-

tracture which exists often in a very marked degree in cer-
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tain bysterical subjects—not always subjects of Hysteria

Major, but of tbe affection in its commoner form.

I can show you now, in passing, two young persons who

are the victims of this affection, whose flippant air and taste

for finery, rendered manifest by the ribbons and flowers

with which they are adorned, offer a marked contrast to

the aspect of our first patient, whose oft-repeated epileptic

seizures hâve left traces of a profoundly affected intellect on

her physiognomy,

One of them has disseminated patches of ansesthesia and

left ovarian phenomena [ovarie], and she has spontaneous

contractures after her attacks ; the other patient is aneesthetic

on the left side, her right side is analgésie, and she has ovarian

phenomena on both sides. Now you see that by repeated

percussion of the patellar tendon, or the tendo Achillis, the

leg of either assumes a position of extension, and the foot is

bent into a position of talipes equinus. This attitude is fixed,

the rigidity of the limb is absolute, it is impossible to either

flex or extend it ; in short, it is a very characteristic con-

traction, which will probably last for several hours unless

we can undo it by the same proceedings which were employed

to provoke it. That which has just been done on the inferior

extremity can be repeated on the superior. If we take a

pleximeter and with repeated small blows strike the flexors

of the finger at the level of the wrist, you see that the

fingers assume a position of exaggerated flexion, and remain

fixed in a state of contraction.

I think that enough has been said to demonstrate the influ-

ence of traumatic causes on the development of contracture

in hysterical patients ; and also in those who are predisposed

thereto by certain organic lésions quite apart from hysteria.

We shall hâve many occasions, in the course of our studies,

to apply this interestiug idea to the explanation of certain

phenomena otherwise inexplicable.

But, returning to the contracture of B— , what can be

done for it ? In the first place, we must -vyait and see

whether, as is usual, the disease will of itself come to an end.

But if it persist ? Since the disease is unilatéral we hâve

some hold on it ; we may be able by the aid of a magnet or
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of agents of tlie same kind to bring about a transference of

the contracture to the opposite side, and it is possible that

at the end of a lai'ge number of such transfers^ the contrac-

ture may disappear altogether.

II.

At the présent time there is a little patient attending the

out-patient department whose history is made up almost

entirely of hysterical phenomena, if indeed there be aught

else. She is a young Jewess from St. Petersburg, fifteen

years old ; she has never menstruated ; she has been

attending the Clinique for about six weeks. She cornes to

Paris in the hope of being cured, having been unable to

obtain relief elsewhere. I know not if we can give her what

she seeks^ or rather what her father asks for her. You will

understand soon why I make this réservation.

The case seems to be one of facial tic non-douloureux,

but the affection in this girl appears to hâve spécial

characteristics which show considérable departure from the

normal type.

Now hère, gentlemen, is a woman whom I shall hâve

occasion to show you for another purpose, and who is afflicted

with facial tic non-douloureux in the form generally seen.

She is an "hystérie" of many years^ standing, and indeed she

is one still, albeit that she is fifty years of âge, and has not

had hystero-epileptic attacks for a long time. But she has

hemiansesthesia of the left side, and on the same side she

has had facial tic for four or five years. This tic appears

in spontaneous paroxysms which are repeated with greater

or less frequency during the day, and which consist of

blinking of the eyelids, and a very rapid quivering, some

200 times per minute, of the left latéral commissure ; the

platysma participâtes in the convulsion in some degree.

That is the ordinary type

Now examine our little patient ; hère the spasm is pro-

duced only when we wish. You see that with a little pad on
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the right eyelid nothing particular occurs in the face. But,

we are about to raise the pad ; if we raise it slightly, with-

out uncovering the globe of the eye, which is permanently

protected by the contracted eyelids, a contraction of the

muscles of the right side of the face is at once produced.

If we uncover the eye, the spasm occurs more energetically

still, and results in a frightful distortion and fixed expression

of countenance. The same resuit is always obtained ; repose

when the pad is there, contracture as soon as it is removed.

Thus there is a remarkable différence between this case

and the preceding. So much so that we are obliged to ask

ourselves whether it is not one of those singular instances of

simulation with which the history of hysteria teems.

It should be stated at once that the affection we now see

was preceded a year ago by a spasm of the right orbicular

muscle which came on without known cause, and without

pain. Alittlewhile after this, nervous paroxysms came on,

which were accompanied by laughing, crying and shouting.

In August last, the spasm of the face as we see it now super-

vened after a local electrisation.

Let us examine matters more closely. The existence of

a blepharospasm in nervous or hysterical subjects is not a

rare occurrence, and would surprise no one. That the spasm

should spread to the face is not strange. It is seen in numbers

of cases, and nothing is more natural than that this spasm

should be held in check by pressure directed to certain

points. De Grœfe some while ago called attention to the

existence of thèse points of stoppage which the physician

should seek for, and which the patients themselves often find

out quite empirically. In the case before us the stoppage

point would be the eyelid itself, or the supra-orbital arch.

But hère is where the strange part of the case commences.

The pressure exercised by this little pad is such a small

matter ; and moreover it is not a question of the pressure

alone, which ought to be efficacious whether applied by us

and tightening it up with a bandage, or done by the patient

herself. It is not so hère, and thus there is a personal

influence in the matter which gives us material for much
thought. I will even go further and say that in my mind
there is not only a suspicion, but a conviction. Yes, this
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youug woman simulâtes, or atleast exaggerates. I willingly

admit the reality of the blepharospasm ; but, as for the spasm

of the muscles of the lower part of the face and the platysma

I believe it to be superadded, invented, simulated.

It is pi'obable that the same opinion entered into the minds

of the physicians who saw the young girl at St. Petersburg,

at any rate an opération for section of the nerve-trunk was

prepared, the patient was chloroformed, but they went no

further. Nevertheless, the spasm has persisted in the same

condition as you see it to-day.

But, you will ask me, what possible motive could this

young girl hâve for simulation ? I hâve already had occasion

to point out to you [p. 14] that hysterical people often simulate

without any very distinct end in view, by the worship of art

for its own sake. But is not the love of notoriety motive suf-

ficient ? To deceive, or think she deceives, the physicians

of St. Petersburg, then those of Paris, next the Faculty

of Vienna, and thus to make a tour through the whole of

Europe, is not this sufl&cient motive ?

I should add that when the patient was placed on the

stool of an electric machine, with the eyelids uncovered, she

soon displayed évident signs of fatigue ; after a quarter of

an hour she became quite breathless, a cold sweat covered

the body, and a more or less genuiue nervous storm seemed

imminent. We did not care to push the experiment further,

Under thèse circum stances what is to be done ? We do

not wish just yet to make known our opinion either to the

father or the child ; we are following an expectant treatment.

I hope that the little patient will remain with us some time

yet, and that I shall hâve another opportunity of showing

her to you.^

' Since the lecture, Madlle. A— bas been isolated from ber family.

Sbe came into tbe Infirmary on May 2'jth, and the only treatment

employed bas been tbe application at a distance of magnets to tbe

same side as tbe spasm, and a few applications of static electricity. On
the ist of April [? June], under the influence of electrisation, tbe spasm

diminished momentarily and tbe sensibility was increased. Notbing

particular occurred until June i8tb, but on that day sbe had an acute

attack, with loud cries and some contortions, predominating on tbe

right side—that of tbe spasm. Thèse attacks bave been repeated
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several tiraes since. During tlie month of July use had been made

iilmost daily of the magnet at a distance. Tlie contracture of the lower

part of the face insensibly disappeared; and on July 26th nothing but tbe

blepharospasm remained. Next day, after being vexed, she had rather

a violent attack, and since then the eye bas remained open quite nor-

mally, but the attacks hâve recurred several times.

—

Ch. F.



LECTURE IV.

ON THE MUSCULAR ATROPHT WHICH FOLLOWS
CHRONIC ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM.

SuMMAEY.

—

Muscular atrophy in acute, suhacute, or chronic

joint disease.—Relation hetween the localisation of the

atrophy and the seat of the joint disease.—Types of

primary chronic articular rheumalism : i. Generalised

or progressive primary chronic articular rheumatism.

ii. Fixed or partial chronic articular rheumatism. iii.

Heherden's nodes.— Generalised chronic rheumatism

détermines amyotrophies which predominate in the ex-

tensor muscles of the afected joints.—Exaggeration of

the tendon-refiexes.— With the amyotrophy there exists a

contracture in a latent state.—Spasmodic contracture of

a reflex articular origin.

Gentlemen,—I am about to présent to you a patient who
will bring back to your minds the subject of amyotrophic

paralyses^ which recently occupied our attention.

You will doubtless remember the young telegraph clerk

who, after receiving a blow on the right knee that lighted

iip transient arthritis in the joint, suffered for nearly a year

from atrophie paralysis, chiefly of the right quadriceps

extensor, which rendered his power of walking very imperfect

during ail that time.

Traumatic lésions are not by any means the only causes

which can give rise to such a condition. It is well known
that the most diverse lésions can lead to the same resuit.

The fact is established beyond doubt as regards acute arti-

cular rheumatism, acute goût (Bouchard, Debove), and
' Paralyses due to muscular atrophy (a, neg., nvç, a muscle, rpoipr}

nutrition).
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gonorrliœal i-heumatism. And what has been said of acute

and subacute ai'thropathies can now be affirmed of chronic

articulai' rheumatism. In ail thèse joint affections, acute

and chronic, the muscular atrophy occurs according to the

law already pointed ont [p. 24], that is to say, the atrophy

always prédominâtes in the extensors of the affected joint.

Thus in arthritis of the hip the muscles of the buttock are

chiefly involved, if the knee is attacked it is the quadriceps

extensor femoris, if it is the elbow, then the triceps brachialis

is the seat of the atrophy, and so on.

This relationship between the seat of the articular affec-

tion and the localisation of the muscular atrophy is suffi-

ciently constant to be of service in cases which présent

difficulties of diagnosis. For example, in diseases of the

hip, in certain cases of morbus coxse senilis in an early

stage, when the physical signs are scarcely appréciable on

account of the depth of the articulation, a marked flattening

of the buttock of the corresponding side, due to atrophy of

tbe lower fibres of the glutens maximus, can be regarded as

a very significant symptom.

Long enough before joint disease was recognised as a

cause of muscular atrophy, Adams^ called attention to this

flattening of the buttock in certain chronic affections of the

hip-joint.

The case which I am about to bring before you belongs

to the category of chronic articular rheumatism. It may be

within your recollection that I hâve proposed to collect the

many varions forms under "which this affection appears into

three fundamental groups :^

I. Oeneralised or lorogressive primm-y chronic articular

rheumatistn.—This is the nodular rheumatism of some

authors ; it follows a chronic course from the commence-

ment, and présents an invariable tendency to become gene-

ralised. It is the small joints of the extremities, especially

those of the hands, and most often the metacarpo-phalangeal

joints which are involved in the first instance, and they are

' Adams, ' A Treatise on Rheumatic Goût,' &c., London, 1857.
' Charcot, ' Traité de la goutte de Garrod,' note, p. 602 ;

' Maladies

des vieillai-ds,' 2* Ed., 1874, p. 197, et suiv. [' Syd. Soc. Transi.,' p. 180.]
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generally attacked symmetrically, Then in due course the

other articulations are almost invariably involved. During-

the tedious progress of tlie malady the patient has severe

attacks of pain, from time to time, which are frequently

accompanied by fébrile symptoms.

2. Fixed or 'partial chronic articular rheumatism.—This

disease, which présents the same characteristic of chronicity

from the outset as the preceding, generally remains localised

to one or two of the large joints in which it produces pro-

found altérations. It is well known to the surgeon under

the name of dry arthritis, or of morbus coxae senilis when it

is the hip that is affected, The pains that accompany it are

less intense, and fever is wanting.

3. Heberden's nodes.—This is the affection described by

Heberden under the name of digitorum nodi. Very gene-

rally, but incorrectly, this is confused with goût. It is

found almost exclusively in the articulations of distal pha-

langes ; while the metacarpo-phalangeal joints, which are

specially prone to be involved in the first variety, are free.

I need scarcely say that dry arthritis forms the ana-

tomical substratum of ail thèse clinical varieties, although a

slight modification in the anatomo-pathological type is found

in each. Thèse three forms, in fact, are not absolutely sepa-

rate ; one passes into the other by insensible grades. There

are undoubtedly cases which occupy an intermediate posi-

tion, and the one we are about to study partakes of the

characters both of partial and also of generalised chronic

articular rheumatism ; it is a partial chronic rheumatism

which has a tendency to spread to a great many joints.

The man named L—, 51 years of âge, and by occu-

pation a hair-dresser, enjoyed good health till he was forty-

four years old. For the last nine years he has occupied a

dark, damp room on the ground floor behind his shop, where

he often suffered from the cold at night. The influence of

a damp habitation is often mentioned, and correctly so, as

one of the principal determining causes of chronic rheuma-

tism ; and it is very remarkable that the articular pains

frequently do not appear until some years after the evil

influence has commenced ; there is as it were a sort
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of incubation period. Thus was it in our patient, and it

was not till after five years' résidence in this uuhealtliy

room that tlie first symptoms of joint mischief appeared. The
joints were affected in the following order : the wrists first,

next the slioulders, then the ankles, knees, hips, elbows,

and last of ail the fingers, and the cervical articulations to a

slight degree. This graduai invasion was spread over a

period of four years. The pains were slight and the swell-

ing ill-marked ; he has never had either rigors or fever
;

lie has never been obliged to take to bed ; he gradually became

aware of a stilïness in certain movements of his wrist inci-

dental to his occupation, then a rapid loss of flesh and great

weakness came on, making it difficult for him to walk, and

soon he was obliged to give up his occupation.

At the présent time it is easy to recognise the affected

joints, the altérations that hâve taken place in them being so

well marked. Many of the joints are the seat of crackling,

the left shoulder and the knees being the worst. They
contain a small quantity of fluid, and the soft parts around

are evidently swollen. Crackling- is to be detected pretty

equally in the wrists, the elbows, and some of the finger-

j oints in both hands. In a word, without going more into

détail, we find in a large number of joints the classic signs

of a dry arthritis.

But the point which should most occupy our attention is

the loss of substance in the muscular parts. It is not a

gênerai emaciation in the strict acceptation of those words,

but a localised muscular atrophy which affects certain muscles

or groups of muscles ; and we shall find that it prédominâtes

in the extensors, a point worthy of our spécial attention.

Thus, on the shoulders the deltoids are flattened, in the arms
the triceps muscles are wasted, while the biceps still pré-

serve considérable substance. The buttocks also are con-

siderably flattened, corresponding to the affection of the

coxo-femoral articulations. In the thigh the quadriceps is

rauch more atrophied than the flexor muscles, and the same
rule obtains for ail the diseased joints,

The modifications in the electrical reaction of the muscles

is hère again simply a quantitative and not a qualitative one<
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Only one muscle forms an exception to this statement
;

tlie vastus externus of tlie right side, whicli gives the reac-

tion of degeneration^ in that tlie faradic excitability is

weaker and the galvanic is stronger than normal. This is

the only exception ; everywhere else the electrical réactions

indicate a simple atrophy without marked altération in the

nutrition. Some of the atrophied muscles are the seat of

very manifest fibrillar contractions, the deltoid, for example,

the quadriceps femoris, and the buttocks. And some of thèse

muscles are easily excited to contraction by direct percussion,

as you can see in the left deltoid particularly.

Side by side with thèse trophic changes in the muscles

is a motor weakness, more accentuated in proportion as the

muscular atrophy is more advanced. The patient finds walk-

ing very difficult, more on account of the amyotrophic paresis

than the pain in the joints. The dynamometric force of

the hands is considerably limited ; it is represented by lo

for the right and 12 for the left hand, the average normal

strength being represented by about 80.

By a more detailed investigation one recognises that in

the upper extremities it is the extensors that hâve lost most

power ; thus, while it is easy enough to pi'event extension of

the elbow, the arm when placed in a position of flexion can

effectually resist efforts to straighten it. The same condition,

mutatis mutandis, can be made out at the wrist-joint, and

also at the knee.

You see then that the essential features of this case are

in entire accord with those we hâve seen in the young

telegraph clerk whose atrophie paralysis appeared as a con-

séquence of an iujury to the knee. Hence, we may infer that

the joint lésions of generalised chronic articular rheumatism

détermine, in the same way as traumatic arthritis, a reflex

irritation ^of the spinal centres, which produces in like

manner an amyotrophic paralysis, predominating in the ex-

tensors.^

1 M. Debove ('Progrès Médical,' 1880, p. ioii)has bad the oppor-

tunity of studying under the microscope the atrophied muscles in a

case of chi'onic rheumatism, and has observed certain characters which

enable us to class thèse amyotrophies among myopathies of nervous

origin, i. e. there is an irregularity in the atrophy, which attacks not
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But, between the two cases, tliere is a very marked
similitude on another point also.

As an interesting feature in the case of the telegraph

clerk, I referred to tlie exaggeration of the tendon-reflexes,

which was présent not only in the aiïected limb, but also in

the healthy one ; and we concluded therefore that the spinal

affection, developed in conséquence of the arthritis, whatever

it might be, was much more extensive than might at first

hâve been supposed. Well, this saœe exagg-eration of reflex

excitability is to be found in the patient whom I show you

to-day, and in a still more pronounced degree. Jerking

upwards the point of the foot produces a very manifest

trépidation, which is increased if the patient endeavours to

resist the movement. In order that you may fully realise

the exaggeration of the patellar réflexes, I will cause the

patient to sit on the edge of a chair. You see that the

effect of striking the patellar tendon, either on the right or

left side, is to produce at every stroke a movement in the

shoulders, and particularly in the left one. Every time that

the patellar tendon is struck, no matter of which leg, there is

a contraction of the deltoid, trapezius, and pectoralis major;

the shoulder is perceptibly elevated, and drags along with it

the whole of the upper extremity.

Thus we find in this case the essential éléments of a spas-

modic parslysis at a stage when the permanent contracture,

although not actually developed, is nevertheless imminent.

And thèse phenomena are sometimes so pronounced that

physicians of considérable expérience hâve been led to think

that the spinal lésion is the primary one, the joint disease

and muscular atrophy being secondary. But the évolution

of the phenomena is against such a view. The arthro-

pathies are in reality the primary facts, the spinal affection

which produces the amyotrophy is only secondary.

It is important to add that, apart from this increased

reflex excitability as evidenced by exaggerated tendon-

reflexes both of the upper and lower limbs, no other

only the fibres of the same muscle in difi'erent degrees, but even the

fibrils of the same fibre; and the sclerosis of the interstitial connective

tissue has a like irregularity.

4
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symptom can be discovered whicli could be connected with

a spinal lésion. No abnormality o£ cutaneous sensibility,

no girdle pains, no urinary trouble, &c.

From what bas just been said, you will be led to infer tbat

in cases wbere amyotropbic paresis is a leading feature, con-

tracture exists, soto speak, in a potentialor latent condition.

I may bere point out to you tbat if in certain artbro-

patbies, sucb as tbe preceding case, tbe amyotropbic para-

lysis forms tbe predominating feature, it is not tbe same

in otber joint affections wbere, on tbe contrary, spasmodic

contracture bolds tbe cbief place.

It is well known to surgeons tbat, in certain joint diseases,

in tbe painful forms especially, tbe affected joints become

rigid. Tbey become fixed ordinarily in a state of flexion
;

in bip disease, for exaraple, tbe tbigb becomes flexed on tbe

pelvis ; in pulpy degeneration of tbe knee-joint, tbe leg

becomes flexed on tbe tbigb, and so on.

Tbere bave been many discussions on tbe cause of tbis •

rigidity of tbe joint, and tbe conséquent deformity. You

are aware tbat in tbe scbool of Bonnet, of Lyons, great stress

was laid on tbe instinct of tbe patient, wbo endeavours, so tbey

say, to adjust tbe joint in tbat position wbicb gives bim tbe

least possible pain. Otbers bave attributed influence to tbe

weigbt of parts, tbe fluid in tbe joint, &c. ; always relega-

ting tbe involuntary spasmodic contraction to quite a secon-

dary position. In tbe présent day, bowever, it is tbis refles

spasmodic contracture, of an involuntary kind, to wbicb

most surgeons attacb tbeir faitb, and in tbis way tbey bave

corne back to Hunter's doctrine. In a book but little known

in France,^ tbe late Mr. Hilton, Surgeon to Guy^s Hospital,

bas very clearly expressed wbat may be regarded as tbe

prevailing opinion on tbis point. " Wben,^^ said be, " tbe

joint cavity is inflamed or irritated in any way, tbe influence

of tbis condition is transported to tbe spinal cord, and tbence

reflected by tbe médiation of tbe corresponding motor

nerves to tbe muscles wbicb move tbe joint." M. le Pro-

fesseur Duplay in several passages of bis book, and Pitba

also, support tbis tbeory.

' ' Rest and Pain,' &c., 2nd édition, London, 1877.
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Now, in this instance we hâve a spasmodic contraction o£

both the flexors and extensors at the same time, though it is

the former which détermine the character of the deformity.

It does not seem in such cases to be an intentional, or instinc-

tive contraction, the object of which is to lessen the pain
;

for in many cases of joint disease, and especially disease of

the hip-joint, one knows that it is often necessary by apply-

ing extension to oppose this very contracture in order to

ease the patientas pain. Furthermore, M. Masse^ has made
the interesting observation that whereas thèse contractures

are often enormously increased during sleep, they become

much less during the waking state, when the patient is in a

condition to oppose them.

Without denying accessory causes, one is bound to admit,

under the circumstances, that reflex spasmodic contracture is

the principal agent in producing the joint deformity. Such

an opinion finds, I believe, full confirmation in the study of

those remarkable deformities which are so frequently met
with in generalised or progressive chronic articular rheuma-

tism (knotty rheumatism).

This was the conclusion that was forced upon me in my
inaugural dissertation thirty years ago, and to which, with

your permission, I will refer. Yet, the exposition of ail the

facts relative to this question will demand more time than

is left at our disposai to-day, and I must therefore résume

this subject in the next lecture.

Moreover, it will not be without interest to indicate more
clearly that side by side with amyotrophic paralyses, there

exist spasmodic contractures which are also connected with

altérations in the joints ; that thèse contractures, like the

amyotrophies, are due to a spinal affection developed along a

reflex path ; and lastly, to bring into view the relationship

that exists between thèse two séries of phenomena apparently

so différent from each other.

' ' Influence de l'attitude des membres sur leurs articulations,' Mont-
pellier, 1878, p. 104.



LECTUEE V.

I. REFLEX CONTRACTURE AND AMYOTROPHT OF ARTl-

CULAR ORIGIN.
II, OPHTHALMIC MIGRAINE APPEARING IN THE EARLY

STAGE OF GENERAL PARALYSIS.

SuMMARY.

—

I. Ohronic articular rheumatism.—Reflex con-

tracture of articular origin.—Deformities in chronic

articular rheumatii^m : i. Type of extension ; 2. Type of

flexion.— The hand of athetosis ; hand of paralysis

agitans.—Articular deforr/iities of chronic rheumatism

are due to a spinal affection produced by the same

mechanism as reflex acts.

II. Progressive gênerai paralysis.—Ophthalmic mi-

graine at the outset.—Scintillating scotoma.—Hemi-

anopsia.

Gentlemen,—The first patient to whom I wish to direct

your attention to-day présents an illustration of dry arthritis

of the hip, and you will recognise in her the Hattening of

the buttock, due to atrophy of the gluteal muscles, which is

capable, as I pointed out in the last lecture, of assisting us

in the diagnosis of difficult cases.

The patient is a woman, sixty-two years of âge. She has

not, so far as we can discover, been exposed to the ordinary

causes of chronic articular rheumatism, at any rate she has

not lived in a damp place. She has worked a sewing

machine for several years, and it is this, she thinks, which has

produced the disease of the right hip. Ail the other articu-

lations are Sound. The malady started about a year ago

with stifîness in the joint ; then she had attacks of pain,

worse at night, starting at the lower border of the buttock,

shooting down the thigh and inner side of the knee. At
one time there was crackling in the joint, but there is

none now. At the présent time she has scarcely any
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spontaneous pain, and there is no tenderness on striking

ihe great trochanter; there is no marked shortening of

tbe limb, but it lias a considérable tendency to assume

a position of rotation outwards, as those of you even at a

distance can detect by the direction of the foot. The

patient can walk fairly well, and after slie has made the

first few steps, she scarcely limps at ail ; but when she is

seated it is impossible for her to cross the right leg over the

left, although she can cross the left one over the right.

The physical signs and the loss of function render it impos-

sible to doubt the existence of an articular lésion, but even

if thèse were less marked our attention would be directed

to the joint by the flattening of the right buttock, which is

very distinct. And not only does the buttock appear very

wasted, but on palpation it feels softer and more flaccid

than normal. On the right side the fingers can easily

touch the ischium, but on the left it is not so ; and you can

see, moreover, that the great trochanter seems much more

prominent on the right side, indicating some atrophy of the

glutens minimus.

I was anxious to show you this patient because the case

ought to be classed in the same group as the amyotrophies

of articular origin which we are at présent studying.

I must now add some further détails to the facts I hâve

already laid before you relative to the spasmodic contractures

that follow joint lésions, and are sometimes accompanied by

muscular atrophy. I attempted, following the doctrine of

Hunter, to prove that thèse contractures are produced by a

reflex mechauism started in the diseased joint. The exci-

tation of the articular nerves reacts on the spinal centres,

which in their turn reflect this excitation along the path of

the motor nerves to the muscles, both flexors and extensors,

of the joint.

The spasmodic contracture is generally limited to the

flexors and extensors of the affected joints. But, in some

cases, as a conséquence of the diffusion of the spinal lésion,

the muscular spa.^m becomes more generalised, and may even

extend to ail the muscles of a limb. I hâve already
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drawn attention to cases of this kind connected with hysteria,

but, judging by recorded cases, such contractures involving

a whole limb, conséquent on a lésion limited to a single joint,

may be observed quite independent of hysteria.

The cases reported by Duchenne (of Boulogne), and

described by him under the name of rejiex contractures of

articular origin, may be mentioned in support of this state-

ment, and there is anotherby M. Dubrueil (of Montpellier).^

M. Dubrueil's case was that of a young man, i6 years

of âge, wbo fell from the top of a ladder and sprained his

left ankle ; three days later contracture appeared not only

in the muscles of the foot, which was flexed and in a state

of adduction, but in those also which act on the knee and

the hip. The subjects in whom contractures of arthritic

origin tend thus to become generalised are evidently predis-

posed thereto, and in this respect the cases may be said to be

akin to the hysterical neurosis.

In order to finish this subject it remains for me to show,

as I promised, that the deformities of progressive chronic

articular rheumatism (nodular rheumatism) are due, in like

manner, to a spasmodic contracture of the muscles, developed

by reflex action secondary to the joint lésions.

I endeavoured some years back to show^ that the defor-

mities observed in such cases, so far as the upper extremities

are concernée!, can ail be brought, no matter how différent

they may seem, under two fundamental types, to which ail

accessory forms may also be referred.

The symptoms common to both types are thèse : the

hands are generally in a state of pronation and slightly

flexed ; the deformities are usually symmetrical ; there is

ordinarily a déviation of ail the fingers towards the ulnar

border of the hand (Fig. 4).

Now, the characters distinctive of the two fundamental

types are :

' Dubrueil, 'Leçons de clinique chirurgicale,' Montpellier, 1880, p. 5.

' Charcot, ' Etudes pour servir à l'histoire de l'affection décrite sous

les noms de goutte asthénique primitive, nodosités des jointures, rheu-

matisme articulaire chronique (forme primitive)," 'Thèse de Paris,' 1853.
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FiG. 4.—Representing the déviation of ail the fingers towards

the ulnar side of the hand in chronic rheumatism. (Drawn by M. P.

Richer.)

First type, or type of extension.—Beginning at the free

extremities of the fingers, you will notice (a) flexion of the

ungual phalanges, {h) hyper-extension of the second phalanges,

(c) flexion of the proximal phalanges. The woman named

D—, who is brought before you, présents this deformity in a

very characteristic manner. She is now forty-nine years old,

and the malady commenced when she was twenty, after three

years' résidence in a damp house. She has most of the other

joints also affected (Fig. 5).

FiG. s.—Showing the left hand of the woman D— . Type of extension.

(Drawn by M. Richer.)

You will find the same deformity in the hands of the woman

]yX—^ -who has had the disease since the ménopause (Fig. 6).
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FlG. 6.—Showing the left hand of the woinaa M— , Type of extension.

(Drawn by M. Richer.)

Second type, type of flexion.—Hère we hâve a hyper

-

extension of the ungual phalanges, and a flexion of the

second phalanges, as you see in this patient (Fig. 7).

PiG. 7._Right hand of the woman X—. Type of flexion.

(Drawn by M. Peugniez.)

Such are the deformities which are due, quite as much as

those occurring in the other joints of the same patients

(knees, elbows, &c.), to a spasmodic contraction of the

muscles.

You will remark that the spasmodic contraction has long

since ceased in both of thèse patients ; but the resulting

deformities persist nevertheless in conséquence of the thick-

ening of the periarticular tissues, the subluxations, the

shortening of the ligaments which hâve existed ail this long
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while, wlierever the joints hâve been maintained in a faulty

position by the spasmodic muscular contracture.

What are the arguments that can be advanced in favour

of the theory I hold ?

1. It seems impossible to admit that thèse strained un-

natural positions can be the attitudes instinctively assumed

by the patients themselves, in order to avoid pain as much as

possible, while maintaining the articulation in a fixed position.

In examining such patients during an acute exacerbation of

the affection one recognises that, far from endeavouring to

bring about thèse forced attitudes, they strive against thèse

spasmodic contractures, thèse cramps as they call them, to

which they are subject.

2. The accumulation of fluid within the synovial cavities

gives greater mobility to the joints, and favours the action

of the contracted muscles ; but this élément cannot be in-

voked as a predominating cause of the deformity. More-

over, ail the joints which in the hand undergo déviation hâve

not been attacked with hydrarthosis, or even inflammation.

One can add also, without fear of contradiction, that the

weight of the parts plays but a very ineffectuai part in the

production of such deformities.

Therefore, by a process of exclusion, we can affirm that

muscular contraction is the only influence which is worthy

of our support.

I should add that there are other powerful, though indirect,

arguments which can be produced in favour of this theory.

I can show you that thèse same deformities of the hands,

thèse same articular déviations, which are seen in nodular

rheumatism, are also found, with so many of the same charac-

teristics that they may be mistaken the one for the other, in

cases where there exists no joint affection at ail, and where

rigidity of muscles is the only disease présent. Thus, for

example, in spasmodic infantile hemiplegia, from which the

patient before you now is suffering, there is a spasmodic

contracture of ail the muscles of the upper and lower ex-

tremities of the left side. It dates from infaucy, and the

patient is an epileptic, though it is an epilepsy of a spécial

kind. Never has there been a trace of arthritis, certainly not
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in tlie liands. Now, in this hand, which shows the involun-

tary movements of athetosis, and in which consequently there

is an increased articular mobility in certain movements wlien

the patient stretches ont the hand, one sees a deformity

resembling our first type, the type of extension (Fig. 8).

/ JiiCg^S*-^

Fig. 8.—The hand of athetosis, resembling the deformity in the type of extension.

(Drawn by M. P. Richer.)

The same remarks will be found to apply to Parkinson's

disease. A long while ago I pointed out thèse deformities,

which can only be explained by prolonged contracture of

antagonistic muscles. It is well known that in pai^alysis

agitans the muscles of the limbs and trunk are in a state of

permanent tension, and thus détermine a rigidity of the parts

as firmly as if they were welded together. The most common
deformity in the hand reminds us of a hand which has

the attitude of holding a pen in the act of writing. It is

the contracture of the interossei which produces it. But in

certain cases one meets with a déviation of the hand wholly

comparable with that which is seen when the joints are

affected with nodular rheumatism. In the case before you

you will recognise the type of flexion (Fig. 9). Under

thèse circumstances again, the déviation is produced solely

by muscular action, the joints are in no wise affected.

Such then, gentlemen, are the différent arguments which

appear to me to show tliat in chronic articular rheumatism

the distortion of the joints is due to a spinal affection

developed after the mechanism of a reflex act.
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Fia. 9.—Hand of paralysis agitans, resembling the deformity of the

flexion type. (Drawn by M. P. Richer.)

And this brings us again to the statement that joint

affections^ when they reflect back tbeir pathogenic influence

on the spinal centres, sometimes détermine an exaltation of

the functions of the nerve-cells, whence is derived the con-

tracture of muscles ; but sometimes, on the other hand,

they lead to a dépression of thèse same functions, which

results in amyotrophic paralysis.

It should be added tbat thèse two kinds of spinal affection

are sometimes found combined in the same subject. Thus,

in nodular rheumatism, for example, at the very same time

when contracture occurs in the muscles, one sees many of

them, and especially the extensors, undergoing a more or

less marked atrophy. Dépression and exaltation of the

functions of the ganglionic éléments represent, under thèse

circumstances, the two successive stages of the same morbid
process. But, it is in such cases that the functional dépres-

sion of the nerve-cell seems to be developed primarily, at

the very outset ; as indeed appeared to be the order of

events in the cases of amyotrophy which I showed you
when we commenced this subject. But you hâve doubtless

not forgotten that, even in those very cases, the conditions
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which prepai'e the way for muscular contracture and pré-

dispose to it, namely, the exaggerated réflexes, are found

combiued, as it were, witli tlie muscular atropliy.

Tbere is not then, as one would at first imagine, an oppo-

sition or contradiction between thèse two kinds of pheno-

mena. Whether it be contracture or amyotropliy wliicli

follows a joint lésion, the spinal lésion is fundamentally the

same. Thèse two kinds of phenomena represent, as it were,

two extrême phases of the same morbid process.

In conclusion, I should like to point out to you that this

same combination, this same succession of amyotrophy and

contracture, is not by any means a unique occurrence in the

clinical history of spinal affections. It is found very well

marked in amyotrophic latéral sclerosis, of which I recently

showed you a case.^

1 Since this lecture M. Charcot bas received from M. Dreschfeld,

Professer of Pathology at Manchester, the photograph of the hand

FiG. lo.—Voluntary deformity resembling the extension type of

chronic iheumatism. (Drawn by M. P. Riclier.)

of a stndent at the Collège Avho could, by stretching out the second

phulanx and flexing the first and third, produce at will a deformity
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II.

Enough has been said concerning spasmodic contractures

and amyotrophies of articular origiu. Now I want to show

you a patient whose disease is of quite a différent kind. He
is the subject of progressive gênerai paralysis^ and, if we
consider bis présent condition aloue, we sball see that tbe

case is quite an ordinary one, and tbe diagnosis of it is easy

enougb to establisb.

Mr. L— , a Professer of History, came to France to

study law ; be is now 35 years of âge. He bas the following

symptoms :—cbaracteristic embarrassment of speech (wbicb

is almost unintelHgible), fibrillar trembling of tbe tongue,

cbaracteristic tremors of the bands, a collection of intellectual

and moral pbenomeua, wbicb are grouped under tbe term

paralytic dementia.

Notbing could be more typical tban this case for it is well

known, in tbe présent day, that tbere exista a form of gênerai

paralysis, wbicb is unattended by " grandiose delirium "

analogous to that of chronic rheumatism (Fig. 10). A pupil studying

at the Salpêtrière can in like manner produce the same distortion at

FlQ. -Voluntary deformity resembling the extensor type of chronic

rheumiitism. (Drawn by M. Richer.)

will (Fig. II). Thèse facts show clearly that the deformity is produced

exclusively under the influence of muscular action.—Oh. F.
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[délire ambitieux], and recognised as tlie paralytic variety,

or gênerai paralysis without madness.

But what constitutes the interesting part of tlie case is

tlie narration of the symptoms with which it commenced,

given in a most intelligent manner by the young wife of the

patient.

I would remind you that, according to M. Jules Falret/

gênerai paralysis, although it assumes an almost uniform

symptomatology when it has reached its full development,

appears under many différent aspects at its commencement,

and that thèse can ail be classed under four types or

varieties.

1 . The expansive variety, with delirium of greatness, satis-

faction with oneself, and one's surroundings, &c. Thèse

patients are worth millions of money, or may hâve preten-

sions to poetry, &c. This grandiose delirium [délire ambi-

tieux] generally partakes, at the outset, of the characters

of dementia (Falret). Their ideas are changeable, contra-

dictory, absurd ; very différent from those of ambitions

monomaniacs, who are logical. Thèse mental troubles are

accompanied by a certain difficulty in the articulation of

sounds, inequality of pupils, tremors, and uncertainty of

movements.

2. The meJancholic variety contrasts strongly with the

preceding.

(a) Melancholic delirium, the patients believe they are

ruined, dishonoured, &c.

ih) Sometimes there is an association of hypochondriac

ideas, fear of death ; they imagine that they hâve maladies

which do not in reality exist, say that they cannot swallow

or micturate, that their passages are blocked, &c. Thèse

troubles may be very marked at the outset, but they are

soon foUowed by embarrassment of speech, inequality of

pupils, &c.

3. Paralytic variety, characterised by the absence of

maniacal ideas, only there are profound modifications in

' J. Fah-et, " Recherches sur la folie paralytique," ' Thèse de Paris,'

1853-
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character^ outbursts of passion and émotion without motive,

impairment of memory. In tliis form motor troubles pre-

dominate, embarrassment of speech, fibrillar tremors of the

liauds and tongue, uncertainty of the walk, staggering.

This is gênerai paralysis witbout insanity. Thèse patients

are conscious of their décadence, they are able, up to a

certain point, to fulfil tlieir social duties, in spite of their en-

feeblement of intelligence.

4. Gongestive variety.—In tbis form a séries of so-called

congestive attacks occur, separated by comparatively bealthy

intervais, and being repeated a variable number of times

before the characters of gênerai paralysis become permanently

established.

Thèse so-called congestive attacks take différent fotms
;

thus at one time it is an apoplectiform attack followed by

a temporary hemiplegia, at another it is an epileptiform

seizure ; or again a condition frequently seen is one where,

without loss of consciousness^ there is a numbness of one

hand, or the lips, a temporary embarrassment of the speech

and ideas, a transitory aphasia, &c.

It is this congestive variety in an early stage which

occurred in our patient, and in him the différent kinds of

attack seemed to succeed each other.

But the point to which I wish especially to draw your

attention is that most of his attacks were preceded by a

collection of symptoms usually known under the name of

ophthalmic migraine.

The phenomenon presented, in the early attacks, certain

characters from which one would hâve thought, considering

the state by itself, that it was connected with a mild affection,

although in reality, as the sequel showed, we had to do with

the commencement of a gi'ave, incurable disease.

I shall not enter now on the history of ophthalmic

migraine ; it is a subject that will occupy our attention on

some future occasion. I will simply remind you that in an

ordinary attack of ophthalmic migraine of the typical kind,

a luminous figure appears in the visual field which is at first
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circular, then semicircular, of a zigzag shape like the

drawing of a fortification, agitated with a very rapid vibratory

movement ; the image is sometimes white and phosphorescent,

and sometimes it présents more or less marked tints of

yellow, red, or blue. That is what is known as scintillating

scotoma (Fig. 12).

FiG. 12.—Difi'erent phases of the scintillating scotoma, after Hubert

Airy (the Ictters indicate the différent colourations : R = red, J= yellow,

B= blue, V = green), ' Philosophical Transactions,' 1870.

The scotoma is often replaced by a temporaryhemianopsia of

the field of vision se that the patient sees only half the

object.
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Au examiiiatiou of tbe field o£ vision, wliicli is very

important in sucli cases, reveals a hemianopsia, generally

honionymous and latéral, but not usually extending quite up

to thé fixation point (Fig-. 13).

Thèse symptoras are followed by pain in the temple on tlie

aame side as that on which the visual dofect or tbo spectra

occur, and the eyc of tho same side is the seat o£ a tense pain

5
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not unlike that experienced in acute glaucoma.^ Vomiting

terminâtes the attack, and tlie patient gets well again.

Such is the ordinary course of events in simple cases of

oplithalmic migraine. In otlier cases of migraine, varions

other troubles are snperadded, to which Piorry was the first

to call attention." There may be, for example, a numbness

of the hand, or of the side of the tongue, an aphasia, or

temporary dérangement of speech, epileptiform attacks, &c.'^

Now, migraine, even in its graver forms, and with fré-

quent récurrence, may appear in the course of a disease, or

rather of an habituai indisposition
; yet it is not followed

perhaps after ten, twelve, fifteen, years' duration by any

serions conséquence.

But do not, with the knowledge of thèse facts, which are

doubtless those most usually met with, always give a favor-

able prognosis ; hesitate to commit yourself, investigate

matters more closely, and reserve your décision.

Several events may happen ; thus as I hâve pointed out,

there are scarcely any of the usually transitory phenomena of

ophthalmic migraine which may not become permanently

established ; and thus, aphasia, hemiopia, paralysis of a limb,

after having corne and gone in a transitory way several times,.

may persist indefinitely after a fresh attack.

Lastly, a combination not often met with is that in which'

thèse very symptoms of migraine figure amongst the early

symptoms of the congestive form of progressive gênerai

paralysis. This combination is undoubtedly rare, and has

not been noted, I believe, by authors ; however, I hâve met

with it on three or four occasions.

This is briefly M. L—'s history. Ever since he was two

years old he has been of an irritable and fussy disposition.

However, he successfully passed his law examination before

the Faculty of Paris last July. The first symptoms which

attracted attention occurred in September, 1881. Then he

' Dianoux, " Scotome scintillant ou amaurose partielle temporaire,
"^

• Thèse de Paris,' 1875.

^ Priory, ' Ti'aité de médecine pratique,' p. 75-

' Ch. Féré, " Contribution à l'étude de la migraine ophthalmique
""

(' Revue de Médecine,' 1881).
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had the jirst altach, which consisted of ophthalmic migraine

with scintillating scotoma, and weakness of vision on the right

side, accompanied by erabarrassment of speech, paralysis and

numbness of the right arm. This lasted for eight days, and

then he was quite well again. Eight days later he had a

second attach, without loss of consciousness, but with

difRculty of speech. The intelligence was obscured for

twenty-four hours, and then, to ail appearance, he recovered

completely ; but he was still nervous and irritable, thongh

he was able to résume work.

In the month of February, 1882, he had a tliird attack

with the same sjmptoms of migraine, only this time there

were, at the commencement, convulsive fits of an epileptiform

character with loss of consciousness. This condition con-

tinued for two hours, during which he seems to hâve had

a séries of convulsions which presented the peculiarity of

predominating on the right side. After this seizure the

difficulty of speech persisted.

Eight days later he had a fourth attach of the same

nature, with a relapse of the difficulty of speech and weak-

ness of right arm. Lastly, on May 5th, he had o-fifth attach,

with paralysis of the right arm, followed on the raorrow by
paralysis of the right lower extremity. During the ensuiug

five or six days he could say nothing but the words " à cause

que." The right arm remained paralysed for a month, It was
from this time that his intellectual troubles really began

;

and he became childish. He is docile, but very changeable,

crying or laughing on the slightest pretext. He can scarcely

Write spontaneously, but he has managed to copy a page

with a trembling handwriting. The memory is as feeble as

the judgment and will. From time to time he expériences

the scintillating scotoma. He advances, as you see, with a

staggering gait ; his hands tremble and his tongue also
;

his speech is scarcely intelligible ; his physiognomy is

characteristic, look vacant, eyelids drooping, &c. The right

pupil is more dilated than the left ; they act feebly to light

but better for accommodation.

The lesson, gentlemen, to be learned from ail this, is that

one must not allow one's judgment to be led away, because,

in the immense majority of cases, scintillating scotoma.
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together with tlie otlier phenomena wliich accompany it, are

things of but little importance.

Beneath a benign exterior it is possible that there may
lie the commencement of a grave disorder^ such as should

not be overlooked.^

^ Since this lecture was delivered aud publislied in tlie ' Progrès Médical
*

M. Parinaud bas published a case of a siinilar kiud (' Arcbives de Neurologie,'

T. V, p. 57).-Ch. p.



LECTURE VI.

ON HYSTERIA IN BOYS.

SuMMARY.

—

Ht/sterical contracture.—Amhlyopia.— Hystero-

genic zones.—Phases of the hystero-epilectic attack.—
Hysteria in boys ; the attach ; permarieni symptoms

.

—
Importance of isolation in the treatment.

Gentlemen,—I propose in to-day's lecture to bring before

you a youth who lias been attending hère for several weeks,

and who présents a séries of interesting nervous symptoms.

AU thèse symptoms, as you will see, can be attributed to

hysteria, and the case will enable me to show you briefly the

leading features of this malady as it occurs in the maie sex,

and especially in early life.

But, in the first place, I think it will serve as contrast, and

to bring out the features of this particular case if I recall to

your minds some of the chief phases of hysteria in women, as

it occurs in the classical type of hystero-epilepsy with mixed

crises, la grande hystérie, such as we so frequently see in many
of the patients in our wards. I will show you again two of the

hysterical patients whom I hâve already shown you several

times. One is a woman named B—, 34 years of âge, wha
presented, as you will remember, a good example of hyste-

rical contracture developed under the influence of an injury.^

During five days the contracture existed in ail the articu-

lations of the left lower extremity ; and in addition to that

we discovered that there was au absolutely complète hemi-

anaesthesia on the same side, complète at least so far as

^ See p. 33, et seq.
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gênerai sensibility Avas concerued. A certain degree of

liemiangesthesia still persists, but tlie contracture lias dis-

appeared.

Wliat else lias Lappened since the last time wc saw the

patient togetlier ? The catamenia bave appeared, but tbe

bysterical seizures, on wliich we counted to put an end to

the contracture, hâve iiot occurred. The only fits that she

bas had, which were three in number, presented ail the

characters of epilepsy ; they took place in the night without

premonitory symptoms, the loss of consciousness was com-

plète, there was biting of the tongue, &c. They had no

influence on the rigidity of the limbs, and we decided tlicre-

fore to try the application of a magnet to the neighbourhood

of the contracted limb. Several incidents occurred, and

finally the contracture yielded. Now you see the left leg is

almost completely flaccid.

I should add that the tendency to contracture in this

patient does not seera to exist now, for they tell me that the

application of the magnet to the neighbourhood of the limb

no longer produces rigidity.^ The same can be said of

faradizatiou, which is pi^oductive of no resuit.

One more fact to note : Faradization with Du Bois

Eaymond's apparatus even at its maximum bas not produced

hitherto, any sensation. However, yesterday we found,

after a little persévérance, that the sensibility had slightly

reappeared ail down the left side. This circumstance

makes one think that in this patient the hysterical tendency,

which bas so lately reappeared, is about to cease, and that

soon everything will revert to its former state. Probably the

sensibility will become re-established on the left side, and

the hysterical manifestations will not return, at any rate for

a time, although the patient will remain liable as heretofore

to epileptic seizures.

Matters hâve not quite reached this point with the young

Jewess whom you saw about three weeks ago. You will

rcmember that she had had contracture of ail four extremi-

ties for six months. Whether under the influence of static

' It may be pointed out that the same agent which causes a disappearance

of stiguiata in hysterical subjects is frequently capable of causing their

reappearance when they are not présent.—T. D. S.
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«electricity or wlietlier spontaneously we are not sure, but lier

condition bas improved. Tbe contracture bas disappeared,

first from tbe upper extremities, tlien tbe left lower extremity,

rcmaining, bowever, in tbe rigbt ; and tbe anœstbesia,

wbicb during tbe contracture was présent in ail four limbs,

only persists in tbe rigbt side now. After a certain number
of modifications, obtained by tbe prolonged application of a

magnet, tbe rigbt lower limb bas regained its normal mobi-

lity, but tbe bemiansestbesia still persists.

You see tbat tbe patient does not feel pricking or even

prolonged and severe faradization. Anotber fact sbould be

mentioned, namely, tbat faradization, acting on tbe muscles

and on tbe nerve-trunks, produces muscular contractions

wbicb do not cease after tbe current is witbdrawn, but

wbicb pass into a state of permanent contracture. Hère,

for example, is tbe ulnar deformity of band Igrife cubitale]

determined by excitation of tbe nerve bebind tbe elbow;

bere is club-foot produced by faradization of tbe calf-muscles.

You see tbus tbat tbe contracture exists ail tbe wbile in a

latent state, and tbat tbe sligbtest excitation is sufficient to

reproduce it for a long time, perbaps as a permanency.

I bave poiuted ont in tbese two patients tbe existence of

bemiana3stbesia. It is a pbenomenon wbicb occupies an
important place in tbe clinical bistory of bysteria, and is

very frequently met witb, in some degree at any rate.

Allow me to dwell for a moment on tbis trouble of sensibility.

Tbe young girl Bl— présents tbe bemianaestbesia of

bysteria in a form tbat is altogetber cbaracteristic, and suit-

able to study. On tbe left side tliere is insensibility to

pricking, cold, and ail forms of stimuli. Tbis loss of gênerai

sensibility is found in tbe upper extremity, tbe lower

extreuiity, balf of tbe trunk and tbe bead. You see tbat

tbis girl bears tbe most intense faradization witbout sufïering

tbe sligbtest inconvenience, and tbat tbe anœstbesia occupies

not only tbe skin but even tbe deeper parts, tbe muscles

and nerve-trunks ; for one is able, by exciting tbe nerves and
muscles, to détermine, witbout producing pain to tbe

patient, a pronounced and more or less durable contraction.

It is rare if tbe gênerai sensibility alone is affected. The
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scnsorial organs of the same side of tlie body as tlie ansestliesia

are usually attacked also. lu gênerai tliere is a dimiuution

of taste, hearing, and of smell. But I want specially to call

your attention to tlie visual troubles^ so interesting from a

diagnostic point of view. In most cases^ when tliere is insensi-

bility of one side of tlie body and of the face, a more or less

pronounced disturbance of vision is also nianifested in the

corresponding eye, a sort of amblyopia which rarely amounts

to amaurosis. A methodical study of this modification of

vision shows the following :

1. Retraction, often very marked, of the field of vision.

Sometimes, when the anaesthesia is double, or when there is

an analgesia of one side and anœsthesia of the other, there

exists a retraction of the visual field of both sides, but

much more marked on the side where the troubles of gênerai

sensibility are more pronounced. This retraction of the visual

field is most interesting to the physician. The patient can

neither simulate nor exaggerate it, and not uncommonly it

is very accentuated, although the troubles of gênerai sensi-

bility may be but little raarkcd.

2. Another phcnomenon which generally accompanies this

limitation of the visual field, consists of a dimiuution of the

acuteness of vision. There often exists a disturbance in the

perception of forms, and sometimes there is a cloudiness of

luminous perceptions.

3. But a fact which ought particularly to attract our atten-

tion in hysterical amblyopia, is the présence of dyschroma-

topsia, and, to a degree even more pronounced, of achroma-

topsia, that is to say, a diminution or an absolute loss of

the notion of colours. One knows that, in a normal state, ail

parts of the retina are not equally apt in the perception of

colours ; thus under physiological conditions the visual field

for hhie is wider than that for yelîow, and that for yelloiv

than that for red ; and then after red, green, a:nd violet,

which is only perceived by the most central parts of the

retina. In hysterical amblyopia the characters of the

normal state are niodified in sucli a way that the circles

representing the limits of the visual fields for ail colours are

concentrically retracted. The violet circle may be so re-

tracted as to become lost ; and then the patient, placed in
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front of the colour, will be unable to name it ; tlic same
plienomenon repeats itself witli tlie green, red_, &c. The
yellow and the blue may perhaps be the only colours the

perception of which remains. But even they may disap-

pear, and then we hâve total achromatopsia, the patient only

recognising the forms of objects, which appear grey, like

an uncoloured photograph seen through the stéréoscope.

There is, however, in many hysterical patients a not

infrequent exception to the rule which I bave just men-
tioned, namely, that the notion of the two colours, blue and
yellow, remain, although the others hâve disappeared in the

achromatopsia. I must point ont this anomaly, although I

am not now making a complète study of hysterical achroma-
topsia, because it is met with not only in most of the hysterical

women uuder our observation, but also in the cases of maie
hysteria of which we are about to speak. The exception

consists of the fact that the extent of the visual field for red

remains larger than that for blue ; so that, although the

patients may hâve lost the power of perceiving violet, green,

blue, and yellow, the perception of red remains. Hère is a

case that has been studied by Dr. Parinaud, which clearly

demonstrates the phenomenon in question.

In tho young girl N—, the right eye is affected to a

certain degree with a retraction of the visual field for ail

colours, which remain, however, in their natural order. In

the left eye there is mauifest retraction of the visual field

for white light, the différent colour fields are narrowed and
in a more marked degree than the opposite side. But,

besides that, and this is what constitutes the anomaly, the

field for red has remained more extended than that for yellow

or for blue ; this last is next to the green, and has become
substituted for the red. If this retraction progresses, it

may happen that the perception of ail colours will disappear,

excepting that of red. I dwell on thèse anomalies because

we shall find them in a certain degree in the hysterical boy
whom you will see to-day.

I will not discuss the nature of thèse visual troubles in

hysteria. I will only remind you, in passiug, that thèse

phenomena are unaccompanied by any modification appré-

ciable to the ophthalmoscope, There are modifications
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neitber of tlie refractive media^ nor of the back of tlie eye,

there are not even vascular changes ; they are exclusively

dynamic troubles, as they are called. I ought, moreover, to

remark that thèse phenomena are not altogether peculiar to

hysteria, excepting pei'haps that which relates to the fîeld

o£ vision for red ; for, with the exception of this last pecu-

liarity, they may be met with in central lésions of the brain

occupying the internai capsule.

We ought to refer to another symptom in the patient now
Tinder examination. There exist, on the ana3sthetic side,

two i^oints, or rather two arese, where sensation is exagge-

rated. One of thèse points corresponds to the ovarian région,

the other to the lumbar région right and left of the spinous

processes. Thèse are the hysterogenic iioints or arese, which

are frequently found in hysterical patients, and which some-

times occupy other positions than those now indicated.

Thus, H—, whose auaesthesia is gênerai, but more pro-

nounced on the left, présents three hysterogenic zones : the

ovarian, the left lumbar, and the bregmatic.

What are thèse hysterogenic zones ? They are more

or less circumscribed régions of the body, pressure on

which, or simple rubbing, produces the symptoms of an

aura, which may be followed, if you persist, by an hysterical

attack. Thèse points, or rather patches, are, moi-eover,

possessed of a permanent hyper-sensibility, and before

an attack are the seat of a spontaneous painful sensa-

tion which consequently forms part of the aura. Some-

times this latter consists of palpitations, sometimes of a

buruing sensation. An attack, once started, may often be

arrested by energetic pressure on thèse same points. It is

an interestiug fact and worthy of notice, that thèse points

are not met with on the limbs,^ but they are to be found on

' Since llie delivery of this lecture M. Gaube lias publislied some in-

tercsting observations on hysterogenic zones. According to thèse investiga-

tions, which were conducted under the direction of Professer Pitres, of

lîordeaux, hysterogenic zones hâve been found to exist on the superior or

inferior extremities, and thèse zones vrere found to hâve the same properties

as those met with on the trunk or head (Gaube, "Recherches sur les zones

hystérogènes," ' Thèse de Bordeaux,' 1882).

—

Ch. F.
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tlie auterior surface of the trunk in the middle line (base of

tlic steruum, xyphoid appendix), just below the clavicle

(Fig. 14), below tlie breasts and in the ovarian régions of

women, in the inguinal région of men ; on the posterior

PiG. 14.—Hysterogenic zones on the front of the body (taken from

the ' Iconograjiliie photograiihique de la Salpetrière,' by BournevîUe

and Regnard, vol. iii, p. 48).

surface (Fig. 15), betwecn the shoulders, sometimes at the

angle of tlie scapula, in the lumbar région to right or left

of tlio middle Hue, orover the coccyx. In men it is not un-
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common to find tliat the testicle, especially if it présents an

abuormality of position or development, is tbe seat of a

partial hysterogenic zone ; or perhaps tlie prépuce is exceed-

ingly sensitive, and exhibits the same peculiarity. In the-

FiG. 15.—Hysterogenic zones in tbe posterior surface of the body

(loc. cit., p. 49).

head thèse patches are sometimes to be found about the-

level of the bregma, on one side or the other.

The extent of thèse zones is very variable; they are not

often larger than a five-franc pièce.
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In ordcr to complète thèse preliminaries upon which I

liave been dwelling so long, it would be necessaiy for me to

recall tbe gênerai characters of the severer form o£ bystero-

epilepsy (la grande attaque bystéro-épileptique), but I tbink

it will suffice if I refer you to former lectures.

Sucli are the phenomena wliich are met witb in the more

pronounced form of hysteria in women, and on which I wish

at the outset to fix your attention. Well, the greater number
of thèse characters are to be found in the hysteria of men.

But does hysteria exist in men ?

To this question, whether hysteria also attacks individuals

of the maie sex, we can undoubtedly reply in the affirmative
;

and we can add moreover that it is by no means rare.

In a récent thesis, M. Klein,^ a pupil of M. Ollivier, has

collected not less than seventy-seven cases of hysteria in

men. The proportion, according to M. Briquet, is one man
to twenty women. This figure is undoubtedly a slight

exaggeration. Nevertheless, my expérience enables me to

affirm that hysteria is met with frequently enough in men
;

and that it is attended with ail the characters ordinarily seen

in the female sex.

I will only mention one case by way of illustration.

A youth of 1 7 years, S—, from Moscow, came to consult me
for the first time last year. He is a tall thin lad, amongst

whose antécédents there is an uncle the subject of melan-

cholia. The patient himself is Imaginative, writes poetry, is

fond of music, reads novels with avidity. He has no mal-

formation of the génital organs. For several months he has

been subject to attacks coming on nearly every day about five

o'clock in the evening. In the way of permanent symptoms,

he has left hemianaesthesia, and on the same side, a costo-

sternal hysterogenic point. Brisk friction on this point

induces an attack. The spontaneous attacks are preceded by
melancholy, beating of the temples, and the sensation of a

bail which spreads from the precordial région upwards to the

larynx. Whether spontaneous or provoked, the attacks

consist of an epileptoid stage, more marked in one half of

the body, tonic and clonic spasms which predomiuate on the

' Klein, " De l'hystérie chez l'homme," ' Thèse de Paris,' 1880.
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left side ; he loses consciousness, but does not bite his

tongue. After which his body assumes the arc of a-

circle with an abdominal convexity. In the third stage,

he gets up and walks with his eyes wide open, and utters

a cry of terror (seeing his dead mother.) At the conclusion

of an attack, laughter, tears^ and yawnings occur ; he asks for

something to drink, trembles, says he is cold, &c. By way of

summing up,—the hemianœsthesia, the existence of a hystero-

génie zone, and the character of the attacks which hâve just

been described, amply suffice to establish the diagnosis ; it is

not epilepsy certainly, it is hysteria. A tonic treatment, the

employment of hydrotherapeutic methods, and certain

altérations in the intellectual hygiène, will tend to promote

recovery.

But well-marked cases of hysteria are met with not only in

manhood and adolescence, but are seen even in childhood

before puberty. This is proved by well-authenticated

observations. It would seem, accordiug to M. Klein, that

hysteria in the maie is most frequently seen about twenty-

four years of âge ; but I think this statement needs con-

firmation.

According to my own observations, hysteria is more
common than is generally believed in boys about twelve or

thirteen jears of âge. It is met with, as you know, in the

other sex very frequently at the âge of ten or twelve years.

Moreover, cases haviug ail the characters of hysteria major

do occur in children both maie and female. As an example

of this last kind, I may mention the case of a little boy of

13 years old, whom I saw in consultation with a very

distinguished physician, who displayed the greatest scepticism

about hysteria in gênerai, and particularly about hysteria in

childhood. In présence of the epileptiform attacks, it was

asked whether it was not true epilepsy, or perhaps a consé-

quence of some serious encephalic lésion, a cérébral tumeur

for example. The epileptiform seizures existed without doubt,

but they were only part of a séries of other manifestations
;

they were followed by the great movements, during which the

child threw himself into the arc of a circle, &c. I was a witness

of onc of thèse seizures. I sought for a hysterogenic point, and
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it was found in the left flank ; I pressée! upon it and the convul-

sive movements ceased, altbough consciousness did not return.

In the intervais of the attacks tliere existed a left hemi-liyper-

aesthesia ; besides wliich this boy bad an effeminate air, and

was surrounded by the playthings of a little girl.

I prescribed tonics ; isolation, soas to withdraw him from

the influence of his parents, who petted him too much ; and

hydrotherapy. A cure was eiîected in less than three

months. Unhappily, this child succumbed three years

afterwards to a pericarditis conséquent on scarlatina ; but

the nervous syraptoms had never again appeared.

Among ail the published cases of hysteria in boys, that of

MM, Bourneville and d'Olier^ is perhaps the most remark-

able, both ou account of the care with which the détails of

the case were studied, and the accentuated character of the

symptoms. It is an illustration of hystero-epilepsy, of

hysteria 'inajor [la grande hystérie] in the strictest sensé of

the term. The child was 13 years old, born of a family

which nurabered amongst its members several epileptic

idiots, and one child with depraved instincts. The child in

question, however, was good-tempered and intelligent. In

the intervais of the attacks, left hemianeesthesia and
amblyopia were found to exist, and three hysterogenic zones

(bregma, left iliac fossa, and lumbar région). The bregmatic

point was the most sensitive.

The least shock, the least friction, applied to this point

produced an attack ; and even the comrades of the patient,

having learned the secret, gave themselves the wicked

pleasure of initiating the convulsive seizures by thèse simple

means. Strong pressure arrested an attack with the same
facility. The fits were always the same ; epileptoid period,

period of great movements, with the attitude of an arc of a

circle, theu passionate attitudes with violent cries, He had,^

between November, 187g, and December, 1880, not less than

582 such seizures, He had no true epileptic fits, and ther©

was no permanent iinpairment of intellect, in spite of the

fréquent répétition of the seizures.

' Boumeville et d'Olirr, ' Recherches cliniques et thérapeutiques sur

l'épilepsie, l'hjstévie et l'idiotie,' 1881, p. 30.
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Tlio caso of llie cliikl wliom 1 am about to show yen is loss

complote, Icss précise; nud loss l'icli, if I may say so, in tlio

very acccutuated plioïK^noiia. Tt is a case of vihior ratlior

tlinu viajor hysteria, alilioiiqli 1 do uoi (liink it is tlio loss

iutorostiiiiif, if oiily ou ai'ctuiiit. oï tlio surroinuling oiroum-

stancos.

Ho is a yoimo- flow of \\ yoars of ago, a u.-itivo of

8outlioni Kussin. Jîotli liis parents are in good lioalth ; tlio

fjillior is very iniprossionablo aud nervous, but without any-

thing very cliaractoristio. You seo tlio cliild is clotlicd in

tho nniform of a Gyninasiuin at .... (Soutliera

Russia), wliioli lie bas attondod for tlio last iliroe yoars.

Ile bas worked liard ; he bas a brigbt, intolligont look, but

bo is small and pale. LTo bas ooniplainod for ratber more

than a yo:ir of pains in liis lu^ad^ l)ut it is only duriug tbe

past fivo montlis (in January) tbaL tlio boadaclio bas booomo

intense, roturning every cveuing about five o'clock, and

followod sbortly aftorwards by convnlsivo attacks.

'riu> original diaguosis seoms to bave boon somowbat

uncortain ; an organic lésion was niontionod, and tbe prognosis

given was very un favorable. Tlio fatbor, wlio loves bis son to

distraction, undortook tbe voyage, came to Paris, and brougbt

liim to us fiftoou d:iys ago, itnploring us to give bim tbe

means of euro, wbioli bo liad bccn unablo to obtaiu iu bis

own couutry. From tbe very first interview we were able

to give bim bope. Tbe affection is net so serions ; not

only will tbe cbild live, but we eau atlirin witbout bositatiou

tbai tbo cbild will make a complote recovory.

Il' wo boar iu mind, apart from tbe otber circumstancos

oï tbo case, tbat tbis young persou is tho subject of a per-

sistent cepbabilgia, witb a point of exaggorated sensibility

on tbe vortex, and tbat for tive moutbs tbe attack bas

occurrcd every day at tbo sanio time, we sliould bave a

stroug presumption of hi/steria, whicb a more careful inves-

tigation tends only to confirm. In tbe ])criods bctween tbo

fîts we bave ascortainod tbat tbere is a loss of sensation to

prioking, to cold, and to faradization on tbe right sido ; tbe

tasto, smoll, and boaring are also weak on tbe same side.

Ile complains tbat ho cannot seo elearly witb tbe rigbt eye,

aud a motliodical examination of tbe visual lield shows a
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retraction more mai'ked on tho right side (Fig*. i6), and
witli that eye he can only idontify red. Bosides tliose sym-

ptoms there are patelles of liyperœsthesia on the cranium.

.2
I

and a liysterogenic zone on the vertex. About half-past

four or five (about half-past six by Russian time), the head-

ache, which is of a sharp stabbing character, becomes worse,

6
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and is followed by tinkling in tlio ears. He lias not the

sensation of a bail, but a sort of tlioracic constriction.

The attack may generally be eut short by chloroformiza-

tion. Left to himself he lies down on his left side, with his

head on a little cushion that he always bas with him, sobs, and

doubles himself up. The upper and lower extremities are

bent, he hides his head in his hands, and assumes somewhat

the position of emprosthotonos ; he can be roused quite easily,

This lasts three or four minutes, then the limbs unbend, the

eyes fill with tears, and ail is finished ; no laughter, no

crying, no delirium.

It is interesting to notice the deportment of the father at

the expected time of attack. He takes out his watch,

which is set to the time of his country ; about six o'clock he

questions his son, and asks him if he is sufîering. If the

reply is " Yes," he displays an amount of solicitude which is

respectable no doubt, but which certainly tends to foster the

patient's condition and to maintain the regularity of the

symptoms.

It is not necessary after the preceding account to discuss

the differential diagnosis.

It would be superfluous to compare this case with those

other more classical ones which I hâve described to you at

the commencement of the lecture, and to point out the ana-

logies which prove that they ail belong to the same family.

We hâve hère to do with hysteria, nothing but hysteria ; the

idea of any intracranial organic lésion may be dismissed at

once.

Hence the prognosis, which is in gênerai relatively favor-

able, is absolutely so in this case. There is no doubt about

the rosult, because, hysteria occurring in boys is not so

rebellions, according to my expérience at any rate, as when

it occurs in little girls.

I shall prescribe : i, isolation, so as to withdraw him from

the paternal solicitude, which serves only to perpetuate the

excitable nervous condition ; or at least I shall enjoin a

firmer and less sympathetic behaviour on the part of the

father ; 2, the employment of tonics
; 3, static electricity and

hydrotherapy. Thèse, I believe, will effect marvels. I hope
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tliat the fatlier will not refuse to consent to the employment

of thèse methods, and that ho will be able in a few montlis'

time to take back his son to tlie Gymuasinm of . . . .

completely cured.^

' At first the patient underwent treatment by static electricitj eveiy

otlier day, and bath-treatment daily, at the same time as a restovative

regimen was pursued. But the father would not consent to be sepavated

from the child, and every day at the same hour he was in waiting for the

attack, which in fact did not fail to produce it in the same manner as it had

donc before the treatment was commenced. At the end of a month's un-

successful attempt, he decided to place his child in a sanitorium ; but

during the greater part of the day he roved continually around the establish-

ment, questioning those who came eut as to the condition of his son, who
knew what was going on and did not feel completely abandoned. Several

weeks passed thus, and nothing occurred ; the distressed father wished to

give up the treatment. It was only after much trouble he was made to

nnderstand that until then only a fictitious isolation had been adopted; that,

in conséquence, the treatment had been altogether incomplète ; and that it

was necessary for him to absent himself altogether, so that his son should

bave no doubt he was alone, quite alone, and would only be liberated when
cured.

This was donc, and what took place subsequently proved the therapeutic

Talue of complète isolation in cases of this kind. At the end of four or five

days the attacks became modified, less regular and less severe. Fifteen days

later and the attacks no longer occurred ; then the bregmatic hysterogenic

2one disappeared ; and when the patient dcparted, aboutone month after the

commencement of effectuai treatment, traces of amblyopia were ail that was

left of the former symptoms. (Ch. F.)



LECTURE VII.

TWO CASES OF HYSTERICAL CONTRACTURE OP TRAUMATIC
ORIGIN.

SuMMARY.

—

Latent hysterîa without convuhive attacks.—Per-

manent spasmodic contracture of traumatic origin.—Tiva

cases compared, one in a ivoman, tJie other in a man.—
Heredity.— Ulnar deformity of hand ; expérimental

study of the deformity hy electricity, and hy putting in

action the phenomenon of neuro-muscular hyperexcita-

hility.

Gentlemen,—In tte lecture to-day, which inaugurâtes the

new academical year, I sliall call your attention to two cases

that hâve recently corne under our observation, and which

several among you hâve already had the opportunity of

examining. Thèse two cases seem to me to be quite worthy

of occupying our attention for a while, for they présent some

striking analogies ; so much so that they seem to be cast

as it were in the same mould, and for several reasons merit

careful comparison.

They both, in fact, offer an illustration of hysteria,

anomalous by the absence of convulsive seizures. They hâve

besides this, another trait in common, to wit, the existence

of a spasmodic contracture limited to one of the hands, and

developed, as it would seem, under the influence of an

external stimulus.

If one of thèse cases occurs in the female sex, as is the

rule ; the other, on the contrary, attacks the maie ; and

this is a circumstance which should undoubtedly excite your

interest.

Briefly put : i. Ilysteria, latent and wanting in that

pathognomonic feature of the disease, the convulsive attack ;

2. Permanent spasmodic contracture developed under the
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influence of an injury. Thèse are tlio two points whicli I wish

especially to empliasise in our study of thèse two cases ; which

are o£ différent sox truly, but between which there is^ as I

shall attempt to show, a marked degree of similitude.

I. After thèse preliminary remarks, I will commence at

once with an account of the first case.

The patient is a girl of about i6 years old, and as you

see, of délicate appearance. Her physiognomy is calm

enough, and présents nothing very peculiar. She is not

decked out with showy colours, like so many of thèse patients
;

she does not belong to the buoyant, expansive variety of the

disease. But, it may be noted in passing, thèse placid

hysterical subjects are not always the easiest to manage.

A few facts in her antécédent history shouldbe mentioned.

After the death of her mother from pulmonary phthisis,

she was placed, at the âge of ii, in a home under the

direction of a religious sisterhood. We learn, and this is

a point of interest, that her father died in the Orléans

Lunatic Asylum, where he had lived for three years before

his death. The disease for which he was admitted into the

asylum seems to hâve been progressive gênerai paralysis, if

one may judge by the fact that he had several convulsive

attacks, after which he remained paralysed. One of her

brothers, 13 years old, who is kept in a charitable institution,

is almost an idiot.

Thèse facts deserve some attention because, as you know,

neuropathic heredity figures conspicuously in the etiology of

hysteria. This cause can be invoked in 30 instances out of

every 100 according to Briquet. In conformity with the

nomenclature proposed by M. Prosper Lucas there are two

kinds of heredity, homonymous heredity or the heredity of

similitude, where hysterical parents beget hysterical offspring
;

and the heredity hy transformation, the parents having been

affected with some other affection of the nervous systera,

such as insanity, epiiepsy, &c.

There is scarcely anything worth noting in the préviens

history of the patient herself bcsides a severo bronchitis,

which lasted three months. There is a complète absence,

whether in the past or tho présent, of any of the pheuomena
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of convulsive hysteria. Our patient seems to be absolutely

unacquainted with liysterical globus, spasms, or convulsions^

As regards her moral condition, the information furnislied

by the Superior of tlie Sisterhood where slie lived is not very

explicit :
" She has an extrême fondness for liberty ; bar-

conversation and her mind are not refined.'^ What is there

behind this monastic réticence ? At présent we know of

nothing ; but perhaps we shall know by-and-by.

Now I come to the principal fact, the deformity of the

left haud, which represents as you see a véritable club-hand

[main-bot], and which I designate hysterical (Fig. 17).

FiG. 7.—Hysterical contracture of tlie left hand. Drawn by

M. P. Richer.

I shall tell you preseutly what are the circumstances

under which this deformity was developed ; at présent 1

will only mention the fact that it has lasted for one year.

During ail that time the deformity has been permanent ;

there has been no cessation, no altération, except during a

period of two months, when it was modified under the influ-

ence of treatment.

The wrist is free, so also are the other joints of the upper

extremity. The deformity is therefore limited to the hand.

The first phalanges are flexed on the metacai'pus, the other

phalanges only présent a slight degree of flexion. The

fingers, thus flexed as a whole, are squeezed one on the

other, forming a sort of cône, of which the summit corres-

ponds to the extremities of the terminal phalanges. The

thumb, in a state of adduction, is itself strongly pressed.

against the index finger.
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It is easy to satisfy oneself that tbe muscular rigidity is

the sole cause o£ the deformity, and tliat the joints and the

ligaments are not affected. The attempts at réduction suffi-

ciently demonstrate this. Chloroformizatiou would be able

to give us instantaneous proof ; but we feared a perturbation

whicb would bave prevented you from studying this defor-

mity de visu.

Furthermore, we find hère the characters of a spasmodic

contracture. If, in fact, the flexors are especially affected,

and détermine the kind of deformity, the extensors are also

undoubtedly attacked ; for it is as difficult to exaggerate

tbe flexion as to produce extension. This simultaneous

action of antagonistic muscles is one of the characters of

spasmodic contracture, to which I sball return.

In passing, there are some other particulars wortli men-
tioning. Tbe deformed hand is colder than the other, and

bas a bluisb tint, denoting a manifest trouble of the vaso-

motor nerves. There exists an atrophy, or ratber a sligbt

emaciation, not only of tbe band, but also of tbe other seg-

ments of tbe limb. The forearm and the arm are about one

centimètre smaller than tbose of the opposite side ; it is not a

true muscular atrophy, but ratber a wastiug from prolonged

repose. We bnd, moreover, a diminution of gênerai and
spécial sensation over ail the half of tbe body on the same
side as the deformity.

We bave bere, note it well, a permanent contracture in

tbe true acceptation of the term. It is to be found

morning and evening, it persists also duriug sleep. Of this

we can easily satisfy ourselves, thanks to the circumstance

that the patient is devoid of sensation on this side, and tbe

exploration can be made witbout waking ber. Hence, any

suspicion of trickery can be entirely dismissed from tbe mind.

Perbaps, before going furtber, it may be interesting to

enter into some détail relative to tbe physiology of this con-

tracture,

What are tbe muscles wbicb specially act to détermine

this defective attitude ? In tbe first place it is the interossei
;

for, as Duchenne (of Boulogne) bas shown, thèse muscles

serve tbe purpose of flexing the first phalanx, in addition to
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which, the palmar interossei liave tlie action of drawing the

fingers towards an imaginary line passing through the

longitudinal axis of the middle finger, and consequently of

drawing them ail together. But the interossei are not alone

affected, for the two distal phalanges are also flexed, and

this attitude is due to the action of the superficial and deep

flexors.

Therefore one must recognise the action not only of the

ulnar nerve, which supplies the interossei, but also of the

médian, under the influence of which the flexors contract.

But, besides this, the participation of the médian nerve is also

shown by the attitude of the thumb. You will notice in fact

that the thumb is not only in a state of adduction, but also

at the same time in opposition ; for, not only is it carried

inwards, but the nail faces, not directly outwards, as in simple

adduction, but somewhat forwards. Simple adduction of the

thumb is determined by the adductor, i. e. the true inter-

osseous of the first space, which is supplied by the ulnar

nerve ; but the other movement is produced by the opponens,

which is supplied by the médian.

Moreover, we need not confine ourselves to simple asser-

tions relative to the mechanism of this deformity of hand.

We are prepared to demonstrate the condition which has

just been described by means of localised electricity, after

the method of Duchenne (of Boulogne). This kind of ex-

périmentation is i-ather difficult on normal subjects, because

of the pain produced by faradization ; but that difficulty

does not exist in ansesthetic hysterical subjects, who lend

themselves, as it were, to the investigation by not experi-

encing any pain.

I bring before you again the woman B—, a hystero-epi-

leptic with left hemiangesthesia. A black point has been

marked just within the tendon of the flexor carpi ulnaris ; it is

the point of élection for faradization of the ulnar nerve at

the level of the wrist. You see that faradization produces

a, partial uhiar deformity of hand [grife cubitale partielle'],

which recalls that of our patient, and in which the interossei

and adductor of the thumb are alone in action. If, again, we
excite the ulnar nerve at the level of the bend of the elbow

we détermine a total ulnar deformity of hand [grife cubitale
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tutaJe] with flexion of tlie last two fingers ; tliis latter move-

meut beiiig due to tlie action of tlie ulnar segment of the

<3eep flexor.

Thèse same facts are even more easily studied in subjects

•wlio can be plunged into a state of hypnotic lethargy. We
can in fact profit by the neuro-muscular hyperexcitahility

with which thèse subjects are affected, and produce the same

naovements by irritating the nerve with some hard body,

simply with a stick, without faradization. The advantage

of this mode of expérimentation is that the attitudes which

resuit are enduring, as you observe in this patient, in whom
you see me produce, by simple pressure on the ulnar nerve

at the wrist, the interosseous deformity of hand [la griffe

interosseuse] ; or, if you like to press on the nerve at the

bend of the elbow, the complète ulnar deformity of hand

[griffe ciihitale totale] . After having brought back the hand

to the interosseous deformity, you see I can reproduce

exactly the deformity of our first patient by exciting the

opponens muscle in the palm of the hand. I should like

you to observe that in this hyperexcitable subject the hand,

contracted in a state of flexion, présents ail the characters

of spasmodic contracture ; the attitude is fixed, and the flexors

and extensors are both contracting. It is therefore evidently

an influence of the cord. But that is a point to which we
shall return.

After this digression, it is time to corne back to our patient.

It has just been shown that the case before us is one of

spasmodic contracture, but now it remains to be seen that

it merits the term hysterical, and that the relatively favorable

prognosis applicable to this class of case can be given hère
;

or, in other words, one can hope that in spite of its long

duration and tenacity it will yield to appropriate treatment.

This diagnosis can be bascd, firstly, on the very intensify
of the contracture, which rarely présents itself to such a

degree when it is due to an organic lésion, a latéral sclerosis

of the cord. Secondly, on its j^ermanence, always in the same

degree, night and day. In hémiplégie patients the con-

tracture generally relaxes under the influence of sleep.
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Thii-dly, the circumstances under whicli tbe defective posi-

tion was produced are of great importance. More than a

year ago, 2nd November, 1881, the patient, in breaking a

pane of glass, produced an insignificant wound on the back

of the hand, over the position of the second metacarpal bone,

which healed in four or five days. It was this slight injury

that determinod the contracture : this is a feature of great

importance. Besides this, the onset was sudden and with-

out pain. Finally, the deformity persists long after the

wound is healed. Without doubt, among the subjects of

organic lésions (cérébral, or spinal, descending sclerosis) one

may see the same condition arise in conséquence of an injury.

But under thèse circumstances, generally speaking, the onset

is not so sudden, and there is not the same disproportion

between the triviality of the injury and the intensity of the

contracture ; and, moreover, it has not the same persistence

after the cure of the peripheral irritation.

This tendency to contracture in hysterical patients, this

contracture diathesis, which can be lighted up by a trivial

injury, is very pronounced in some people. I observed a

long time ago that certain hysterical subjects, after a sudden

movouient, in throwing a stone for example, remained with

the arm in a state of contracture. We can reproduce the

same phenomenon in the woman M—, whom I show you.

You see that I can, by suddenly bending the foot, déter-

mine a talipes equinus, which will only yield to prolonged

massage. You notice that this contractui-e is produced in

the waking state, and that it has the same intensity as that

which we produced just now, by means of the neui'o-muscular

hyper-excitability in hypnotic sleep.

Applied to the case of our patient, you perceive that this

séries of considérations enables us to présume that the affec-

tion is of an hysterical nature. But this presumption,

already a strong one, becomes changed to certainty when a

more attentive study has euabled us to reveal characteristics

which establish more and more clearly the fundamental nature

of the case.

Although the convulsive attacks are wanting in this patient.
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slie nevertheless présents a nuraber of nervous troubles,

which constitute quite as much tlie characteristic stigmata

of bysteria.

Tliere exists, in fact, tbc ovarian phenomena [oraWe] on tbo

left side ; and a left hemianaJgcsia, occupyingnot only tbe band
but both limbs, trunk, and head. The patient is quite un-
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affected by faradization of tlie skin. There is^ moreover_, a

sensorîal hemiansestliesia. The organs of sensé are affected

in the same manner as tlie integuments wliich protect them.

This point belongs to a question which we hâve already had

occasion to study in the clinique in a gênerai manner ;^ and

in this particular case a deficiency has been demonstrated to

exist in the sensé of hearing by a physician, M. Waltoii,^

now visiting our wards. Smell and taste are also affected.

It is the same with vision ; there exists a retraction of the

visual field (Fig. i8) for the perception of light, and for the

perception of colours, with a transposition of the red circle

to the exterior. There is a diminution of the acuteness of

vision, which is represented by a sixth of the normal.

We fînd then in our patient ail the characteristics of an

hysterical hemianœsthesia, with ovarian phenomena. Thèse

troubles of sensation could only be determined by a central

cérébral lésion placed within the sensitive crossway, by

alcoholism, or by lead poisoning. But since we find no

other sign of thèse affections in tins patient, we are obliged

to conclude that ail the pathological phenomena are of a

purely hysterical nature. And in short you see that ail the

phenomena, which at first sight seemed so irregular, so

strange, is fully explained.

Gentlemen, the hour is already late, we must postpone

the continuation of this investigation till the next lecture.

* Ch. Féré— " Sur quelques phénomènes observés du côté de l'œil chez les

hystéro-épileptiques, soit en dehors de l'attaque soit pendant l'attaque " (' Soc.

de Biologie,' 1881, et ' Arch. de Neurologie," 1882, T. iii, p. 281).

^ G. L. Walton—" Deafuess in Hysterical Hemiauœsthesia " (' Brain,' part

XX, 1883).
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TWO CASES OF HYSTERICAL CONTRACTURE OP TRAUMATIC
ORIGIN {continued).

SuMMAHY.— Investigations into simulation, catalepsy, and

contracture.—Hysteria in the maie, frequency, heredity,

adult âge.—Maslted forons.—Contracture of traumatic

origin.

Gentlemen,—You hâve not forgotten that in the last

lecture I proposed to draw a comparison between two cases

which came under notice hère about the sam© time ; in both

of which there exists a contracture of an hysterical nature,

supervening after an injury ; a wound through the breaking

of a pane of glass in one case, a superficial burn in the other.

Thèse two cases, I pointed ont, are drawn together by the

most striking analogies, althongh the one is a young girl of

i6 years old, while in the other we hâve a vigorous man, a

blacksmith of 35 years of âge, married, and the father of

several children.

The young girl has already been the subject of most

attentive study. But the maie subject, which we were not

able to bring before you the other day, has now been confided

to our care by M. Debove, in whose wards he was, at Bicêtre.

I will gladly take the opportunity thus afforded to me of

submitting this man to a very thorough examination before

your eyes. I do it the more willingly because it is un-

doubtedly a rare case, instructive in the highest degree, and

consequently well worthy of absorbing your attention for a

time.

But before coming to this case, it will be convenient I
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think to complète a few détails about tlie young patient

•witli whom we were occupied in tlie last lecture.

You are well aware, gentlemen, that wlien we are treating

of hysteria, tlie ptysician sliould always hâve présent in his

miud tlie possibility of simulation, under wliicli tlie patients

oitlier exaggerate real symptoms, or sometimes even create

an entirely imaginary symptomatology. Everyone knows tliat

the désire to lie, to deceive, sometimes even witliout motive,

bya disinterested cultivation of art for art's sake, sometimes

witk the view of making a sensation, of exciting pity, &c., is

a characteristic common enough in liysteria. It is an élément

tbat is met witli at eacli step in tlie history of tliis neurosis,

and wliich throws a certain amount of disfavour on tke

study of it.

But in tlie présent day, gentlemen, since tlie clinical

liistory of hysteria lias been ransacked so many times and so

tkorouglily, is it truly so difficult as some would liave us

believe, to discern tlie real from tlie false symptomatology,

i. e. from tliat wliicli is imaginary, simulated ? No, gentlemen,

it is not ; and not to remain among vague generalities in

regard to tbis matter any longer, allow me to recall to your

minds a concrète example, cliosen amongst many otliers, and

upon wliicb I dwelt last year.

I refer to the catalepsy induced in hysterical subjects.

The question is this : Can this state be simulated so as to

deceive a physician experienced in thèse matters ?

It is generally believed that if a cataleptic subject is

placed with the arm horizontal ly extended, this attitude

will be preserved so long that the duration alone is sufEcient

to do away with ail suspicion of simulation. This statement

is not quite accurate according to our observations. At the

end of ten or fifteen minutes the cataleptic arm begins to

descend, and at the end of twenty to twenty-five minutes it

résumes a vertical position according to the law of gravity.

Now, a vigorous man attempting to préserve the same posi-

tion is able to attaiii the same limit. One must, therefore,

seek some other distinctive character.

Let us apply both to the healtliy person who simulâtes

and to the cataleptic patient,— i, a reaction drum to the

extended arm, so as to register the least oscillation of the
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limb ; 2, a pneumograpli to tlie cliest, so as to obtain tlie

respiratory movements. Thèse are the results wliicli are

obtained : a. In tlie cataleptic patient the pen, whicli corre-

sponds to the reaction drum connected with the arm, traces

on the registering roller a straight, perfectly regular line
;

in the healthy subject, on the contrary, the straight h'ne at

first oscillâtes, then becomes broken, and finally présents

great oscillations arranged in séries, h. The signs afforded

by the pneumograpli are even more significant. In the cata-

leptic patient the respiration remains slow, superfîcial, regular

np to the end : whei^eas, in the person who simulâtes the

tracing présents two distinct parts ; at first the respiration is

regular, and normal ; then, corresponding to the oscillations

oî the limb, which indicate muscular fatigue, one observes an

irregularity in the rhythm and extent o£ the respiratory

raovements,—the rapid and deep respiratory dépressions

which accompany the phenomena of effort.'

To recapitulate : i. The cataleptic patient is unacquainted

with fatigue, the muscle yields without effort, without volun-

tary intervention. 2. The person who simulâtes, when put

to the test, is betrayed both by the tracing of the limb which

indicates muscular fatigue, and by the respiratory tracing,

which shows the effort destined to mark the effects of fatigue.

We hâve within the last few days made a somewhat
analogous arrangement to put the contracture of our young
patient to the test. The forearm was laid on a table to which
the back of the hand was solidly fixcd by the aid of a bandage.
A little sling containing the thumb was fixed by a cord passing

over two pulleys and supporting a balance plate in which was
placed a weight of one kilogramme (Fig. 19). The experi-

mentlasted abouthalf an hour, during which time the thumb
was gradually raised, and became more and more detached
from the index finger. After the experiment the thumb
immediately returned to its first position without any appear-

ance of fatigue, and quite as firmly as before.

During ail the time the pneumograph applied to the front

of the chest registered every respiratory movement, and
this was what the tracing revealed. The respiration was

* See p. 14, et seq.
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regular, not too deep, equal from the commencement to tlie

end, quite normal ; there was notliing-, therefore, absolutely

nothing wliicli recalled the respiratory trouble that charac-

terises the phenomenon of effort (Fig. 20, A, b).

For the purpose o£ comparison, a vigorous young man,

one of our clinical clerks, was placed exactly under the same

FiG. 19.—Experiment intended to verify the reality of the contracture

of the hand.

conditions. He voluntarily placed his hand in the peculiar

attitude presented by the contracted hand of our young

patient. The thumb was applied tightly against the index

finger at the outset of tho experiment, it was submitted to

the same continuons traction during the same space of time,

that is to say, half an hour. It yielded little by little, and

became separated by degrees from the index Bnger against

the will of the experimentalist, who resisted ail the while.

There was nothing up to that time to distinguish the

Simulator from the patient, but it is in the respiratory

tracing where the contrast becomes manifest. At first, that

is for the first few minutes, the respiration was equal and

regular, but it soon became disordered, the respirations
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became prolongea, marked by deep dépressions, and sepa-

rated by large flat-topped curves. It was tlien that the

phenomena of effort became évident. (Fig. 20, c, d.)

FiG. 20.—The lines A and b represent the respiratory movements of

the patient ; the lines c and D those of a Simulator. Read from left

to right.

Thus you see, by an experiment of tbis kind, that fraud,

if it was a fraud, would bave been easily recognised, since we
hâve in the study of the respiratory curve the means of dis-

covering it.

Evidently it is not possible to surround oneself with too

many guarantees, in clinical studies of hysteria. But please

to notice, gentlemen, that this test, to which we bave put

7
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the little girl, is a sort o£ crucial experiment ; we hâve

already collected numerous and suflScient proofs o£ the

legitimacy o£ the affection.

I think that I hâve sufficiently insisted, and that it is well

established in your minds, that the phenomena which we
hâve studied together in the preceding lecture are perfectly

legitimate pathological phenomena, in which the will of the

patient counts for nothing, absolutely nothing. And now I

hope to enable you to recognise in a minute that what has

just been said concerning the little girl, can be equally

applied, step by step, to the case of the maie subject whom
we are now going to consider more particularly.^

At the commencement, it will not be ont of place to say a

few words relative to the hysterical neurosis, in so far as it

affects the maie sex.

And firstly, does hysteria occur in the maie sex ? Yes,

undoubtedly, and it is met with much more frequently than

would at first be supposed. This subject, maie hysteria,

is one of those which hâve been specially investigated by

physicians of late years. Thus, one is able tocount not less

than five inaugural dissertations on this spécial subject pre-

sented to the Faculty of Paris between 1875 and 1880.

Briquet in his excellent work has stated that for every

twenty hysterical women, one man is met with, at least in

Paris, affected with the same malady, This figure I confess

appears to me to be a trifle too large. M. Klein,^ the author

of one of the thèses, to which I hâve already alluded, and

which was written under the supervision of M. Ollier, has

been able to collect from différent authors seventy-seven cases

of maie hysteria, to which he has added three other personal

observations, bringing the number up to the respectable

total of eighty cases. Hence one is bound at least to con-

clude that hysteria in men is not such a very rare affection

as is generally supposed.

' The patient was subjected to the repeated application of a magnet, and

the contracture finally disappeared. In the lecture of January I2th, 1883,

M. Charcot was able to show the patient completely cured of her deformity
;

but still preserving the permanent stigmata of hysteria as described above.

—Ch. F. » P. 77.
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Another fact is shown in the same work; namely, that when
it occurs in men, hysteria is very often hereditary. This

circumstance occurred twenty-three times out of thirty. It

is generally maternai heredity, and similar^ heredity ; tlius

it frequently happens that hysteria in the mother begets

hysteria in the son.

Another gênerai rule derived from a perusal of thèse varions

contributions, is that the hysterical symptoms in the maie

appear most frequently, at an adult âge, after fourteen years

at any rate, and according to the opinion of M. Reynolds,

who has studied this question in London, between twenty

and thirty years of âge, or it may be later. Without doubt,

hysteria in the maie may begin in the child before puberty,

from five to fourteen years ; but hysteria is more common
in the maie adult. And hère is another point worthy of men-

tion ; those adult men who are a prey to the hysterical

neurosis do not always présent, far from it, féminine charac-

teristics ; they are, at least in a great number of cases,

robust men presenting ail the attributes of the maie sex ;

they may be soldiers or artisans, married and the fathers of

families ; men in whom one would be very astonished, unless

forewarned, to meet with an affection considered by most as

an exclusively féminine disease.

Lastly, I should add that in man, as in woman, the

neurosis may manifest itself in a masked or latent form.

It is perfectly well established, on the other hand, that it

can appear in man, endowed with ail the attributes belonging

to the type of hystero-epilepsy, hysteria major, great hysteria

[la grande hystérie] . Last year I cited several cases which

were very appropriate illustrations of thèse points. Time does

not permit me to say anything just now touching the analo-

gous mental modifications in the two sexes. I must confine

myself to a statement of the following facts.

I. Sensorial and sensitive hemiansesthesia—that stigma

which almost surely characterises the hysterical condition,

after one has carefully excluded certain affections which

occasionally produce it (focal capsular lésions, plumbism,

» Vide p. 84.
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alcoholism)—in a word, hysterical hemianaesthesia, are met

with in man just as well as woman. Though it does not,

perhaps, araount to a retraction of the visual field for luminous

perception, or to the transposition of the limits of the visual

field for colours. Thèse are not met with in like frequency.

2. The ovarian phenomenon [ovarie], one of the most fré-

quent symptoms of féminine hysteria, is usually wanting in

the maie ; but in them, in some cases at any rate, pressure on

the testicle, when it is retained in the canal, provokes or

arrests an attack,

3. Instead of the ovarie, we find in men hysterogenic

points, having the same characters as in women ; but in

him the points of élection are chiefly in the bregmatic région,

or on one of the sides of the chest or abdomen, and a very

farourite place is in the left flank.

4. The séries of phases of the severe attacks of hystero-

epilepsy [hysteria major] are found equally in man and in

woman. (See amongst others the cases of MM. Bourne ville

and d'Olier, of M. Fabre (of Marseille), without counting

the four or five cases of the same kind that I hâve person-

ally observed.)

5. Paraplégie or hémiplégie paralysis, with exaltation or

diminution of the tendon-reflexes, is a phenomenon which is

occasionally seen; much more frequently, it may be said,

than contracture, which seems to hâve been rarely met with.

But you ought not to expect to find ail this assemhly

of phenomena united in one maie subject. The hysterical

neurosis can be présent, and undoubtedly does very often

appear in the maie without its great classical attributes, that

is to say, in a masked form, just as it does in the patient

who is about to occupy our attention. I hope, however, to

be able to convince you that, in spite of the absence of its

chief attributes, it is nevertheless with hysteria that we are

dealing, nothing but hysteria.

The patient is a man 34 years old, a blacksmith, father

of four children, robust enough, and without any sign of

effeminacy. I may tell you at once that Ave hâve not been

able to find in him any antécédent taint of a neuropathic

order, neither hereditary nor personal ; no moral émotion can
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be ascertained as the actual cause of the complaint, and,

indeed_, no other cause of any sort excepting the burn. On
June 26tli last a bar of iron heated to a white beat touched

his forearm and left band. The burn, though slight, took six

weeks to heal, and at the présent time there remains a

violet-red patch of 3 or 4 centimètres [i^ inches] broad, and

10 or 12 long [4 or 5 inches], occupying the lower part

of the forearm and the back of the hand. The accident

does not seem to hâve caused much émotion, and the con-

tracture does not seem to hâve followed the injury imme-

diately ; strange to say it became developed gradually. In

the history of hysterical contracture due to a traumatic cause

this is an exceptional circumstance. A few days after the

accident, says he, his arm felt heavy, it became difficult to

bend his fingers, feeling as though they were benumbed ;

but as for the contracture, it came on without the interven-

tion of a fresli cause seven weeks later.

It was on August I5th that he felt pain in the arm, and

he could not sleep ; and the next day his hand presented

the characteristic interosseous deformity, although the thumb

was unaffected. Then, the following day, flexion of the

fingers came on, and finally the thumb became firmly applied

to the fingers. Since then we hâve seen flexion of the

wrist, and then pronation of the forearm, successively occur.

Let us study this singular deformity of hand a little more

closely. It consists you see of a permanent contracture of

certain muscles, a contracture so pronounced that it resists

every attempt at réduction, and which for three months has

not ceased to exist, not only during the day, but also, and

on this point I lay much stress, during the night. The

shoulder and the upper arm are free, the forearm is in a

state of pronation. The hand is flexed on the forearm ; the

four fingers are flexed to such an extent that the nails dig

into the palm of the hand. The fingers are strongly pressed

against each other, and the thumb is strongly pressed against

the posterior surface of the second phalanx of the index finger

(Fig. 21).

Hère, the most simple physiological analysis shows that
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it is chiefly by the action of the médian nerve, which sup-

plies the superficial and deep flexors of the wrist, that this

attitude is produced. But the ulnar nerve also plays a part,

for the adduction of the fingers is due to the action of the

interossei. It may be added that there is also contracture

of the extensors, as in ail spasmodic contractures.

Observe this attitude of a closed, energetically closed, fist,

complicated with a flexion of the hand, which is also very

forcible. It is, you will notice, an exceedingly forced atti-

tude, an attitude difficult to préserve even for a short time

(Fig. 21).

FiG. 21.—Contracture of the left hand. (Drawing by M. P. Richer.)

This is a favorable opportunity to remind you of an

ingenuous observation of Duchenne. You know that the

extensors of the fingers and those of the entire hand are

in a sort of antagonism. If you bend back your closed

hand as much as possible, and if you then endeavour to

extend the fingers, the hand becomes slightly flexed. It

is because the effect of extending the hand is to shorten the

extensors of the fingers, and consequently to place them in

a situation less favorable for their action ; whereas on the

contrary, when the hand is extended the conditions are

more favorable for the flexors to act. For an analogous

reason, if you flex the entire hand, the fingers can more
easily be brought into a condition of complète extension.

Let us now consider the combined action of the flexors of

the hand and those of the fingers ; hère, also, there is a sort

of antagonism. Thus, in order to strongly flex the fingers
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and clencli the fist, as in pugilism, the hand itself must be

extended, and tlius the action of tlie extensors faveurs that

of the flexors. If, on the contraiy, the fist being closed,

you strongly flex the wrist, then you will notice that the

flexion of the fingers relaxes, and that the fingers hâve a

very marked tendency to become unbent. You can only

maintain the hand flexed in this position by the help of very

strong effort. This, gentlemen, is a fact of a sort which

dispels the idea of simulation. It is very much to be doubted

whether any resolute person could maintain, without hésita-

tion or intermission, for several hours, and still less for

several days, the truly pathological attitude of this patient.

It is certain, at any rate, that one cannot imagine a man
capable of maintaining it during profound sleep. In this

patient the attitude is preserved during sleep ; M, Debove

has assured himself of it, and we hâve assured ourselves of

it on several occasions. We propose, moreover, to submit

the patient to the pneumographic test ; and I doubt not but

that we shall obtain the same results as in the case of the

young girl whom you hâve already seen.^

You will acknowledge, I think, that we hâve to do with

a perfectly legitimate pathological deformity, and not a

simulated one ; a true symptom, and not an imaginary one

artificially produced by the voluntary intervention of the

patient. It remains for me to show that, as in the case of

the girl, it is hysteria with which we hâve to deal.

I hâve already said that it is a masked form of the neu-

rosis ; the patient has had no attacks, there are neither anté-

cédent circumstances, nor any psychic modifications to note.

But if we refer to the observation which was made by M.

Debove on October ist, and also that which was made by us

a week later we find the following- symptoms :— i. A left hemi-

analgesia; pricking produces no pain but a simple sensation of

contact ; cold is less well perceived over the whole of the left

side of the body. 2. A very distinct lessening of the taste,

hearing, and smell, on the left side. We hâve taken regular

^ The experiment was made under the same conditions and with the same

result as in the young girl. It may be added, that under chloroform only

incomplète resolution of the contracture was obtained, though a complète

tesolution had been formerly obtained by M. Debove at the Bicêtre Hospital.
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measurements of the visual field. On both sides there is re-

traction, but more on the left ; the visual field for colours

is proportionately smaller, but the concentric circles which

â

represent the field for each colour hâve preserved their

relations and their reciprocal proportions ; there is no trans-

position ; no achromatopsia ; no dyschromatopsia (Fig. 22).

3. Ail traces of a hysterogenic zone are wanting.
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What else could it be but hysteria, in the absence of any

circumstance capable of being connected with a focal capsular

lésion, with plumbism^ or with alcoholism ? And in présence

of a contracture, a deformity of the hand, which considered

by itself carries with it the indisputable mark of a hysterical

origin, surely we are justified in concluding that in this

patient ail the phenomena which hâve corne under our notice

belong to hysteria, nothing but hysteria. They présent a

truly striking analogy to those we hâve just met with in the

girl whom we hâve been studying.

Such was the condition of the patient on October yth.

Since then, under the influence of treatment, the symptoms

hâve been slightly modified. A magnet was applied to the

sida of the contracture, and then the sensation returned,

without transfer, to the left upper extremity, to the trunk,

the head, the arm, but not to the hand or the wrist. In

the midst of this treatment the patient went out, fearing,

for spécial reasons, lest he should be cured too quickly.

But he came back again a few days ago, and a fresh appli-

cation of the magnet was made, which has this time caused

the insensibility of the hand to disappear, and has produced

a numbness and commencing rigidity in the opposite side.

M. Debove was not far wrong in the fear which he expressed

of modifying too profoundly a situation which he knew that

I desired you to witness.

At the présent time the contracture alone exists in this

man; the hemiansesthesia has completely disappeared, though

there exists a painful feeling of cramp in the contracted

part, which sometimes troubles his sleep. It is therefore

now essentially a latent case, but a case, nevertheless, of

whose hysterical nature, if I succeed in my hopes, you will

by-and-by hâve not a shadow of doubt.^

* The repeated application of the magnet had no other resuit than bringing

back the sensibility to the contracted member. After that the patient was

a martyr to some very acute sujfferings in the forearm and hand, due

partly to the pénétration of the nails into the flesh, and also in a certain

measure to the contracture itself, for the flexor muscles especially were very

sensitive (thèse spontaneous pains had already been noted, although they

were less intense, when the patient was ansesthetic). As he persistently

asked for some surgical interférence, preferring to submit to amputation
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rather thau undergo such pain any longer, M. Charcot deeided to hâve

recourse to stretching o£ the nerve which was the main élément in the

production o£ the deformity, the médian. This opération, which had already

been suggested hy M. Gillette, surgeon at the Bicêtre, was performed on

Decemher 26th, 1882, hy M. Terrillon, surgeon at the Salpêtrière. The

opération was perfoi*med in the upper part of the arm, and the médian nerve

was twice raised on a director to the height of about 8 centimètres [three

and a quarter inches] from its natural position. After recovering from the

chloroform the patient experienced tingling, accompanied by pains in the

forearm and hand, but the contracture seemed to persist. After a sleep

of three or four hours he awoke without pain in the forearm and hand
;

the contracture had almost completely disappeared, although the fingers

could not be quite extended. Since then the situation has further improved

although the extension of the first phalanges is still incomplète, due, as it

would seem, to a retraction of the fibrous tissues ; and, moreover, the contrac-

ture is replaced by a paresis of the muscles at first attacked. When showing

the patient cured in the lecture of January lath, 1882, M. Charcot made

the observation that, besides this retraction of the fibrous tissues which may

be seen sometimes after hysterical contractures of long duration, there exists

a peculiar glossy condition of the skin at the extremities of the fingers, and

particularly of the index finger, which seems to taper ofÉ like a spindle.



LECTURE IX.

A CASE OF SPINAL AFFECTION CONSEQUENT ON A
CONTUSION OF THE SCIATIC NERVE.

SuMMARY.

—

Contusion of the left huttock.—Oontinuous pains,

intermittent fains.—Early muscular weahness'.—Mus-

cular atrophy.—Troubles of micturition, of defsecation,

and of the génital functions.—Persistent atrophy of the

muscles sripplied by the lesser sciatic nerve of the left

side.—JElectrical exploration.—^Paresis and atrophy of

the gluteal muscles of the right side.

Gentlemen,—The patient wlio is about to be brought

before you, and wbo forms the object of our lecture to-day,

offers in my opinion a very singular example of an organic

spinal affection developed after an injury, not of the cord

itself, but of a peripheral nerve.

I am well aware that there already exista among the

records of our science a certain number of facts tending to

show that certain lésions of the extremities, or of the nerve-

trunks, can be reflected back to the spinal centre, and there

détermine altérations more or less profound ; but I doubt if

any of thèse facts présent, in the same degree as this case,

the conditions of clearness and simplicity so necessary to

ensure conviction. This will become évident, I think, from

the account of the case, upon which I wiil enter at once.

The patient is a man, 40 years of âge, vigorous, and of good

constitution, as you see. He is the father of two children.

A. I ought to mention, in the first place, that in his

history prier to the actual complaint, there is no circumstance

which can be said to hâve contributed to the development of

the spinal affection with which he is now afflicted, nor of the

sciatic pain from which he has suffered. This man has con-
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fessed that from 27 to 36 years of âge, when hewas occupied

as a brewer's drayman, he indulged in numerous alcoholic

débauches ; he has had delirium tremens, and bas evinced for

some time tbe characteristic tremor of bands. But for tbe

last four years be has much improved in this respect, and since

be has followed tbe occupation of a carpenter, be bas lived

a sober life. It would appear that he bas not had syphilis
;

be bas certainly not bad gonorrhœa ; he bas not lived in a

damp room ; be has never been particularly exposed to cold,

nor has he suffered from rheumatic pains.

B. Tbe circumstances under which tbe patbological con-

ditions "we are about to investigate came to be developed

are as follows. On December 28tb, 1 881, in tbe carpenter\s

sbop -w-here this man works, a joist of 3 mètres 30 long,

[11 feet] terminating in a square surface wbose side

measured about 10 centimètres [4 inches], which was being

moved rapidly in its long axis on a bench by another workman,
struck him violently on tbe left buttock. He thinks be can

indicate precisely tbe exact spot where be was struck ; and

be points to a place midway between tbe iscbial tuberosity

and tbe great trochanter, a few centimètres below^ tbe lower

border of tbe glutens maximus muscle. Even now, when he

presses on tbe spot tbe patient expériences a painful sensa-

tion. I sbould like you to remark, as a fact somewhat

strange, that no ecchymosis nor tuméfaction appeared at tbe

seat of injury eitber on tbe same or succeeding days.

If you will be good enougb to look at this anatomical

diagram, you will at once perceive that tbe place where tbe

patient was struck corresponds precisely to tbe course of tbe

greater aud lesser sciatic nerves, just after they bave passed

througb tbe great sciatic foramen. Thèse two nerve-trunks

tberefore were capable of being, they must bave been,

affected by tbe blow.

Althougb injury to tbe gluteal région is not rare, far

from it ;^ yet it sbould be remembered that contusion of tbe

sciatic nerve is not a very fréquent occurrence.

For buch an injury to take place, certain very spécial

conditions are necessary. It may take place when tbe blow

' Conceming tins subject, see an interesting article by M. le Dr. Bouiily,

• Arch. gén. de médecine,' 1880, T. II, p. 655.
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is produced by the extremity of a beam or shaft, by the butt-

end of a gan, or the corner of a pièce of marble ; then the

nerve is squeezed as it were between the external object

and the bony surface, from which it is only separated by
the gemelli and the quadratus femoris. But otherwise, and
this is most fréquent, when the buttock is struck by a more
or less flat surface, the nerve-trunk is protected. You see

that the conditions of a contusion strictly limited to the

sciatic nerve existed in the injury; and there is nothing to

make us suppose that the coxo-femoral articulation has ever

been involved in any way whatever.

Next it is important for you to understand what were the

earlier symptoms in this case. Thèse pointed to an affection

exclusively limited to the sciatic nerve. The symptoms did

not differ at the commencement, which was marked by
a sudden onset, fi'om those which belong to ordinary

sciatica, ischias nervosa, Cotugno's disease. This will

appear from the foliowing.

The blow was violent enough to throw the patient to the

ground. But he soon got up again, and at the same
moment he was seized with pain along the course of the

sciatic nerve and its branches. The pain which he experi-

enced from that moment, and during a period of about three

months, consisted of two éléments :

(a) Continuons pain, localised along- the course of the

nerve-trunk, particularly in certain places where it was
exacerbated by pressure. We hâve discovered the existence

of certain tender spots : i, a, superior fémoral point, seated at

the lower border of the glutens maximus muscle between the

ischial tuberosity and the great trochanter ; 2, a peroneal

point, corresponding to the place where the nerve goes

round the head of the fibula ; 3, an external malleolar point ;

4, a dorsal point on the foot. On two of thèse points,

blisters hâve been applied, of which you can still see traces.

Thèse pains were also accompanied by a permanent and
very painful sensation of tingling in the foot and the leg.

(6) Besides the constant pain there existed intermittent

pains, coming in twinges, severe, sudden, shooting, and
uniting, as it were, one fixed painful spot with another. Thèse
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painful twinges were accompanied by very évident clonic

spasm, in which the leg would be suddenly flexed on the tbigh.

Tbe patient's pains, botb fixed and intermittent, tbe tinglings

and tbe spasms were especially bad at night, increased by

tbe beat of tbe bed, to sucb a degree tbat be acquired tbe

babit of passing bis nigbts seated in a cbair.

So far, we bave drawn a clinical picture wbicb could be

appHed perfectly well to a case of idiopatbic spontaneous

sciatica, of rbeumatic or any otber nature,

Even in tbe first few weeks wbicb foUowed tbe accident,

a certain degree of muscular weakness was manifest in tbe

left lower limb, considerably impeding tbe walking and even

standing powers, wbicb could not be entirely connected

witb tbe fear wbicb tbe patient evinced of increasing tbe

pain, for tbis functional impotence persisted even at a time

wben tbe pain was becoming less. About tbree montbs

after tbe accident tbe pain bad almost completely ceased,

but the muscular weakness bad very greatly increased ; for

during tbe ensuing montb it was impossible for bim to atand

uprigbt and préserve bis equilibrium witbout tbe support of

objects around bim, Attbe end of anotber montb, tbe fiftb

after tbe accident, be was scarcely able to walk a few steps

in bis bedroom, by pusbing a cbair before bim ; and it was

only at tbe end of six montbs tbat be was able to walk witb

tbe aid of a stick, or witbout support for a quarter or balf

an bour, and tben not always witbout fatigue, sucb as be

can do to-day.

Tbis muscular weakness of a limb after sciatica is not a

rare occurrence, as you know, wben tbe neuralgic affection

bas been severe. It is accompanied in sucb cases, as MM.
Bonnefin and Landouzy bave remarked, by a more or less

pronounced atropby of tbe muscular substance of tbe limb.

An atropby of tbis sort certainly existed at tbat time in our

patient, altbougb be did not notice it. You will see

directly wbat are tbe facts on wbicb tbis assertion is founded.

Functional weakness and concomitant muscular atropby,

in common sciatica, cannot, you are aware, be attributed to

prolonged repose. In fact, according to tbe observations of

M. Landouzy, it appears quite early in tbe disease (at the
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end of fourteen days), after the onset of the first pains, and

even in those cases where the limb has not been placed at

rest. The theory generally accepted in order to explain

this muscular dystrophy in ordinary sciatica is, as you doubt-

less know, the following. It is admitted that the irritation,

with which the centripetal nerve-tubes are affected, mounts as

it were towards the spinal centre, by way of the posterior

roots, and extends to the cellules of the corresponding ante-

rior horns, which are consequently affected, The lésion,

slight or serions, dynamic or organic, of which they are the

seat, has the effect of suppressing, for a shorter or longer

time, their trophic action. Consequently, the muscles which

are supplied by the centrifugal nerve-tubes, arising in

thèse ganglionio éléments, become in their turn the seat of

a more or less transitory or permanent dystrophic lésion.

One of the proofs which are advanced, and it is not the least

powerful, in faveur of the intervention of the spinal centre

in this mechanism is that the atrophy often attacks muscles

which do not corne within the distribution of the nerve which
is affected by the neuralgia. Thus, for example, in cases

where the pain has occupied exclusively the trunk of the

great sciatic, the atrophy may be found not only in the

muscles supplied by this nerve, but also in the gluteus

minimus and médius, which are supplied by the superior

gluteal coming directly from the first sacral pair.

However, contemporary observations tend to show that in

common idiopathic sciatica, functional weakness, and the

muscular atrophy which accompanies it, do not last very

long after the pain has disappeared. But it is not altogether

thus in traumatic sciatica, at least if one can judge from a

case which M. Seeligmùller has published of sciatica coming
on after a difficult confinement which necessitated the use of

the forceps. In that instance the neuralgia was followed by
a paralytic atrophy affecting the calf-muscles, which resisted

every measure employed for its relief. We shall see that

dystrophic lésions, quite as grave and involving a large

number of muscles, hâve occurred in our case.

But I wish now to dwell for a minute on a séries of facts

which occurred about three months after the injury, which
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form a fundamental part of ail the miscbief, and prove unmis-

takably, in this patient, the participation of the spinal

centre.

Well, about May i5th, at a time when the pains were

becoming less, though the muscular weakness was increasing,

the patient experienced a painful feeling as of a bar across

the lumbar région, extending to both sides, and lasting for

several days. Two or three days afterwards he became

unable to micturate. The next day he urinated drop by drop,

involuntarily, and without knowing it. Then he went to

the Necker Hospital, where he was seen by M. Guyon, and

a cathéter was passed. It was proved there that he had no

urethral retraction, no enlargement of the prostate gland

—

facts which later explorations hâve confirmed. Since that

time the patient has continued to pass a cathéter two or

three times a day ; when he neglects to do it, the urine runs

away drop by drop. At the présent time the condition

in this respect is somewhat ameliorated ; he sometimes

urinâtes voluntarily, though not without effort. But most

frequently he is obliged, as formerly, to use the cathéter

regularly.

You will not fail to perçoive that this persistent incon-

tinence of urine necessarily implies an involvement of the

spinal cord. It is almost possible even to localise the lésion

within a very little. The région referred to is the one

where expérimentation (Goltz, Budge) has placed the centre

of the vesical réflexes ; it occupies the inferior extremity of

the lumbar enlargement, and corresponds to the point of

émergence of the four last sacral nerves.

You doubtless know that the experiments to which I

allude localise the centre for the muscles of the rectum, and

those also for érection and ejaculation, in the same région.

Well, the clinical facts show that in this patient thèse two

centres are also affected. In fact, the same day when the

incontinence of urine commenced, he had also incontinence

of faeces, and it still exista to a certain degree. It should

also be added that érections were absent about the same

time, and are still wanting.

Hère is a séries of symptoms which, I repeat, demonstrate

beyond doubt the existence of a spinal lésion ; and this
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lésion, it may be affirmed, is not purely dynamic. We hâve

to do witli a material lésion, anatomical, probably of an

inflammatory nature ; in short, a myelitis.

A thorough examination of the patient's lower limbs will

furnish us, moreover, with additional and weighty arguments

in support of this statement.

The patient was admitted into the Salpêtrière on Novem-
ber 8th last, in the same state as you see him now. He
habitually walks with the aid of a stick, which he holds

in his right hand. But it is possible for him to walk with-

out support for about half an hour ; then he suffers extrême

fatigue, especially in the left leg, and he is absolutely

obliged to stop. It is curions that the left limb only should

be complained of by the patient, Nevertheless the right

inferior extremity is also seriously involved, as we shall

see directly.

An examination of the left inferior extremity reveals the

following. The limb, compared with the right, is somewhat

wasted in every part ; according to the measurements, there

is a différence of several centimètres in favour of the

corresponding parts of the right side.

The leg and the foot are cold and mottled with red

spots, besides which the foot is slightly tumefied. This con-

dition reminds us of what is seen in certain cases of long-

standing infantile paralysis. The sensibility, especially the

electric sensibility, is lost over nearly the entire surface of

the left limb. The cutaneous réflexes are normal on both

sides.

The patella-reflex is exaggerated on the right side, normal

on the left. When you strike the left patella tendon, the

patient being seated, it produces a curions phenomenon

which probably also indicates spinal intervention ; at each

stroke the right thigh is seen to go towards the médian line

with a distinct movement of adduction.

Now let us proceed to an examination of the movements of

the left leg. First of ail as to the muscles supplied by the

lumbar plexus, which hâve preserved their normal power.

(a) In the muscles supplied by the crural nerve, the move-

ment of flexion of thigh on pelvis, performed by the psoas
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and iliacus, is preserved and is forcible ; movement of

extension of leg on thigh are also normal, (h) Movements

of adduction are also normal.

It is easy to see, on the other hand, that the muscles

supplied by the greater and lesser sciatic nerves, the two

nerve-trunks simultaneously contused, are, for the most part,

profoundly affected. (a) The glutens maximus is soft and

tlaccid. You are aware that, accordiug to Duchenne, thèse

two muscles are not of much use in standing, but corne into

play in movements requiring energetic muscular action, such

as in the act of mounting a chair. You see that our patient

is unable to perform this feat without help, and even then

he prefers to do it with his left leg. (b) The posterior

muscles of the thigh, flexors of the leg. (c) The muscles

which produce plantar flexion, and dorsal flexion of the foot

are also profoundly affected. It is impossible, for instance,

for the patient to support himself on tip-toe.

Thus ail the muscles supplied by the great or lesser

sciatic nerves, or almost ail, are seriously involved. Such a

muscular weakness might doubtless be explained, by itself,

by supposing the existence of a lésion of the motor nerve-

tubes, developed in conséquence of the contusion below the

point struck. But this explanation is insufficient when it is

borne in miud that the gluteus médius and minimus of this

same left side also participate in the altération, and that

thèse muscles are supplied by the superior gluteal nerve,

which is derived directly from the upper branches of the

sacral plexus.

It is known, chiefly by means of Duchenne's researches,

that thèse muscles hâve the action, both in standing and

walking, of fixing the pelvis in such a manner as to prevent

its inclination to the right or the left, according as the

muscles of the left or right side respectively are in action.

If you observe the patient in a standing position, you will

at once perceive that the iliac crest of the right side is on a

lower level than the iliac crest of the left. The pelvis is

therefore inclined towards the right. This right-sided incli-

nation corresponds also to the relative lowering of the right

great trochanter, and the lowering of the corresponding

gluteal fold. It should be added that the right shoulder is
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lower than the left, and that the spinal axis is rightly inclined

towards the right. This inclination of the pelvis towards

the right side, of itself enables us to suspect a weakness of

the left glutens médius and minimus muscles, whose function

it is to lower the left iliac crest so as to place it on the same

level as that of the right side.

This weakness is even more obvions if the patient raises

his right foot from the grouud, as in taking the second step

in marchiug
;
you see then that the pelvis and the great

trochanter of the right side become lowered, even more

than it was just now. Under normal conditions, at the

moment when the right foot starts for the second step in

marching, the pelvis, owing to the action of the left gluteus

médius, ought to undergo a slight movement of lowering on

the left side, and élévation on the right ; but this is not the

case hère, quite the contrary.

When the patient walks, this failing of the gluteus médius

is brought ont very clearly at each step by a very pro-

nounced lowering of the iliac spine and trochanter of the

right side ; and as a result the pelvis undergoes a séries of

large oscillations, quite obvions and significant.

The gluteus minimus and médius muscles are therefore

affected, and profoundly aiïected. Now, thèse muscles are

innervated by the superior gluteal nerve, which in its origin

has nothing in common with the great and lesser sciatic

nerves. This participation of the gluteal nerve can scarcely

be explained except by the existence of a spinal lésion.

The existence of this spinal lésion, already evidenced by

the paralysis of the vesical and anal sphincters, and by

weakness of the génital réflexes, is still further shown when

we carefully examine the right lower extremity, in which

there is a marked weakness of the gluteal muscles and most

of the muscles of the leg.

This paresis of muscles of the right side is accompanied,

as on the left, by an atrophy, an easily appréciable diminu-

tion of volume, though it is not so striking as on the left

side.

It is expédient that we should consider for a moment this

atrophy of six months' duration. The question to settle, and
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we sliall see how interesting a one it is, not only from a

tlieoretical but a practical point of view, is this, is the

atrophy that we hâve hère a simple one, unattended by
altération of the fibres ; or is it a degenerative atrophy, one

which is attended by a profound modification, a degeneration,

of the muscular éléments ? You know that the prognosis

dépends, in a measure, to the solution of this question. Simple

atrophy usually yields under the employment of appropriate

means, wliereas in the degenerative atrophy treatment is

powerless.

Are we in possession of the means of clinically making
this distinction ? Yes, certainly ; the means consist in a

methodical electrical exploration, which to be complète

should be made successively by the aid of both kinds of

current, faradic and galvanic.

In the galvanic exploration (constant current) I may
remind you that one of the pôles, the indiffèrent one, is

applied to the chest, and the other is applied to the nerve or

muscle which it is wished to examine. The latter can be

made to become atwill either the positive pôle (An, Anode),

or the négative pôle (Ka. Kathode). You are aware that

under normal conditions muscular contractions are produced

only at the closing (S. Schliesung), or opening of the

current (0. Œffnung). Now, in order to obtain a single

contraction (Z. Zuckung) in the normal state with the

weakest possible current, say ten éléments, the poîe

used must be the négative one, Ka, and the contraction is

thus produced at the moment of closing the current. This

is expressed in electro-physiological language by the formula

KaSZ. To obtain a contraction with the other (the positive)

pôle, An, it is necessary to increase the number of éléments,

increase them, for example, from ten to fifteen. Thèse results

are represented thus, KaSZ>AnSZ, and form part of the

formula for the normal reactions. If one finds on exploring

a muscle that AnSZ can be obtained with a larger number
of éléments than suffice to obtain KaSZ, the resuit is repre-

sented by AnSZ > KaSZ. It is then said to be an inversion

of the formula, which inversion forms part of the reaction

of degeneration ; or, in other terms, a reaction which indicates

a more or less profound altération of the muscular tissue.
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We shall apply thèse principles in a minute to the inves-

tigation of the trophic condition o£ the muscles in this

patient ; but it should first be shown what it is that con-

stitutes, from an electro-diagnostic point of view, simple

atrophy of the muscles, and their degenerative atrophy.

1. In simple atrophy the faradic and galvanic excitability

are only slightly modified. In both cases a stronger current

is required to obtain a reaction than in the normal condition,

but the results are parallel, there is no modification of the

formula KaSZ>AnSZ. An example of thèse simple atro-

phies is seen after prolonged rest ; or, in certain dynamic

spinal affections developed as a conséquence of articular

lésions.

2. Degenerative atrophy has been studied with great care

by experiments on animais, and after division of nerves.

It is shown by the experiments of Erb and Ziemssen, briefly

put, that absence of faradic reaction, and persistence with

modification of galvanic reaction indicates a serions con-

dition, though régénération is possible ; but, if both galvanic

and faradic reactions are absent, it reveals a graver con-

dition, a degenerative modification of either nerve or muscle,

which is almost certainly irréparable.

In human pathology, gentlemen, thèse profound modifica-

tions of the electrical reactions, corresponding to a grave

condition of muscular nutrition, are seen in affections of the

peripheral nerves (division, traumatic lésions, &c.) ; and

also in spinal disease when the lésion is so situated that

the ganglionic éléments, the so-called motor cells, are pro-

foundly altered or destroyed, as, for example, in infantile

paralysis after the period of possible restoration, or, again,

in central diffuse myélites.

Now let us apply thèse data to the case of this man.

The examination of the varions muscles which are trophi-

cally and functionally affected gives the following results :

1. The crural nerve is faradically and galvanically excit-

able on both sides. The adductor muscles and the quad-

riceps extensor femoris also respond normally to both means

of excitation.

2. In the distribution of the branches of the sacral
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plexus we find ut)rmal reactious on the right side. On the

left side the glutens médius is faradically and galvanically

inexcitable. Tliis indicates that the functional shortcommgs

o£ this muscle are connected with an organic lésion, and

consequeutly that the difficulty of standing which results, the

inclination of the pelvis and of the trunk to the right, and

the bending to the right side when the right foot is raised

fi'om the ground, will probably persist as permanent infir-

mities.

3. What has just been said about the gluteus médius can

be repeated of the gluteus maximus, but this time both

sides are involved. Thèse muscles, which are supplied by

the lesser sciatic, respond neither to faradism nor galvanism,

a reaction of degeneration, predominating on the left. There

is then scarcely a hope of procuring a re-establishment of

the function of thèse muscles.

4. With référence to the great sciatic nerve, I shall

confine myself to mentioning the facts which relate to the

calf muscles, and the flexors of the leg on the thigh. On
the left side faradization has no effect

;
galvanism only pro-

duces a slight and feeble response. On the right there is also

a reaction of degeneration, but less complète (AnSZ= KSZ)
;

hei-e there remains some hope of ultimate restoration under

appropriate electro-therapeutic treatment. The same can be

said of the calf muscles ; flexion of leg on thigh, and plantar

flexion of the foot can without doubt be restored.

Thus, you see, electrical exploration has furnished us

with data for prognosis, at the same time that it has enabled

us to guess, to some extent, the degree of the spinal lésion.

It certainly occupies the lower lumbar région, and viewing

ail the circumstances of the case is probably situated in the

central grey substance. Thei'e is no reason to believe that

the anterior or posterior white fibres are involved.

The posterior horns of the grey matter are not obviously

affected, for there is no modification of sensibility,but theante-

lior horns are certainly involved to some extent in the région

corresponding to the origin of the branches of the lumbar

plexus. The altération in the cells is not a profound one,

possibly it is dynamic. Thèse cells are in a state of hyper-

excitability which I bave proposed to designate by the name
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" strychninism/^ and whicli is capable of explaining the

exaltation of the patellar réflexes especially ou the right side.

But at the level of origirj, of the branches of the sacral

plexus the altération of the ganglionic éléments is more

profound ; a certain number of the cells are modified or

destroyed, which corresponds with the serions altération in

the gluteal muscles.

The spinal lésion which we hâve before us, developed

under the influence of an injury, so far as one can judge

from the évolution of a morbid phenomena, has no progressive

tendency, the worst of the mischief is passed. One could

almost say that the disease is now quiescent, or perhaps, in

the case of certain nerve-fibres and cells, not completely

destroyed, there is a tendency towards recovery.

The treatment should be directed chiefly towards favouring

this restoration of the affected éléments. The patient should

be advised not to résume the fatiguing movements of his

lower limbs which are damanded by his occupation for a

long time to corne. It is known in fact that old and extinct

spinal lésions are sometimes re-awakened by exercise of the

limbs corresponding to the affected part of the spinal centre.

Thus in infantile paralysis of the left lower extremity it may
happen that the right lower limb may be attacked several

years later, in conséquence of a forced march. As to médi-

cation, it should be chiefly directed to the trophic condition

of the affected muscles. We shall also advise methodical

electrization, faradic and galvanic ; massage ; and lastly

liydrotherapy, the influence of which not only on gênerai

but also local nutrition, is undoubtedly one of the most

bénéficiai methods of treatment.



LECTURE X.

I. DOUBLE SCIATICA IN A WOMAN AFFLICTED WITH
CANCER.

II. CERVICAL PACHYMENINGITIS.

SuMMARY.

—

I. Double sciatica j conditions under which this

affection occurs ; diabètes, certain meningo-myélites,

cotwpression of the spinal nerve-trunks at the interverté-

bralforamina.—The jpseudo-neuralgise of vertébral cancer.

—II. Hypertrophie cervical pachymeningitis ; pseudo-

7ieuralgic period ; paralytic stage ; spasmodic stag&.—
Illustrative case : recovery with retraction of the fiexor

muscles of the leg.—Radical cure by surgical inter-

vention.

Gentlemen,—The first patient who will be presented to

you to-day will take your minds back to the history of

symptomatic sciatica, which occupied our attention during

the last two lectures. It is a subject the practical interest

of which you will not fail to perceive, and this circumstance

will I hope sufficiently justify my dwelling on a few fresh

features of the affection that will be unfolded as we go

along.

A. The patient is a woman named D—, aged 6i years,

a workwoman, whose family and préviens historiés présent

nothing worthy of note. About fifteen years ago she received

a blow on the right breast, and five years later, a tumour
began to develop in this région ; the tumour ulcerated and

eighteen months ago she underwent an opération. But, after

a month the disease relapsed, and it became necessary to

repeat four opérations successively in the course of five or
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six months. But still^ the growth returned. Lastly, the left

breast was attacked in its turn, and the patient was admitted

into that part of tlie Salpêtrière occupied by incurable affec-

tions, and placed in the ward reserved for cancerous cases.

Over the door of this ward might well be placed the inscription

which, according to Dante is found over the gâtes of Hell.

As a matter of fact thèse affections hâve proved, up to

the présent time, to be beyond the resources of our art.

I will not delay by describing to you the distorted and

indurated cicatrix, and the scattered nodules, which disfigure

the chest of the patient. The interest lies in another

direction.

For the last four months the disease has assumed a new
phase. The gênerai health has decreased, her appetite has

diminished, and she has lost flesh. But, this is the point

which particularly occupies our attention, a little later,

namely, about three months ago, she was attacked by pains

in the lumbo-sacral région, which came on only when the

patient was standing, or walking, or executing movements
in bed, and which disappeared when she was at rest.

Note well, gentlemen, this influence of the erect position,

and of walking, it will help us to détermine the diagnosis.

The pains, instead of beiug circumscribed, soon invaded the

left lower extremity and spread along the course of the

sciatic nerve, where they became continuous ; but much
stronger whenever the patient made any movement, or

essayed to stand upright, or to walk.

Soon afterwards, they spread to the right sciatic nerve.

Now it became a double sciatica ; there was pain on both

sides, at the buttock, at the level of the head of the fibula,

and over the dorsum of the foot ; it was increased by pressure

over certain points ; and it was on the left side that her

sufferings were most acute.

(a) The patient, moreover, complained of pain in the fold

of the groin, on both sides. Thus there existed a double

crural neuralgia at the same time.

(b) Although the sciatica was not very intense, the pain

became worse on assuming the erect posture to such a

degree that walking was well-nigh impossible. Between the

spontaneous pain, which was almost absent when at rest^
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and the pain produced by walking, there was a disproportion

wliich is net met with in ordinary neuralgia of tlie sciatic

nerve. Nevertheless there existed no indication of the

existence of a spinal lésion ; thus, when in bed movements

of flexion and extension of the legs were forcible enough,

there was no exaggeration of réflexes, and there was no

trouble of bladder or rectum.

(c) Lastly, there is another fact which does not belong to

the clinical history of ordinary sciatica. When one presses

or pei'cusses either over the sacrum or lumbar vertebrae,

acute pain is produced ; it is hère also that the pain

prédominâtes when the patient holds herself upright, tries

to walkj or moves in bed.

What is the meaning of this pain along the course of the

two sciatic nerves ? Is it a common sciatica, accidentally com-

plicatmg the cancerous affection and, of itself without much
importance ? No, I believe it has quite another signification.

In the first place, the sciatic pain in bilatéral. Now, ail

clinical observers are quite agreed that double sciatica is

very suspicions of a symptomatic neuralgia, and is generally

connected with a more or less serious protopathic affection.

It cannot beinferred that unilatéral sciatica maynot sometimes

also be symptomatic. In this particular case, by reason of

the différent anomalies that I hâve pointed out, it can be

afîirmed that the case is not one of common sciatica but of

u symptomatic affection. But what is the cause ?

Let us pass in review the principal affections that can

give rise to double sciatica.

(a) In diabètes, it is not uncommou to observe several

différent nerve troubles,^ among which should be pointed out

in particular, partial hyper£esthesi£e, lightning pains, such as

I hâve already drawn attention to, and of which several cases

hâve been met with since,^ and symmetrical neuralg:a3^

occupying by préférence the sciatic nerves. But, that

' Bernard et Féré, " Des troubles nerveux observés cbez les diabétiques."

' Arch. de Neuroloiiic.' 1882, T. IV, p. 336.
- Raymond, ' Gaz. niéd. de Paris,' 1881, p. 627.

^ Worius, 'Bull, de l'Acad. de Méd,' 2e série, T. IX. Drasche, " Dia-

betische Neuralgien " 'Wiener med. Wosch,' 1882.
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diabètes is not the cause hère is shown by an analysis of the

urine on several occasions : it does not give the faintest trace

o£ sugar.

(b) In certain spinal affections there exist pains along the

course of the sciatic nerves on both sides.

The pains of Locomotor Ataxy do not présent the same

characters that are to be found hère. In meningo-myelitic

affections we should hâve a pai'alysis or paresis of the limbs

and sphincters, and other spinal symptoms which do not

exist in this case.

(c) If it is not the cord and its membranes which are

affected, it must be the nerves themselves. What are the

most fréquent lésions which by compressing the sacral

plexus, can produce a double sciatica ? A tumour growing

in the pelvic cavity ? But an exploration of the abdomen,

rectum, and bladder do not give any indication of its

présence. The lésion is elsewhere, and must be looked for

in the lumbar and sacral vertebras. It is there that the

cancerous infiltration has occurred, and has produced the

altération of the bones by which the nerves are compressed

in the intervertébral foramina ; and it is to this compression

that the pains along the course of the crural and sciatic

nerves must be attributed. That is a physiological and patho-

logical problem which it is easy to elucidate ; but it is more

expédient to enter into certain anatomo-pathological détails.

My master Cazalis insisted long ago on this point, that

nothing is so common as the invasion of the bodies of the

vertebrse by secondary deposits of cancer, and especially

when the primitive lésion is situated in the breast, and wheu

it takes the form of scirrhus. When thèse secondary deposits

are limited to the bodies of the vertèbre, and are not extensive,

they remain latent. But they sometimes invade the entire body

of one vertebra, which in conséquence becomes softened.

Sometimes the articular apophyses, and the latéral masses

which form the intervertébral foramina, are more or less com-

pletely infiltrated; and then the entire vertebra sinks, the

intervertébral foramina become narrowed, and the nerves are

compressed, although the méninges and the cord remain intact.

The conséquences of this sinking and compression become
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évident according as tlie nerves of the brachial plexus, the

intercostal nerves, or the lumbar or sacral nerves are in-

volved ; often of one side only but sometimes of both sides

togetlier.

If we admit this condition in our case, it explains (i) the

bilatéral nature of the sciatica
; (2) the participation of the

crural nerve
; (3) the exacerbation of the pain when the

patient stands upright and walks ; as also the tenderness to

pressure or percussion in the sacral and lumbar régions.

The prognosis foUows as a natural conséquence ; it is not

necessary to insist on its gravity.

Before leaving this case allow me, gentlemen, to make a

few remarks relative to the clinical history of vertébral cancer.

1. It is rarely primary ; in gênerai it is a secondary mani-

festation of the diathesis. Very often it follows cancer of

the breast, especially scirrhus, which may only manifest

itself by a simple indurated dépression of the skin, of which

the patient is sometimes scarcely aware ; though it is not

exclusively after tumours of the mamma that it developes.

It may supervene in subjects attacked with cancer of stomach,

or of other parts.

2. If there exists a double sciatica with an undoubted

carcinomous affection situated, for example, in the breasts,

it is no good operating ; it is a metastasis.

3. When we hâve to do with an intense and persistent

neuralgia in a patient of the âge for cancer, this persistence

and intensity should attract attention, and one should always

examine the state of the breast, stomach, utérus, &c.

4. Thèse pseudo-neuralgic pains are the most fréquent

clinical révélation of vertébral cancer, but it should not be

forgotten that it is sometimes revealed otherwise. Thus, when
the body of a vertebra is invaded, it may happen that a

cancerous button projects into the spinal canal, and then

the cord is compressed. The resuit of this compression is a

spasmodic paraplegia which differs in none of its essential

features from that determined by Pott's disease, or by an

intra-rachidian tumour. It is not generally accompanied

by pseudo-neuralgic pains if the nerves themselves are not

attacked.
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II.

The second patient tliat I présent to you to-day illustrâtes

an affection known in spinal nosograpliy under the name of

hypertrophie cervical pachymeningitis. The interest of the

case is twofold : firstly, the patient is cured ; and secondly, the

cure has been effected by appropriate surgical intervention.

And it is precisely this useful surgical intervention^ in a case

of spontaneously developed spinal affection, to which I wish

particularly to direct your attention.

But allow me, gentlemen, beforehand to recall to your

minds in a few words the anatomical and clinical characters

of this affection, as I hâve described them in a communi-

cation made to the Biological Society in 1 871, and which are

to be found described more exhaustively in the thesis of

Mons. Joffroy (1873).

{a) The post-mortem changes are comparatively coarse.

Formerly they were attributed to a hypertrophy of the

spinal cord ; which in fact, when covered by its membranes,

présents at the autopsy a swelling 5 or 6 centimètres long,

and almost completely fills the spinal canal. But the spinal

cord is not really hypertrophied ; the lésions consist (i) in a

chronic inflammation of the dura mater, which sometimes

présents a thickening of 6 or 7 centimètres ; (2) in an

altération of the nerve-roots that traverse the inflamed

méninges, and which are themselves more or less irritated ;

and (srd) the cord itself may be attacked in some degree

by a chronic inflammation, but the usual effect is a com-

pression, and resulting therefrom a descending degeneration

of the pyramidal bands, \vhich change may be found down

to the lowest point of the lumbar région.

This anatomo-pathological outline, albeit very brief, will

enable you to understand the évolution of the clinical his-

tory, the principal épisodes of which I shall now enter upon.

Let it be said at once that the malady is, so to speak, quite

an accidentai occurrence, which seems to be produced some-

times by the influence of damp cold ; it is not an hereditary
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complaict like ataxy,and thereforethere is nothing to astonish

one in finding that thé affection is not accompanied by con-

stitutional diathesis.

As regards symptomatology^ three periods can be dis-

tinguished :

The first period, the neuralgic or pseudo-neiiralgic period,

is distinguislied by sharp pains, very severe, continuons, but

with exacerbatious, seated in the neck, in the posterior part

of the head, and characterised by a sensation of constriction

at the upper part of the thorax. Thèse painful phenomena
last four, five, or six months, and then disappear. It is the

theca vertebralis which is hère the cause, or rather it is the

nerves passing through it, but not the spinal cord.

The second period, paralytic period, is characterised by

loss of power in the upper limbs. Cervical paraplegia

accompanied by muscidar atrophy, simple atrophy in some
muscles, degenerative atrophy in others. An interesting

peculiarity of the atrophie paralysis is that it specially attacks

those muscles supplied by the médian and ulnar nerves,

whereas those supplied by the radial are relatively sound.

As a resuit of the prédominant action of thèse last we get a

spécial deformity of the hand, a radial deformity which we
designate by the name of the preacher's hand. How can

this be explained ? Do the nerve-tubes of the radial spring

higher up or lower down than those which constitute the

ulnar or the médian, and are they not complicated to the

same degree in the altération ?

The third period, Sometimes matters remain in this con-

dition, and by and by the malady ends in complète cure,

sometimes indelible atrophie lésions of the muscles remain.

But generally speaking the cord is more or less involved by

the products of meningeal inflammation, or even becomes

invaded by the inflammatory process, and a transverse mye-

litis supervenes leading to a secondary degeneration ; and

then there results a spasmodic paraplegia with involvement

of the bladder and rectum.

But the paralysis of the lower limbs is not an atrophie

paralysis like that of the upper extremities, it is not in fact

due to a lésion of the roots or anterior horns, but solely a

degenerative altération of the pyramidal bands. It is.
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therefore, a spasmodic paraplegia, and not an atrophie para-

plegia. Note this peculiarity, that the flexion of the lower

limbs is very pronounced, such as is seen specially in para-

plegia due to compression.

We are now in a position to draw inferences from the

actual facta. It is an ordinary case, quite typical, save on

points of secondary importance. Hère in two words is the

patient's history. She was attacked at the âge of 33, after

a sojourn of several years in a cold and damp habitation
;

the paiuful pei'iod lasted six months, the pains occupied

not only the upper extremities, but also the thorax ; the

dorsal part of the cord was therefore involved.

The paralytic period commenced in the upper extremities,

and soon afterwards the lower extremities were attacked.

There existed during more than a year an atrophie paralysis

of the upper extremities with radial deformity of hand, and

a spasmodic paralysis of the lower extremities with excessive

flexion ; the heels touched the buttock. At the end of a

year, perhaps under the influence of treatment, whieh chiefly

consisted in the application of the cautery to the spinal

région, or perhaps spontaneously, there occurred a pro-

gressive resolution of the paralytic and atrophie phenomena
in the upper extremities. The movements of thèse limbs,

both of the forearm, arm, and shoulder, returned ; the

muscles increased in bulk, and the deformity of hand
gradually disappeared. In the lower extremities, amé-

lioration occurred almost coneurrently ; the exaggeration

of the tendon-reflexes disappeared, the muscular rigidity, or,

in other words the contracture, disappeared, and free move-
ment returned to most of the joints, excepting the knees.

At this time there was no longer a flexion of the knees

to an acute angle as formerly, but flexion to an obtuse

angle. And this flexion was not due to a contracture, because

the movements of extrême flexion and some of the move-
ments of extension could be produced in the joint. But
when it was desired to go beyond a certain limit, one met
with meehanical résistance, so to speak, whose seat appeared

to be in the popliteal space. We thought that the obstacle

was situated in the shortened flexor tendons, and also m the
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thickening, induration, and retraction of thé periarticular

tissues.

Whatever it was due to, complète extension was impossible,

and there was an invincible obstacle to standing and walking.

Tliere was reason to belleve tbat an appropriate surgical

opération would restore to the limbs their normal movement
of extension ; for I had already seen in certain cases of

rigidity due to fibrous retractions supervening in a course of

paraplegia from Pott^s disease, good results produced by
section of tbe fibrous bands or of the involved tendons. I

then consulted my colleague Mons. Terrillon, who confirmed

my opinion, and was désirons to undertake the opération.

The patient was placed in his wards, which she only left a

few days ago. Hère is a note made by Mons. Terrillon

which informs us of the principal incidents which happened

while the patient was under his care.

State on admission.—The legs are in a state of semi-

flexion, the skin at the level of the knee, and even the lower

part of the thigh is shiny, smooth, and adhèrent to the

deeper parts. When attempts at extension are made it is

impossible to obtain more than a limited movement, and on

each si de of the popliteal space the tendons of the semi-

membranosus and semi-tendinosus, and of the biceps, can be

felt to be hard and prominent. There can also be felt in this

position a considérable thickening of fibrous tissue which forms

a hard non-circumscribed mass, and Avhich appears to be

the principal obstacle to the bending of the limb, The
patella is firmly fixed against the condyles and is almost

immovable by reason of the peri-articular fibrous induration.

From an examination of the exterior of the joint, and of

the few movements which are still left in the knee, it is

almost certain that there does not exist any intra-articular

adhésion ; and that the impossibility of bending it is due to

the peri-articular fibrous deposits.

July 4th.—The patient was put under chloroform, and the

tendons indicated above on both sides of the popliteal space

were divided. At the same time attempts were made to gently

bend the knee ; but without using much force, because, in

spite of the division of the tendons, the résistance of the
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fîhrous raass occupying the popliteal space was considérable.

A padded splint was then appHed.

July 20th.—The patient was again anaesthetised. Forced

extension was attempted and the fibrous tissues at the back
of the joint gave way with a loud creaking sound, but complète

extension was not accomplished for fear of injuring the

popliteal artery, which was probably involved in the fibrous

tissue. It was noted that the right leg was a little longer

than the left. The two legs were next placed in plaster

splints reaching up to the fold of the buttock.

July 3oth.—Further attempts at extension were made and
the splints reapplied immediately. The splint was taken oft"

on the i5th August. From this time the patient has been
abîe to stand upright and walk a little ; and since then the

progress has been uninterrupted.^

By way of summing up ; the study of the patient who
has just been presented to you furnishes us with several

valuable pièces of information I will confine myself to

mentioning the following :

I. Hypertrophie cervical pachymeningitis is not incurable.

The paraplegia which results, although it may be very

marked and accompanied by flexion of the leg on the thigh,

and of long duration, can be cured.

II. But, just as in the case of Pott's disease, and probably

also in other forms of paraplegia by compression, the long

persistence of the flexed position of the lower limbs has

sometimes the effect of determining in the peri-articular

tissues of the knee, and in the région of the popliteal space

an induration, and a retraction which, although the spinal

affection is cured, prevents extension of the joint.

III. Surgical intei'vention is necessary in such cases. It

alone is able to deliver the patient from a complication

which by itself would for ever prevent him standing or

walking,

' For several months the walking continued to be difRcult because of the

weakness of the muscles after such prolongea inaction. Under the influence

of methodical electrisation their functions hâve become re-established, and

at the présent time (May 4th, 1883) the patient is able to walk round the

courtyard of the Salpêtrière and to accomplish a kilomètre without fatigue.

—

Ch.F.



LECTURE XI.

ON A CASE OF WORD-BLINDNESS.

SuMMARY.

—

Deûnition of aphasia—Word-Mindness {Wort-

hlindheit).—Gase ; sudde)i onset ; right hemiplegia and

motor aphasia which passed away ; hemianopsia ; incom-

plète alexia ; importance of ideas furnished hy movements

in mental reading.

G-ENTLEMEN,—In the following lectures I propose to under-

take the sfcudy of aphasia from a clinical point of view.^ It

is scarcely necessary for me to remind you that in this task

we shall enter upon difficulties of no ordinary kind.

In fact, the term Aphasia, considered in its widest

acceptation, comprehends, as you know, ail the many various,

and at times subtile, modifications which are presented under

pathological conditions by the faculty which man possesses

of expressing his thoughts by signs {Facultas signatrix of

Kant)

.

Now, it is scarcely necessary to mention that tins faculty,

or rather thèse faculties, which enable us to communicate with

those around us, are without doubt connected with the

highest functions of our central nervous system. Indeed, if

if they do not, properly speaking, form an intégral part of

the intellect itself, they hâve most certainly, as their dérange-

ments show, a very décisive influence on the exercise of its

functions. You will understand from this that in such a

délicate analysis we shall hâve at each step to invoke

1 The lectures to which allusion is hère made were delivered during the

summer o£ 1883, and were published in Italian by Dr. Rummo (' Différ-

ente forme d'afasia,' Milano, 1884) ; the analjsis has been given by Dr. Marie

in the ' Revue de Médecine,' T. III, 1883, p. 693. The thesis of M. le Dr.

Bernard (Paris, 1885) contains the substance. The lectures themselves will

be revised and published later on.
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the aid of notions belonging to the domain of psycho-physio-

logy, by wliose help alone we can find our way along thèse

difficult paths.

But, verily, circumstances seem to hâve favoured our

efforts, for there is a séries of cases, collected by chance in

our wards at the présent time, which are truly remarkable,

by reason of their simplicity and freedom from complication.

They will enable us to study the fundamental forms of the

group of symptoms which we call aphasia, disentangled, or

almost so, from every admixture and complication ; and

consequently in an exceptionally favorable condition for a

physiological analysis.

The clinical exposition of one of thèse cases will form the

object of our lesson to day ; the further development of the

subject will be postponed to another lecture. The case I

allude to offers, if I am not deceived, one of the finest

examples that can be seen of that form of aphasia which has

so recently been studied as a distinct kind by certain authors

uuder the name of Word-hlindness {Wortblindheit, Kussmaul).

I shall not now undertake to define what is understood

by this term ; its meaning will become obvions from the

description as we go along.

M. H. P—, aet. 35, is the proprietor of a linen drapers'

shop at T— . He has been the head of the establishment

for four years ; before that he was the principal assistant in

a shop of the same kind. He is a man of average culture,

his éducation having been directed towards commerce from
early life. He came into this hospital hoping to be more
thoroughly examined and treated, and he has been under
observation several months. He is intelligent, and he leads

an active life ; he speaks and writes correctly enough. As
he directs his shop himself, he speaks much and writes

many letters each day (twelve or fifteen per diem). He
used to occupy his leisure hours in reading novels and news-

paper articles ; he used to read very quickly, and he had a
habit of moving his lips, pronouncing his words in a low

voice while he read. He has been married ten years, but

he has no children.

As to his family history we hâve not found any nervous
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antécédents in the family ; his father is still livin^ and

well ; his mother died of disease of the heart or chest.

Noi' does his previous history oiïer anything of importance.

He was in the Campaign of 1870, in the army of the East,

and he suiïered much but was never ill. He has never had

articular rheumatism, nor palpitation of the heart, either

before his accident or since ; and at the présent moment his

puise is regular (80), his heart of normal volume and without

any murmur. The only affection which is worthy of being

mentioned is migi'aine, which ever since he was 15 years of

âge has troubled him three or four times a month. Thèse

migraines, which hâve existed both before and since his

accident, are sometimes sufficiently severe to oblige him to

lie down for one or two hours. They pi-esent the following

characters : (a) the pain, before it becomes gênerai, usually

occupies the right frontal région a little above the eyebrow
;

(6) it seeras to be unaccompanied by any affection of vision
;

there is neither transient hemianopsia nor scintillating sco-

toma
;

(c) there does not exist any symptom of ophthalmic

migraine accompanied by tingling in the arms or hands

nor by temporary aphasia
;

{d) thèse headaches are never

foUowed by vomiting.

So much for the pathological antécédents. You see there

is nothing to note that seems to be connected with the

présent malady, unless perhaps it be the headache ; that is a

point we shall study more particularly in what follows.

Now let us pass to the history of the actual malady. On

the 9th of October last, when he was out fox-hunting, he

suddenly saw an animal half hidden in the cover ; he took it

for a fox and shot it dead. Unfortunately it was not a fox,

but the dog of a friend, to which this last was much

attached. There were many lamentations and tears on the

part of the owner, and P— was profoundly moved by the

death of the dog and at the distress of his friend. However

he continued the hunt, though without interest, ate but little

at luncheon and without appetite. After luncheonthe shooting

was resumed ; a rabbit went by, P— took aim, but at that

moment he fell to the ground. He was paralysed on his

right side, and a few minutes afterwards îost consciousness.
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The patient's recollectiou of what occurred imuiediately

after the accident is very vague. He remembers that he

was carried to tlie railway to return to T— j and during

the transit, which occupied about an hour, he lost ail con-

sciousness. He regained his sensés for a moment at the

station of T

—

, which he recognised, but shortly afterwards

he again became unconscious. We learn from his fi'iends

that he was put to bed immediately after arriviug home, and

that he slept ail the night.

On the loth October in the morning when he awoke,

the right upper and lower extremities were completely

paralysed ; they were absolutely flaccid and powerless. He
stammered in speaking and said one word for another ; his

wife relates that he said '^ I hâve a hand in the sun "

{'parafhasia) . He could recognise at that time persons and

objects, but he could not name them, nor could he even

remember the name of his wife. It is impossible to ascer-

tain if the tongue and mouth deviated to one side, or if he

had any affection of sensibility.

At the end of four days (October i4th) he commenced to

use the paralysed limbs well euough to be able to get up.

He is quite sure that the upper extremity had become compara-

atively much freer than the lower. He dragged the foot for

about a month.

On the 28th October an event of importance occurred.

At that time he had scarcely any difi&culty in speech except

that he would occasionally use one word for another. His

hand was free enoughto enable him to write legibly. Now
he wished to give an order relating to his business, took a

pen and wrote. Thinkiug that he had forgotten something,

he asked for the letter back again in order to complète it.

He started to read it, and then he was aware, in ail its start-

lingness, of the phenomenon to which I wish to draw your

spécial attention. He had heen ahle to write, hut it was
qaite impostsihle for him to read his otvn ivriting.

Hère then was a patient who had become ail in a moment,
aphasie, or rather paraphasic, and hémiplégie ou the right

side. At the end of several days both the aphasia and the

hemiplegia had gone ; he was able to write, he wrote legibly
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enough to give an order, but when he wanted to re-read his

writing it was quite impossible for liiin to do so.

His writing at that time was pretty much the same as it was

fifteen [ ? five] days later, that is about tbree weeks after the

accident. Hère is a spécimen of it. The letter, dated the ist

November, and addressed to his mothcr^ is very interesting

to compare with another letter dated the 22nd of November,
1880—three years before. The first differs from the second

only by a slight change in the style of writing, the letters

being more vertical, and of a more juvénile form ; and by a

few faults of orthography which consist principally in forget-

ting the s' s and the x^s at the ends of words, and in for-

getting the word cliez.

We find that, in the letters written four, five, and six

months afterwards, thèse faults had disappeared, and the

writing had resumed its usual character.

Ever since about the same time it was noticed that it was

quite as impossible for him to read a printed page as to read

a written one.

An incident may be mentioned, which is interesting in

some respects, but which I will only note in passing because

it does not seem to be directly connected with the main

symptoms of the case. Two weeks after the accident, about

the 24th of October, he experienced shooting pain in one

ear, lasting about two days, and followed by a constant

buzzing, which was exacerbated when he was spoken to, or

if he experienced any émotion.

But hère is a feature which you will probably regard as

more important, although it does not strictly speaking

belong to the category of dérangements of language. About

the 9th of November, that is to say about a month after the

accident, he wished to try and play a game of billiards.

He is a right-handed man, his right hand was perfectly free,

and with it he grasped the eue ; but he perceived at once that

it was impossible for him to play and that this impossibility

was due to the fact that his field of vision was lost on the

right side, so that he only saw half of the green cloth and

half of the board, and that the bail was entirely lost to

view when it entered the right half of the field of vision.

This is the first mention that we find in the history of the
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patient of a vight latéral hemianopsia, whicli since then lias

been studied by us very regularly, and whicli exists at the

présent time althougb in a less degree.

When the patient came to consult us on the 3rd of Marcb,

1883, he had no paralysis, and no motor aphasia ; he could

Write fluently and clearly, but it was impossible for bim to

read either a written or a printed page ; and be had right

hemianopsia.

Let us study his condition when he came to us the

first time a little more closely. We noted that he was an

intelligent man with a quick eye, firm step, easy gesture^

presenting none of that embarrassed stupid manner that is

so common with aphasies. He then told us his history,

aided hère and there by his wife, who was présent ; and he

accomplished this task without difficulty, without our noticing

any slowness of speech, any substitution of words, and with-

out the least stammering. We then assured ourselves that

as a matter of fact although he could write freely, he could

not read. "We shall go into this subject in more détail in

a minute. For the moment we may mention the following

facts which were observed at the time of his admission.

There was no déviation of the face or tongue, no trace of

paralysis of the upper or lower extremities. The walk was
normal and he could support himself equally well on either foot.

Dynamometric force.

March 3rd.—Right hand 60 kil.

Left hand 50 ,,

April 5th.—Eight hand 75 „
Left hand 59 ,,

No affection of tactile sensibility was discovered, no
analgesia, no altération of muscular sensation. He was able

to appreciate weight and température perfectly. No modifi-

cation of taste, hearing, or smell ; vision alone was altered.

No modification of the patella-reflexes on either side.

The existence of right latéral homonymous hemianopsia
is easily detected in the most summary manner ; but a more,
systematic study of the vision, and the ophthalmoscopic
examination furnishes us with more précise information.
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I. There is no modification in the ophthalmoscopic appear-

ances. 2. The right latéral homonymous hemianopsia is

limited by a perfectly vertical line passing tlirough the point

of fixation. It is therefore a typical hemiauopsia such as is

usually met with in a lésion of the optic tract. 3. No
diminution in the acuteness of vision in the healthy part of

the field. 4. No modification in the perception of colours.

Now we must concentrate our attention on his faculty for

writing and reading.

I ought to say at the outset that our patient présents

no difiiculty of movement in the tongue or lips in the

articulation of words ; and there is no notable altération in

the intelligence. Ail his troubles belong to the category of

signs {Facultas signatrix). Besides the impossibility, or

rather the difficulty, of reading, it should be noticed that he

has some forgetfulness of a certain number of substantives and

proper names, though he recollects the names of persons who
are closely connected with him. He has not yet been able

to recollect the names of the streets in Paris which he

formerly frequented, although he sees thèse streets in his

mind (visual memory), and when he passes aloug them he

recognises quite well the places by which he passes, the house

for example where he has decided to stop ; but as he cannot

read the names of the streets, and since he has for the most

part forgotten them, he hésitâtes to go out alone. He recog-

nises perfectly well ordinary objects and names them correctly

when they are presented to him.

In référence to his reading and writing this is the

summary of the examinations which we hâve made almost

daily. The patientas condition is very notably ameliorated

at the présent time, but two periods should be distinguished,

one from the 3rd to the 3oth March, the second from the

ist to the i5th April.

He can write his name and address without hésitation, a

long phrase, and even a long letter, without obvious faults in

the orthography, and without omitting words. '' I write,"

he says, " as though I had my eyes shut, I cannot read wliat I

write.'" As a matter of fact he does write equally well with

his eyes shut.
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He lias just wi'itten his name and we ask him to read it.

*' I know well enougli/' lie replies, " that it is my name that I

hâve written, but is impossible for me to read it." He has

just written the name of this Infirmary and I, in my turn,

Write it on another sheet of paperand give it to him to read.

He is unable to do so at first ; but he makes further eiïorts to

do it and while he is accomplishing the task we notice that

he traces, with the end of his right index finger, one of the

letters which constitute the word, and with much trouble he

says " La Salpêtrière." We write, " Eue d^Aboukir/' the

address of his friend. He traces with his finger in space the

letters which compose the word, and after a moment or two

says, " It is the Rue d'Aboukir, the address of my friend."

Thus you see the alexia is not complète for written

characters. But the reading of them is extremely diflâcult

to him, and is only possible with the aid of ideas furnished

by movements executed by the hand in the act of writing.

Evidently it is the muscular sensé which is hère brought

into play, and it is the ideas furnished by it which alone

enable the patient to verify the vague notions which he gets

by vision.

We give him a printed page and he says immediately, " I

can read printing less well than writing, because in writing

it is easier for me to mentally reproduce the letter with

my right hand, whereas it is more difficult to reproduce the

printed characters." In fact he has never been aocus-

tomed to trace printed characters with his hand, as a

painter of letters would be. We made him read a line

of printed characters ; he takes eight minutes to decipher it

and three minutes only to read the same line in written

characters. It is noticed that in reading he always traces

the characters in space with his right hand ; and even after

placing his hands behind his back and telling him to read,

one sees that he traces the letters with his index finger on

the nail of the thumb. When reading printed matter it is

convenient for him to hâve a pen in his hand ; with the aid

of this he is better able to accomplish the task.

Each day since March 5th, we hâve given him a task

to read. He reads it without writing the words down, but

always by the aid of tracing the characters in space. It is
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to be observed that under the influence of treatment he is

making daily progress. Hère is a Table whicli shows the

graduai progression which he was making,

March 2xst one Une in i minute 43 seconds.

23id
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are isolated, lie nevertheless writes easily enough when they

form part of a word. Thus he caii write quickly the

words " Xavier, Yvan, Zèbre/' He has more difficulty in

writing when he is hungry thau after a meal. After 15 or

20 minutes' reading he feels fatigued. If he is questioned

on the subject of what he has just been reading with so

much difficulty, he remembers very few of the détails except

in the case of jSgures. Thus, he only vaguely recollects,

that in an article which he read yesterday the question of a

statue of the Republic was discussed, which it was proposed

to make of colossal size, but he recollected very well the

figures 400,000 and 200,000 francs mentioned in the journal.

He has since made progress in this respect.

He knows figures very well, he can see them very well.

He can add and multiply well enough, though he occasionally

makes faults if the multiplication is a little complicated.

When the signification of a word is known to him, he can

read it more quickly than when it is not known, thus :

République . . 4 or 5 seconds.

Indépendance . . i minute.

Ptérigoïdiens . . 4 minutes.

He frequently repeats, '' When I commence to read,

although I hâve much improved, it seems to me as if it

were the first time."

At the same time that his éducation is making progress

by daily application, the hemianopsia is concurrently under-

going a progressive modification.

To recapitulate, you see that in this patient the notions

furnished by vision in the act of reading are vague, and

insufficient for the compréhension of the text ; and this it is

which constitutes " ivord-hlindness." If he reads it is with

the aid of an artifice ; the séries of movements which go to

form a graphie représentation of a letter, or of a word, are

alone able to awake in him a précise recollection of the

letter or the word respectively. Briefly put, one can say of

him that he reads only in the act of writing.

By way of contrast I shall call your attention in the next

lecture to the case of another aphasie man whom I will
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show you to-day, and who;, thougli absolutely incapable of

pronouncing a single word^ hears ail, uuderstands ail, reads

mentally with perfect facility, writes freely, and understands

perfectly ail that lie writes and ail tbat he reads.

You will realise at once from this parallel how profoundly

distinct from one anotlier are the différent fornis of aphasia,

when they occur, as they so rarely do in nature, quite dis-

entangled from ail complication.



LECTURE XII.

ON WORD-BLINDNESS (continued).

SuMMAiîY.

—

History of ivord-hJindness ; MM. Oendrin, Trous-

seau, Kussmaul, Magnan, Sfc.—8tudy of sixteen cases.—
Clinîcal cases.— Cases foUowed hy autopsy.—Localisation.

—Frequency of hemianopsia.—Nature of the lésion.

Gentlemen,—You hâve not forgotten the account that

I gave you in last lecture of a raan who suffers from a

partial aberration of the faculty of expressing himself by

language. In this patient, the acuteness of vision has not

undergone any modification in the left half of the visual

field in the two eyes, but he expériences great difficulty in

spelliug out the words, although he can see them perfectly

well, and although he can render his thoughts freely and

correctly in writing.

This affection, I told you, has been of late years considered

as constituting a spécial kind of aphasia, and has been

described under the names of verhal-hlindness, ivord-hlind-

ness, Wortblindheit. This désignation was suggested by

M. Kussmaul, one of the first who initiated the study, not

yet very comraon amongst us, of this clinical forra. It should

be added that our case is distinguished from most others of

the same kind that hâve yet been published, in that the

phenomenon of word-blindness is to be found more disen-

tangled from every admixture or complication.

It will be useful, I think, in order to bring out the interest-

ing points of the case more clearly, to compare it with some

of the cases belonging to the same group which hâve appeared

in différent publications.

The nosographical history of word-blindness is not very

exhaustive. It was, I believe. Professer Kussmaul^ who

' Kussmaul, ' Die Stoningen der Sprache,' Leipzig, 1877.
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first described it as a distinct affection, in 1877. It was

Mons. Wernicke^ who first gave tlie description of another

form of aphasia to which I sliall draw your attention in a

future lecture, and which he has called by the name of

sensorial aphasia ; though M. Kussmaul in his systematic

survey of the affection has described it under the name of

ivord-deafness, Worttauheit.

However, it must not be believed that word-blindness has

only recently been observed, for curiously enough, in his

' Médecine Pratique/ which was written forty years ago,

M. Gendrin^ speaks of patients who " found it impossible

to read, but who could write by a sort of memory of the

movements of the fingers necessary to trace the word ; and

yet when the letter was once written, the patient was not

able to recognise it/'

One of the cases of which Trousseau^ speaks in his

clinical lectures belongs to this category. " Hère/' said

this great observer, '' is a patient who cannot read, yet who

can speak wonderfully well. He cannot even decipher the

heading of a journal, he cannot put syllables together
;
yet he

is not amblyopic, and he is capable of picking up a pin from

the ground. What is most astonishing about this man is

that he cannot read what he himself has written, although it

is written correctly enough." His patient, like ours, had

been hémiplégie and aphasie for several days.

But, as I said, it was M. Kussmaul who pointed out that

blindness for words is capable of being met with clinically

as an isolated condition, and that it represents the patho-

logical condition of a spécial faculty that may be called, as we

shall soon explain, visual memory of the signs of language.

Thèse views of M. Kaussmaul hâve not been admitted

without opposition in France ; they hâve even been the

• Weniicke, ' Der aphasische Symptomen-complex.' Breslau, 1874 ;
' TJeber

den wissenschaftlichen Standpunkt in der Psychiatrie.' Kassel, 1880 ;
' Lehr-

buch der Gehirnkrankheiten.' Kassel, 1881, Bà. I, p. 206; ' Fortschritte der

Medifin,' Bd. I, 1883.

* Gendrin, 'Traité philosophique de Médecine pratique,' T. I. p. 432,

1838.
^ Peter, " De l'aphasie d'après les leçons cliniques du Professer Trousseau."

Arch. gén. de Méd.,' 1865.
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object o£ some very severe criticism on the part of MM.
Mathieu^ and Dreyfus-Brisac.^ On the other hand, they

hâve been favorably supported by M. Magnan, and accepted

in his teaching at the Asylum of St. Anne ; and one of his

pupils, Mlle. Skwortzoiï, bas published in her thesis^ a

spécial chapter devoted to word-blindness^ which includes

the description of a dozen cases, of which one belonged

to the author^ and two others to M. Magnan.

Since the publication of this work five new cases hâve

been published, three followed by autopsy, into the détails

of which we shall enter further on, and two other cases very

very well described, but confined to the cliuical aspect, one

belonging to M. Armaignac,* and another to M. Bertholle,^

who désignâtes the disease by the name '' Asyllahia,"

[Asyllahie]

.

The study and comparison of thèse seventeen cases

furnishes us with some very interesting clinical information

about the subject of word-blindness,

(i) Generally speaking, the onset of the affection is

sudden, and at its commencement there occurs a certain

degree of right hemiplegia, which soon, however, disappears,

such as was seen in our patient. In the early days there is

mostly a certain degree of motor aphasia, which little by

little disappears, leaving in some of the cases the condition

of word-blindness in a state of isolation. Ail thèse circum-

stances, you see, are to be found in our patient. But it is

important to mention that primary word-blindness may
occur, isolated from the veiy commencement (cases by
Armaignac and Guéneau de Mussy),® and without the com-

plication of hemiplegia.

1 Mathieu, 'Arch. gén. de Méd.,' 1879, '^Si,
" Dreyfus- Brisac, " De la surdité et de la cécité verbales," ' Gazette Heb-

domadaire de Méd. et de Chir.,' 1881, p. 477.
^ SkwortzofP, " De la cécité et de la surdité des mots dans l'aphasie,"

'Thèse de Paris,' 1881.
• Armaignac, ' Revue Clinique du Sud-Ouest,' 1882.
'" Bertholle, " Asyllabie ou amnésie partielle et isolée de la lecture " (' Gaz.

Hebd. de Méd. et de Chir.,' 1881, p. 280).

* Guéneau de Mussy, 'Recueil d'ophthalmologie,' 1879, p. 129.
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(2) Certain visual troubles are vaguely described in some

of the cases ; liemianopsia, aucli as existed in our patient,

is to be found mentioned in one observation only, that of

M. Westphal.^

(3) Tbis same observation of M. Westphal contains

another fact wbich interests us very much. You bave not

forgotten bow, in our patient, wben be raade efforts to read

eitber written or printed cbaracters, be practically wrote tbe

letters and tbe words, or at any rate traced tbem in space,

witb tbe index finger of bis rigbt band, Tbe ideas fur-

nisbed by tbese movements of tbe fingers appeared to be

indispensable to give value and précision to tbe vague

notions presented by visual images. In otber words, tbe

patient could only read while writing. Now tbis same

feature is to be found in M. WestpbaFs case, and in one

recorded by Mlle. Skwortzoff.

(4) In our case tbese instinctive movements of tbe

fingers wbicb came to tbe aid of tbe patient in visual reading

bave been utilised, you will remember, as a means of

treatment. Every day did our patient perform a task

wbicb was set bim to read a certain number of lines, aiding

bimself by tbe instinctive movements of tbe fingers, and

tbus revivifying, as it were, bis visual memories. We bave

seen bow mucb improvement be bas made lately in this

respect. In tbe case of Mlle. Skwortzoff tbe patient was

bemiplegic on tbe rigbt side, and could only reçoive, tbrougb

tbe intervention of tbe fingers of bis left band, but imperfect

notions. Mlle. Skwortzoff, acting on tbe advice of M.

Magnan, bad recourse to anotber expédient. Tbe patient

learned to recognise by tbeir toucb large raised letters, and

wben be was sufficiently instructed in tbis way, be obliged

bimself to read witb bis eyes at tbe same time that be aided

bimself by bis tactile perception of tbe raised letters ;
but at

tbe end of several montbs tbe patient could only read very

sbort words in tbis way.

(5) Now I come to tbe cases followed by autopsy. Tbese

cases are tbree in number. One belongs to M. Déjerine,"

anotber belongs to M. Cbauffard,' a tbird to MM. d'Heilly

1 Westphal, ' Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie,' 1874, 4 Mai, p. 94.

'^ Skwortzoff, loc. cit., p. 52.

s ChaufEard, ' R«vne de Médecine,' T. I, 188 1, p. 393.
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and Cliantemesse.^ Uufortimately tlie clinical liistory of ail

tliese cases leaves sometliing to be desired, bocause the

word-blindness is ouly to be found complicated to a very

considérable degree by word-deafness. However^ thèse

thi'ee caseSj tlie only ones, if I am not deceived^ on wliicli

oue could found a supposition as to localisation, agrée

perfectly on one point. In ail tlie lésion prédominâtes in

tlic iuferior pariétal lobule, witli or without participation ot

the angular gyrus and the first tempoi-al convolutiou.

It is therefore in the inferior pariétal lobule, with or with-

out participation of the angular gyrus, where the lésion

would be situated upon which dépends the word-blindness

that we observe in our patient. It should be well under-

stood that this localisation is mentioned with every reserve,

and is only indicated as the most probable one in the présent

state of our knowledge.

Moreover, this localisation will perhaps euable us to

•explain in a certain degree the existence of the phenomenon
which plays a vei'y important part in the history of our case,

I mean the symptom of hemianopsia, the existence of

which lias been made ont with so much précision. It is, as

you know, a right latéral homouymous hemianopsia. With-

out entering for the moment into a formai discussion of the

question of cérébral hemianopsia, which to be properly

treated would require a long time, I will confine myself

to-day to pointing out that there are a certain number of

•cases, seven or eight perhaps, followed by autopsies, which

seem to establish pretty clearly that the phenomenon of

latéral hemianopsia may be produced by lésion of certain

definite parts of the cérébral cortex.^

N"ow, it seems to be clear from thèse cases, that the lésion

in hemianopsia of cortical cérébral origin pretty constantl}"-

occupies approximately the same région as that which we
hâve indicated as being the seat of lésions attended with

word-blindness. You will observe that we hâve made
no mention of the data afforded by expérimentation on

animais] relative to the visual centre, because at the

' D'Heilly et Chantemesse, 'Progrès Médical,' 1883.

- Ch.[Féré, ' Contribution à 1' étude des troubles fonctionnels de la vision

par lésions cérébrales (amblyopie croisée et hémianopsie),' 1882.

10
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présent time there exists considérable contradiction among
authors wlio are occupied with the question. Moreover,

supposing tliat tliey were ail agreed as to tlie seat of

tlie visual centre in animais, even in the case of the monkey,
it would require further proof to détermine if thèse results

were veritably applicable to man.

However, the information we possess relative to cérébral

hemianopsia in man will serve to enable us to understand

how, in our case, there is a coincidence between latéral

hemianopsia and word-blinduess. The same interprétation

can be applied to the case of M. Westphal.

But you will realise at once the difficulty which hère

présents itself. If word-blindness and cérébral hemianopsia

occupy the same seat in the brain—that is to say, the inferior

pariétal lobule—the two clinical phenomena ought almost

always to occur associated together, However, that does

not seem to be the case, for it is possible to cite examples of

cérébral hemianopsia without word-blindness, and cases of

Avord-blindness without cérébral hemianopsia.

However, it is well to note that the phenomenon of

hemianopsia, in cases where it is not so accentuated as it is

in our patient,—in cases, for example, where the line which

limits the visual defect is at some distance from the point

of fixation,—might perfectly well pass undetected unless a

systematic scarch was niade. Future observations will alone

euable us to settle this point. Moreover, the inferior pariétal

lobule is sufficiently cxtensive for the two kinds of lésion to

find place without their beiug necessarily superposed,

I would rcmind you in passing that in our patient,

Avhether spoutaneousJy or under the influence of treatment

it is difficult to say, the hemianopsia has become very

remarkably modified, proportionately as the symptoms of

word-blindness hâve improved. At the commencement, the

hemianopsia difîered in absolutely nothing from the clearly

dcfincd hemianopsia which results from a lésion of the optic

tract, for the line of démarcation passed exactly through

the point of fixation (fig. 23). But at the présent time it is

no longer so. The limit of the defect has moved little by

little from the point of fixation, and the extcnt of the visual

field has gradually increased (Figs. 23, 24, and 25).
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Au ameudment of tliis kind is a rare circumstance^ and
quite exceptional in tlio liemianopsia wliich dépends on a

lésion of the tract. Nevertheless^ it is quite capable o£

beiug one of tlie clinical features of liemianopsia from
a cérébral cause.

g

In conclusion, it rcmaius for us to scck out wliat îs the

nature of tho lésion that lias determined tlie liemianopsia

and word-blinduess in tliis patient^ and by wliat mecliauisiu
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it is developed. Hère agaiu, we find ourselves confronted

only with hypothèses more or less probable. Though^ alas !

it should be recoguised that iu cérébral patliology, even in

the présent day, we are uot uufrequently reduced to this

condition.

I need scarcely reniiud you that the sylvian artery, which

I do not hcsitate to point to as ihe cause here^ furuishes
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brauclies botli to Broca's couvolution, the seat of the lésion in

aphasia^ and also to the régions whicli seem to be tlie seat of

the disease in word-blindness and liemianopsia. Disease of

thèse arterial branches is the chief cause of a more or less

pronounced altei'ation in the cérébral tissue, but of what
does this vascular lésion consist ? Is it spasm, thrombosis>

or embolism ?
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Tliat, I fear, cannot be exactly determined. The existence

o£ fréquent and severe migraines would induce us perliaps to

suppose, according to Latliam's tlieory, tlie former existence

of repeated vascular spasms in tlie area supplied hy tlie

sylvian as a predisposing cause.

It seems, in fact, that the répétition o£ a vascular spasm

may at length bring about, in certain cases, profound modifi-

cation in the vascular walls ; since, in ophthalmic migraine at

any rate, we sometimes see tliat liemianopsia, or sometimes

aphasia, at first transitory, becomes established by-and-by

as a more or less permanent symptom. But we are not in a

position to state that the migraine of which our patient

suffercd was true ophthalmic migraine.

The hypothesis of thrombosis conséquent on arteritis, or

an embolism, can only be accepted witli reserve, the first by

reason of the âge of the subject, the second bccause of the

fact that there exists no organic disease of the heart.

I must therefore, in conclusion, content myself with the

following statement. It is probable that the origin of the

trunk of the sylvian artery has been obliterated. This will

explain the aphasia, amnesia, and the pai'alysis of the two

limbs of the right side, from which the patient suffered at the

outset of the disease. But the circulation soon became

re-established in the area supplied by the first three

branches, and thus the hemiplegia and even the aphasia

disappeared. However, the ischœmia in the area supplied

by the pariétal artery has persisted, and consequently the

nerve-tissue in this région has undergone more or less pro-

found altération ; and it is for this reason that the herai-

anopsia and word-blindness hâve become established in a

permanent condition for nearly six months.

Nevertheless, the lésion, whatever it may be, is not abso-

lutely incurable ; for we hâve seen that, under the influence of

very simple treatment, the disease has tended day by day to

improve. If this amendment continues, as indeed we hâve

reason to hope, the patient is much to be congratulated,

because, to judge from the history of other cases that bave

been published, word-blindness when once established scarcely

evcr improves, and more often remains with the patient as a

permanent infirmity.



LECTURE XIII.

ON A CASE OF SUDDEN AND ISOLATED SUPPRESSION OP
THE MENTAL VISION OF SIGNS AND OBJECTS (FORMS
AND COLOURS).!

SuMMAEY,— Gall, Gratiolet, Rihot, on 'partial memorics.—Par-

tial destruction of the différent forms of memory.— Visual

memory.—Gallon's observations.—Oaseof suddensiip'preS'

sion of the visitai memory.—Its effects.—Substitution hy

auditor
il
images.— Verbal amnesia docs not correspond to

a simple pathological condition.—The condition is a

romplex one [^complexusl ; in educated persons four

fandamental éléments can be recognised in it ; the com-

mcmorative auditive image ; the visual image ; and tivo

motor éléments, to wit, the motor image of articulation,

and the motor image of ivriting.

Gentlemen,—lu an important work, wliich is devoted to

tlie study of diseases o£ tlie memory," M. Th. Ribot lias well

poiuted out tliat at tlio présent time, in psycliology, the dis-

tinction of partial forms of memory, for the first time indi-

cated by Gall,^ lias become au established truth. And in this

respect lie points out that Gratiolct* had already recognised

that each sensé corresponds to a memory which is its corré-

lative ; and that the intellect, like the body, lias tempéra-

ments, which resuit in the prepouderauco of this or that

order of sensations in the natural workings of the mind.
" In truth," adds M. Ribot, " the System of faculties, in

psychology, lias been established so long that the memory has

' Lecture edited by M. Bernard,

- 'Les maladies de la mémoire,' Paris, 1881, p. m, 112.

^ ' Fonctions du cerveau,' T. I.

^ ' Anatouiie Comparée,' T. II, p. 4G0.
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corne to be considered as a,n indivisible whole [u7ie unité],

and the existence of pai'tial memories bas been completely

forgotten, or regarded as an anomaly/^ But in psycbology,

as in more material science, it is expérience to whicb we
defer for ultimate décision. By tbe ligbt of tbis expérience

it bas been sbown tbat " in reality, in an ultimate analysis

tbere exists spécial memories, or, as certain autbors express

it, local memories." Now, if it be true tbat in the normal

state " tbe différent forms of memory,^^ quoting- still from

M. Ribot, " bave a relative iudependence, it is only natural

tbat in a moi'bid state, altbongb one form may be lost, tbe

otbers may quite well remain intact. It is a fact wbicb

sbould now appear simple enougb, and sbould require no

explanation, since it results from tbe very nature of memory."

I sball call your attention to-day to a remarkable patholo-

gical condition, wbicb is wcU calculated to throw some addi-

tional ligbt once more on tbe existence in patbology of tbis

isolated suppression of one of tbe forms of memory. Tbe case

is one of loss of mental vision for objects {Mental Imagery of

Galton^)—forms and colours—supervening suddenly in a

gentleman, wbo was capable, as it was proved, even after tbe

occurrence wbicb deprived bim of one of bis most brilliant

faculties, of great intellectual activity. Tbe case is so

interesting from many différent points of view tbat it is.

wortb narrating in extenso.^

M. X— , a mercbant at A—, was born in Vienna. He
is a well-educated man, and is a tborougb master of German,

Spanisb, Frencb, and also Latin and Greek. Up to tbe

time of tbe commencement of tbe affection wbicb brougbt

bim before us, be could read tbe works of Homer quite

fluently ; be knew tbe first book of tbe Iliad, and be could

repeat witbout besitation a passage of wbicb tbe first line

was recited to bim. He knew modem Greek well enougb to

correspond on commercial matters in tbis language. He
was very familiar witb Virgil and Horace.

' Francis Galton, " Inquiries into Human Faculty," 'Mental Imagery,'

p. 83, London, 1883.

2 The notes of tliis case were taken by Dr. Bernard (of Marseilles), tlien

my clinical clerk.
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His fatlier, a professer of Oriental laiiguages at S

—

,

possesses a very remarkable memory. So also does liis

brother, professer of law at W— . One of his sisters is a

distinguished painter. His own son, wlio is only seven years

old, is already well up in the most minute liistorical dates.

M. X— enjoyed for several years an equally remarkable

memory. Like tbat of liis fatber and his son it was

especially a visual )ncmory. Mental vision would givo him

in an instant a picture of the features of persons, and the

form and colour of objects with as much clearness and inten-

sity, he assures us, as the reality itself.

If he wished to recall some fact or figures mentioned in

his voluminous correspondence, made in several languages,

he could do so immediately, and the précise wording of the

very letters themselves would appear before him with the

smallest détails, mistakes, and erasures in their drafting-.

If he wished to recite a lesson when he was at school, or

a pièce of a favourite author later in life, two or three

readings sufficed to fix in his memory the page with its liues

and its letters, and he could recite it, reading in his mind's

eye the desired passage, which in an instant would appear

before him with forcible clearness.

In adding up figures, M. X— had but to run through

the différent columns of figures exhibited before him, how-

ever long they might be, and he filled in the total without

any hésitation at once, without beiug obliged to go into

minute détails, figure by figure, such as is usually done. In a

similar manner he would exécute various other opérations of

arithmetic.

He had but to recall a passage from a play at the théâtre

which he had seen performed, and it at once called up ail

the détails of the scenery, the performance of the actors, and

the spectacle presented by the audience.

M. X— bas travelled much, He liked to shetcli places

and scènes which struck him. He drew fairly well, and his

memory would offer to him at will the most exact panoramas.

Did he but remember a conversation, or recall a discourse,

or a given word ; immediataly the place of conversation, the

physiognomy of the interlocutor—in a word the entire scène,,

of which he recalled only one détail—would reappear before
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him in ail its completcuess. The auditive memory constantly

failed M. X—, or at leasfc it never occupied in his mind
any but a secoudary position. Moreover, Lie lias never had
any taste for niusic.

About a year and a lialf ago lie was seized witli grave

appréhensions on account of certain important debts, o£

wliicli tlie payment seemed to be somewbat uncertain. He
lost appetite and sloep. Events did not justify his fears

;

but the émotion was so severe that he did not become
€alm again, as he had lioped, and one day M. X— was
astonished to find that a suddcn and profound change had
corne over him. At first everything was complète confusion,

and from that time he was aware of an immense contrast

between his new and his former condition. M. X— feared at

the time that lie was threatened witli mental dérangement, so

many things around him seemed new and strange. He had
become nervous and irritable. In every instance the

Visual memory of forms and colours had completely disap-

pearod, yet he could jierceive tliem when présent without

difficulty, and the knowledge of this somewhat reassured him
as to his mental condition. He realised, moreover, littlo by
little, that he could by otlier means, by invoking the aid of

other forms of memory. continue to succcssfully direct his

business afîairs. And thus, at the présent time, lie has become

reconciled to the new situation, the différence of whicli from

that of M. X—'s former condition, as described above, will

be easily detected.

Every time that M. X— returncd to A—, whence his

business frequently took him for long distances, it seemed

to him as tliough ho entered an unknown town. He
looked witli astonishment at its monuments, lieuses, and

.streets, as though he had arrived there for the first time.

Paris, which lie has frequented quite as niuch, produces the

same effect ou him, thoiigh tho remcmbrance returns to him

by degrees, and finally he is able to find his way amongst

the labyrintli of streets. We ask him for a description of

the principal square of A— , of its arcades, of its statue ;

" I know," says he, " that ail those exist, but I cannot

picture them to myself, and I cannot tell you anything about

them.'* On several former occasions he had sketched a
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gvouiul plan of A

—

, but to-day he tries iu vain to reproduco

the principal l'oiites, and completely fails.

Asked to draw a minaret, ho reflected, and after liaving

said that it was a hig'li, square tower, lie traced on paper

four lines, two long- equal vertical ones, two shorter hori-

zontal ones. The upper one united the extremity of the

two vertical ones, and the inferior one was prolong-ed on

eacli side to represent the ground. It is a very elementary

sort of drawing'. " You want an arcade ? I hope that I

shall succeed in drawing it, because I remember that a

rounded arch is formed of a half circle, that a pointed arcli

is formed by two arcs meeting together at an acute angle,

but I cannot really see in my mind's eye any of thèse things."

The pi'ofile of a man's head whicli M. X— drew at our

request might be the work of a child ; and he confesses

to being aided in this drawing by the faces of persons who
are around him. A shapeless scrawl reprcsents a tree that

Ave asked him to draw. " I don't know, I don't know at

ail, how it is done/' says he.

He finds the visual recollection of his wife and his children

impossible. He cannot remember them any better than the

roads and streets of A— , and even when they are before

him they seem fresh to him ; he seems to see new traits in

them, and new characteristics in their physiognomies.

He cannot even recall his own face. Recently in a public

gallery his path seemed to be stopped by a person to whom
he was about to offer his excuses, but it was merely his own
image reflected in a glass.

During our investigations M. X— has complained bitterly

on several occasions of his loss of colour vision. It seems

to occupy his mind more than his other losses. " My wife

has dark hair, I know it quite positively, yet it is impos-

sible for me to find the colour in my memory. It has as

completely gone as lier face and featuros."

This visual amnesia applies quite as much to the objects

of youth as to more récent images. M. X— cannot repre-

sent in his mind's eye [yisuclle7ncnt] his paternal home.

Formerly he often evokcd this memory, and it was a very

vivid one.

The examination of the eye is completely négative. M,
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X— is strongly myopie to tlie extent of — 7 D. As tlie

resuit of the exainination of M. X—'s eyes^ which lias been

made with the greatest care by M. le Docteur Parinaud iu

the ophthabiiological room of the Clinique, Ave find that uo

ocular lésions nor functional troubles can be discovered,

excepting perhaps a slight diminution of chromatic sensibility

equally involving ail colours.

It should be added that no somatic symptom lias ever

preceded, accompanied, or followed the destruction of mental

vision that is found in our patient. At the présent time

M. X— is able, like other people, to open bis letter press-

copy book, and find there the information which he desires
;

and he can turn over the pages just as well, in order to

arrive at the place he seeks. He cannot remember more
than the first few verses of the Iliad noAv, and his quotatious

from Homer^ Virgil, and Horace are but vcry feeble attempts.

He 2'<ro7iounces in a loiu voice the figures that he adds up,

and only proceeds by small imperfect calculations.

Wlien he recalls a conversation, wlien he wishes to

remember a statement made to him, he knows quite well that

it is the auditive memory that he niust now consult, which

is of course an effort to him. Words and speech [luhcn']

o-ecalled^ seeiti to resound in his car, with a sensation altogether

new to him.

He is obliged to make efforts of audition in order to

reproduce in writing two lines from a daily journal that we
hâve given him to read. In reading, moreover, he exécutes

movements with his lips of which he is conscious ; and,

deprived of his mental vision, it lias become necessary for

him to hâve recourse to internai speech and to articulai'

jjiovemcnts of his tangue and lips in order to comprehend
the lines which he reads. M. X— seems to hâve analysed

very thoroughly ail the mechanisms of his meinory, and ail

the différent observations that we hâve made about him, he

had for the most part already made on his own behalf.

Since this great change lias corne over him, M. X— is

obliged, in order to learn a thiug by heart, a séries of phrases

for exaraple, to read thèse 'phrases in a lond voice several times,

and thus afîect his ear. And by-and-by when he wishes to

' [Ketrouvds, litevally, met with again.]
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repeafc tlie passage learned, lie is very conscious of a sensation

of interior audition, wliicîi précèdes the euunciation of tlio

words, and wliicli is a sensation that lie never knew before.

M. X— speaks Frencli very well and fluently, nevei*theless

lie déclares tl)at lie caunot think in French, and tliat lie

only speaks tliis language by translating bis tbonghts froni

Spanisb or from Gerinan, tbe first languages wliicb lie learnt

wben a cbild.

Ifc is au interesting détail tbat in Ms dreams M. X— bas

no longer tbe visual représentation of objects. The repré-

sentation of words alone remains to bim, and tbese belong

almost esclusively to tbe Spanisb language.

Besides tbe loss of tbe faculty of tbe visual représentation

of objects, word-hlindness also exists in tbe patient to some
extent. Wben asked to write tbe Greek and German
alpbabets be omits several letters from tbe alpbabet ; tbiis

in Greek B, ç, a, Z, <(>, i^, X' ^^ tbese letters are traced

before bim, be recognises tbem only after baving traced

tbem bimself, after several mistakes, and after baving

compared tbem one witb tbe otber. If Greek words, into

wbose composition tbese letters enter, are dictated to

bim, lie understands and writes tbem clearly and delibe-

rately, wbereas, to read tbe same words written by another

person be is obliged in tbe first place to write tbem bimself.

From tbis, one sees tbat he is obliged to compensate by tbe

aid of bis liand tbe defect of bis visual raemory for words, witb

wbicb be is affected to a certain degree, in some languages.

However, notions belonging to tbe category of muscular

sensé, furnisbed by movements of tbe baiid in tbe act of

writing, are not in liim of an exceptional intensity. In fact,

if wben bis eyes are sbut one conimuuicates to bis band tbe

movements necessary to write—tbe word Vienna, for example,

—be is incapable of detecting tbe word wbicb lie bas been

niade to write; lie is obbged to see tbe word and to read it

in order to name it.

Tbe following letter wbicb tbe patient bas written in

reply to me will complète on several points tbe case tbat bas

just been related, and will enable you better to understand
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the temporary dérangera eut, and the permanent destruc-

tion, of faculty wliich lias been produoed in tlio patient in

conséquence of this loss of mental vision.

" I liasten to reply to your letter, and to ask you to bo

good cnough to excuse ray imperfect kuowledge of tbe

Frencli language, an imperfection whicli renders tlie exact

expression of wliat I wisb to submit to you a little difficult.

As I hâve already toid you, I possessed at one time a grand

faculty of picturing to myself [représenter intérieurement]

persous wlio interested me, colours and objects of every

kind, in a word, everything tliat is reflected in the eye.

" Allow me to remind you tbat I made use of this faculty

extensively in my studies. I read anytliing I Avauted to

learn, and tlien sbutting my eyes I saw again quite clearly

the letters witb their every détail ; thus it was also with tbe

pliysiognomies of people ; the appearance of countries or

towns that I hâve visited in my many voyages ; and, as I just

now mentioned, of every object that I had seen witb my eyes.

" Ail of a sudden this internai vision absolutely dis-

appeared. Now, even with the strongest désire in the

world, I caunot picture to myself the features of my cliildren

or my wife, or any otber object of my daily surroundings.

Hence, wben you realise that I hâve absolutely lost this

power of mental vision, you will readily understand that my
impressions are changed in a corresponding fashion. No
longer being able to represent visible objects, and yet having

completoly preserved my abstract memory, I daily expérience

astouishment at sceing things which I hâve known so well

for a long time. My sensations, or rather my impressions,

being made new an indefinite number of times, it seems to

me that a complète change has come over my existence, and

naturally my character is modified in a remarkable way.

Formerly I was impressionable, enthusiastic, and I possessed

a vivid imagination ; to-day I am caloi, phlegmatic, and my
imagination never leads me astray.

" The faculty of picturing objects within myself being

absolutely wanting, my dreams are correspondingly modified.

At the présent time I dream simply of speech, whereas I

formerly possessed a visual perception in my dreams.

" As an example, which may be more convincing, if you
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were to ask me to rcpresout tlic towers of Notre-Dame^ a,

browsing sheep, or a sliip in distress in tlie opeu sea, I

should liave to reply to you tliat althongli I kuovv perfectly

well Low to distinguisli tliese tliroe différent objects, and
perfectly well knoAv ail about tliem, they bave for me no

meaning at ail as regards mental vision.

" A singular resuit of tlie loss of tliis mental faculty, as I

said before, is a great change in my cliaracter and my
impressions. I am mucli less affected. by grief or disap-

pointment. I may mention that having lately lost one

of my relatives, for wliom I bad a sincère attacbment, I

experienced a mucb less intense grief tlian if I bad still

possessed tbe power of representing, by my internai vision,

tbe face of tbe relative, tbe phases of tbe disease tbrougb

wbicb be bad gone ; and especially, if I bad been able to

picture witbin rayself tlie outward effccts produced by bis

prématuré deatb on tbe otber members of onr family.

" I know not if I clearly explain wbat I expei'ience, but I

may tell you tbat I possessed at one time in no ordinary

degi'ee tbe mental vision wliicli is uow so completely lost.

It exists at tbe présent time in my brotber, a j^rofessor of

law in tbe University of X—, in my fatber, a professer of

Oriental languages, well known in tbe scientific world, and in

my sister, a painter possessed of mucb talent.

'' In conclusion, I beg you to remark tbat I am obliged at

tbe présent time to say thîngs ivMch I loîsh to retain in my
memory, whereasformer!y it was sufjicient for nie to 2i!iotogra'pU

tliem in my eye.—Paris, ii July, 1883."

By way of comparison I sbould like to mention anotber

case tbat I bave recently met witb of an artisfc, 56 years

of âge, who bas noticed, to bis great grief, tliat for several

montbs be bas lost tbe faculty of picturing tbiugs to bimsclf,

or of imagining objects, and tbat be is no longer good at

painting, except for copying ; and even for tbis kiud of work

be is obliged to keep tbe original constantly bcfore bis eyes

in sucb a way as not to lose sigbt of it for an instant.

The case of M. ,X— needs but little comment. We will

confine ourselves to a few brief remarks ou tbis subject.
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It lias been seen tliat tlie powerful memoi-y wliicli M. X—
enjoyed only eigliteen moiiths i\go depended chiefly ou lais

faculty of représentation by mental vision, a facuUy wliicli

in him had reaclied an est.ieme development.

In tbis respect be belonged to that class of individuals of

•vvbom M. Galton^ speaks, and wbo read, as it were mentally,

eacb Word tbat tbey pronounce, as tbougb they really saw

tbem printed ; and wbo conséquent!}', wlien it is desired to

express an idea by a sign of language, evoke tbe visitai

équivalent of tbe word and not its auditive équivalent ;—in

•wbom tbe visnal représentation of objects is sometimes so

powerful tbat tbey are capable of projectiug on tbe paper,

so to speak, tbe internai image, and tbere fixing it by
drawing. When it is tbus developed, tbis faculty seems,

according to M. Galton, to be an bereditary gift; and as a

matter of fact tbe brotber, tbe sister, and tbe fatber of

M. X— possessed it in a very remai'kable degree.

It is very remarkable tbat tbis complète suppression of

internai vision (wbicb prevents M. X— from picturing any-

tbiug to bimself, or of fîguriug objects or faces to sucb an

extent tbat tbe faces be bas seen many times always appear

to bim as new, and tbat be can no longer draw from raemory,

&c.) bas not bad tbe effect of profoundly modifying bis

faculty of expression by language, since tbe visual repré-

sentation of signs is wanting in bim as Avell as tbat of

objects, of faces, of countries, &c.

But it sbould be noted in tbis respect tbat from tbe

moment wben be perceived tbat be was deprived of visual

niomory, M. X— was led, instinctively so to speak, to use

bis auditive memory, wbicb be bad as it would seem sadly

neglected up to tbat time. Formerly, wben be wisbed to

learn a séries of pbrases by beart, it was sufficient for bim

to bave seen tbem once or twice ; but now in order to obtain

tbe same resuit be is obliged to o'ead tbe pbrases several

times in a loud voice, and wben tbe time cornes for bim to

repeat tbe passage learned, be bas very clearly tbe sensation

(newto bim) of interior audition wbicb précèdes tbe enuncia-

tion of tbe words. Tbat is to say, being actually deprived

of tbe visual image of signs, be bas learned to evoke bis

' Loc. cit., pp. 96, 9Q
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auditive image ; or, in other terms, his auditive équivalent for

words replaces liis visnal équivalent. It is then a fresli

example of those ^' substitutions '^ [suppléances] Avhich are

met witli no doubt at each step in tlie liistoiy of apliasia

by tliose wlio examine the subject attentively.

You know that in my récent lectures on ''apliasia/^^founded

on a clinical analysis of a certain number of appropriate

cases, I eudeavoured to show tbat what is known as verbal

amnesia, contrary to the opinion very generally held, does

not correspond to a simple pathological condition \_unite'].

The Word indeed is a complexus [applied to a class having

several varieties]. One is able to recognise, in educated

individuals, at least four fundamental éléments in this con-

dition :—The commemorative auditive image : the visual

image : and lastly, two motor éléments belonging to the cate-

gory of muscular sensé, that is to say, the motor image^ of
artinilation, and the graj^hic motor image; the former beiug

developed by the répétition of the movements of the tongue
and lips necessary to pronounce a word, the latter by a

répétition of the movements of the hand and fingers neces-

sary in writiug.

It should be remarked, moreover, that verbal amnesia,

whether auditive or visual, represents, so to speak, the early

stages of affections which, vvhen they are carried to a higher

degree, constitute either word-deafness or word-blindness

as the case may be. Thus when, the idea being présent,

ono is not able to evoke either the auditive image or the

visual image of a given word, there is said to be verbal

auditive amnesia in the first case, or verbal visual amnesia

in the second ; but when the written words which are seen,

or which resound in the ear, are not recognised, it is

said that there is either word-blindness, or, in the latter

case, word-deafness. We should be able, foUowing out the

same principle, to say that there is verbal motor amnesia—of

amore or less accentuated form, according to the case—when
the motor images, either of articulation or of writing are

wanting.

^ See p. 130, note i.

- Image motrice ; Bewe(/uv fjsbilder, in the nomenclature of M. Kussmaul.

u
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Finally; it niust not be forgotten thatj in référence to the

[physiological] meclianism of recalling a word, there would

seem to exist fairly well-marked individual varieties. In

some kinds—and thèse perliaps form tlie greatest nnmber

—

wlien it is desired to render an idea by the corresponding

sign, the auditive élément exclusively is evoked ; in others

the visual élément alone ; and in other varieties the indi-

viduals hâve recourse directly to one or other of the motor

éléments. Thèse three chief types, raoreover, are exclusive

of mixed transitional forms.

If_, for the sake of convenience, one were to designate

summarily the représentatives of each of thèse great [physio-

logical] types by the name of visuals, auditives, and motors,

the patientj M. X— , would undoubtedly hâve been a visual.

From this reasoning one would suppose that the suppi-ession

in him, or at any rate the clouding, of internai vision of signs

ought, necessarily, to bring with it serions disorder in the

expression by language.

But it is just hère where the phenomenon of " substitu-

tion " [suppléance] mentioned above comes in. Thanks to

the persistence of the auditive and motor éléments of a

Word, the compensation has been established to the extent

that, in M. X—-, the destruction only betrays itself in reality

by délicate, scarcely perceptible shades, and the function of

language opérâtes very nearly as under normal conditions.

On the other hand, the absence of the visual élément in the

constitution of the idea, seems to be a flaw that will be with

difficulty réparable.

However that may be, it should be well understood in the

présent day, that such conditions are quite possible, and that

examples do actually occur in which there is suppression of a

whole group of memories, or a whole category of commemora-

tive images, without participation of other groups or other

catégories ; and that this is an established fact in pathology

as well as in cérébral physiology. This necessarily leads one

to admit that the différent groups of memories hâve their seat

in certain circumscribed régions of the encephalon. And
this in turn bccomes added to the proofs which go to esta-

blish that the hémisphères of the brain consist of a number

of differentiated " organs," each of which possesses its proper
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luuctionj tliougli eacli oue remains in tlie most iutimate

connection witli tlie others, Moreover, this last proposition

is generally admitted in the présent day by tbose who study

the functions of the brain, not only in animais in the

laboratory^ but also, and especially, in man, by tlie processes

•of the anatomo-clinical method.



LECTURE XIV.^

NOSOGRAPHICAL REVISION OF THE AMYOTROPHIES.

SuMMAEY.

—

DeiUeropathic amyotrophies.—Protopathic amyo-

trophies.—Primary myopathies.— Pseudo-hypertrophie

paralysis.—Juvénile form of Erh.—Myopathy withouf

change of volume in the muscles, Leyden's form.—
Analogies between pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis and

Erh's juvénile form.—Hereditary infantile variety of

Duchenne {de Boulogne).—Its characters.—This last

variety is analogous to the preceding ones.—Pseudo-

hypertrophie paralysis, jiive7iile form of Erh, Leyden^s

form, hereditary infantileform of Duchenne {of Boulogne) _

are hut varieties ofprimary progressive myopathy.

Gentlemen,—By tlie chances of clinical work we hâve

at this moment, collected in our wards, an interesting*

séries of cases^ which represent the différent aspects iinder

which progressive nniscular atrophy may présent itself to the

physician.

I propose, tlierefore, to avail myself of this opportun it}',

and in to-day's lecture to take up the subject of muscular

atrophies, or perhaps better, progressive amyotrophies.

As a matter of fact, duriug the last few years this subject

bas reacbed a somewhat critical phase. The nosogi'aphical

history of progressive amyotrophies requires to be revised

by the light of récent observations ; eveu to be reconstituted

in part on new principles. To-day I can but ofEer you an

• This lecture is edited h-^ MM. Marie and Giiinoii.

' Thèse cases hâve been reported in extenso in a publication by I\II\I.

Marie and Giiinon " On some of the clinical varieties of Primary Progres-

sive Myopathy," ('Revue de Médecine,' October, 1885).
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attemptj a mère sketch of sucli reconstitution, reserving for

a future occasion tlie task of presenting to you a more
detailed and more settled plan,

lu tlie domain of progressive amyotropliies matters are

ratlier more complex tlian one would at first imagine.

Refering for a moment to my teaching of ten years ago j

tlie clinical group of progressive muscular atrophies, as we
then divided it, comprised différent affections which were

connected solely by exterior, superficial resemblances ; but

which nevertheless ail had this in common, that they were

of spinal origin ; that they depended in other terms on a

lésion of the spinal cord, and more particularly of the

anterior horns of its grey substance. However, we were

enabled to establish at least two fundamental divisions, viz.

I. DeuteropatJiic^ spinal amyotrophies_, in which the lésion

of the grey substance is secondary.

II. Protopathic^ spinal amyotropliies, in which the lésion of

the grey substance was the only feature, or at least the

primary and fundamental one.

In this first group, that of Deuteropathic Amyotrophies, we
may establish the following distinctions.

In the first place there are the cases in which the lésion

of the grey substance is an accessory occurrence, accidentai

so to speak, to conditions such as the diffuse myélites, dissemi-

nated sclerosis, tumours of the spinal cord, locomotor ataxy,

&c. This class of spinal amyotrophies can be eliminated

from our présent studios, for they can more conveniently

be grouped, clinically, with the diseases on which they

dépend.

In the second place there are cases in which the lésion of

the white columns is primary, but always, and necessarily,

foUowed by a lésion of the grey matter. In thèse cases it is

the pyramidal bands which are first attacked and then subse-

quently the anterior horns, whose participation nevertheless

is a necessary factor. When the disease occurs in its com-

plète form we hâve the ordinary symptoms of progressive

muscular atrophy, to which is superadded a spasmodic

élément, by means of which it is distinguished from other

' Vide note p. 26.
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kinds. This group is nosologically distinct^ and is of

perfectly legitimate constitution. There is at the présent

time nothiug to add to it, notliing to vvithdraw.

As for the otlier great class of spinal amyotrophies,

we hâve proposed to designate it clinically by the name

'progressive muscular atrophy of the Duchenne-Aran type.

The lésion of the grey motor centres, spinal or bulbar,

is the unique fact, or at least is the primary one. If the

white columns participate, it is but a secondary or accessory

feature. It is this class which can be anatomically

characterised by the dénomination protopathic spinal amyo-

trophy ; or perhaps better, chronic anterior poliomyelitis.

It should be recognised that the constitution of this second

class is less homogeneous than that of the first. It is this

one that is so much discussed at the présent time, and which

is in danger of being shaken to its very base ; it is against

this one that the strictures of the critics, so often just, are

really directed. It is in this category that the altérations,

and legitimate séparations, hâve to be made.

It is not that the efforts made in this direction tend

really to compromise the existence of the Duchenne-Aran

nosographical type. There does undoubtedly exist a kind

of progressive muscular ati'ophy, characterised, anatomically,

by an isolated lésion of the anterior horns of the grey

matter of the cord, and, clinically, by amyotrophy. One

certainly meets with cases in which the onset, occurring

after twenty years of âge, is mauifested by an atrophy of

the upper cxtremities, of the hands, more especially of the

thenar and hypothenar eminences ; and by the progressive

sprcading of thèse altérations to the rest of the lirab. Fibrillar

twitchings are met with in thèse cases, and the reaction of

degeneration in some of the atrophied muscles. It is dis-

tinguished clinically from amyotrophic latéral sclerosis in

that the participation of the bulb, though it may exist, is

more rare than in the last-named affection, and especially, by

the fact of the complète absence of the spasmodic élément,

and later on, of contracture.

Formerly this category of amyotrophies was very vast, but

the number of cases which constitutc it appear to become
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fewer and fewer uucler the influence of newer and more précise

investigation. In this way a certain number of distinct

varieties are separated from it, sucli as has been done in tlie

case of amyotropliic latéral sclerosis. As a resuit of this, its

extent, alreadj mucli narrowed, is from time to time becoming-

more and more limited, in proportion as the heterogeneous

éléments whicli were annexed to it hâve become withdrawn.

NoWj what the cases are which modem research is detaching

every day from the Duchcune-Aran type is precisely what

we are about to investigate. Under what new guise will

thèse cases appear to us ; in what nosographical category

shali we find them, or where can we place them ?

Gentlemen, besides the amyotrophies of spinal origin

there exists a large and increasiug class in which progressive

myopathy is more or less generalised, and which is inde-

pendent of ail lésion in the nerve centres or peripheral

nerves. Hère we hâve a protopathic disease of muscle, a

prîmary myopathy. As an example of this kind of affection

one can mention the fseudo-hypertropMc paralysis or myo-

sclerosis of Duchenne (de Boulogne). It was shown by

Eulenberg and Cohnheim in 1866, and by myself in 1871,

that in thèse cases the lésion of muscle is completely inde-

pendent of any lésion of the cord or nerves. And in

référence to this matter I miglit remind you that I protested

at that time against the then reigning tendency to connect

ail thèse progressive myopathies witb lésions of the nerve

centres. There are, I declared, undoubtedly cases of

primary myopathy ; and ail the later observations hâve shown

this statement to be correct, and also that thèse primary

myopathies are more numerous and more varied in their

clinical manifestations than was at first supposed.

But this form of myopathy, this pseudo-hypertrophie

paralysis which was described by Duchenne (of Boulogne),

that great worker in neuro-nosography, is so différent in its

clinical charactcrs from the progressive spinal amyotrophies

that they hâve rarely been confused clinically. Pseudo-

hypertrophie paralysis is a disease of early youth. It is

scarcely cver met Avith after twcnty years of âge. It is

noticed that the child becomes clumsy in his walk, that he is
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more easily fatigued tlian tlie otlier cliildren of liis âge ; for

it is always, quoting from Duclieune's description, in the

lower extremities wliere it commences. TLen tlie uppcr

extremities may be attacked in tlieir turn ; Lut, whatever

be the degree of tlie affection, the hands are generally

ubsolved. Finally the muscles attacked, or at least a great

number of thera, présent an augmentation of volume, an

euormous increase in size, giving to the limb, or a segment

of the limb, Herculean proportions, Anatomically this

hypertrophy is characterised by lésions of the interstitial

tissue, such as does not exist in the same degree in spinal

amyotrophies. Moreover, and this is a peculiarity which is

not found in Duchenne-Aran disease, heredity plays a great

part in the development of pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis

of the muscles. It often happens that several children are

attacked in one family, and that some of thcir relatives may
présent the same affection.

The man named Gai— is now ig years old. The affection

from which he suffers, auci which displays ail tlie cliuical

features of the myosclerotic paralysis of Duchenne, com-

nienced during childhood. You observe the euormous size,

the athletic proportions of the muscles of the calf ; they

présent in a state of repose a marked increase over th(

normal consistence, and during contraction they are as hard

as a stone. The quadriceps exteusors are large, projecting,

and knotty, during the contractions. But if you test the

strength of contraction of thèse muscles, you will observe

that although they are Herculean in size, they are far from

being so in power. There exists an undoubted functional

weakness, not a paralytic weakness, that is to say it is not

of nervous origin ; but it more or less exactly corresponds

to the degree of altération of the muscular fibres. Side by

side with this hypertrophy you will observe in the patient a

notable diminution of volume and also of force in the upper

extremities, particularly the muscles of the arm. This last

is the only point of rcsemblance which connects the myo-

sclerotic ])aralysis to the progressive amyotrophy of spinal

origin, and which might possibly lead to confusion, although

they are really so distinct from each othcr.
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There is another foriu of muscular atrophy apparently

uncoimected with nerve lésions wbicli attacks young people

or infants ; and wliich Professer Erb (of Heidelberg) bas

rccently described under tbe nàme of juvénile form of pro-

(jressive luuscuJar atropliy, and wbicb be rigbtly considers to

be quite distinct from tbe spinal forms tbat bad been

described up to tbat time.^ The variety in question is not

perbaps altogetber a new discovery^ but tbe description

undoubtedly contains new facts, or at any rate sucb as bave

not been bitberto brougbt out conspicuously enougb. Tbe

disease présents certain striking analogies witb pseudo-

bypertropbic paralysis, wbicb are well revealed in Erb's

description, It commences generally before tbe twentietb

year, more rarely in infaucy. It may sometimes présent

intermissions of improvement_, due possibly to tbe cfïicicncy

of treatment, althougb its course is generally progressive.

Nevertbeless, it allows patients to live on^ wbo are perfectly

able to procreatC; and as a gênerai rule to reproduce amyo-

tropbic subjects like to tbemselves. It starts in tbe upper

extremities, tbe arms in particular, and tbe muscles of tbe

sboulder girdle (Scbultergiïrtel)^ never in tbe tbenar and

bypotbenar (Fig. 26).

Tbe lower extremities may be attacked in tbeir turn.

Tbe calf^ as in pseudo-bypertropbic paralysis, remaiuiug in

gênerai free from any diminution of volume. It is atropby

wbicb appears to be tbe leading feature ; bypertropby

is rare, altbougb M. Erb bas observed it sometimes in tbe

deltoids, tbe triceps, and tbe muscles of tbe calf. It is tbe

diminution of volume of muscles wbicb sometimes leads to

Erb^s variety being confounded witb tbe Ducbcnne-Aran

disease. In fact, if one examines tbe cases tbat bave been

collected by Ducbenne in bis ' Treatise on Localised Eiectri-

zation/ one fiuds, as M. Erb pointed out, tbat a certain number
of tbem very well correspond witb tbe juvénile form. But

Erb's disease is distinguisbed from progressive muscular

atropby of spinal origiu by certain distiuctive characteristics.

Amongst otbers tbere are, tbe mode of invasion wbicb, in

^ Prof. W. Erb, " Uebcr die Juvénile Form der Progrcssiven Muskela-

tropliie, &c. " (' Deutsch. Arcliiv. fur klin. Med.,' 1884).
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the juvénile form, never takes place in thé liands (tlienai*

and hypothenar eminences) ; the absence of fibrillar twitch-

ings in the atrophied muscles ; the results of electrical

l'iG. 26.

examination of the same muscles which never give the

reaction of degeneration j the âge of onset, which ^is always
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befoi'c twcuty years of âge ; aud fiually, from an auatomo-

pathological point o£ view, tlie complète absence of ail

spinal lésion,

The juvénile form described by Professer Erb is therefore

quite distinct from amyotropliies of spinal origin. But is it

equally distinct from pseudo-hypertropbic paralysis ? I do not

think it is, and hère I agi-ee with the opinion expressed,

although with certain reserves, by M. Erb himself in his

work_, which appears to me to tbrow so much light on the

question now before us. The apparent hypertrophy in one

case, the apparent atrophy in another, is the only point of

différence. But it should be recognised, I think, that this

distinctive character is not fundamental. The hypertrophy

is not, on the whole, an essential élément in the constitution

of the affection called pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis. I

am about to show you a case which marks, in a sensé,

the transition between the juvénile form with amyotrophy on

the one hand, and pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis on the

other.

In the child L—, who is now before you (Fig-. 27),

fimctional weakness is the leading feature ; and as to the

modification in the volume of the muscles, eithcr increase or

decrease, it does not exist, a fact with which my Chef de

Clinique, M. Marie, was particularly struck when he first

saw the patient. This case so to speak reproduces, in

respect of altération of motor power, Erb's juvénile form of

atrophy without the atrophy, and pseudo-hypertrophie

paralysis without the hypertrophy. It is quite possible to

suppose that the altération of the muscular fibres, which is

the chief cause of the weakness, can occur without modifica-

tion of volume in the muscle. In Lang—, who is now 1

1

years old, the disease commenced during ivfancy. The
little patient présents the arching of the back, and the walk

so characteristic of pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis. If he is

made to lie down on the grouud on his back, he cannot get

up again without the aid of his hands, which, supporting

themselves on his knees, climb, so to speak, along the thighs

until he reaches the vertical position, in a manner quite

characteristic of this disease.

Now, in the next place look at the muscular masses; not
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one of you will be ablc to discover either atropliy or liyper-

tropliy. It is not nieaiit to say tliat tliis child is very

ninscnlar, but tliere is no striking modification of volume in

tlic uDusclcs. The only clinical fact, therefore, wliicli strikcs

JinU^ag

Vw. ,'7.

one^about him is tlie diminution of force o£ his muscles,

which are in tho appearancc normal as regardcd tlieir

volume.

Wlicre sliould tliis case be classed ? Among tlie cases of
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Erb's juvénile form, or, with tlie pseudo-liypertroplu'c para-

lysis of Duchenne ? No, gentlemen, neither witli the one

nor tlie otlier precisely. It seems to belong, not to a distinct

morbid species, but simply to a variety representing tho

différent modes of évolution of one and the sanio affection,

primitive progressive myopathy.

Thus we hâve seen that there are a certain number of

cases whicli can be abstracted from the Duchenne-Aran
group, but thèse are not ail. I am novv going to show you

two other kinds of muscular atrophy which formerly be-

longed to the too extonsive class of Duchenne-Aran's disease,

but which now we shall be able to sort out, so as to place

them in their true position, that is to say, among the

primitive myopathies.

Hère is a young woman of 24 years of âge, named
Dali—, who had been attacked with amyotrophy of the

lower extremities, or more correctly of the legs. This

atrophy is very pronounced ; the patient is scarcely able to

walk without support, and if one examines the gait atten-

tively it is seen to be very peculiar. In fact, as a consé-

quence of the feebleness of the muscles of the leg, the point of

the foot falls when the patient, in walking, raises the leg so

as to carry it forward. As a resuit of this she is obliged

to flex the knee to an unnecessary extent so as not to allow

the point of the foot to trail on the ground, imitating the

movements of a high-stepping horse. It is analogous to

what is observed whenever the muscles which produce

dorsal flexion of the foot are atrophied, as in alcoholic

paralysis for example, a case of which I recently had the

opportunity of showing you. The disease coramenced at the

âge of fourteen, in the lower extremities ; then the upper

extremities were attacked in their turn at the âge of twenty
;

and at tho présent time it may be seen that there is, besides

a certain fuuctional weakness of the arms, a slight degree

of atrophy of the hands, which are flattened on the palmar

surfaces on account of the diminution of volume of the theuar

and hypothenar eminences.

Albeit that there is hère no trace of heredity, and
although the patient has neither brothers nor sisters subject
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to the saine complainte this case appears to me^ to belong

to the variety described by Professer Leyden under the

name Jtereditary varietij of 'progressive mnscidar atrophy ;

and o£ which one of the characters is its commencement in

the lower extremities. This form^ moreover, is not strik-

ingly différent, as it seems to me, from the juvénile amyo-

trophy of Erb ; and it is highly probable that, like this, it

eau be classed amougst the primary progressive myopathies

of non-spinal origin.

Hère, theu, we already hâve tliree clinical varieties,

namely, pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis ; the juvénile form

of Erb ; and the hereditary variety of Leyden ; which

although possessing certain distinctive characters, can per-

fectly well be regarded as identical in their essence.

Now let us pass to another form, which Duchenne (de

Boulogne) described as representing a variety of pro-

gressive muscular atrophy aud to which he gave the

name infantile form of progressive muscular atrophy. It

must be somewhat rare, for it is scarcely mentioned in

standard works. Duchenne, in his ' Treatise on Localised

Electrlzation,' said that he had met with a score of cases,

and in the ' Revue Photographique des Hôpitaux ' ai-e to be

found photographs, made by Duchenne himself, which

represent the faces of several patients, who are the subjects

of this affection.

Hère the disease begins in the face according to Duchenne's

description, and particularly in the orbicularis oris ; the lips

becoming everted in such a mauner as to simulate the

habituai aspect of thèse organs in strumous people. Then

the limbs are attacked consecutively, the arms first and

then the trunk. It is important to note that this infantile

form is hereditary, and one sees in the same family atrophie

parents begetting sons and daughters attacked by au am3'o-

trophy, commencing in the face. Frora his account it

would be quite natural to conclude that the amyotrophy is

1 The fuU report o£ this case is to be found in the memoir by MM. Charcot

and Marie, "Sur une forme spéciale d'alrophie musculaire pMgressive

débutant par les jambes et distincte de la forme de Leyden " (' Revue de

Médecine,' February, 1886).
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liere couuected with a spinal lésion, as in tlie cases of

the Duclienne-Aran type ; o£ wliicli indeed according to

Duclienne himself tliey only represent a simple variety.

But tliis supposition is not correct. MM. Laudouzy and
Déjerine presented to the Academy of Sciences last year

reports of typical cases of the infantile progressive musculav

atrophy of Duclienne ; and in oue of thèse cases the autopsy

proved that tliere existed no lésion, either in the spinal cord

or in tlie peripheral nerves. Hère again, then, we liave

cases of primary myopatliy. I can show you a patient

who exactly repi'oduces most of the characters of the de-

scription given by Duchenne.

Mdlle Lavr— is now i6 years old. In her the malady
commenced in earliest infancy by a complète immobility

of the upper lip, which was especially marked duriug

laughter or crying (Figs. 28 aud 29). She has never beeu

Fia-3. 23 ai'l 29.—Showiug the greatest occlusion which the patieut is

able to effect.

abVe to wliistle, aud if she was asked to accomplisli the act,

it would be noticed tliat the upper lip, which did not con tract,

floated like an empty sail in the wind. She lias at the présent

time a certain disturbance of the faculty of speech. Certain

letters are particularly ill-pronounced, and she speaks as

though she had a bail in her mouth. This paralysis of the

orbicularis gives to the phj^siognomy quite a spécial character.
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Tlic lips arc tliick, everted, and elongated iuto the fonn of

a snout, recalliiig the aspect of the lips in strumous people.

But besides this thero is a symptom in our patient

wliich lias not been notcd I believe by Duchenne in liis

gênerai description ; tlie upper part of the face is also

attacked. The little patient cannot wrinkle her forehead,

or elevate her eyebrows ; she sleeps habitually with the eyes

half open, and even in the waking state the most energetic

contraction of the orbicularis palpebrarum will not sufRce to

produce complète closure. There is always a chink of

FiG. .^o.

several millimètres between the free borders of the eye-

lids, through wliich the globe of the eye can be seen.

This condition has been observed from her earliest years.

At the âge of 14, the upper extremities beganto be attacked

in their turu (Fig. 30), and atrophy soon appeared—and

hère the description of the muscular affection corresponds

absolutely with tliat of the juvénile form of Erb. The

atrophy of the muscles of the arms is considérable, résist-

ance both to flexion and extension is impossible. The
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patient cannot raise her arm by a contraction of the ^ele-

vator muscles of the limb, as in the act of blowing the

nose. She is obliged to throw her hand violently upwards

FlG. 31.

and outwards from the trunk, a movemeut so striking tliat

it attracts one's attention directly (Fig. 31). When she
walks,—which act is typically that of pseudo-liypertrophic

paralysis and includes the arching of the back^—the arms
swing inertly beside the body.

12
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I am able to présent to you the father of this girl. He
is 44 years of âge and is attacked with the same affection.

Between tlie father and the daughter you see the resemblance

is very striking. In him as in her, the face and the upper

extremities, are atrophied. Not the least trace of hyper-

trophy of the muscles has ever been discovered either in

him or in her. He cannot wrinkle his forehead^ and the

occlusion of the eyelids is always incomplète. He cannot

whistle, and when he tries to do so, the orbicularis contracts

uuequally and forms a sort of knot in the right half of the

upper lip, at the only point where the contraction takes place.

As in his daughter, there is complète integrity of the

muscles of the hand. It may be remarked in passing, that

the muscles of the tongue, and those of déglutition, are

normal ; and one does not find, in a word, any of the bulbar

symptoms which sometimes exist in progressive muscular

atrophy of spinal origin.

Thisj gentlemen, is a most original variety, one possessing-

strong individualities, the commencement in the face par-

ticularly. But is that a spécifie characteristic, and should

one on that account croate a spécial group for it ? I do not

think so. If you abstract the participation of the face you

hâve in thèse patients the very image of the juvénile form

of Erb. It is, then, very probable that there exist

numerous points of contact, to say no more, between thèse

two varieties ; and consequently an analogy with pseudo-

hypertrophie paralysis.

This proposition would be proved, partially at any rate, if

it were found that in some of the cases the onset occurred

in the limbs (juvénile variety), and the face was attacked

only late in the disease ; and that there were other cases

in which several members of the same family presented,

either associated in the same individual, or occurring in

separate subjects, some of the différent varieties that we
hâve just been describing. Well, such conditions are to be

met with. There is a case described by M. Remak^ where

the outset was that of the ordinary juvénile variety, that is

to say where the upper extremities were invaded first of ail,

1 Mendel's ' Centralblatt,' 1884, No. 15.
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wliereas tlie face was also attacked, ouly miicli later in the

disease, at tlie âge of tweuty-nine. And again, Mr. F.

Zimmerlin^ has published tlie history of a family in which.

two of tlie cliildren presented tlie juvénile variety, ihe onset

occurring in the upper extremities ; wliereas a third child

was attacked by tlie variety wliere the face is first involved,

and tlie lower extremities witli pseudo-liypertrophy. Hence,

it follows tliat the commencement in the face, or simply tlie

involvement of the face, is not a cbaracteristic wortliy of

forming a spécial class, but simply a variety.

While bearing in mind tliese cases of transition, tlie différent

forms which we hâve enumerated,though distinct undoubtedly

in appearance, become fused together into a uniform group

which alone is worthy of forming a class. If matters are

really thus, tliey are undoubtedly niuch less complicated

than they seemed to be at first ; and the progressive amyo-

trophies are divided quite simply into two great classes ;

the Jl7'st class is represented by the amyotro^phy of spinal

origin, which comprise the following groiips :

(i) Latéral Amyotrophic Sclerosis.

(2) Progressive Muscular Atrophy of the Duchenne-Aran
type. But this last, let it be understood, may be reduced

to a much narrower extent, and disengaged from ail foreign

éléments which do not belong to it, but which beloug to the

following class of cases.

The second class consists of Primary Progressive Amijo-

trophies, which include, though only under the head of

varieties, the following ;

(i) Pseudo-hypertrophie paralysis.

(2) Juvénile form of progressive muscular atrophy, de-

scribed by Erb.

(3) Infantile progressive muscular atrophy of Duchenne
(of Boulogne).

(4) Those transitioual cases, sucli as the one I hâve

shown you, where muscular weakness was the leading

feature ; and where one finds in fact, neither atrophy nor

hypertrophy. Finally

—

(5) Hereditary form of progressive muscular atrophy

described by Leyden, commencing in the lower extremities.

^ Mendel's Central blatt,' 1885, No. 3.
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The mixed, or transitional, forms allow us to draw thèse

différent varieties doser together ; or even, it may be, to

group them together. Perhaps in the cases described by M.

Erb, a thoroughly searching examination of the muscles of

the mouth and eyes would hâve enabled him to find some of

the signs of Duchenne's infantile form. In nearly ail our

patients, in fact, even in that one which showed neitlier

atrophy nor hypertrophy, there exists some difficulty of move-

ment of the muscles of the face. But in the slighter cases

thèse symptoms are not very striking. It is necessary to

look very carefully in order to find them. We hâve under

observation at this time two other patients, whom, unfor-

tunately, it is not possible for us to show you to-day, which are

typical cases of the infantile form described by Duchenne

FiG. 32.—In this picture the exophthahnos is not very apparent j but
the préservation of the deltoid, and the atrophy of the biceps and
thenar muscles are well seen.

FiG. 33.—Shows the incomplète occlusion of the eyes, and the

asymmetry of the lips when the patient attempts to whistle. (The head
in this photograph is forcibly pushed back.)

(of Boulogne). The father and the son (Figs. 32 and 33)
are both affected in the same manner; and in both, the
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participation of tlie orbicularis oris, and o£ tlie orbicularis

palpebrarum, would perliaps bave remained undetected if

oue bad not examined them very carefully.

FlG. 34. F1G.35.

FiG. 34.—Shows the incomplète occlusion of the e^'cs, and> to some

extent, the asymmetry of the lips. It is also well seen that the

shoulders are too forward.

FiQ. 35.—This shows the déviation of the spinal column and of the

shoulders.
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The son is au example of tliose cases of transition of which

I spoke just now (Figs. 34 and 35). There exists in him a

very pronounced weakness of the muscles o£ the upper

extremities, witliout atropliy or hypertrophy^ whereas the

quadriceps extensor of both sides is more voluminous and

harder than under normal conditions.

ThuSj ail thèse varieties^ so différent in appearance, are

nevertheless ail linked together^ and ail constitute one great

class^ one morbid entity, iirimary progressive myoïjatliy.

Such then, gentlemen^ is the outline of tbis large subject, as

far as I hâve beeu able to lay it before you to-day. It certainly

merits being developed and discussed at greater length,

under the light of the long séries of publications which

bear upon this important question. But that is a task

which I hope to be able to fulful on somo future occasion.



LECTURE XV.

TKEMORS AND CHOREÏFORM MOVEMENTS.-RHYTITMICAL
CHOREA.i

Sdmmaey.—Tremors of disseminated scîerosis ; oscillations

of large extent.—Tremors of paralysis agitans, and

senile tremors.—Tremors with small oscillations; rapid

oscillations, or vibratile tremors.—Hysterical tremors.—
Alcoholic and mercurial tremors.—Tremors of gênerai

paralysis and of Basedow's disease.

Chorea ; characters of the involuntary movements of

the chorea of Sydenham.—Chorea and hemi-chorea, pre-

and post-hemiplegic.—Athetosis and hemi-athetosis.

Rhythmical chorea ; characters of the movements ; they

ajypear in crises ; they are rhythmical, systematic, and

reproduce more or less faithfully the movements of ordi-

nary life or of professional gesture {dancing chorea, ham-

, mering chorea).—The disease is generally allied tohysteria.

—Prognosis varies in différent cases.

Gentlemen,—In connection with the cases of disseminated

scîerosis that I hâve shown you in the last few lectures, I

wish to speak to you to-day about the varions involuntary

movements with which the tremors, so characteristic of this

affection, may be confounded. I hâve insisted on the

peculiar characters of the tremors of disseminated scîerosis,

and hâve already shown you that they only become manifest

on occasions of voluntary movement of a certain force (inten-

tional tremors, Intentionzittem of German authors) ; that it

ceases to exist when the patients assume a condition of com-

plète repose, by lying down on the bed, for example.

If they are only seated, then the muscles of the ncck and

1 This lecture was edited by M. Guinon, Interne des Hôpitaux.
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the truuk are called in réquisition to maintain tlie vertical

position of tlie body, and tliey produce oscillations of the

liead and of tlie trunk, althougli the limbs are in repose. If

you wish to make the trembling reappear in the limb^ you
bave ouly to ask the patient to carry a glass or a spoon to

his mouth. This act requires a voluntary movement of suffi-

cient force, wliicK is a necessary condition to briug on the

trembling ; for the tremor does not habitually manifest itself

in the smaller movements_, such as threading a needle, &c.

At the moment of grasping the glass the oscillations are

but little marked_, yet they progressively increase, and reach

their maximum at the moment when the glass approaches

the mouth. This spécial character of the tremors of dis-

seminated sclerosis is easily revealed by the tracing given by
a registering apparatus. No. i of Fig. 36 represents the

intentional tremor of disseminated sclerosis.

The line A B indicates the state of repose. The point B
represents the moment of commencing the voluntary move-

ment; B C represents the duration of the movement, and

the trembling is represented by the wavy line x y z, oî

which each oscillation is larger the farther we get from B.

Such are the tremors of disseminated sclerosis. In order

to bring out more clearly the spécial chai-acters which dis-

tiuguish it, I wish to employ the method of contrasts. In

other words, I wish to show you this tremor side by side

with other tremors belongiug to very différent maladies
;

although several of them hâve been confounded with it up

to the last few years.

Let us commence with paralysis agitans. Like that of dis-

seminated sclerosis, the tremor of Parkinson's disease is com-

posed of rhythmical oscillations, but of small extent and of

short duration. You can make out thèse characters in the

patient whom I will show you now. Notice that the hands

and fingers tremble individually, but fix well in your memory

the altogether peculiar attitude of the liand.

The phalanges are stretched one along the other, but the

fingers are flexed on the metacarpus. The pulp of the

thumb is pressed against the index finger, imitating thus

the position of the hand in the act of holding a pen. The
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movements, wliich agitate ail the parts, remind one some-

times of the act of roUing up a bail of paper, or of crumbliug

bread. This tremor is continuous, and is manifested—this

is the important point—indépendant of any voluntary move-

ment. If you tell tbe patient to carry tlie glass to his moutb,

you will see perbaps that tbe tremors augment a little in

amplitude, but be will never produce tbose oscillations of large

extent, wbicb are cbaracteristic of disseminated sclerosis.

This character is well revealed by tracings taken with the aid

mm Aï

FiG. 36.

u

-This figure is a semi-diagrammatic reproduction of tracings obtained

by tbe graphie method in two patients now in the wards.

of the registering apparatus. No. 2 in the figure represents

the tremors of paralysis agitans. You see at once on look-

ing at this diagram how the two tracings differ in the

portion B C. The segment under the Une A B represents the

time of repose. It is eut up by little waves corresponding

to the continuons trembling. At point B voluntary move-

ment commences. From this point the components of the

wavy line a^ y z are a little longer and more irregular than

in the period of repose, but they are never so niuch so as in

disseminated sclerosis.

Bear in mind also that in paralysis agitans the tremor

does not in gênerai attack the head, and if this seems to

participate in the involuntary movements it is in reality but

the seat of communicated movements.

The tremors of disseminated sclerosis and of Parkinson's

disease are sloiv oscillations, with an average of four or five
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to the second. This same slowness of oscillations is found

again in what is called senile tremor. Hère are two women
who arc affected with this tremor. In one, the woman
named La— (now 73 years of âge), the disease came ou at

the âge of 60 in the index finger of the left hand, after an

injury. In the other^ the woman named Les—, 80 years of

âge, it came on fourteen years ago, during the siège of Paris,

after violent émotion. In this woman the hands and the

fingers tremble individually as in Parkinson's disease. The

head participâtes in the shaking, ou its own account ; the

movements, wliich are both vertical and horizontal, succeed

each other with regularity, and in thèse the patient seems, by

her gesture, to say yes or no. Thèse movements are absolutely

characteristic of the oscillations of the head in so-called

senile tremor.

Before passing to the subjoct of tremors of rapid oscilla-

tion, I wish to mention a kind of trembliug that seems

to occupy a place between the two kinds, I mean hysterical

trembling. We hâve at the présent time in our wards

two men who are thus affected. In one the number of

oscillations is five, in the other it is seven per second. I

will only mention this kind of trembliug just in passing, as

I propose to come back to the svibject later on in more

détail. I mention the fact only provisioually just now from

the point of view of rapidity of the jerks, whicli constitute

in this respect a variety intermediate between the group of

slow oscillations and the one we are about to cousider.

The second class iucludes those tremors having a rapid

oscillation, which I propose to call vihratile tremors. The

number of jerks in thèse cases amounts to eight or nine per

second, aud this feature appears to be the only différence

which séparâtes the first and second groups. We include

in it :

(i) Alcoholic trembling.

(2) Mercurial trembling,

(3) That of gênerai paralysis, and, lastly,

(4) That of Basedow's disease.

A further distinction that eau probably be madc betweeu
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tlie first tlii'ee and tlie last-named, rests on tlie fact tliat

wliereas in the former the fingers tremble individually^ in

tlie latter there is no trembling of tlie fingers theniselves.

This distinction can be easily demonstrated by tlie aid of a

graphie metliod such as tliat whicli M. Marie lias employed.

If a caoutchouc "bag, communicating by a tube witli the

reaction drum of a registering apparatus, be placed in the

hand of the patient, one sees that in cases wliere the fingers

tremble of themselves the tracing is very undulatory,

whereas in other cases, in Basedow's disease, for instance,

we obtain a straight line, or at least one only interrupted by

very slight undulations.

In connection with the subject of muscular tremblings,

that is to say, tremors liaving a rhytlimical oscillation,

which we hâve just been considering, there is another

variety of involuntary movement which can be, and which

as a matter of fact often is, confounded with the tremors of

disseminated sclerosis. I refer to chorea, or rather cJioreï-

form viovements in gênerai. Hère we hâve to do, not with

rhythmical oscillations, but rather with gestures, of larger,

unnecessary, and purposeless extent. Thèse gestures do

not présent any kind of cadence, and they are altogether

without signification, that is to say, they do not iniitate any

expressive or professional movements.

They continue, like the preceding ones, during muscular

repose, and become exaggerated during voluntary move-

ment. But thèse useless gesticulations pervert the gênerai

direction of the movements, and cause the patient to miss

the mark, whereas in disseminated sclerosis, and in the

other tremblings of which I bave just been speaking, the

gênerai direction of the movement, although interrupted by

the jerkings which shake the limb, is as a wliole always

preserved. Well, gentlemen, in spite of the fundamental

différences which exist between choreiform movements and

the movements of disseminated sclerosis, it happons that the

most distinguished physicians for a long time regarded

disseminated sclerosis as a sort of chorea. Duchenne (de

Boulogne), who had well differentiated the collection of

symptoms belonging to disseminated sclerosis, but who did
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not recognise it from an auatomo-pathological point of view,

called it clioreïform paralysis. I will tlierefore say a few

words on the subject of tliese clioreïfonn movements.

In tlie first place we hâve ordinarij cJiorea, so-called

rlieumatic ; comprising chorea minor, whicli miglit also be

called the cliorea of 8ydenham, and which should be clearly

distinguished from the true dance of Saint Guy, the great

épidémie chorea, chorea major.

It principally affects, as you know, children from five to

fourteen years of âge, more rarely adults and old people.

You doubtless remember the girl named Flon—, whom I

hâve already presented to you as illustrating ordinary

chorea. In this girl the disease is dying away, and the

intervais of repose which separate the involuntary move-
ments are, at the présent time, fairly long. But sometimes,

under the influence of an émotion, the doctor's examination,

for example, or sometimes spontaneously, small jerks, more
or less accentuated, become manifest in the upper extremity

of the left side. The patient brings her hand abruptly to

the side of her body, or, making alternative movements of

pronation and supination, rubs her hand against her thigh.

In her, by way of exception, a voluntary act does not

increase the jerkings, and if you ask her to carry a glass or

spoon to lier mouth, the movement is fairly well directed,

and the goal is reached with sufficient accuracy, such as by
no means always exists in chorea. The face on the left

side is also affected with involuntary movements, and thus

she makes grimaces continually.

In the same group of inco-ordinate clioreïform movements
should also be placed pre- and lyost-hemi-plegic chorea.

Hère the movements are in fact of the same nature, the only

essential différence rests in the pathology, the disease being

in such cases connected with cérébral lésions, localised in a

certain manuer.

In the same way, gentlemen, athetosis, in a natural classi-

fication, should be grouped with chorea and with post-hemi-

^legic chorea. In athetosis there is no rest, and the move-
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ments are equally inco-ordinate. I need iiot stop to describe

to you the contortions of the fingers and their alternate

flexion and extension. I hâve shown you already several

examples of athetosis, I should only like to remark tliat it

differs notably from chorea in that the movements are slower

(said to be like the movements of the tentacles of an octopus),

and less abrupt than in this last malady ; and that they are

limited to the fingers and the wrists, to the feet, and to the

toes, although sometimes they hâve been observed in the

face and eyelids. The patient is unable to hold anything-

in his hand or carry anything to his mouth ; anything^

placed in his hands is immediately allowed to fall. In cases

of double athetosis thèse phenomena sometimes présent a

rough analogy with the movements of disseminated sclerosis.

Thèse, gentlemen, constitute the first two groups of

tremblings or involuntary movements ; but I must now speak

to you of an affection which constitutes our third group.

It also bears the name of chorea, although it differs con-

siderably, as you will see, from the chorea of Sydenham and

the allied affections. The study of thèse movements will

make us digress somewhat from disseminated sclerosis, but

I fear, if I delay, to miss the occasion of showing you a

number of cases which one rarely has the chance of finding

collected together,—for it is a very rare affection.

In rhythmical chorea we find neither oscillations nor

vibrations, as in the tremors, nor the inconsistent and

purposeless gesticulations of ordinary chorea. But if this

affection is also characterised by involuntary impulsive

movements, thèse movements are more complex, and further-

more they often assume a regular rhythm or cadence. They

hâve not, you understand, the regular character of the choreï-

form movements that I hâve just been describing to you.

They might, indeed, be called systematic because they seem

to be co-ordinated on a definite plan, imitating, for

example :

(i) GeridÀn move^ients of expression such as those of the

dance, and particularly character dances {dancing chorea)}

' [Chorée Saltatoire, which it would be more correct etjmologically to-

render gesticulating chorea.']
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(2) Certain professional aets, sucli as the movements of

an oarsman or a blacksmith {hammering cliorea) [cliorée

nialléatoire]

.

In a Word, we hâve hère a more or less faithful reproduction

of voluntary or purposive movements.

The disease in question seems to be most frequently

allied to hysteria, or to be even of hystei'ical origin ; although

it raay exist in some cases by itself^ independent of ail

phenomena indicative of hysteria. You will be able to see

for yourselves, moreover, how a transition may take place

between the two conditions, for without dwelling more on

theoretical considérations I will now place successively

before you three patients who présent the symptoms of

rhythmical chorea in différent degrees.

The first one, a girl named Flor—/ is known to you

already. But you only saw her casually and she merits a

more attentive study, She has been in the wards more

than six months, and formed the subject of a lecture

last year. From this you may infer that it is a very

rebellions affection, of which it is very difficult to relieve

your patient. This young woman is 26 years of âge. She

has been married twice, first at the âge of eighteen, and then

at twenly, She has had three children. She is of an irrit-

able temper. She was married to a workman, a fine fellow

withal, but the fréquent disagreements between them gave

rise to much discord in the home.

Nothing of interest is to be found in the hereditary anté-

cédents, nor in the history of the patient herself. Three

years ago, after her last confinement, she began to exhibit

tho following symptoms. She often experienced after dinner,

in the région of the stomach, a sort of swelling and pulsa-

tion, followed by a sensation of a bail in the throat. Then she

fell into a kind of syncopal or léthargie condition, and thçse

symptoms finally terminated by a fit of crying. About the

same time she had expectoration or vomiting of blood

(neuropathic hsemorrhages of Parrot). It should be added

also that at about the same period there was right hemianaes-

thesia, though not very pronounced. At the présent time

' A more detailed account of this patient is to be seen in the Appendix.
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this has passed over to the left side, witbout modification in

the visual field, or any otlier sensorial affection : slie lias

never presented tlio ovarian phenomenon [ovarie]. Thèse

représenta gentlemen^ the stigmata of the great neurosis.

They hâve almost completely disappeared at the présent

time ; but their past existence enables us to affirm their more

or less hysterical nature, or at least the hysterical origin of

the affection from which she suffers now.

The onset of the attacks of rhythmical movement took

place on the I5th of May 1884, that is to say, last year.

They occurred for the first time during the menstrual

period, on the occasion of a dispute^ and after one of the

attacks which she habitually had after dinner. Then the

chorea became permaneiitly established^ the attacks coming

on at any time, except during sleep. The seizures would

last from one hour to an hour and a half, separated by

intervais which were at first short, but which at the end of

a few weeks became gradually longer, until at the présent

time they rarely occur spontaneously. We hâve discovered,

however, that they can be provoked with certaiuty by

certain manipulations.

Static electricity appears to hâve produced the amend-

ment which lias lately occurred. It is undoubtedly uiider

its influence that the hemianaesthesia was at first shifted,

and then disappeared ; but I am afraid that the patient is

far from being completely cured yet. I remember a young

Polish girl who had attacks of hammering movements in

the arm, coming on in seizures lasting from one to two

hours, several times a day, which had continued ever since

the âge of seven. I know not if she be actually cured yet
;

and furthermore, I shall presently show you a patient in

wliom the attacks hâve lasted for thirty j^cars.

The condition of Flor—, at the présent time is as follows.

I hâve already told you that she had both spontaneous

attacks and such as were provoked. The former usually

corne on after a meal, and arc as it were a sort of relie

of the original hysterical attacks of the ordinary type. The
patient expex-iences pain and palpitation in the epigastrium

combined with a feeling as of repletion. Then the right

upper extremity begins to move, and is soon foUowed by
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the leftj and tlien by the lower extremities. Then you

witness a succession of varions and very complex acts, in

which you can recognise the characteristics of rhythm, or

cadence, and of a perfect imitation of certain voluntary

purposive movements, such as I mentioned in the gênerai

description with which I commenced. When it is started

spontaneously, the attack begins without any other aura

than a blinking of the right eyelid.

The induced attacks can be obtained by pulling on the

left arm, or by strikiug with a hammer on one or other

patella tendon such as I am now doing. When you hâve

excited the attack by means of pulling the left arm, that

arm immediately commences performing rapid rhythmical

movements in which the patient seems to be whipping eggs.

Then she bends her fingers, applying their tips to the thumb
;

and raising her arm, makes the gesticulation of an orator

who is demonstrating. From time to time the whole of the

upper extremity performs extensive movements of circum-

duction. The lower extremities are also affected by move-

ments in their turn, and if the patient is in the erect position

she dances alternately on each foot, very nearly imitating a

jig or dance of the Tsiganes, or of the Zingari of Anda-

lusia. During the whole time of the attack the patient

is perfectly conscious ; and strange to say, when anyone is

placed close to her when she is executing some of thèse

violent movements, which would hâve the resuit of violently

striking the person near her, she warns them to take care

before the commencement of the gesture. It would appear

then, and this is an important feature from a psychological

point of view, that the act is preceded by a mental repré-

sentation which warns the patient of Avhat is about to happen.

You can question her during the attack and she will reply

to you that she does not suffer ; that she is simply fatigued,

and inconvenienced by violent palpitations. After awhile

she stops and rests for a minute
;
you think that the attack

is past ; but no, soon it ail recommences, and the same

phases are reproduced. The total duration of an attack

varies from one to two hours. She then lies down and it is

ail finished. When she gets up again she feels somewhat

tired.
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Now you will be able to see an attack very similar to tliis

pï'oduced in anotlier patient after similar manipulations. It

is in this woman, named Deb

—

, tliat tlie cliorea bas lasted

for more tban thirty years ; tbough the malady bas lately

nndergone some amélioration in tbat tbe spontaneous attacks

bave become extremely rare. One scarcely ever sees tbem
in her now unless tbey are pi'ovoked.

Sbe is now 67 years old. Tbe ménopause occurred a

long wbile ago, and one cannot tberefore count on
it to put an end to lier symptoms. I could sbow you
several examples of tbis kind in tbe category of hystero-

epilepsy. At tbe présent time tbere does not remain any
permanent sign of bysteria in tbis patient ; and tbere is

notbing else to be discovered in ber except a great suscepti-

bility to émotion, and tbe attacks of rbytbmical cborea.

Tbe attacks are easily produced eitber by pulling on tbe

arm, or percussing tbe patella tendon, as in our first

patient.

But before giving rise to one of tbese attacks I sbould

like to indicate summarily tbe bistory of ber case. Tbe
onset occurred at tbe âge of tbirty-six. About tbis time,

wben out driving in a carriage witb ber busband, sbe fell

over a précipice witb tbe borse and carriage. After tbe

great frigbt wliicb sbe bad tbus experienced sbe lost

«onsciousness for tbree bours. Tbis was followed by a

•convulsive seizure of bysteria major [grande attaque

bystérique], by rigidity of tbe limbs of tbe rigbt side, and
cries like tbe barking of a dog. It was only after several

niontbs tbat tbe rbytbmical crises made tbeir appearance,

sucb as we see to-day, only at tbe beginniug tbey were more
intense and of longer duration.

Now look at tbis patient. It will not be necessaiy for us

to intervene, for tbe émotion tbat sbe bas experienced at

finding herself before so many people in tbe lecture room
•will save us tbe trouble of provoking an attack. In the

first phase, rbytbmical jerkings of tbe rigbt arm, like tbe

movements of hammering, occur. Tbe patient bas ber eyes

closed. Tben after tbis period tbere succeeds a period of

tonic spasms, and of contortious of the arm and bead,

13
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riG.37- Fia. 38. FiG. 39.

FiG. 40. FiG. 41 FiG. 42.

FiO. 43 Fia. 44. FiG. 45.

' The photographs liere reproduced bave been madeby M. Londe in tbe

laboratory of tbe Salpêtrière.
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FiG. 46. FiG. 47. FiG. 48,

recalliug partial epilepsy. Hère probably is a remnant of

tlie convulsive hysterical attack. Finally, measured move-
ments of the head to the rig-ht aud the left occur ; rapid

movements defying ail interprétation, for I ask you, what
do they correspond to in the région of physiological acts ?

At the same time the patient utters a cry, or rather a

kind of plaintive wail, always the same. And hère again

we find that character of co-ordination, that apparent adap-

tation, which belongs as a peculiar feature to rhythmical

chorea. The attack ceases spontaneously. During ail the

time the patient has not lost coasciousness for a single

instant.

You see by this example that rhythmical chorea may be

in certain cases a grave affection. Not that it directly

menaces life, but that it may persist over a very long period

of time, and become a most distressing infirmity
; prevent-

ing the patient from foUowing any occupation, and obliging

her to live apart from the world by reason of the fear which

thèse attacks inspire in those around, and the sentiment of

repulsion of which thèse unfortunates feel themselves the

object.

ïïappily, gentlemen, matters are not always so dark in the

history of rhythmical chorea. And I can, by way of contrast

with the last two patients, présent to you a third, in whom
the rhythmical choreïc movements exist, though in a

rudimentary condition, and presenting in an early stage the
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l'ecurrent attacks, botli spontaueous and provoked, wliicli we
havc seen in tlie otlier two cases. But hère tliey are always

intermiugled witli tlio plienomona of ordinary convulsive

liysteria. In a word, tlie rliytlimical chorea wliicli assumes

a liammering form in this third case, is an accompaniment

of tlie hysterical attack from wliicli it cannot be altogetlier

dissociated.

The woman Bac

—

, 29 years o£ âge, a needle woman, has

l)een in the wards since the 6th January, 1885. There is no

trace of nerve disease to be found either in the hereditary

or Personal antécédents. At the âge of twenty-two years,

after a severe grief caused by the dcath of a relative, she

suffered from undoubted hysterical attacks, in which even

tlien choreic movemeuts like those of the présent time were

manifest. From 1878 to 1884 she had but four or five

attacks, and those only as a conséquence of annoyances. I

may note in passing, several blennorrhagic arthrites in the

right "^Tist and the left knee, as having co-operated more

or less in producing a return of the présent symptoms.

There does not exist any sensorial trouble, no modification

of sensibility other than impei'fect perception of cold on

the left side. An ovarian point exists on the right side
;

and thus the ovarian phenomena and the hemianaesthesia

ai-e crossed in a way that sometimes occurs.

When the attacks supervene spontaneously they com-

mence by a sensation of uneasiness in the epigastric région,

and by palpitations of the heart ; sometimes the sensation of

a bail occurs. There is never any cephalic aura. One can,

moreover, provoke the attacks by pulling on the left arm,

and by jerking it at the same time, so as to imitate the

raovements of hammering chorea. At first the left arm
commences to exécute hammering movements, which the

right arm soon after exécutes also. At the same time the

whole body becomes stiff, the head and lower extremities

reraaining immobile. At other times the legs begin to

shake, the eyes being closed and the eyelids flickering.

Every few seconds the patient interrupts the monotony of

the attack by making the arc of a circle. Pressure over the

right ovarian région causes the attack to stop, and then for

a moment the patient remains without speaking, or witliout
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"being able to put out the tongue. Hère tlio liysterical

origin is much more clearly revealed than in the case of our

first two patients. The rhythmical malady canuot bo

altogether detached as a separate affection. Hence, tho

case is I hope less grave. In short^ the case of this wouian,

apart from the hammering phenomena, is one of ordinary

fits belonging rather to hysteria minor than to hjsteria

major ; the attacks occurring only rarely on the occasion of

an émotion. One can hope that under the influence of

appropriate treatment, thèse attacks will disappear at the

same time as the rhythmical choreïform movements which

accompauy theni.



LECTURE XVI.

SPIRITUALISM AND HYSTERIA.i

SuMMAEY.

—

The infliience of intellectual stimuli on the de-

velopment of hysteria.—Belief in the sujpernatural, in

the marvellous ; practices of spirifuaîism.

Narration of an épidémie of hysteria which attached

three children of one family, living in a military

penitentiary , and addicted to spiritualism.

Nervous and rheiimatic antécédents.—Description of

the attacks ; hallucinations of vision ; permanent and
transient stigmata.—Conclusion.

Gentlemen,—It is undoubtedly true tliat wliatever forci-

bly strikes the miud, wliatever strongly impresses the

imagination, is singularly favorable, in subjects predisposed,

to the development of hysteria. Among ail the différent

means of affecting the cérébral functions perhaps nothing is

more efi&cacious, and nothing whose action may not be more

frequently detected, than the belief in the marvellous and

the supernatural which is fostered and exaggerated by

excessive religions exercises, and the related order of ideas,

spirtualism and its practices.

It is sufficient to recall certain well-established facts, as,

for example, in former times, the incident of the " Possédée

de Lotiviers/'^ whose imagination had been held, before the
'^ possession," in a constant state of tension by the wicked

spirit which returned each night to the house where she lived.

' This lecture was edited by M. Gilles de la Tourette.

^ FuU report, taken down at the tirne, relating to the deliverance of a girl

possessed of the devil at Loiiviers (1591), office of the 'Progrès Médical ;'

' Bibliothèque Diabolique' (1883).
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And more recently the épidémie of hysteria wliich attacked

the six cliildren of tlie same Breton family, who had been

satiated with fantastic stories, where sorcerers and apparitions

played the principal parts.^

We hâve had the opportunity of observing one of thèse

little épidémies, of which I am able to présent to you the

principal actors, and which merits a detailed description,

both on accouut of its mode of development and the means
which it aiïords of studying hysteria in children, particularly

in little boys. It was in a military penitentiary that the

following incidents occurred.

Life in a penitentiary cannot be very gay. More-
over, in conséquence of the arrangements necessary in such

an establishment, the apartments even of the directing

officiais are considerably imbued with the sadness and dis-

cipline of the place. The rooms occupied by M. X—, a

sub-lieutenant, are situated on the third floor. They are

reached by a dark staircase ; and the apartments themselves

ai'e badly lighted ; for ail the Windows look on to the central

court, a large one, it is true, but they are situated beyond
the reach of the sun, are narrow, and permit very little light

to enter.

M. X—, who has lived in the penitentiary three and
a half years, is 43 years of âge. He has pursued his

military career with much indifférence, though he appears

fairly intelligent. I shall refer again to his mental con-

dition. He has always enjoyed good health, and there are

no pathological antécédents of importance, escepting that

at the âge of thirteen he suffered from an affection which

started with fébrile symptoms and was followed by delirmm

lasting for six months.

Madame X— is 36 years of âge, and lias been married

smce 1879. She is of a neurotic disposition. She is im-

patient, lively, very emotional, but she has never had any
convulsive attacks. On the other hand, lier mother, who
died in the month of March, 1884, at the âge of seventy-two,

of a cerebro-spinal affection, was the subject of very

• "Les possédés de Plédraii," par le Dr. Baratoux, ' Progrès Médical,' No.

23, 1881, p. 550.
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cliaracteristic liysterical attacks on two or tliree occasions.

It may be uoted also that her father was a confirmed invalid

from rheumatism.

M. and Mdme. X— liave liad four cliildren^ tliree of wliom

are living^ tlie fourth died^ probably of asthenia^ at the âge

of two and a lialf years.

The child before you now, Julie, is tlie eldest of the

three surviving, and is 13^ years old. She was born

prematurely at seven and a half months, and in the

early years of her life was very délicate, having been

brought up by hand. From the âge of three she was

boarded out w^ith someone in the neighbourhood of the

penitentiary. Ever since an early âge she has always been

exceediugly nervous. In the convent, as at home, she was

always disobedient, difiîcult to manage, crying and laughing

without cause. In 1883 she menstruated for the first time ;,

the first periods beiug accompanied by violent abdominal

pain, and since then they hâve not returned. Every year

she passed her holidays in the penitentiary with her parents.

It should be mentioned that she never witnessed a con-

vulsive fit.

Now I présent to you the youngest of the boys, François,

aged II, who is pale and anaemic like his sister. When
fourteen months old he had convulsions, and at the âge of

two he sufîered from rheumatic pains in the joints of his

lower extremities, the knees and the feet. Thèse pains,

which since that time hâve returned on différent occasions,

hâve been severe enough to keep him in bed. He was
boarded at a pension in the neighbourhood of the peniten-

tiary, but returned every evening to sleep in the apart-

ments of his parents.

The eldest of the boys, Jacques, 12 years old, also

anœmic, lived the same life as his brother. For several

years he has had différent varieties of " tic,^^ situated chiefly

round the mouth, such as you can see^ for yourselves

to-day.

In the month of August last the whole family was re-

united for the holidays, the father and the mother follow-

ing their usual avocation, the children playing together in the

courtyard of the penitentiary, almost always alonc, because
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among tlie otlier officers' familles tliere Avas ouly one chilJ,.

four years old.

Life in tlie intcrior of aliousc of détention is uudout)tedly,

as I said, terribly uionotonous. Beyond tlie ordinary

routine, tliere is scarcely any distraction. Hence it happened

that in order to fiud relief from tliis monotouy, tlie wives of tho

officers devoted tliemselves witli mucla earnestness, for more

than a year, to spiritualistic séances, at wbicli a friend of

one of tliem came to préside every otlier day. Tliis form of

distraction was very popular, and spiritualism counted many

devotees, amongst wliom in particnlar were M. and Mdme.

X— . Madame, moreover, in addition to tlie séances, devoted

herself with mucli ferveur to reading books which treated of

occult sciences ; books whicli slie did not liesitate to place

in the liands of her daugliter. As for M. X—, at first lie

was very indiffèrent to spiritualism, but since tlie month of

March, 1883, lie bad never omitted to indulge, every Friday,.

in table-turning. Tliis day was specially marked ont by

bim, because on a Friday lie bad been promiscd a médium,,

by the aid of which ho could call up the spirit of his

motlier.

Julie had already been allowed to be présent at a spiritual-

istic meeting during the Easter holidays, tliougli it had not

affected her. The holidays began on the igth of August.

She had already taken part in several meetings, in which

she had only been allowed to place lier hands on a table ;

but on Friday, the 2gth, lier father attempted afresli to

learn if it had not corne to his turn to be a médium. He
asked the table, and that article, instead of indicating hiin,

as he had hoped, replied, " Julie ivill he the médium." The

whole of Friday was devoted to an almost uninterrupted

séance. The next day, at 9 o'clock in tho moruing, thoy

again met and callcd up différent persons, and about 3

o'clock in the afternoon the table ordered Julie to write.

She took a pencil, but at the same moment her armsbecame

rigid and her look fixcd. The father, being frightened, threw

a glass of water in her face ; she came to herself, and her

mother, fearing danger, would hâve forbidden her any more

table-turning. But this did not suit the convenicnce of the

neighbour, the spirit of whose friend was présent at the séance.
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Desirous of questioning the soûl of a certain person, wlio

it seemed was lier sister, she took Julie home with her^ and

the séance recommenced. About 7 o'clock tlie table rapped,

the spirit appeared, and Julie said to it, " Phase to sign your

name." Immediately she herself, in tlie capacity of médium,

and under the inspiration of the spirit, seized a pencil, and

with trembling hand signed, convulsively, '' Paul Denis," with

a flourish. The writing was that of a man ; the P and the D,

moreover, presented most curions characters, such as the

little girl has never been able to reproduce since that

occasion, The signature was no sooner made thau the hand

which had written it became convulsed, and then Julie,, burst-

ing out into a laugh, stood upright, and rushed about the

house as though she were mad or délirions, giving

utterance to inarticulate cries. Soon afterwards she

rolled on the ground, presenting a séries of hysterical

attacks, which were characterised chiefly by clownish acts

[clownisme]

.

The next and the foUowing days she had a great number

of attacks, twenty to thirty a day. Matters went on thus

till the 1 5th of November, Julie continuing to hâve fits which

were scarcely modified by the application of différent means

of treatment, and particularly of hydrotherapy.

A few days before this François, the youngest of the

boys, who like his brother had taken very little interest in

the spiritualistic performance, had been seized with pains in

his joints which necessitated his staying in bed. Ail of a

sudden, on the i5th October, he satup in bed, cried out that

he could see lions and wolves ; then he got up, kuocked at

the doors, saw his father dead, attempted to kill imaginary

brigands with a sword, rolled about on the ground, crawled

along on his belly, and produced some very characteristic

passionate attitudes.

Two days later, Jacques was taken with an exacerbation

of the tic in the face. Then, seeing his mother crying, he

called out, '' I will kill myself if you weep.'^ And after that,

ti-ansient attacks of delirium supervened, duriug which he

muttered, pronounced incohérent words, saw brigands and

assassins whom he wished to strike.

It was on December the gth that the distracted father
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and motlier, who had tried a lot of ineffectuai treatment,

brought their children up to Salpêtrière.

Isolation at any rate had become an absolute necessity^

for, when one of tliem was seized witli a fit tlie other two

immediately followed tlie example.

Julie, wliose previous history you already know, and who
is 13I, is a tall girl, well built and well developed, although,

as I told you_, the catamenia, which had appeared for the

first time in 1883, hâve not become permanently established.

In spite of what we learned from her mother, she appears

to be of an amiable and tranquil disposition. On the early

dajs of her arrivai, and daily since then, she has had

several attacks which in gênerai possess the following

characteristics. Ail of a sudden, sometimes after an aura

of verj brief duration and very varying kind, she throws

herself backwards, the arms become stretched out from the

trunk,the hands assume a position of pronation, and the fingers

are strongly flexed. Not unfrequently she performs one or

more semicircular bendings of the body, generally in a latéral

direction, and finally the clonic stage occurs, characterised

by somersaults forwards and backwai'ds, the head touching the

pelvis ; or else the upper extremities are thrown about in

the air, the head resting on the bed. During the attack Julie

groans, laughs, but never speaks. The seizure, which is

composed of a séries of fits analogous to those I hâve just de-

scribed, lasts sometimes three quarters of an hour, one

hour, and even an hour and a half. It can be stopped or

provoked at will by pressing on one of the hysterogenic

points which the patient possesses. In fact Julie présents

some of the permanent hysterical stigmata. Although she

has neithor cutaneous anaesthesia, nor the ovarian phenomena
[ovarie], she has numerous hysterogenic zones situated at

the same level of the two breasts, on the outer side of the

two flanks, the two calves of the legs, two external malleoli,

and on the inner side of the right elbow-joint. An ex-

amination of the eyes made by M. Parinaud gives very

characteristic results. On the right side there is a very

marked retraction of the visual field ; moreover, not only is

the red fiield situated within the blue, but it is very per-

ceptibly more extensive than that for white light. The
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samc plienomena exist on tlie left side, althougli less

accentuated. The other spécial sensés are intact.

François, tlie youngest of the boys, ii years old, also

présents some permanent stigmataj in addition to tlie attaçks

I am about to describe. Thus tlie day after bis admission

we discovered an anœstbetic area wliich included tne wbole

of the face. Tliis area was somewhat variable, for duriug-

the ncxt few days tbe inseusibility was confined to tlio

middle part of tbe forehead, and the nose. Tbe integumeut

beyond tbis is notably bypera3stbesic. Ail tbe spécial sensés

are alïected ; tbe taste is totally abolisbcd ; tbere is com-

plète insensibility of tbe tongue ; and tbe pbaryngeal reflex

does not exist. Tbe mucous lining of tbe nose, and the

sensé of smell, sbare the gênerai condition ; tbe external

auditory canal is insensible, and bearing is very déficient.

An examination of tbe visual field is very instructive.

Tbere is very accentuated retraction on the left side, and

not only is tbe red circle outside the blue circle, but bere

again it is larger tban tbe field for white. On tbe right side

tbe retraction is less marked, and tbere does not exist tbe

transposition of colours, François bas one to five attacks

every day, some of wbicb last as long as two bours. He
présents very clearly the séries of pbenomena of hysteria

minor and hysteria major [petit et grand mal hystérique]

.

In bim tbe first consists of a contracture of tbe two orbi-

cularis palpebrarum muscles, wbicb lasts from tbi-ee to five

minutes without loss of consciousness ; or again, tbe cbild

strikes out with bis fist, or witb bis foot, utters a few inco-

hérent words and then it is ail over. But more frequently

the preceding symptoms are followed by a séries of fits

constituting an attack. Then the cbild stiffens bis upper

and lower limbs, shuts bis eyes, throws bimself into semi-

circles ; then he flings bimself on tbe ground, crawls on bis

belly, strikes tbe eartb, calling out about an assassin, and

kicks at and défends bimself against imaginary beings.

Then tbe tonic phase commences again, and thus tbe attack

is constitutcd by a séries of fits, with confusion, or a very

varying prédominance, of one or other pbenomenon. Curi-

ously enougb, wben tbe left haud witb its outstretched

fingers is squeezed, the attack stops iustantly ; but it cannot
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be provoked in tliis way. The skin in tins joosition présents

no affection of sensibility.

Jacques 12 years of ag-e, pale and auœmie like liis brotlior

and sister, is the least sei'ious case of the tliree. Altliougli lie

bas one, two, and sornetimes three or four attacks a day^

be does not présent any permanent stigmata, and tbere is a

niarked prédominance of bysteria niinor over bysteria major

in bis case. We know tbat before this illness be was

subject to " tic ^' in tbe face. This becomcs greatly ex-

aggerated at tbe outset of tbe attack. He makes grimaces,

tbe labial commissures are drawn outwards, lie mutters, sbuts

bis eyes, pronounces a few incohérent words, and tben

perbaps ail is finisbed. But sometimes, following on tbese

symptoms, or even at tbe very outset, tbe eyes close, tbe

body becomes stiff, and assumes tbe position of an arc of a

circle. Tben tbe cbild runs or walks, talks aloud, calls out

about a tbief, and finally goes and tbrows bimself on bis

bed, wbere eitber tbe attack ends, or else a fresb séries of fits

recommence, lasting rarely more tban a quarter of an bour.

Tbese facts seem to me to raerit your earnest attention. Tbe
symptoms wbicb tbese cbildren présent are not tbe transient

pbenomena of bysteria. Julie bas been ill for four moutbs,

and altbougb isolation seems to bave bad a calming eiïect

on ber attacks, sucb as it bas bad on ber brotbers, it is

nevertbeless true tbat ber symptoms tbreaten to persist for

a long time still ; because one dare not put tbe cbildren

togetber again witbout immediately bringing on an attack

in ail tbree,

Tbe complète narration of tbe épidémie occurring in tbis

little bousebold is most instructive in many ways. It will

enable you to understand tbe genesis and évolution of tbe

complaint in a '' nervous " and " artbritic " family, and is a

contribution tberefore to tbe two diatbeses, between wbicb an
alliance is so fréquent and so potent. It will show you the

influences wbicb may be exercised by différent modes of life,

and surrounding conditions. Finally, it clearly indicates to

you tbe danger, especially in those predisposed to tbis class

of disease, of superstitions practices, wbicb bave unfortu-

nately so great an attraction for those very individuals. It
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reveals the danger of tlie constant tension of mind which

necessarily exists in those who are addicted to spiritualisrOj

or, to gratifying a love of the marvellous—a love that bas

such a remarkable liold on the minds of children.



LECTURE XVII.

ISOLATION IN THE TREATMENT OF HYSTERIA.^

SuMMAEY.

—

Recapitulation of the épidémie of hysteria.—The

treatment comprises tivo parts :

(a) Moral or psychical treatment: i , Removal from
the place where the disease originated ; 2, Complète

séparation of the persons attached ; 3, Suppression of ail

visits from relations or friends.

(b) Médical treatment : i, To modify the diathesis, if

one exist ; rheumatism,for example ; 2, Static electrîcity;

2, Methodical hydrotherapy.

Preponderating influence of isolation.—Cases.—The

treatment lias heen adopted, not invented, in Germany
or in England.

Gentlemen,—Before coming to the principal subject of

our lecture to-day, I think it may be useful to give you the

latest particulars of the three children beloBging to one

family, whom I presented to you on the igth December
last. I do not intend to again relate ail the history of this

little épidémie of hysteria, which originated under the

influence of spiritualistic practices. You will find ail the

particulars set forth in the preceding lecture. It is only

necessary for me to remind you of certain détails as to the

state of the children at that time, so that you may be better

able to judge of the modifications which hâve been pro-

duced in their condition under the influence of the measures

which we hâve adopted for their treatment.

The family, I may remind you, consists of three children y

two boys and a girl. In this last named, who is 132 years

old, the affection started on the 28th April, 1884, after a

' Lecture edited by M. Gilles de la Tourette.
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spiritualistic séance wliicli liacl lastecl from uinc o'clock in the

morning to seven in tlio evoning, and in wliich tlie patient

Julie played tlie part of médium, At tlie conclusion of the

séance slie was seized witli convulsive fits, wliich recurred

fifteen or twenty times a day up to tlie time of admission of

tlie family into tlie Salpôtrière on tlie çtli December, 1884.

Sliortly afterwards tlie two brotliers followed tlie bad

examplc wliicli liad beeii set tliem by tlieir elder sister. On
tlie i5tli November^ tliat is, about six weeks after tlicfamous

spiritualistic séance, François, tlio younger of the two, 1

1

years of âge, who was not, however, directly affected by the

séance, was seized with an hysterical fit, accompanied by
deliriuni, at a time wheii lie was laid up in bed with an

attack of rheuniatism.

Two days later, on the lyth, the elder of the boys, Jacques,

was in his turn seized with a délirions attack, accompanied by

hallucinations.

From that time it was impossible for the children to

meet in the house without being seized with thèse attacks.

The little girl would begin, and tlien the brothers followed

her example. This might liappen several times a day,

and the position consequently became unbearable. Then
it was that the parents besought us to intervene, and we
suggested to them that we should take the children into

the Infirniary, in wliich course they gladly acquiesced.

The proposition tlius made to the parents contained in

itself a séries of therapeutic considérations, whicli I cannow
cxplain.

The admission into the Infirniary would enable us to

effect :

(i) The revioval of the patients from the place where

thcir malady had originated.

(2) The absence of the failier and mot'hcr, who had them-

selves become very nervous ; and wliose présence, according

to my former expérience, whicli dates iiow from a good many
years ago, would efîoctually clieck ail treatment.

(3) The séparation of the three children from one

another.

The little girl was placed in one of the female wards of

the Clinique. The two boys were placed in the only men's
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ward wliich we possessed at that time. Thus, tlie respec-

tive isolation of tlio three patients was net quite perfect;

though we had at any rate prevented their ail being to-

getlier. Such in my judgment sliould be the fundamental

conditions of treatment. The parents consented that they

should only see their children with my authorisation ; and
then I thought we should probably be able in a few naonths

to seiid them back home, coDipletely cured.

This was the treatment so far as the 'inoral or psychic side

was concerned. We did not^ however, propose to lose sight

of the more strictly médical treatment. The children who
were confided to our care were ail three pale and antemic,

therefore we prescribed for them tonics, amongst which iron

and bitters held the chief place. One could also endeavour

to modify the rheumatic diathesis^ which was so aocentuated

in at least two of them.

As for the agent specially directed to the hysterical con-

dition, we depended upon the employmont of static electri-

city, which daily renders us great service in thèse cases ;

especially bearing in miud that we could not employ

methodical hydrotherapy as the hydrotherapeutic establish-

ment of the Salpêtrière was not yet completely arranged.

We did not place any hope in the employment of hromides.

The expérience we hâve had for some time past has tended

to show that this class of remédies, which acts almost

always in a greater or less degree in epilepsy, remains com-

pletely inert not only in hysteria proper, but also in that

form of hysteria which most nearly resembles epilepsy, that

is to say, hysteria of an epileptic form, or hystero-epilepsy.

I do not allude to opium in large doses, nor to the numerous

other anti-spasmodics, whose employment I do not absolutely

condemn, but which, it seemed to me, would lead to no

resuit under the conditions we then had to deal with.

But, gentlemen, I must confess that among ail the tliera-

peutic agents which it was possible to employ, I relied

chiefly on Isolation; that is to say, on moral treatment,

although it was necessarily incomplète. It was possible,

no doubt, that the children might meet in going about

the Infirmary, such as not unfrequently did actually

14
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happen. Moreover, the two brothers lived in the same
ward ; and, like their sister, they were doubtless able

to see tlie manifestations of convulsive hysteria from time to

time as they went about the place. But we had no choice,

and in my opinion it was better for them to live under such

conditions, than to remain under the parental roof in perpétuai

contact with their father and mother, and in actual com-
munication with each other ail the time.

It would not be possible for me to insist too much on the

capital importance which attaches to Isolation in the treat-

ment of hysteria. Without doubt, the psychic élément

plays a very important part in most of the cases of this

malady, even when it is not the predominating feature. I

hâve held firmly to this doctrine for nearly fifteen years, and
ail that I hâve seen during that time—everything that I

hâve observed day by day—tends only to çonfirm me in that

opinion. Yes, it is necessary to separate both children and
adults from their father and their mother, whose influence,

as expérience teaches, is particularly pernicious.

Expérience shows repeatedly, though it is not always easy

to understand the reason, that it is the mothers whose
influence is so deleterious, who will hear no argument, and
will only yield in gênerai to the last extremity.

In private practice. Isolation, such as I understand by
the use of the term, is practised daily for cases of this kind

under excellent conditions. In Paris, duinng the last fifteen

years, establishments of hydrotherapy take patients who are

so disposed in hand with much success. In the provinces,

Isolation is more difficult to effect, because conveniently

arranged establishments are more frequently wanting. One
can, no doubt, create artificial private asylums, but it may
be readily understood that the arrangements are often

seriously defective.

The patients are placed under the direction of compétent

and experienced persons. They are generally religions

people who by long practice hâve become very expert in the

management of this sort of patient. A kind but firm hand,

a calm demeanour, and much patience, are hère indispensable

conditions. The parents are systematically excluded up to

the time that a notable amélioration occurs : and then the
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patients are allowed, as a sort of recompense, to see them
;

at first at long intervais, and tlien more and more frequently

in proportion as the improvement becomes more obvions.

Time and liydrotherapy, without counting any internai

médication, perform the rest. For my part, I am firmly

convinced tliat hysteria, recently acquired, especially in

young subjects and particularly in maies, conld often be

stifled at the outset if it were possible to persuade the

parents to undertake energetic measures at the beginning,

and not to wait until the disease had taken deep root and
become developed from having been a long time abandoned

to itself

.

In order to render more apparent this remarkable in-

fluence which Isolation has in the treatment o£ hysteria in

young subjects, including young and mai'riageable girls, I

might quote a number of cases where it has proved itself

most efficacious. But not being able to enter hère into

lengthy détail I will confine myself to the foliowing anecdote,

which seems to be quite a case in point. It relates to a

young girl of Angoulême, thirteen or fourteen years of âge,

Tvho had grown very fast for five or six months, but who
then systematically refused ail kind of nourishment, although

she was not troubled with any affection of déglutition nor

any disorder of the stomach.

It was indeed one of those cases bordering on hysteria,

but which do not always properly belong to it, and which

hâve been so admirably described by Lasègue in France,

and by Sir William GuU in England, under the name of

nervous anorexia or anexoria hysterica. The patients eat

nothing, they do not wish to, they cannot eat, although they

hâve no mechanical obstacle in the primas vise, and although

there is no reason against the food remaining ia the stomach

when they hâve taken it. Sometimes they take nourish-

ment in secret, but not always as it has been supposed ; and,

although the parents themselves foster this deceit by pro-

viding them with food which they prefer because they can

consume it in secret, alimentation always remains insuffi-

cient. Weeks and months pass by, and it is always hoped

that the désire for food will reappear. Prayers, entreaties,
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violence, are unable to overcome tlieir résistance. Tlien ema-

ciation soon cornes on ; it reaches truly extravagant propor-

tions; and the patients, witliout exaggeratiou, become nothing

but living skeletons. And wbat a life ! Cérébral torpor

lias succeeded to the fictitious agitation tliat existed at the

outset. For sonie while walking, and oven standing upi-ight,

hâve become impossible. The patients are confined to bed

and they are scarcely able to move. The muscles of the neck

are paralysed, the head rolls like an inert mass on the pillow.

The extremities are cold and cyanosed, and one is tempted

to ask how life is carried on in the midst of such decay.

The parents hâve been alarmed for some time, but the

alarm reaches a very high degree when matters hâve come

to this point, It is indeed quite justifiable, for a fatal

termination seems to threaten, and I myself know at least

four cases where it has actually occurred.

Such was very nearly the situation in the case of the little

patient from Angoulôme, when I received a letter from the

father depicting this lamentable condition, and beseeching

me to corne and see his child. " It is unuecessary for me
to corne,''' I replied ;

'' I can, Avithout seeing the patient, give

you appropriate advice. Bring the child to Paris, place her

in one of our hydrotherapeutic establishments, leave her

there, or at least Avhen you go away make her believe that

you hâve quitted the capital, inform me of it, and I will do

the rest." My letter remained without reply.

Six weeks later, a médical man from Angoulôme arrived

at my honse one morning, in great haste, and apprised me
that the little girl, who was his patient, was in Paris installed

in one of the establishments that I had indicated ; that she

was going from bad to Avorse, and that very probably she

had but a few days to live. I asked him why I had not beeus

informcd sooner of the arrivai of the little girl. He-

answcrod that the parents had avoided doing so because they

were resolved not to be separated from their child. In reply I

told him that the principal clément, the sine guâ non of my
prescription, had been misunderstood, and I must décline ail

rosponsibility in the unfortunate affair. However, at his re-

quest, I wcnt to the establishment indicated, and there I saw
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a lamentable sighfc. Slie was a tall girl, 1 4 years of agc, wlio

had reached the last stage of emaciation, in a dorsal decubitus,

witli weak voice, extremities cold and blue, and the liead

drooping, reproducing in a word tlie main features of the

pictare I liave just sketched to you. There was indeed every

reason to be uneasy^ very uneasy.

I took the parents aside, and after having addressed to

them a blunt reraonstrance, I told them that there remained,

in my judgment, but one chance of success. It was that

they should go away, or prétend to go away, which amounted

to the same thing, as quickly as possible. They could tell

tlieir child that they were obliged for a spécial reason to

return to Augouleme. They could lay their departure to my
door, a matter which was of little importance provided that

the girl was persuaded that they were gone, and that they

went immediately.

Their acquiescence was difEcult to obtain in spite of ail

my i-emonstrances. The father especially failed to under-

stand how the doctor could require a father to leave his

child in the moment of danger. The mother said as much,

but I was animated by my conviction. Perhaps I was
éloquent, for the mother yielded first, and the father followed,

ntterînrj malédictions, and having I believe but little con-

fidence in the prospect of success.

Isolation was established ; its results were rapid and

marvellous. The child, left alone witli the nun who acted

as nurse, and the doctor of the house, wept a little at first,

though an hour later she became much less desolate than

one would hâve expected. The very same evening, in spite

of lier répugnance, she consented to take half a little biscuit,

dipped in wine. On the following days she took a little

railk, some wine, soup, and then a little méat. The nutri-

tion became improved, progressively but slowly.

At the end of fifteen days she was l'elatively well.

Energy returned and a gênerai improvement in nutrition,

so far that at the end of the month I saw the child seated on a

sofa, and capable of lifting her head from the pillow. Then
she was able to walk a little. Then hydi'otherapy was brought

into play and two months from the date of the commencement
of the treatment she could be considered as almost com-
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pletely cured. Power, nourisliment, appetite, left very little

more to be desired.

It wasthen that the girl, wlien questioned, made tlie follow-

ing confession to me :
'' As long as papa and mamma had not

gone—in other words, as long as you liad not triumphed (for

I saw tbat you wislied to sliut me up) , I was afraid that my
illness was not serions, and as I had a borror of eating, I

did not eat. But when I saw that you ivere determined to be

master, I was afraid, and in spite of my répugnance I tried

to eat, and I was able to, little by little." I tbanked the

cbild for ber confidence, wbicb as you will understand is a

lesson in itself.

I should easily be able to m ultiply examples wbicb clearly

sbow tbe favorable influence of isolation, properly carried

ont, in tbe treatment of certain nervous affections not coming

under tbe bead of mental aliénation, but of bysteria, or of

neurastbenia.

In fact, wbat I bave just said in référence to nervous

anorexia can be repeated in relation to most of tbe other

forms of tbe bysterical neurosis, but it will suflîce for the

moment to bave aroused your attention to tbe curative

influence of isolation. It is a subject on wbicb I sball bave

occasion to return many times witbout doubt in tbe course

of tbese lectures. I bave spoken of it every year for nearly

fifteen years, and several of tbe lectures tbat bave been

devoted to it bave been publisbed. Tbe metbod bas, more-

over, made some progress, for I see tbat in Germany

principally, and also in England and America, its efficacy bas

begun to be loudly proclaimed. But I tbink that we may
claim priority, for if I am not deceived it belongs legiti-

mately to us, at least as far as relates to tbe treatment of

bysteria and allied affections. It is, in fact, Isolation

wbicb represents tbe cbief feature in the metbod tbat

was described a few years ago by Drs. Weir Mitcbell in

America, Playfair in England, Burkart^ in Germany, in the

treatment of neurastbenia and of certain forms of bysteria.'^

1 E. Burkart, " Zur Behandlung schwerer Formen von Hystérie und

Neurasthénie" (Volkmann's ' Sammlun g,' 8 Octobre, 1884).

^ The isolation of hysterical patients has for a long time been considered
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But I see that it is time to corne back to our young
patients. I wisli to show you what course tlieir affection

has followed during the last six weeks, since the time when
tlie treatment, in wliich isolation has played the principal

part, was initiated. An amélioration has occurred in ail

three, commenciug in the boys.

The youngest, François, may perhaps be considered as

cured. He has not had any fits for a fortnight, and yester-

day he celebrated the event at home with his father ; from

which trial he has emerged triumphant.

It is not quite the same with his elder brother Jacques.

He was, you will remember, attacked the last. The serions

fits hâve completely disappeared in his case. However, they

bave been replaced by small attacks of vertige, like enougb
in their form to epileptic vertige, though thèse even hâve

become very rare for the last two weeks ; however, when he

went to see his father in company with his brother he had

one of thèse little vertiges which I hâve been in the habit of

describing under the name of le petit mal hystérique.

The girl did not take part in this expédition ; she

remained at the Salpêtrière, for we were much less sure

about her than about her brothers. She is not yet cured,

altbougli day by day the crises diminisb in frequency, in

duration, and intensity.

Her progress would certainly hâve been much faster in

the ward which she occupies, if she had not been in constant

intercourse with subjects of hysteria major in whom she saw
attacks daily.

But we hâve not been able to do better, not having an

isolation ward at our disposai. Nevertheless, the situation

as the chief part of their treatment. The following quotation from Jean

Weir (1564) is sufficient to prove this :
" For the rest, if there be several be-

witched or possessed of the dé vil in one place, such as may sometimes

happen in monasteries, principally by means of girls (as being the more con-

venient agents for the wiles of the de vil), it is necessary above ail things that

they should be separated, and that each should be sent away to his relations

or elsewhere ; to the end that they may be more conveniently trained and

cured, always having regard to the necessities of each. And so that ail may
not be booted from the same last, as the saying is." (Jean "Weir, ' HLstoires,

disputes, et discours des illusions et impostures des diables, &c.,' II, pp. 173,

174, Édition Boumeville, Paris, 1885.)
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is very mucli impvoved, for liere is a significant fact, the

children hâve been several times ail three togetlier in the

electro-therapeutic rooni without any fits having occurred. .

I am now going to présent to you tlie boys first and

afterwards tbe girl, for, as I bave said, I am not quite so

sure of lier, and I fear that the sigbt of so large an assemblage

may aiïect lier to tbe extent of provoking some crises. Tben

in the case of the boys first, and also in the girl, I want

you to observe that the hysterical stigmata, as we call them,

hâve become modified in the same way as the spasmodic

and deliriant crises. That is a very important point, because

I do not believe that one should consider an hysterical

patient cured as long as the permanent stigmata persist.

Hère then is little François, 1 1 years old. It is in him

that the cure is most advanced. You will notice in the first

place that he has a much better aspect than he formerly had.

The tonic médication and the regimen of the hospital, albeit

not of an idéal kind, has done him much good in this respect.

As for the stigmata, I would remind you that in him they

consisted of an anassthesia limited to the face, and especially

to the forehead, like a mask. He could not perceive odoiu's,

nor was the nasal mucous membrane influeuced in any way
by ammonia or acetic acid. Hearing was blunted, and oue

could iutroduce into the external auditory canal little paper

spills without producing any sensation. The gênerai sonsi-

bility of the tongue and the taste were completely abolished.

One could put sulphate of quinine, or aloes, on the tongue

of the patient without his having the least perception.

In référence to this last point, about fifteen days ago I

presented this little patient to my distinguished colleaguo

from London,'Dr. Russell Reynolds, who was passing through

Paris, proposing to make him acquainted with the troubles

of gustation. I confess to you that I was very agreeably

surprised at finding that the little fellow drew in his tongue,

and made an ugly grimace ; for it indicated to me that our

method of treatment had been attended with good results,

and that the patient was on the road to cure. As far as

the taste is concerned, the symptoms hâve not completely

gone, as you will be able to judge for yourselves.

Vision, you know, in this child presented spécial cha-
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racters. It is true tliat tliey do not belong absolutely to

liysteria, but tbey are met witli so frequently that one can

attacli to them a great diagnostic importance. The retrac-

tion of the visual field was very accentuated on both sides
;

but although on the right side there did not exist a trans-

position of colours^ on the left the red circle was not only

outside the blue circle but it was even more extensive than

the white one. A fresh campimetric examination made by

M. Parinaud two days ago bas shown that thèse troubles

were disappearing and that the vision was becoming normal.

I hâve already told you that the crises had completely

disappeared. Allow me to remind you that he had an ave-

rage of three a day, amounting to a total of twenty to twenty-

live per week.

Now I présent to you little Jaajues, the eldest of the

boys, 12 years old, who was attacked last in order, though

loss seriously than his brother, and who did not présent per-

manent hysterical stigmata. In him the attacks of hysteria

miuor [petit mal hystérique] occurred much more frequently

than the attacks of hysteria major [grande mal]. Neverthe-

less he has had fifteen attacks in seventeeu days. For fifteen

days he has only had two attacks of vertigo, and one of those

occurred yesterday, under circumstances of which you are

aware. In connection with this question, I may mention

once again that it is but an imitation of the vertigo of

petit mal épileptique and nothing more. It is but epilepsy

in appearance, not in reality ; and, in fact, the petit mal

épileptique and petit mal hystérique are two phenomena

radically and fundamentally distinct.^ You will remark

nioreover, that the gênerai condition of this child has im-

proved, though there is still much to be desired in many

respects.

Hère is the little girl Julie, the eldest of the three. She

appears to me to hâve grown and developed dui-ing the montli.

In anycase her gênerai conditionhas become moresatisfactory.

As for the hysteria, you will remember that she had on

' Sec vipon this subjoct (i) Bourneville et llegnard, ' Iconogr. photogr. do

la Salpêtrière,' vol. i, p. 49, and vol. ii, p. 202, and (2) Jiounieville,

' Recherches clin, etthérap. sur l'cpilepsie, l'hystérie, &c.,' Compte rendu du

.service des enfants de Bicôtrc pour 1883, p. 100.
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an average four or five attacks, or rather séries of attacks^

every day, whick lasted from one kour to one kour and a kalf.

For tke last fortnigkt tke attacks kave not appeared more
tkan two or tkree times a week. Tkey are less violent, and

last for scarcely a quarter of an kour. You know tkat tkere

exist in ker some very well-marked kysterogenic points,

situated at tke same level on tke two breasts, tke external

part of tke two flanks, tke two calves, tke two external

malleoli, and tke inner side of tke rigkt elbow. Tke zones

of tke two breasts, of tke calves, and of tke rigkt elbow, kave

disappeared, Tke ovarian pkenomenon did not exist, but

instead of tkis we discovered several ansestketic areae irre-

gularly scattered on tke left side. Tke kysterical amblyopia,

wkick was very well marked in ker, kas not been discovered

for tke last ten days. And lastly, as I kave already said,

ske is able to meet ker brotkers witkout incurring an

attack.

Suck is tke situation now, and tkere is every reason to

kope tkat kis little family drama, or as one ougkt to say, tkis

little comedy, for tkere is notking really sombre in ail tkese

occurrences, will soon be ended. In ten days or so more,

we skall send tke elder of tke boys kome to kis parents
;

tke younger will leave us to-day, and tke girl will join tkem
later on.^

I will leave you to meditate on tke teacking wkick tke

kistory of tkese ckildren implies. I believe tkat by tke

aid of tke means wkick I kave explained, one can very

frequently manage to quenck an attack of nascent, or infan-

tile kysteria, at its outset, especially in tke maie. I speak

now only of tkis kind ; for wken tkis neurosis kas become

inveterate, and occurs in adults, tke ckances of success,

altkougk still great, are muck more problematical. As far

as concerns tkese ckildren, I believe tkat in spite of tke

neurotic disposition wkick seems to be in tkem so accen-

tuated, tkey will kencefortk be free from kysterical manifes-

^ The younger of the boys is now completely cuved. Foi* more than

fiftccn days the little girl lias only had one slight attack and that was

during a visit of lier parents to the Salpêtrière.
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tations for a long while^ if not for always. The parents,

taught by expérience, will certainly for the future avoid

spiritualistic practices, aud, knowiug the weak side of their

children, will be enabled, I hope_, by the aid of physical,

moral, and intellectual hygiène to prevent a return of similar

accidents.



LECTUEE XVIII.

CONCEENING SIX CASES OF HYSTERIA IN THE MALE.i

Sdmmary.—Hysteria in the maie is not so rare as is thought.

—The 'part j^layed hy injuries in the developonent of the

affection : raihvay-spine.—Permanence of hysterical stig-

mata in well-marlced cases of hoth sexes.

An account of three typical and complète cases of

hystero-cpilepsy occurring in men.—Striking similarity

of thèse cases to each other, and to corresponding cases in

women.

Gentlemen,—Our attention will be occupied to-day with

liysteria in the maie, and in order to bring the subject

within more definite limits, we will consider more particnlarly

hysteria as it occui's in adolescence, or in the prime of life,

that is, in men frora twenty to forty years of âge ; and,

moreover, we shall specially examine that intense form

which corresponds to what is called in women hysteria

major [la grande hystérie], or hystero-epilepsy, with mixed
lits. I am induccd to approach this subject, which I hâve

already referred to on several occasions, because we hâve in

the wards, at this moment, a truly remarkable collection of

patients Avhich I can show you and study with you. My
object, above ail, is to make you thoroughly comprehend
the identity of this gi*eat neurosis in the two sexes.

Because, in the compai'isons which we shall draw as we go
along of the symptoms of hystero-epilepsy in woman and in

man, we shall everywhere corne across the most striking

analogies, and hère and thei'e ouly certain différences which,

as you Avill see, are of minor importance.

Moreover_, this question of hysteria in the malc is in a

^ Lecture edited by M. Georges Guinon, interne du service.
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sensé tbe order of the day just now. In France, of late

years, it bas mucli occupied the attention of médical raen.

Between 1875 and 1880, five inaugux'al dissertations on
hysteria in the maie hâve been presented to the Faculty

of Paris, and M. Klein, who under the direction of Dr.

Oliver is the autlior of one of thèse thèses, was ablo to

collect eighty cases of the affection.

Since then the important pnblications of M. Bourneville,

and his pupils, of MM. Debove, Eaymond, Dreyfus, and
others hâve appeared, and ail thèse Avorks tend to prove,

amongst others things, that cases of nxale hysteria can bc

met with frequently enough in everyday practice. Quite

recently maie hysteria lias been studied by Messrs.

Putnam and Walton in America,^ prinoipally as it occurs

after injuries, and especially after railway accidents. They
bave recognised, like Mr. Page,^ who in England bas also

paid attention to this subject, that many of those nervous

accidents described under the name of Railway-sjpine, and
which according to them would be better described as

Eailioaif-hrain, are in fact, whether occurring in man or

wornan, simply manifestations of hysteria. Hence, one can

understaud the interest which the practical miuds of our

American colloagues take in such a question. The victims

of railway accidents naturally demand damages from the

companies. They go to law ; millions of dollars are in the

scale. Now, I repeat, it is frequently hysteria which is the

agent in thèse cases. Thèse serions and obstinate nervous

states which présent themselves after collisions of this kind,

and which render their victims incapable of working, or

paying any attention to their avocations for many months,

or even many years, are very often hysteria, uothing but

hysteria. Maie hysteria then, is certainly worthy of being

studied and comprehended by the medico-legist, since the

question arises of heavy damages claimed in a court of justice.

This importance will perhaps tend to remove the discrédit

which is still, even in the présent day, attached, from dccply

' Putnam, ' Am. Journ. of Xeurologj',' 1S84, p. 507 ; Waltoii, ' Avcli. of

Mcd.,' 1883, vol. X.

- Page, 'Injuries of tlie Spine and Spinal Cord without Apparent

Mechanical Lésions and Nervous Shocli,' Londou, 1885.
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rooted préjudice, to the word liysteria—a circumstance

which renders our task the more difficult. A profound

knowledge, not only o£ the malady, but also of the conditions

under which it occurs, will be so much the more useful,

because nervous troubles often occur in such cases apart

from any traumatic lésion ; and simply as a resuit of the

psycho-nervous commotion produced by, yet frequently not

appearing immediately after, the accident. Thus at a time

when one of the victims of the collision who has broken his

\eg, for example, is cured by lying up for three or four

raonths, another will be attacked with an outburst of

nervous symptoms which will perhaps prevent him from

working for six months, a year, or more ; and which may
not even then hâve attained its full intensity. One sees in

such cases how difficult is the mission of the medico-legist,

and it is this side of the question which seems to hâve

revived amongst our American colleagues, the study of the

hysterical neurosis, till recently somewhat neglected.

In proportion as the malady has become more studied and

better known, the cases, as generally happens under like

circumstances, hâve become apparently more and more

fréquent, and at the same time more easy of analysis. I

told you just now that M. Klein, in his thesis, four or five

years ago, had collected eighty cases of hysteria in the maie
;

but at the présent time M, Batault, who is preparing in our

clinique a spécial work on the subject, has been able to

collect 218 cases, of which nine are in my wards.^

Hence we may conclude that maie hysteria is far from

being a rare disease. Well then, gentlemen, if I may judge

from what I daily see around me, thèse cases are often

unrecognised, even by very distinguished physicians. One

can conceive that it may be possible for a young effeminate

man, after excesses, disappointments, profound émotions, to

présent hysterical phenomena, but that a vigorous artisan,

well built, not enervated by high culture, the stoker of an

engine for example, not previously emotional, at least to ail

appearance, should, after an accident to the train, by a

collision or running off the rails, become hysterical for the

same reason as a woman, is what surpasses our imagination.

^ E. Batault, ' Contribution à l'étude de l'hystérie chez l'homme,' Paris.
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Yet nothing can be more clearly proved, and it is a fact

which will hâve to be accepted. No doubt it will be with

tbis, as it bas been with so many other propositions now
established in the minds of ail men, after having encountered

for years scepticism, and ofttimes dérision.

There is a préjudice which without doubt is a serions

obstacle to the diffusion of a knowledg-e of hysteria in the

maie ; to witj the false comparison which is generally made
between the clinical picture of this neurosis in woman and
in man.

In the male^ no doubt^ the malady often présents itself

as an affection remarkable for the permanence and obstinacy

of the symptoms which characterise it. On the other hand,

in the female, what is believed to be the characteristic

feature of hysteria is the instability, the mobility of the

symptoms ; and it is this, without doubt which seems to

constitute the important différence between the two sexes in

the minds of those who are not thoroughly acquainted with

hysteria in the female.

In hysteria, say they, founding the statement naturally on

observations made in women, the phenomena are mobile,

fleeting, and the capricious course of the disease is

frequently interrupted by the most unexpected events.

Well now, gentlemen, this changeableness, this evanescence,

is, as I bave shown you by numerous examples, far from

being an invariable characteristic of hysterical affections,

even in women.
Yes, even among women there occur cases of hysteria

where the phenomena are unchanging, permanent, extremely

difficult to modify, and which sometimes defy ail médical

interférence. And cases of this kind are numerous, very

numerous, even if it be true that they do not constitute the

majority. This is a point to which I shall return, but for

the moment, I am content simply to impress upon you that

the permanence and obstinacy of hysterical symptoms often

prevent their being recognised for what they are. Some
people, in présence of phenomena which resist ail thera-

peutic agents, believe, in cases where there are sensorial

dérangements with nervous fits, simulating epilepsy more or

less, that thèse must be due to a central organic lésion, an
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intracranial neoplasui ; or, if paraplegia be présent, tlien

that there exists an intraspinal lésion. Others will willingly

ackûowledge, or even afiirm that we hâve to deal hère not

with an organic lésion, but simply with a dynamic altéra-

tion ; but, that inasmuch as the tenacity of the symptoms
does not correspond with the stereotyped description of

hysteria they hâve in their minds, they believe the case

to bo one of a spécial disease, not yet described, and

which merits a spécial place.

An error of this kind seems to me to hâve been committed

by Messrs. Oppenheim and Thomson, of Berlin,^ in a memoir
which contains a large nnmber of interesting and well ob-

served, if not always well interpreted, facts.

Thèse gentlemen observed sensitive and sensorial herai-

ana3sthesia, like in ail points to hysteria, in seven cases

analogous to those of Messrs. Piitnam and Walton. It

occurred in stokers, engine-drivers, victims of railway or

other accidents, who had received a blow on the head,

severe shaking, or gênerai shock. Neither alcoholism, nor

plumbism, existed in thèse cases, and it is acknowledged

that in ail probability no organic lésion existed in thèse

subjects.

They were, then, patients exactly resembling those of

Messrs. Putnam and Walton ; but differing from thèse

gentlemen, the German authors are nnwilling to recognise

that we hâve to do with hysteria. They regard it as some

spécial, I know not what, hitherto uudescribed pathological

condition, for which they would find an unoccupied place in

our nosological tables. The principal arguments which

Messrs. Oppenheim and Thomson furnish in support of their

theory are the following :— i. The auEesthesia is obstinate ;

one does not see in it those capricious changes which are so

cliaradcristic (?) of hysteria. Its duration is a matter of

months, or years. 2. Another reason is found in the mental

condition of thèse patients not being that of hystéries. The

patients are depressed, permanently melancholic, and with-

out much fluctuation in any direction.

It is impossible, gentlemen, for me to subscribe to the

conclusions of Messrs. Oppenheim and Thomson, and I liope

' ' Arch. de AVestphal.,' 13d. xv, llefi 2 and 3.
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to sliow you— istly. That tlie sensorial troubles of hysteria

eau, even in the wouiauj pi'esent a remarkable tenacity ; and

2ndly. It is parti cu.larly in the maie tliat we commonly
observe a melaucliolic teudency in cases of most marked and

most undoubted hysteria. It is true we do not usually see in

meu tliose caprices, tliose changes of miud and temper,

whicli more generally, tliough by no means necessarily,

belong to hysteria in woman ; but one caunot regard this

as a distinctive cliaracter of the bighest order.

But it is time, gentlemen, to stop thèse preliminaries,

and to corne to the principal object of our lecture to-day.

We will commence by clinical démonstration, studying

together, and with some détail, a certain number of perfectly

characteristic cases of maie hysteria. As we go along we
shall reveal the analogies and différences which exist

between the hysterical phenomena observed in meu, and

tliose which we daily see in the corresponding form of the

ailmeut in women. Lastly, I will présent to you, by way of

summary, a few gênerai considérations on hystero-epilepsy

[la grande hystérie] as it occurs in the maie sex.

But before coming to the maie cases, I should like to briefly

recall to your minds, by two examples, the extent to which

in women the established symptoms of hysteria, the hysteri-

cal stigmata as we are in the habit of calling them for

couvenience' sake, can show themselves fixed, obstinate, and

wholly free from that proverbial mobility which is applied

to them, and which, it is pretended, forms the characteristic

feature of the malady.

I need scarcely recall to your minds six or eight hystero-

epileptics now collected in our wards. Some of them hâve

presented for months, or years even, ansesthesia on one or

both sides which ail the most appropriate therapeutic agents

can but influence for a few hours. I will confine myself to

bringing to your notice two women, truly vétérans in hys-

tero-epilepsy, who, delivered some years ago from their great

attacks, now hold the position of servants in the Infirmary.

The first one named L—, well known in the annals of

hystero-epilepsy, and celebrated on account of the " demoni-

acal " character her convulsive fits presented, is now 63

15
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yearvS old. Slie came to tbe Salpetrière in 1846, and slie

has been continually under our observation since 1871. At

tliat time slie was affected^ as she is still, witb right bemi-

anœstbesia, ail sensitive and sensorial impressions being

completely absent, and with an ovarian bysterogenic point

of the sanie side ; and neitlier of thèse, during tbe long

period of fifteen years, bas been modified eveoi temporarily

,

wbetber by tbe many times tried œstbiogenic agents,

wbetber by progressing years, or by tbe advent of tbe méno-

pause. Five or six years ago, at a time wben our attention

was particularly drawn to tbe modifications wbicb tbe field

of vision undergoes in tbe subjects of bysteria, we discovered

in ber tbe existence of a very marked retraction of tbe

visual field, on botb sides, but mucb more pronounced on tbe

rigbt. An examination repeated once or twice a year bas

never failed to recognise tbe permanence of tbis retraction.

Tbe otber patient, a women named Aurel—, now 62

years of âge, in wbom tbe great attacks, replaced sometimes

by symptoms of angina pectoris, bave continued for a

dozen years, presented even in tbe year 1851—as a valuable

note taken at tbat time establisbes—left bemianaestbesia,

complète, absolute, sensitive and sensorial, wbicb as you eau

now sec for yourselves, still exists to-day, tbat is to say,

after tbe long period of tbirty-four years ! Tbis patient

bas been under our observation for fifteen years and tbe

bemianaestbesia bas never ceased, duriug our oft-repeated

examinations, to be présent. The double retraction of tbe

visual field, well marked on botb sides, tliougb more pro-

nounced on tbe left, wbicb campimetric examination still

discovers, existed in ber five years ago.

Tbis is enougb, I tbink, to sbow you liow stable in women

tbe stigmata, of wbicb no one doubts tbe bysterical nature,

may prove to be ; bow permanent, and bow little tbey

correspond witb tbe idea, a false one wben too mucb

generalised, wbicb is usually beld concerning tbe course of

tbe symptoms in tbis ailment.

I corne now to tbe study of our maie bysterical subjects.

Case I.—Tbe man named Rig—, a sbop-assistant, œt.

46, came into tbe Salpôtrière tbe I2tb May, 1884, little
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sliort o£ a year ago. He is a big man, strong and wcll

developed ; he was fornierly a cooper and stood hard work
witliout fatigue. The f1(711 ily antécédents of tliis patient are

very remarkable. His/(/^/(^3r is still alive and aged seventy-

six years. Froui thirty-eight to forty-foui' years of âge, in

conséquence of disappoiutments and monetary losses, he

suffered frora " nervous atlnchs," as to the nature of which

our patient can Lut imperfectly inform us. His mother^ a

sufferer from asthma, died at sixty-five. The great uncle

of his mother was epileptic, and died in conséquence of a

fall into the fire during an attack. Tvvo daughters of this

uncle Avere also epileptic. Rig— has had seven brothers

and sisters who hâve not presented nei'vous ailments. Four

are dead, and of the remaining three one sister is asthmatic.

He himself has had nine children, of whom four died in early

life. Of the flve who are still alive, one girl fiftcen years

old has nervous fits ; another ten years old has hystero-e^n-

leptic fits,v/'h\c\i M. Marie has seen in this hospital ; another

danghter is of weah intellect; and lastly, two sons présent

nothing peculiar to note.

In his Personal antécédents we find the following- facts.

At nineteen and at twenty-nine years of âge the patient had

attacks of acute articular rheumatism without cardiac

mischief. The last attack coutinued for six months, and it

is pei'haps to rheumatism that we raust attribute the

deforraities which exist in his hands. When a child, he

Avas timid, and his sleep was disturbed by dreams and night-

mai'es, and moreover he was a somnambulist. He often got

up at night, worked, and on the morrow was very astonished

to find his work done. This condition of things lasted twelve or

fifteen years, and he married at the âge of twenty-eight. One
linds in his préviens history neither syphilis, nor alcoholism,

although the patient was a cooper. When thirty-two years

old he came to Paris, working first with his futher, afterwards

employed as a shop-assistant in an oil-purifying- factory.

In 1876, he being then thirty-two years old, his first

accident occurred. He eut himself rather deeply with a

razor which he was sharpening, as some people are in the

habit of doing, on the anterior surface of the forearm. A
vein was sevcrcd, the blood spouted out ; and what with the
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hœmorrhage and friglit together the patient fell to tlie

ground, deprived of sensation and movement. He was a

long wliile recovering, and remained for two months pro-

foundly anœmicj pale^, and unable to work.

In i882j tliree years ago, lie was lowering a barrel of

wine into the cellar wlien tlie cord wliich held it broke
;

tlie barrel rolled down tlie steps, and lie would infallibly Lave

been cruslied, liad lie uot liad just time to jump on one side.

ïïowever, lie could net do it qiiickly enougb to avoid a slight

wound of tlie left kand. In spite of tke frigkt he liad received

he was able to get up^ and help raise the barrel ; but, five

minutes later he had a loss of consciousness which lasted

twenty minutes. On coming to, he was unable to walk, so

feeble were his legs, and they were obliged to take him

home in a cab. For two days he was quite unable to work,

at night his sleep was disturbed by fearful dreams, and

broken by cries of '' Corne to me, I am being killed !" and

he saw in his dreams again the scène of the cellar. He did,

however, recommence his work ; but ten days a/ter the

accident, in the middle of the night, hehad his first attach of

liystero-ei)ilepsy. Since that time the attacks hâve returned

almost regularly every alternate month, sometimes in the

interval ; and during the night, whether at the moment of

lus first sleep, or at the time of waking, he was sorely

troubled by visions of ferocious animais.

Formerly, in coming ont of his fits he would remember what
he had dreamed during the attack, but this is not so now. He
would be in a forest pursued by brigands or frightful looking

animais ; or again, the scène of the cellar was enacted before

his eyes ; or he would see casks rolling towards him, and
threatening to crush him. Never, he states, either during

the attacks, or in the interval, has he had dreams or

hallucinations of a cheerful or agreeable character.

About this time he sought advice at St. Anne. They
gave him bromide of potassium, and this medicine, note

well, has never had the least influence over the attacks,

although the drug has been administered in a continuons

manner and in large doses.

Thèse were the circumstances under which Rig— entered

our wards, and the following was his state on admission :
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The patient is pale, anaemic, lias but little appetite,

especially for méat, preferring acid dishes, and his gênerai

condition is unsatisfactory. The hysterical stigmata in him

are well marked. They consist o£ very extensive patches of

anœsthesia on both sides of the body, both for pain (pricking

or pinchiug) and for cold. Sensorial anœsthesia exists in

gênerai but to a small degree ; taste and smell are normal,

but the hearing is markedly defective, especially on the left

side, nor does he hear any better when a sonorous body is

applied to the cranium. As to vision the symptoms are

much clearer and would sufEce in themselves to allow us to

aflSrm the hysterical nature of the affection.

île présents on both sides a ivell-marhed rétraction of the

Jield of vision, more marked, however, on the right. ïïe can

distinguish ail colours, but the visual field for blue is more
retracted than that for red, and passes within the latter, a

phenomenon which when met with is altogether characteristic

of the visual field of hystéries, as far as I know, and of

which I hâve shown you examples a great many times.

And finally, to finish with the permanent stigmata, there

exist in Rig— two hysterogenic points, one cutaneous,

seated beneath the lower false ribs of the right side, the

other a deeper one, is near the right popliteal space, at

the point where the patient h as a very painful cystic tu-

meur. The point in the testicle does not exist in Rig—

.

Pressure on thèse spasmogenic points, whether accidentally

or purposely, produce in the patient ail the phenomena of

an hysterical aura : precordial pain, constriction of the neck,

with the sensation of a bail, buzzing in the ears, and

beatings in the temples ; thèse two last constitute as you

know the cephalic aura. Thèse points, the excitation of

which can give rise to an attack with singular facility,

are, on the other hand, to make use of the terminology pro-

posed by M. Pitres, only feeble spasni-arrestors [spasmo-

frénateurs'] ; that is to say, even their intense and pro-

longed excitation, can but imperfectly arrest an attack in

process of évolution.

In the mental condition of Rig— there is now, as formerly,

always a dominant anxiety, fears, sadness. He canuot

sleep in the dark ; in the daytime he does not like to be
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alone ; lie is excessively sensitive and expériences greafc

friglit at the sight, or even recollection, of cei'tain animais

sucli as rats, mice, toads, whieli he sees, moreover, in his

horrible nightniares, or in liis fréquent semi-eonscious

hallucinations [hallucinations hypnagogiques]. There is in

him a certain rostlessness of inind whicli Letrays itself by
the fact that he can with equal facility undertake or abandon
five or six occupations almost at once. He is intelligent

and relatively wcll informed. He is, moreover, of an amiable

tempérament and is totally devoid of vicious instincts.

The attacks may be either spontaneous or provoked.

Whatever be the manner in which they ai'e produced, they

always commence with a burning sensation near the spasmo-

génie points, to which there succeed, first an epigastric

pain, then a bail and sensé of constriction iu the throat,

lastly, the cephalic aura consisting of buzziug in the ears and
beating of the temples. At that moment the patient loses

consciousness and the attack, properly so-called, begins. It

is divided into four periods quite distinct and separate. In

the first, the patient expériences a few epileptiform con-

vulsions. Then comes the period of the great movements
of salutation, movements of extrême violence, during which

his body makes from tirae to time the characteristic arc of a

circle ; at one time forwards (emprosthotonos), at auother

backwards (opisthotonos), the head and the feet touching

the bed, and the body making a bridge. Ail this while the

patient gives utterance to savage cries. Then comes the tliird

stage, called the period of passionate attitudes, during which

he utters words and cries ni keeping with his gloomy delirium,

and the terrifymg visions which persécute him. Sometimes it

is the forest, wolves, horrible animais ; at others it is the cellar,

the staircase, or the roUing barrel. At length he regains

consciousness, rccognises and names people around him, but

the delirium and hallucinations pcrsist yet awhile ; he seeks

around him and under the bed for the dark boasts which

threaten him ; he examines his arms, expecting to find there

the bites of animais which he thinks he felt. Then he

comes to himself, the attack is finished, but very often only

to begin again a few seconds later, until, after three or four

successive attacks, the patient regains his normal conditiou.
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Hc lias iiever bittcn his tongiie iu tlie course of theso fifcs,

or passed urine in the bed.

For nearl}'^ a year has Rig— been submitted to a course

of static electricity, which we are in the habit of giving in

thèse cases, as j^ou know, with good results ; and at the sarae

tiuie we hâve given him ail the touics, ail the restoratives

imaginable. Nevertheless, tlie plienomena whicli hâve just

been described, the stigmata, the attacks, persist much the

same without appréciable change. On the wliole they do

not seem, after three years' duration, to liave undergone tlie

least altération. ïïowever, we certainly bave bere, you

will ail agrée, a case of liystero-epilepsy witb mixed fits

(epileptiiorm bysteria), as clearly cliaracterised as possible
;

and it is quite certain that the stability of the stigmata, on

which we bave sufïîciently insisted, should not, in the

pi-esence of the other symptoms, make us hesitate in our

diagnosis for an instant.

In concluding this case, so perfectly typical, I will refer

ogain to some peculiarities which a clinical analysis will

enable you to recognise.

In the first place, I will particularly point out the

hereditary neurosis so strongly marked in his family :

hysteria in his fatlier, very probably at least ; his great

«ucle, and first cousin of his mother, epileptics ; two

daughters, one hysterical, the other hystero-epileptic. You
will frequently meet, gentlemen, thèse hereditary conditions

in an hysteriCal man, more accentuated perhaps than in an

hysterical woman.
I would remind you, moi'eover, how in our patient the

hysterical manifestations were developed in conséquence,

and on the occasion of an accident which threatened his

life. The injury which then happened, a slight wound on

the finger, was it sufficient to provoke the development of

the nervous symptoms ? It may be possible, but I should

not like to afhrm it. It is alvvays necessary to bear in mind,

that, aloug with the injury, there is a factor which most

probably plays a much more impoi'tant part in the genesis

of thèse symptoms than the wound itself. I allude to the

frig-y; experienced by the patient at the moment of the

acciaent, and which was betrayed shortly afterwards in the
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case before you, by a loss of consciousness followed by a

sort of transitory paralysis of the lower extremities. This

same psycliic élément is found, moreover, in some of the cases

described by Messrs. Putnam, Wallon, Page, Oppenheim,

and Thomson, and in which tbis influence, often prédominant,

sbould not be lost sight of

.

Tbis same circumstance of the development of hysterical

phenomena, following, and in conséquence of, a " shock,"

with or without injury, but where émotion plays a great

part, you will find again, gentlemen, in the other cases which

will now be brought before you.

Case II.—The man namedGil—,32yearsold, ametal gilder,

was admitted into the Salpêtrière in January, 1885. Nothing

particular was discovered in his hereditary antécédents. His

father, who was a violent man, died at sixty years of âge

from paralysis, which came on without any fit. His mother,

who died of tuberculosis, was nervous, but she never had

any attacks.

His Personal antécédents are more interesting to study.

At the âge of ten he was a somnambulist. As a child he

dreaded the darkness, and at night he was the subject of

nocturnal hallucinations and nightmares. From an early

âge he indulged in sexual excesses ; he has experienced

from time to time a sort of irrésistible impulse towards

women, and he has been a masturbator. However, he is

intelligent, is a clever workman, and easily learns ; iu his

leisure hours he was a musician, played the violin and the

accordion. He fréquents the théâtre, but he is nevertheless

by disposition rather sad and taciturn, and he usually prefers

solitude.

His occupation, in which mercury is employed, has never

produced any symptoms which can be connected with mer-

curial poisoning. There are no signs of alcoholism ; no

syphilis.

His first attacJc occurred at the âge of twenty without

known cause. He was outside an omnibus when he feltthe

first warnings. He had time to descend and the convulsive

attack took place iu the street. After this, the attacks came

on rather frequently. He reckoned about four or five a
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month. It seems tliat on several occasions lie passed urine

unconsciously. The convulsive seizures were becoming much
less fréquent and only returned at long intervalSj when in

1880 the patient was tlie victim of an assault in tlie street.

He was stabbed witli a knife in the head in the right pariétal

région. He fell down and lost consciousness, and was robbed

and lett for dead in the street. He was found and taken to

La Charitéj where he was placed in the wards of M. Gosselin,

remaining for three or four days unconscious. A few days

later, and erysipelas developed around the wound in the head

produced by the knife. At the time when he was recovering

an intense cephalalgia of a peculiar character commenced,

which persists up to the présent time.

For a long time after this accident he remained plunged

in a sort of lethargy^ from which he emerged only little by

little and very incompletely ; for since that time even at his

best it has been impossible for him to work, or to occup}''

himself, or even to read, with any continuity ; and soon he

became melancholic. The attackSj moreover^ which had

become infrequent^ now reappeared and were more intense

and more numerous than formerly ; for which reason in

February, 1883, the patient presented himself at the Hôtel

Dieu. He remained there up to March, 1884.

It was there that the complète left hemiangesthesia, which

still exists, was first discovered. The attacks, which were

then both fréquent and severe, seem to hâve been regarded

as epileptic [mal comitial], and treated for nearly thirteen

months while he was in the wards by bromide of potassium

in large doses, without the least amélioration. When the

patient was admitted into the Salpêtrière (January, 1885)

the following was his state :

His gênerai condition, as far as concerns the nutrition, is

fairly satisfactory. He eats well and is not anœmic. On
the other hand, it is easy to discover a very marked mental

dépression. He is sad, taciturn, and mistrustful ; he seems

to avoid observation and does not mix with the other patients

in the ward. He does not dévote himself during the day to

any occupation or any distraction. The left hemianassthesia,

which was already noted at the Hôtel Dieu, is complète, abso-

lute as far as concerns common sensibility. The sensorial
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troubles of the same side (left) are also very well marked.

On tbis side there is a notable diminution in the hearing ;

complète loss of sniell and of taste ; in the left eye complète

acliroinatopsia was discovered by M. Parinaud, and a very pro-

nounced retraction of tlie visiial field for wliite ligbt. Cou-

trary to wliat is generally obs'irved in cases of tliis kind the

extont of the visual field and the notion of colours is abso-

lutely normal on the right side. There is no altération in

the fundus of the eye eitlier on the right or the left side.

He constantly complained of an intense headache of a

dull, or rather of a constrictive, character, generally situated.

over the occiput, the summit of the head, the forehead. and,

especially, the temples, and it was more pronounced. on the

left than on the right side. It felt as though he carried a

heavy helmet on his head which was too tight and com-

pressed it. This permanent cephalalgia was notably in-

creased a little before and after the attacks. It was spe^

cially increased when the patient attempted the slightest

occupation, when he tried to read, for example, or to write a

letter.

The attacks, which we hâve often witnessed in the wards,

présent the following characters. They may be either spon-

taneous or provoked, but in either case they do not differ in

any essential particular. Three hystei'ogenic zones hâve

been discovered ; one on each side just beneath the right

and left breast, and a third in the right iliac région ; but

pressure on the testicle or the cord ou this side does not

produce any abnormal sensation. When one presses lightly

on the hysterogenic zones in the position above indicated,

the patient immediately expériences ail the symptoms of a

ccphalic aura, namely, beatiug of the temples, buzzings in

the cars, vertigo, &c. And if one persévères a little, an

attack is surely produced, A few short epileptic spasms

inaugurate the scène. They arc soon followed by divers con-

tortions and the great movements of salutation, interrupted

from time to time by attitudes of an arc of a circle ; and ail

the while the patient utters violent cries. Convulsive laughter,

tears, or sobs terminate the attack. On comingrouud, Gil—
has not the slightest recollection of what lias taken place.

His hysterogenic points are but very incompletely " spasm-
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ari'estors '' [spasmo-frénateui'sj ; for wlieu pressure is mado

iipon tliem during au attack, it ceases for an instant, but

almost imraediately résumes its course. Whether provoked

or spontaneons, tlioattacks geuerallyrepeat tîiemselves succes-

sively a certain number of times in sucli a way as to consti-

tute a séries. The rectal température under thèse circum-

stances has never been above 37'8° C. [99*5° Fahr.]

After this brief description you will recognise tliat the

case of Gil— is very much like thatof Rig— (Case I), from

which it dilïers only in matters of unimportant détail. In

botli cases there are the same hysterical stigmata, the sarae

inelancholic tendency ; the same attacks, with this sole

différence that in Gil— the aura evolves with great rapidity,

aud that in liis fits the passionate attitudes are wanting ;

—

thèse are the only différences betweeu the cases.

In some of his attacks Gil— has bitten his tongue and

micturated iuvoluntainly ; facts which vve hâve ourselves ob-

served. We were at one time led to believe, from this, that

it was a case of hystero-epilepsy with distinct crises ; that

is to say, true epilepsy at one time, hysteria major [graiide

hystérie] at another, appearing in the form of separate attacks.

A more attentive examination has shown us that it is not so.

Ail Gil—'s attacks hâve the characters of hysteria major

[grande hystérie], and it is in the course of thèse attacks

that lie sometimes bites his tongue and sometimes passes his

urine involuntarily. But biting of the tongue and involun-

tary émission of the urine are not by any raeans unique

characters of the epiplectic fit [mal comitial]. Thèse symp-

toms may be observed in hystero-epilepsy unassociated and

uncomplicated in any way with epilepsy [mal comitial].

The occurrence is rare no doubt, but I hâve observed it, and

published a certain number of undoubted examples.

^

In concluding tliis case I wisli to call your attention to the

hcadache from which Gil— sulîered so constantîy but which

invariably became worse wheuever he attempted the Icast

' A few months latcr tliis patient died suddonly after liavîng swallowed

an enormous dose of chloral of which he liad secretly possessed liiniself.

The autopsy was absolutely négative, so far a« concerns the ncrvous centres,

and tends to confivm the dia<:nosis.
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occupation. Combined witli ail the particulars that hâve

been mentioned above, a ceplialalgia of tliis nature does not

belong to the description of hysteria ; it is met with, how-
ever, as an almost necessary accompaniment of the neuras-

thénie neurosis [neurasthenia of Beard]^ of which it consti-

tutes one of the prominent symptoms^ and in which one also

observes the mental dépression that existed to so large an

extent in our patient.

I particularly pointed out that in this patient the différent

symptoms occurred after a blow that he had received on the

head. Now, gentlemen, the neurasthénie state^ together with

the collection of phenomena which Beard has assigned to it

in his remarkable monograph, is one of the nervous affections

which become developed most frequently in conséquence of

a shock, particularly in railway accidents. This statement

is borne out by several of the cases reported by Mr. Page.^

I hâve myself met with two examples absolutely parallel

to those published by this author, one of which relates to one

of our colleagues in Paris. Hence we are justified in ad-

mitting I think that two perfectly distinct éléments may exist

in our patient Gil— . In the first place the neui'asthenic

statCj which was an immédiate and direct conséquence of the

injury he received three years ago. In the second place

hystero-epilepsy with ail the concomitant symptoms that

characterise it. This latter condition had existed before the

accident, though it was considerably aggravated afterwards,

as you can see by referring to the détails of the case.

We now come to the examination of the third patient, who
belongs to the same group as those you hâve already seen.

Case III.—The man who is now coming in, named Gui—

,

is 27 years old and is a locksmith. On February 2oth, 1884,

he came under the care of my colleague, Dr. Luys. Con-

cerning his antécédents he only knows that his father, who

' G. M. Beard, ' Die Nervenschwaclie (Neurastbenia),' 2e Aufgabe, Leip-

zig, 1883.

- H. Page, ' Injuries of the Spinal Corel and Nervous Shock, &c.,' pp. i 70-

and 172, London, 1885. See also L. Dana, "Concussion o£ the Spine, and
ils Relation to Neurasthenia and Hysteria " (' New York Médical Record,'

Dec. 6, 1884).
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died at the âge of forty-eiglit, was an inveterate drunkard,

and tliat his motlier, who is still living, lias nofc^ so far as he

is aware, suffered from nervous affections. He lias had

seven brothers and sisters ; only one brother is living, who
bas never been ill and is not nervous.

About the âge of twelve or thirteen Gui— became very

cowardly, he was never able to remain alone in a room without

experiencing a sentiment of fear^ but in other respects he

was neither irritable nor obstinate. At school he learned

easily, and later on^ when seveuteen or eighteen years old,

he proved to be apt and intelligent in his calling. Several

times in the educational establishment for locksmiths he

obtained medals. Unfortunately about this time he developed

an inordinate liking for the other sex. He worked during

the day like his comrades, but when the day was finished it

often happened that he went to a bail and passed the rest

of the night with girls. Thèse débauches occurred several

times a week, and consequently he was deprived of his neces-

sary sleep. However, this mode of life did not seem to

fatigue him very much, for on the morrow he returned to

his work as usual, and performed his task with efficiency.

At the âge of twenty-one (in 187g) during one of his

nocturnal expéditions he received a blow from a knife which

penetrated his left eye. He was taken immediately to the

Hôtel Dieu, and placed in the wards of M. Panas, who soon

afterwards enucleated the eye. On leaving the hospital

Gui— was not long in returning to his old abandoned life.

At the commencement of the year 1882 it frequently

happened that at the moment he closed his eyes to go to

sleep he thought he saw a monster in human form coming
towards him. He cried out in great fear, opened his eyes,

and then the vision disappeared, but only to reappear as soon

as he closed his eyelids. Then he fell into a condition of

extrême anxiety, and not unfrequently he would remain thus

the greater part of the night without being able to sleep.

Thèse nocturnal hallucinations had existed about six months
when, in July, 1882, he was the victim of a fresh accident,

more formidable than the former one. Occupied in fixing a

balcony on the third floor of a house, he, possibly a little

intoxicated, fell into the street, alighting, as he affirms, on to
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his feet. lie was uncoiiscious for an liour. Wlieu lie awoke
he found liimself again in the Hôtel Dieu, and again in the

wards of M. Panas. It seems that tliey liad reason to sus-

pect the existence of a fracture of the skull. However,
recovery took place in due coui'se, and at the end of two
luontlis the patient returned home. Soon afterwards the

terrifyiug hallucinations at night-time returned, and about

this date convulsivc attacks occurred for the first time. They
were not at first as clearly characterised as they afterwards

became. They consisted chiefly of attacks of giddiness,

coming on suddenly, followed by rigidity, and then by clonic

spasms of the limbs. There was not any loss of conscious-

ness, nor were they very fréquent.

Matters remained thus for ncarly eighteen months. At
the end of that time, the remédies given by the différent

doctors whom he consulted having produced no effect, Gui

—

decided to apply at the Salpêtrière, and wàs admitted into

the wards of M. Luys. Soon after admission Gui— became
the subject of fréquent attacks of intestinal and gastric colic,

followed by a feeling of constriction of the pharynx, and by
vomiting" which came on without effort. Thèse symptoms
did not yield to any médication, but ceased suddenly at the

end of about six weeks. About that time the existence of

a right hemiantestliesia was recognised, and also a parti-

cnlar trembling of the right hand, of which more Avill be said

in a few minutes.

In January, 1885, owing to changes in the staff, the

patients of M. Luys came into our wards, and it was then

that I saw Gui— for the first time. He is, as you see,

a well-built, vigorous young man ; his gênerai condition

seems satisfactory enough, his mental condition does not

show at the présent time anythiiig particularly abnormal.

The nocturnal hallucinations hâve almost completely disap-

peared during the past year. Gui— is not sad, he converses

frecly with the other patients, and reuders himself useful in

the ward.

The hcmiana)sthesia on the right side is complète. Neither

touching nor pricking are perceived on this side of the bodj^

at ail. The organs of sensé on the same side are also pro-

foundly affected, heariug, sraell, and taste in partie ular. As
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for tlie eyes, a methodical examination reveals very cliarac-

teristic modificatious ; on the right side—you hâve not for-

gotten tliat he lias lost tlie left eye—the visual fiold is

extremely retracted^ red ouly is perceived^ aud the circlo of

this colour is reduced nlmost to a point.

The trembliug of the right haud which was just now uieu-

tioned is remarkable for the perfect regularity of its rhythru^

as shown by the aid of a registeriug apparatus. It consists

of oscillations numbering, on an average, about five per

second. In this respect, consequently, it holds a position

midway between the tremo'rs of slow oscillations, such as

paralysis agitans, for exaiiiple, and the vibratile tremors

such as the rapid oscillations of gênerai paralysis and of

Basedow's disease. It is not exaggerated by voluntary

niovement.^ The patient is able to use his hand for eating

and drinking, and he can even write passably well by firmly

pressing with his left hand on his right wrist, an arrange-

ment which causes the tremors to cease for an instant. Tho
muscular sensé is perfectly preserved in the whole of tho

right upper extremity.

The only hysterogenic zone discovered in Gui— is situated

in the testicle and the course of the right spermatic cord reach-

ing to the groin of the right side. The skin of the scrotum

on this side is very sensitive, and Avhen it is firmly pinched,

exactly the same efïects are produced as wheu onc presses

on the testicle itself or on the cord, that is to say, the devo-

lopment, or, on the other hand, the arrest of an attack.

Thèse attacks, whether spontaneons or provoked by the

artificial excitement of this hysterogenic zone, are always

preceded by the sensation of a well-defined painful aura

starting from the right testicle, mounting upwards into the

epigastric and cardiac région, thence into the throat, whero
it produces a feeling of constriction, finally reaching the

head, where it produces buzzings, chiefly in the right car,

and beatings, principally in the temple on the same side.

Then the patient loses consciousness, and the epileptoid stage

commences. The tremors of the right hand becomo niuch

increased, and the eyes become convulsod upwards. 'l'ho

limbs stretch out, and the wrists flex and become twi^ilcd iji

' 'Progrès Médicale,' 1885, No. 12.
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position of exaggerated pronation. Next the arms cross one

over the other in front of the abdomen owing to a convulsive

FiG. 49.—Arc of circle backwards.

FiG. 50.—Illogical attitude.

contraction of the pectoral muscles. After this the period

of contortions cornes on, characterised by extremely violent
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movements o£ salutation accompanied by disorderly gestures.

The patient breaks or tears everything on which he can

lay his hands, and he assumes the strangest and most eut-

FiG. ;i. rc of circle forwards.

FiQ. 52.—Latéral arc of circle (forwards).

rageous attitudes in a manner that fully justifies the dénomi-
nation of clownism, which I hâve suggested as a désignation

for this part of the second period of the attack. From time

16
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to time tlie contortions above desciùbed stop for a moment
and give place to tlie characteristic attitude of an " arc of

a circle." Sometimes it is opistliotonos^ iu wliicli tlie loins

FiG. 53.—Latéral arc of circle (baekwards).

are separated from tlie levai of tlie bed by a distance of more

tban 50 centimètres [about 20 inclies], thebody only resting

on tbe liead and tlie lieels. At otlier timcs tbe circle is made
foi'wards witli tbe arms crossed over tlie chest, tlie legs and

tlie liead raised in tbe air, tbe buttocks and loins alone

resting on the bed. And at otber times tlie body is bent

into a latéral " arc of a circle/^ the patient resting only ou

tbe right or left side as tlie case may be. Ail this part of

Gui—'s attack is very characteristic, and ail its détails are

wortliy of being recorded by tbe process of instantaneous

photograpby. I am able to sbow you the pictures which

liave been thus obtained by M. Loiide. Tou notice that in

an artistic point of view thcy leave nothing to be desired,

and for us they are most instructive. They show us, in fact,

that in the regularity of the pcriods and the typical character

of the différent attitudes, Gui—'s attacks differ in absolutely

nothing from those which we observe cacli day in hystero-

cpileptic patients of the female sex. And this perfect re-

semblance is worthy of ail the more attention, in that Gui

—

bas neyer been near the wards where the female subjects of
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sucli attacks ai*e placed, so that tlie influence o£ contagions

imitation cannot be said to be in opération.

The periods o£ lialliicinations and passiouate attitudes are

genei'ally wanting in Grui— . Sometimes^ liowever^ we liave

noticed that towards tlie end o£ an attack liis pliysiognomy

expresses fear or joy aiternately, and tliat his hands extend

into spaco as thougli lie were searcliing for an imagiuary

being,

The conclusion of an attack in tliis patient is often fol-

lowed by a soi-t of motor aphasia, which generally does not

last more than eight or ten minutes, but which on one occa-

sion persisted for nearly six days. When tlie patient wishes

to speak, a few growling inarticulate sounds corne from his

mouth ; he becomes impatient and agitated, but is able to

make one understand by very expressive gestures. It has

sometimes happened even that under thèse circumstances he

is able to take a pen and write legibly a few correct phrases.

That is the conclusion of tlie history o£ this perfectly

typical case. But we hâve not yet finished with hysteria in

the maie. We shall find the same featnres as marked as in

the preceding cases, in three other patients that are now in

the clinical wards [service de la clinique].



LECTURE XIX.

CONCERNING SIX CASES OF HYSTERIA IN THE MALE
(continued)}

SuMMAEY.

—

Ahnormal varieties of the hysterical attack in tîie

maie.—Account of a case in which the attacks assumed

the characters of "partial epilepsy.—Diagnosis ofthe case :

importance of the hysterical stigmata.

The convulsive attack may he luanting in hysteria in

the maie.—Description of a case of hysterical brachial

monoplegia in a young man ig years old.—Difflculties

of the diagnosis in this case.

Gentlemen^—I liope to conclude to-day the subject which

we were considering in the last lecture ; adopting as hereto-

fore the method of clinical démonstration.

In this method we are aided^ for the material in our hands

touching the subject of maie hysteria is far from being

scanty. Three new patients will be brought before you^ and

the principal détails concerning them will be unfolded. I

shall allow the facts to speak for themselves, only pointing

out, by a few short commentaries^ the teachings furnished

by their cases.

Case IV.—This case does not corne quite under the cate-

gory of tbose already referred to^ inasmuch as it is that of

a growing youth, and not a fully matured individual. But

herOj alsOj the disease présents the characters of permanence

and tenacity which we hâve already encountered.

* Lecture edited by M. Georges Guinon, interne du Service.
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Mar

—

, 9et. \6, entered our wards on the 29th of April,

1884, tliat is to say, about a year ago. He was born and

lived in the country up to the âge of fourteen. In 1872 his

mother had several hysterical attacks. His grandfather was

a dissipated man, and of a very violent character. This is

ail that can be learned of his hereditary antécédents.

As to the young man himselfj he is well-developed^ though

in infancy he suffered from some strumous manifestations,

such as discharges from the ears, and glandular swellings in

the mastoid région. He is intelligent, of a joyous disposi-

tion, and has never exhibited abnormal timidity ; but he has

been subject to paroxysms of anger in which he broke every-

thing he could lay hands on, Two years ago he was placed

as an apprentice to a baker in Paris. A short time afterwards

he had congestion of the lungs, and the conséquent enfeeble-

ment of health was certainly not without its influence in deve-

loping the complications which supervened. Some time after-

wards, while yet convalescent, he received a severe fright. He
was, according to his own account, attacked in the street one

evening by two young men. He fell, losing consciousness,

and was in this state conveyed to the house of his employer.

He showed no trace of any wound. From that time he re-

mained during several days in a stupefied condition. He
commenced to be subject to horrible nightmares, which tor-

ment him to the présent time. He dreamt that he was being

beaten, and he woke up crying out. About fifteen days later

the hysterical attacks commenced. At first they occurred

daily, and presented a séries of from eight to ten, sometimes

two séries occurred in the same day ; then they diminished

in number and in intensity.

At the time of admission into the Salpêtrière the following

conditions were noted :—The hysterical stigmata are very

marked. They consist of an ansesthesia in lyatclies, dissemi-

nated irregularly over the entire surface of the body, and in

which there is complète insensibility to toucli, to cold, and
to pain. The sensés of hearing, taste, and smell are blunted

on the left side ; and with regard to vision, a diminution of

its field exists on both sides, but is more marked on the

right. On this side the patient is unable to distinguish

violetj while on the left he can distinguish ail the colours.
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But on both sides there exists a cliaracteristic sign to wliich

I hâve frequentlj called your attention, and whicli we liavo

alveady observed in tlie iîrst of our cases, the field of vision

for red is more extended tban that for blue, a condition

as you know at variance witli that whicli exists in tbe nor-

mal condition. There exists but one hysterogenic point, and
tbat occupies the left iliac région. Even at the présent

time, notwithstanding that the disease bas existed for two
years, the attacks came on spontaneously, at short intervais,

about every ten or twelve days. Thèse attacks can bo pro-

voked very easily when a moderato pressure is exercised ou

the hysterogenic point. A more energetic pressure on this

point arrests the attack.

The attack, whether spontaneous or provoked, is always

preceded by an aura : iliac pain at the level of the hystero-

genic point, a sensation as of a bail rising from the epigas-

trium up to the throat, buzzing sounds in tho ears, and
beating of the temples. Then the attack commences ; the

eyes are turned upwards in their socket, the arms become
stiiï and extended, and the patient, if standing, falls to the

ground with complète loss of consciousness. The cpileptoid

phase is in gênerai not very mai^ked, and is short ; but tho

period of great contortions which follows is excessively

violent and of long duration. The patient utters cries, biles

everything within his reach, tears the curtaius, andperforms

movements of salutation, the body ultimately taking the

characteristic form of an arc of a circle. The scène termi-

nâtes by the phase of passionate attitudes, Avliich is very

marked in him, and differs somewhat according to the cii'cum-

stances under which the attack lias occurred. Thus, when
the attack has been spontaneous, it may happen that tho

hallucinations are of a gay character ; whcreas if the crisis

has been produced by excitation of one of the hysterogenic

zones the delirium is always sombre or furious, and accom-

panied by indécent and reproachful speech. In gênerai,

many attacks succeed one another so as to constitute a séries

more or less numerous.

I must point ont in this case the permanence and immo-
bility of tho hysterical symptoms, as is so often observed in

the maie. Thus, as you may hâve remarked in our youug
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])atieut, uotwitlistauding tlxat two years hâve now elapsed^

the convulsive crises are now as fréquent as ever, iu spite of

ail our efforts ; and tlie liysterical stigmata, anasstlietic, sen-

sorial, and sensitive, hâve not altered siuce the day that he

came under notice for the first tiuie. There is nothing to

inake us to hope that they wiil soon be modified.

This is not the case usually witli young persons, especially

if the disease develops before the âge of puberty. At that

period of life, according to numerous observations wliich I

hâve coUected, the hysterical symptoms are, in gênerai^ more
transitory, and no matter liow pronounced they may be,

they are most frequently amenable to appropriate treatment.^

' Two dajs after this lecture was delivered. Professer Charcot admitted

under his care a young Belgian named Fal— , 2i years of âge, spare,

tall, and with fair hair, who, as in the cases referred to, presented the classic

characteristics of hystero-epilepsy with mixed crises. In the family his-

tory there was nothing noieworthy save a history of alcoholic indulgence

in his father. In the history of his childhood, nocturnal terrors, fréquent

niglitinares, and sometimes eveu in full daylight, visions of animais and

horrible figures.

InNovember, 1884, Fal— had abad attack of choiera. His convalescence

was protracted, and for many weeks he remained feeble, subject to cramp in

the inferior extremities, and abdominal pains. Three months after his

recovery, being still in hospital, and convalescing, the sight of a dead body

"which was being carried frightened him, and almost immediately his first

attack supervened. A subséquent fright, caused soon afterwards by a practical

joke played on him by another patient in the same ward, seems to bave deter-

mined the condition, for from that period Fal— did not cease to suiîer from

terrifying hallucinations, and the convulsions took place almost regularly

every night. From the time of liis entry into the Salpêtrière the following

condition existed ;—fScattered patches of cutaneous ansesthesia ; a bluntiug

of the sensés of taste and smell on the left side ; diminution of the field of

vision limited to the right eye ; very extended hysterogenic points in tho

formof hyperaîsthesic area, occupying in front almost ail the abdominal sur-

face, and beliind, the scapular régions, the buttocks, the popliteal space, and

the soles of the feet, &c, Tlie attack could easily be produced by moderate

friction of the hypera'sthesic area). After tlie usual aura a marked epi-

leptoid state followed. Equally characteristic was the period of the great

movements, and the arc of a circle. Finally, succeeded the stage of passionate

attitudes, during which the patient seemed to be a prey to a sombre or

furious deliriura. In this case, as in those we hâve considered, the hysteria

supervened after an eni'eeblcmentof body caused by a serions malady, and iu

conséquence of a fright, and hcre likewise was observed ail the genuiue

characteristics of hysteria as ordinarily observed in the female.
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Apart from an anomaly in thé form o£ attack^ wliicli 1

will advert to presently, tlie case I am about to submit to your

considération^ tliat of a young man of 22, must be con-

sideredj like the preceding ones, as belonging to the type

of liystei'o-epilepsy.

Case V.—Ly—, a mason, ast. 22, entered tlie clinique of

the Salpêtrière on the 24th of March, 1885. He was born

in the country, in the neighbourhood of Paris. He is a

young man of middle height, badly developed, and bas a

rather délicate appearance. His father—by trade a carter

—

is addicted to alcohol. His mother died of tuberculosis, and

had had hysterical attachs. Further, in the family history

we find a maternai grandmother also hysterical, who never-

theless attained to the âge of eighty-two, and two maternai

aunts the subjects of hysteria, Hence we hâve very impor-

tant antécédents—four hysterical individuals and an inebriate

in one family !

The Personal antécédents are not less interesting. Our
patient has always been of déficient intelligence. He was

never able to learn at school^ but otherwise he presented no

striking mental peculiarity. He acknowledges to hâve

drunk_, for a long time, five or six little glasses of brandy per

day, in addition to a considérable quantity of wine ; but he

states that he has abandoned this habit since he became an

invalid. Three years ago he had erysipelas of the face, soon

followed by an attack of acute articular rheumatism, not,

however, of a severe nature, for he was only confined to bed

for fifteen days. The same year he was engaged in efforts

to rid himself of a tapeworm, from which he suffei'ed, and

for which purpose he took pomegranate bark, which had the

desired effect. At first, fragments of the worm were

voided, and then the whole. The sight of the taenia in his

excréta so struck him, that for several days he suffered

from slight nervous complications, such as colics, pains and

tremblings of the limbs, &c.

A year ago, while working at his trade at Sceaux, he

witnessed one of his comrades violently strike his son. Ly

—

desired to interpose, but his comrade turned furiously upon

him, and while Ly— was fleeing hurled a stone at him.

Fortunately, the stone did not strike him ; but the fright
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experienced by Ly— was very severe. Immediately lie was

seized by trembling of tbe limbs, wliicli persisted dm*ing tlie

succeeding night, so that lie was unable to sleep. The
insomnia persisted during several days following. By night

aiid day lie was tormented by unpleasant ideas. ïïe fancied

every moment tbat he saw the tapeworm, or that be was

again engaged in tlie strife witb bis comrade. Further, he

suffered from pricking in the tongue, bis appetite was gone,

and he felt feeble and unable to work.

This condition lasted for fifteen days^ wben one evening

towards six o'clock he experienced bis first convulsive

attack. Ail that day he had suffered from epigastric pain,

the sensation of a globus, and from buzzing noises in the ear.

At the moment wben the attack commenced, be tells us that

be felt bis tongue retracted in bis moutli towards the left side

by a kind of involuntary and irrésistible action. Then be

lost consciousnesSj and wben be came to bimself be was told

that bis face was drawn towards the left, that bis extremities

were agitated by tremors, and that wben the convulsions

ceased be spoke in a loud voice witbout awakening.

During the months wbich followed, crises of a like nature

were repeated about every eigbt or fifteen days, and during

that long time be was obliged to abstain from ail labour

owing to bis feebleness of body. Thèse crises were con-

sidered to be epileptiform attacks of alcoholic origin, and for

almost a year be was treated witb bromide of potassium in

large doses, witbout being benefited in the least thereby.

During the day wbich followed bis admission into the

Salpêtrière, be was spontaneously seized witb a séries of five

successive attacks wbich we were unable to witness.

On the following day, a systematic examination revealed

the following conditions :— Generalised aneesthesia, disposed

in disseminated areîe ; considérable diminution of the field

of vision on botli sides, the field of the red being more ex-

tended than that of the blue ; monocular diplopia. There

exist two spasmogenic points, the one at the level of the right

clavicle, the otber below the false ribs of the right side.

Moderate pressure exercised on the last point immediately

détermines an attack, wbich we are thus able to study in ail

its détails.
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TliG attack is preceded by tlie characteristic aura— epi-

gastric constriction, a feeling of a bail in the tliroat, &c.

At tiiis moment, and even before the patient loses couscious-

ness, bis tongue becomes stiiîened, and is retracted in liiy

moutli towards the left side. It is found by aid o£ tlio

finger that its point is carried behind the molars ci" that side.

The mouth, half opened, is likewise deviatcd towards the

left side. Ail the left side of tlie face shares in the dévia-

tion. The head itself is strougly drawn towards the left.

The patient then becomes unconscious. The upper extrc-

mities are extended, first the right and then the left. The
lower extremities remain flaccid, or at least they are very

little stiffeued. The movement of torsion towards the left,

at fii'st limited to the face, soon becomes gênerai, and roUing*

over, the patient lies on his left side. Next, clonic convul-

sions replace the touic spasm. The extremities are agitated

by fréquent vibrations, but of limited extent. The face is

the seat of rapid tremblings, and then foUows a stage of

complète relaxation Avithout stertor. But at this moment
the patient seems tormented by horrible visions. He mentally

sees again, without doubt, the scène of his quarrel with his

comrade, andutters reproachful words : '' Scouudrel . . . . ,

Prussian . . . , , struck with a stone, he is tryiug to kill me.'^

The words are spoken in a pei'fectly distinct mauner. Then,

ail of a sudden, he changes his attitude. Seated on his bed

he is observed to pass his hand over one of his legs in such

a mauner as to disengage some reptile which eucircles the

limb, and duriug that time he mutters something about the

worm. The scène at Sceaux cornes back to him. "I will

kill you . . . , , a gun-shot . . . . , you will see.'" After

that period, sigualised by delirium and corrcspondiug passion-

ate attitudes, the epileptoid stage is spontaneously produced,

thus inaugurating a new attack which can in no wise be dis-

tinguishcd from the first, aud which may be followed by mauy
others. l'ressure on the hysterogenic points interrupts the

évolution of the différent phases. On wakeuing, Ly— appears

dazcd and stupefied, and ho states that he remombers nothiug

which lias transpired.

Ail the attacks which we hâve witnessed, aud there hâve

been a considérable number, whether spontaneous or pro-
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vokcdj présent exactly tlie same character. The différent

phases are always produced in the same order to the minutest

détails, the diverse incidents of the epileptoid phase, first

commencing in the tongue and face, and then the varions-

scènes of the delirious phase.

Hère then, gentlemeu, wo hâve an attack of hystero-

epilepsy, which in ono respect forms a notable exception to

the classic variety. In the first period, indeed, we observe-

the convulsive inovements reproduce an almost perfect imi-

tation of the symptoms of partial epilepsy ; while the con-

tortions, the grand movements, and the arc of the circle are

wanting. But in the female this variety of the liystero-

epileptic attack is known, and, though rare, I hâve set before

you recently several perfectly authentic examples. This-

subject has, during the past year, been attentively studied

by M. le Dr. Ballet, formerly my chef de clinique, now a.

hospital physician.^ In conipariug the cases narrated by

Ballet, and that with which we are now concerned, you will be

struck with the resemblance which exists between hystero-

epilepsy in the maie and that of the female, net only as.

regards the fundameutal type, but also the aberrant forms.

Anotlier anomaly, less rare and less unexpected, in hys-

teria of the female, is the absence of convulsive crises. You
are aware that, according to the teaching of Briquet, about

a fourtli of hysterical females hâve no attacks. The dis-

ease in such cases, without losing anything of its indivi-

duality, is symptomatically represented only by the perma-

nent stigmata, with sometimes several spasmodic or other

manifestations, such as nervous cough, permanent contrac-

tures, certain arthralgias, forms of paralysis, and hœmorrhage

from diverse sources, &c. Now, the attacks may also be

absent in maie hysteria. The case which I am about to

submit to you offered a good example of this kind when the

patient first presented himself before us. The diseuse has

since become, as it were complète, for at the présent timo

the attacks do exist. But during a long period of eleven

months it was a latent case, and the interprétation of it was

1 Ballet et Crespin, " Des attaques d'iiystcrie à forme d'cpilépsie partielle,"

Arcli. de Neurolgie,' 1884, Nos. 23 and 24.
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sufficiently difficult_, at least in certain respects^ as you will

be able to appreciate.

Ou March lotli last tbe young man before you preseuted

himself to us witli leffc brachial monoplegia, There was not

tbe slightest trace of rigidity, tbe limb was perfectly flaccid.

The paralysis^ he informed us, dated from ten months pre-

viously, and had corne on a few days after an injury to

tbe front aspect of tbe left shoulder, There was no trace

of paralysis, or even paresis, of tbe corresponding lower

extremity nor tbe face. Nor were there any traces, in spite

of tbe long-standing paralysis, of muscular atropby ; a

circumstance whicb, combined witb tbe absence of any

modification in tbe electrical reaction in thèse muscles, led

us to eliminate at once any causal effect—at least, any direct

local effect—of tbe traumatism. We further noticed tbat

tbe carotid régions were tbe seat of violent arterial tbrob-

bings.

Well-marked " Corrigan's puise " and auscultation of tbe

beart revealed tbe existence of a diastolic murmur at tbe

base, and we ascertained tbat there was a bistory of an

attack of acute articular rheumatism whicb had kept bim in

bed for five or six weeks. Hence, tbe idea naturally flasbed

upon us tbat tbis monoplegia depended on a focal cérébral

lésion of tbe cortex, strictly limited to tbe motor zone in

tbe brachial centre, and conséquent on valvular affection of

tbe beart. But a doser study of tbe case disabused us of

tbis idea. Without doubt tbe monoplegia in question is

due to a cortical cérébral lésion, principally localised in tbe

motor zone of tbe arm, but it is not of tbe nature of a gross

material altération. Tbe lésion is purely " dynamic," sine

materiâ, of tbe nature, in short, of those wbose existence

we bypotbetically suppose in order to explain tbe develop-

ment and persistence of tbe différent permanent symptoms

of hysteria. Tbat, at any rate, is tbe conclusion at whicb

we shall arrive, I believe, from tbe detailed examination of

our patient, upon whicb we are now about to enter.

Case VI.—The patient, Pin—, aged i8, a mason by trade,

entcred tbe Salpêtrière on March iith, 1885. His motber

died at tbe âge of forty-six in conséquence of " rheuma-

tism "
(?) ; bis fatber is an inebriate ; one of bis sisters,
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eet. i6, is subject to fréquent nervous attacks. He is a well-

built, muscular young man, apparently robust, but the func-

tional exercise of the nervous sjvstem bas always left mucb
to be desired. From five to seven years old be was troubled

witb incontinence of urine. He bas always sbown a lack of

intelligence, bis memory is feeble, and he seems to bave

made but little progress at school. He was of a timid dis-

position, and the subject of nocturnal terrors. From a moral

point of view he is of unstable equilibrium. From the time

wben be was nine years old he often left bis fatber's bouse

and slept under bridges and in the waiting-rooms of railway

stations. His fatber apprenticed bim to a gi'eengrocer, then

to a confectioner, and to other trades, but he always recom-

menced bis escapades. One night be was arrested in Com-

pany witb a band of young vagabonds and shut up in La
Eoquette, wbere bis fatber left bim for a year.

About two years ago, at the âge of sixteen, he was attacked

witb acute generalised articular rheumatism, preceded by
facial erysipelas. It is very probable that the organic dis-

ease of the heart whicb now exista dates from this time.

Eighteen months afterwards, on May 24th, 1884, P—, then

a mason^s apprentice, fell from a heigbt of about 2 mètres

(about 6| feet), and remained for some minutes unconscious on

the spot on whicb lie fell. He was carried home, and then

they discovered some contusions over the anterior surface of

the shoulder, the keee, and the left ankle-joint—sligbt contu-

sions whicb did not seriously interfère with the use of the

affected parts.

For two days subsequently, matters remained in the same

condition, but on the third day after the accident, May 2 7tb,

P— noticed that bis left upper extremity had become feeble.

He then consulted a doctor, who discovered a paresis of ail

the movcments of the left arm, with ansesthesia of the limb.

On June 8th, that is, fifteen days after the fall and

eleven days after the onset of the paresis, he entered the

Hôtel Dieu. There he was examined with care, and the

following conditions were discovered : Well-marked signs

of aortic insufïiciency. The parts whicb had been contused

were not the seat of any pain, either spontaneous, or provoked

by active or passive movements. There was incomplète para-
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lysis of tlie left superior extremity. The patient was still

able, thoug-li sometimes very incorapletely, to flex tlie hand

upon tlie forearm, and tlie latter upon tlie arm ; but ail move-

ments of tHe shoulder were impossible. The paralysed niem-

ber was completely flexible in ail its articulations, aud there

was no rigidity. The condition of the face, aud of the leffc

lower extremity, was absolutely normal. So far as conccrned

the power of motion this was a case of monoplegia in tho

rig-orous acceptation oE the word. An examination of tho

sensibility fuvnished the following results. At this period

there existed a gênerai hemianalgesia of the left side ; com-

plète anœsthesia only in the upper extremity. There was

also a retraction of the field of vision on both sides, but much
more marked on the left. Finally, on the 25tli of June,

tliat is to say twenty-two days after the commencement, tlie

paralysis had become absolutely complete.-"^ The diagnosis

was undetermined, and the treatment proved inefiîcacious.

Faradization, many times applied on the left side, resulted

only in rendering the antesthesia of the triink, the face, and

inferior extremity less complète. The ana3sthesia and paralysis

persisted in the upper extremity. The condition of the field

of vision was not modified when P— left the Hôtel Dieu.

It was on the iith March, 1885, and consequently ten

months after the accident, and nine months after the com-

plète establishment of the monoplegia, that P— entered our

wards at the Salpêti-ière. We verified the conditions already

referred to, and a more minute examination furnished tho

following results, The aortic insufiiciency was very charac-

teristic ; there existed a souffle with the second beat at the

base ; violent arterial beating in the neck, visible to the eye ;

" Corrigan's puise -j" and capillary puise perceptible on the

forehead.

The motor paralysis of the left extremity is absolutely

complète, it hangs flaccid and inert beside the body. There

is no trace of voluntary movement, nor of contracture. The

muscular masses hâve retained their normal volume and con-

sistence ; and their electric reactions, faradic and galvanic,

are in no way modified. The tendon-reflexes of the elbow

^ For ail the information relative to his condition at the Hôtel Dion we

are indehted to Madlle. Klumpke, a pupil in the wai'ds when P— was admitted.
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aud foreavm are sliglitly augmented. Complète cutancous

anœstliesia to contact, cold, pricking, and the most intense

faradization tliroughout the wliole extent of the limb, liand,

forcarm, arm, and slioulder. In respect of the trunk tlie

anœsthesia is limited by a circular line passiug almost verti-

cally beside tlie armpii and subclavicular space in front, and

tlie external tliird of tlie scapular région beliind. The in-

sensibility extends in an equal degree to tbe deep-seated

parts. The muscles and the nervous trunks themselves may
be strongly faradized, the articular ligaments may be forcibly

twisted, and diverse movements of the joints, torsion, &c.,

may be performed without the least consciousness on the

part of the patient. The ideas attaching to the muscular

sensé hâve equally disappeared. The patient is unable to

détermine even approximately the attitude in which diverse

segments of the limb may be placed, the position they occupy

in space, or the direction and nature of the movements to

which they hâve been snbjected.

Apart from the left superior extremity, there does not

exist on this side any modification of motor power, either in

the face or the inferior extremity, but in thèse and over the

left lialf of the trunk, the analgesia, discovered during the

patient's stay in the Hôtel Dieu, still exists. An examination

of the field of vision reveals a normal condition on the right

side, while on the left it is considerably diminished ; more-

over, the circle of the red is outside that'of the blue ; and

thus, siuce being in the Hôtel Dieu, an interesting change in

the field of vision has occurred. Furthermore we discover

by the usual methods tliat the sensés of hearing, smell, and

taste are much blunted on the left side.

We must now endeavour to détermine the nature of this

singular monoplegia supervening on the traumatism, The

absence of atrophy and of any abnormal electric reactions in

the muscles in a case of paralysis extending over ten months,

repels, at first siglit, the hypothesis of a lésion of the bra-

chial plexus, while the absence of any atrophy alone, and

the intensity of the perversion of sensibility, permits us to

reject the idea that we hâve hère to do with one of those

cases of paralysis, so well investigated by Prof. Lefort and

M. Valtat, which are caused by violence to an articulation.
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A brachial monoplegia may, it is true, in exceptional cases

supervene on certain lésions of tlie internai capsule, as lias

been demonstrated, amoug others, by Drs. Bennett and

Campbell in ' Brain/^ but in sucb a case we do not certainly

encounter tlie sensorial and sensitive bemianaesthesia, wbich

is sometimes superadded to ordinary complète liemiplegia from

lésion of tbe capsule.

The occurrence in the right hémisphère of a little hœmor-

rhagic point, or softening determiued by embolisra in consé-

quence o£ an organic affection of the heart, a point which

one can suppose limited strictly to the motor zone of the

arm—such a lésion, I say, may account for the existence of

left brachial monoplegia. But on this supposition the para-

lysis ought to supervene suddeuly as on a " stroke," however

limited the lésion, and not progressively. It would hâve been

characterised almost certainly, some months after its com-

mencement, by a certain degree of contraction, and by marked

exaggeration of the tendon-reflexes. It certainly would not

be accompanied by perversions of cutaneous and deep sen-

sibility as pronounced as those we hâve observed in our

patient.

We are obliged, then, to exclude in our diagnosis this last

hypothesis, and likwise that of a spinal lésion which, as being

inadmissible, we do not think even worthy of discussion.

On the other hand, our attention has been vividly directed

towards the signifioant hereditary antécédents of the patient,

his psychical state and habits, the perversion of sensibility

(extended—though unequally—over the whole of one side of

the body), the diminution of the field of vision (so pro-

nounced on the left side, and mai-ked by the transposition of

the red circle), and other sensorial troubles on the same

side. Ail thèse constrain us, especially in the absence of any

other reasonable hypothesis, to interpret the case as an

example of hysteria. Further, the clinical characters of the

monoplegia, its traumatic origin—and on that point I refer

you to what I hâve already said—are in no way inconsistent

with this view. Indeed, the limitation of motor paralysis to

one limb, without involving at any time the corresponding

side of the face ; the absence of marked exaggeration of the

1 ' Brain,' April, 1885, p. 78.
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tendon-reflexes, of rauscular atrophy, and of the oi-dinary

electric reactions, tlie absolute stoutness of the member mauy
months after the commencement of the disease ; the cuta-

neous and deep ansesthesia, carried to a high degree in that

member, and the total loss of notions pertaining to the mus-
cular sensé,—ail thèse phenomena united in one case, as in

that of our patient, amply sufficed to reveal the hystericah
,

nature of the paralysis.

In conséquence, the diagnosis "^hysteria^' was openly and
resolutely adopted. Without doubt, the convulsive attack

was an élément wanting; but you do not ignore the fact

that this is not inséparable from the nature of hysteria.

Consequently the nature of the prognosis changed ; we had
not to deal with an affection arising from an organic cause,

perhaps incurable ; we were able to anticipate, despite the

long duration of the disease, the occurrence, either sponta-

neously or under the influence of treatment, of some one of

those sudden changes whicli are not rare in the history of

hysterical paralyses, and of flaccid paralysis in particular.

In any case we were able to prognosticate that sooner or later

the patient would recover. A subséquent event soon justi-

fied our hopes, and amply confîrmed our diagnosis.

On the i5th of March, four days after becoming our patient,

we diligently searched, what had not been done up to this date,

to find whether there existed in him any hysterogenetic zones.

We found one situated under the left breast, another in each
of the iliac régions, and a fourth on the right testicle. It

was noticed that even a slight excitation of the sub-mammary
zone easily determined the diverse phenomena of the aura

—

a sensation of constriction of the thorax, and then of the

neck, beating in the temples, and buzzing sounds, especially

in the left ear. But on insisting a little more P— was
suddenly noticed to lose consciousness, to throw himself back-
wards, to stiffen hia limbs, and then we witnessed the first

attach of hystero-epilepsy which the patient ever experienced.

This attack was absolutely classic ; to the epileptoid phase
immediately succeeded that of the greater movements. Thèse
were of an extrême violence ; the patient, in the movements
of salutation, went so far as almost to strike his face against

his knees. Shortly afterwards he tore the sheets, the cur-

17
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tains of his bed, and turning liis fury against liimself, ho

"bit his left arm. The phase of passionate attitudes imme-

diately followed, and P— became a prey to a furious delirium ;

he became abusive, and cited imaginary persons to murder,
—"Hold! Take your knife. . . . Quick. . . . Strike !"

Ultimately he came to himself, and he affirmed that he had

no remembrance of what had occurred. It is remarkable

that during the whole of that first attack tho left superior

extreviity tooh no luirt in the convulsions ; it remained flaccid

and perfectly inert. During the following days the attacks

recurred spontaneously many times, always presenting the

same characters as the provoked attack. In one of them,

which took place during the night of the lyth March, the

patient passed his urine in bed, Two other attacks foliowed

on the igth. On the 2ist a fit occurred, during which the

left arm was agitated. On awakening, the patient found to

his great astonishment that he was able voluntarily to move
the various segments of the limb, of which he had not had

the use for a single instant during the long period of close on

ten months. The motor paralysis was not completely cured,

without doubt, for there remained a certain degree of paresis,

but it Avas considerably improved. Only, the perversions of

sensibility remained in the same degree as before.

This cure, gentlemen,—or, to speak more properly, this

partial cure—after the diagnosis at which we arrived, ought

not to be a matter of surprise to you. But, from our point

of view, it had occurred prematurely. Indeed, it was evi-

dently no longer possible to aft'ord to you ocular démonstra-

tion of the characters in détail of that monoplegia, so worthy

of study. The idea, therefore, occurred to me that, perhaps

by acting on the mind of the patient, by means of suggestion,

cveu in the waking state—we had learned previously that

the subject was not hypnotisable—we might reproduce the

paralysis, for a time at least. Thus it was that the following

day, finding P— just coming out of an attack which had

not modified the state of matters, I endeavoured to persuade

him that he was paralysed anew, "You believe yourself

cured,'' I said to him, with an accent of entire conviction,

" it is an error ; you are not able to raise your arm, nor to

bend it, nor to move the fingers ; see, you are unable to grasp
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my liand/' &c. Tlie experiment succeeded marvellously, for at

tlie end of a few minutes discussion the monoplegia returned.

I was not anxious on this account, it may be said in passing,

for I know from long expeinence, that what one has done,

one can undo. Unfortunately tliis did not persist for more
than twenty-four hours. The following day a new attack

f5upervened, in conséquence of wliich tlie voluntary move-
mentsbecame defînitely re-established. On tins occasion ail

the attempts at suggestion whicli we made were found useless.

To-day it only remains for me to apprise you of the modi-

fications wbich, as far as voluntary movement is concerned,

liave taken place^ in conséquence of the fits, in a limb whicli

was at one time completely paralysed.

The patient, you will notice, is able voluntarily to move
ail the parts of the limb. But thèse movements are not

energetic ; they do not overcome the least résistance which

one opposes to them, and while in the right hand the dyna-

mometric force is équivalent to 70, the left hand represents

only 10. Hence, as I hâve already stated, if the motor

paralysis is not so absolute as formerly, it still persists to a

certain degree. Further, the ti-oubles of sensibility remaiu

as they were, afîecting not only the weakened member, but

ail the left side of the body, and comprise the sensorial appa-

ratus. The attacks continue frequently, from which you will

understand that we hâve hère simply amélioration, and for

a complète cure much more remains to be done.

I shall hâve occasion to refer to some of the facts of this

interesting case when we take up the subject of hysterical

pai'alyses of traumatic origin, as I hope to do soon.^ For

the présent, leaving aside the monoplegia, which constitutes

but an épisode in the history of our patient, I wish to point

•eut to you once more, in conclusion, that, in the case of this

man, as in the preceding cases, hysteria major [la grande

hystérie] undoubtedly exists, endowed witli ail its character-

istic attributes.

Gentlemen, in considering with you in thèse two lectures

the six significant cases which chance has placed under our

observation, I hâve been désirons of couvincing you that

^ Vide p. 284.
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hysteria^, even grave hysteria,, is not so very rare a disease

in the maie, at any rate in France ; tliat it may be found

hère and tliere in tlie ordinary clinical work, where only the

préjudices of another âge prevent its being recognised. I

venture to hope that after the numerous proofs which hâve

lately been accumulated, that notion is henceforth destiiied

to occupy in your minds the place to which it is entitled.



LECTURE XX.

ON TWO CASES OF HYSTERICAL BRACHIAL MONOPLEGIA IN
THE MALE, OP TRAUMATIC ORIGIN.—HYSTERO-TRAU-
MATIC MONOPLEGIA.i

.SuMMAKY.

—

Case of Porcz— .

—

Antécédents, articular rheuma-

tism.—Fall.—Monoplegia with ansesthesia of the arm and

sJioulder.—Examination of the -patient ; motor paralysis

with flaccidity ; loss of ail kinds of sensihility having

a peculiar délimitation ; no trophic changes ; no modifi-

cation in the electric reactions of the paralysed muscles.^—
Diagnosis ; disturhance or contusion of the brachial plexus,

characters of the symptoms ohserved in thèse cases, anses-

thetic zone corresponds with the distribution of the affected

nerves, trophic changes, modification of the electric re-

actions.

Gentlemen^—To-day's lecture will be devoted to the

clinical study of a case of right brachial monoplegia origin-

ating some months ago in a man, aet. 25, in conséquence of

a fall upon the shoulder, a form of monoplegia whicli présents

serions difficulty in diagnosis. I do not wish to exaggerate

thèse difïiculties, and that you may be satisfied that they

really exist you hâve but to recall the discussion on this case

at the Société Médicale des Hôpitaux, when the patient was

presented by M. Troisier at the meeting on 25th Mardi last.

• Lecture edited by M. P. Marie, chef de clinique, et M. G. Guinon,

interne du service. [The history of one of thèse cases, Pin—, is commenced

on p, 252 ante.2

2 Lecture delivered May ist, 1885. At the meeting of the Société Médi-

cale des Hôpitaux on July 24th last, Dr. Troisier again exhibited the patient

Porcz— , the subject of this lecture {vide 'Gazette Hebdomadaire,' No. 31,

1885). At the same meeting Dr. Joffroy exhibited a patient from our wards,

named Pin— , whose case was discussed in the preceding lecture, and to which

I shall refer in the next.
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You will then observe tliat the opinions expressed by our

colleagues MM. Féréol, Déjerine, Rendu, and Joifroy, on the

nature of tlie monoplegia, are very diverse, notwithstanding

tlie very tliorougli investigation of tlie case.

M. Troisier lias been good enough, and I am glad to express

my obligations to liim, to commit the patient to my charge.

The history, I doubt not, will excite in you a lively interest.

You will not, I trust, be wearied by the minuteness of

détail into which we shall enter in the analysis of this case,

not one feature of which is wanting in its practical applica-

tion. The patient is a man, aet. 25, named Porcz—a cab-

driver, he became an inmate of our clinical wards on the

i5th April last. The affection dates from over four months

back, originating, as already remarked, in an accident, and

it has not undergone any modification during that period.

But before entering into further détails, we will say a few

words on the antécédents of this patient.

His mother died at the âge of fifty-nine of disease of the

liver ; she was very nervous. Porcz— remembers that on

many occasions when thwarted in anything she was wont to be

affected with fits, in which she fell down and lost conscious-

ness. His father was a great drinker of absinthe, but never

had any nervous attacks. His sister is frequently the subject

of nervous attacks, probably of an hysterical nature. Tliere

does not appear to be any insanity in the family.

Among the personal antécédents the following are dis-

closed :—In infancy, although not particularly nervous, our

patient tells us that when left alone he always feared '' rob-

bers." At seven years of âge he fell from a fifth storey on to

an iron grating, whence he rebounded on to the pavement of

a court. From this time his health has been notably en-

feebled, and a short time afterwards the déviation in the

vertébral column, whicli now exists, commenced. At the âge

of sixteen Porcz— entered as a " washer " with a carriage

Company, and shortly afterwards he contracted an attack of

articular rheumatism, which confined him to bed for six

weeks. From this period his right knee has been paiuful,

and tumefied from time to time, and is at présent the seat

of crepitus. In conséquence of this arthritis of rheumatic

origin there is a certain amount of atrophy of the triceps
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extensor cruris (amyotropliy) of articular origin. Tliis limb is

notably more feeble tlian the corresponding one of the oppo-

site side, and the patient limps a little on this side. Tliis

relative feebleuess of the right limb dates, I repeat, from

neai'ly ten years ago, but it bas no connection witli the pré-

sent ailment.

This slight infirmity, and his misérable appearance, did

not prevent Porcz— from following, since the âge of eighteen,

his employment, sometimes of an omnibus driver and some-

times a cabman.

Let us revert now to the monoplegia and its direct causes.

On the 24th December, 1884, the horse which Porcz— was
driving became restive, and our patient was pitched from his

seat on to the pavement, falling upon his right side, the pos-

terior part of the right shoulder receiving the first impulse.

There was no loss of consciousness, no intense émotion.

Porcz— was able to regain his feet, go to a chemist's, and

mount the box. The right shoulder and arm were somewhat
painful, but presented no bruising. The movements of the

extremity were difficult, but possible, and Porcz— was able to

drive his cab for five hours afterwards, holding the reins in

his left hand. Duriug the next five days the patient rested,

and the pain and difficulty of movement seemed to diminish.

He hoped soon to be able to résume his work, when, on the

3oth of December, six days after the accident, and after a

restless night, lie found on awakening that the right superior

extremity was flaccid, hanging motionless, and incapable

of ail movement, with the exception of the fingers of the

hand, which he was still able to move a little. Practisiug

friction, Porcz— noticed the insensibility of the shoulder,

the arm, and the forearm, Avhich we observe to-day. It is

perfectly certain that neither at the time of the fall nor

afterwards was there any trace of loss of cousciousness, or

any intellectual perversion, any sort of aphasia or embarrass-

ment of speech, any déviation of the mouth or tongue, or

any degree of paralysis in the right inferior extremity. We
hâve therefore in this case to do with a brachial monoplegia

plus anaesthesia, in the most rigorous acceptation of the term.

On the 8th of Jauuary, 1885, our patient presented him-

self at the Hôpital Tenon, under M. Troisier, who recognised,
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nine days after tlie commencement of the paralysis, ail tlie

features Avhicli we noted on receiving the patient. To-day,

the ist of May, four months after the commencement of the

monopleg-ia, matters are in the same state. We find the

patient exactly in the same state as lie was four months ago

when examined by M. Troisier, and also when he was pre-

sented a month ago to the Société Médicale des Hôpitaux.

Let us examine now with some attention this singular

monoplegia, which has existed as you see it now during four

months, despite the diverse forms of treatmeut employed.

A, Motor functions.—Porcz— is unable to perform any

voluntary movement either with the elevator muscles of the

shoulder or those of the shoulder itself, or the muscles of the

arm or forearm. He is able to voluntarily move the fingers

of the hand alone, and thèse movements are so feeble as not

to be appréciable by the dynamometer.

Observe the absolute flaccidity of the limb. It lies along

the trunk as an inert body, and falls heavily down after

being raised. The patient is obliged to carry it in a sling

to obviate the shocks and blows to which it would otherwise

be exposed at each instant. There does not exist, as you

perceive, the least trace of rigidity or contraction. This

recalls the flaccidity of the monoplegia in infantile spinal

faralysis. But hère the tendon-reflexes at the elbow and

the wrist are intact, perhaps even a little exaggerated, while

you know it is quite otherwise in that form of spinal para-

lysis. Further, and this is an absolutely distinct cbarac-

teristic, although the paralysis has existed for four months,

there is no appréciable atrophy or diminished consistence of

the paralysed muscles. Actual measurement of the right

arm gives 23*5 c, of the left 24 c. ; the right forearm 22.5

c, the left forearm 22 c.

B. There exists in the greater part of this limb, besides

paralysis of movement, profound perversions of sensihility

,

Sensibility to contact, pain, and cold is completely and abso-

lutely abolished, and this cutaneous angesthesia, which exists

exclusively in the parts of the extremity where there is motor

paralysis, is marked off from the parts retaining their sensi-

bility by lines presenting a singular disposition, especially as
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relating to the liand, Yet it is observable tliat it does iiot

correspond with tlie anatomical distribution of tbe cutaneous

nerves of the superior extremity, as you can see by looking

at this diagram (Figs. 54 aud 55, p. 268).

On the back of tbe band tbe Hmit of ansestbesia is marked,

-so far as concerus the fingers, by a transverse line situated

a few centimètres above the metacarpo-phalangeal articula-

tions, while on the palmar aspect the limit is represented by

a line parallel to the fold of the wrist, and about one centi-

mètre below it.

Further, the insensihilUy is not limited to the skiu, U
extends to the deeper parts ; and thus it is that faradizatiou,

no matter how energetic, either of tbe muscles or tbe trunks

of the nerves, while provoking strong contractions, is not

felt. Movements of torsion, or di-agging, communicated to

the shoulder, the elbow, or wrist, do not occasion any feeling

whatever, no matter how violent they may be. But on tbe

palmar surface and on the back of tbe band, aud over ail

the fingers, cutaneous and deep sensibility are preserved, at

least in great part.

Further, in this extremity, the fingers always excepted,

the manifestations relating to ivhat is called the muscular sensé

are in complète aheyance. To appreciate this it is only neces-

sary that Porcz— should be requested to shut bis eyes and to

jfind bis forearm, beld away from the body, and seize it by

means of his left band. At first be gropes in space, more

or less remote from his object, and when he accidentally

finds any part of the member, probably its upper end, he

ranges with his band over tbe whole arni until he arrives at

the part at which be is requested to touch. When his eyes

are shut, he does not know Avhether one bends his wrist, his

elbow, or bis shoulder. But, under like conditions he knows

perfectly well when the same act is practised on his fingers, and

which one is experimented upon. Porcz— bas equally lost the

notion of weight of objects placed in tbe palm of his band.

When he does not look he is unable to distinguish, without

iingering them, a pièce of 5 francs from one of 10 centimes,

they both seem to him equally light.

To epitomise, we bave, thei-efore, absolute motor paralysis

of the muscles of the shoulder and of the arm and forearm ;
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complète loss of sensibility of the skin, of tlie muscles, of

tlie nerves, tendons, and articulai- ligaments, &c. ; complète

absence of ail notions relating to the muscular sensé in ail

tlie parts wLiicli correspond to the motor paralysis ; no rigidity

in the parts deprived of movement, with préservation of the

muscular outline, and slight exaggeration of the tendon-re-

Hexes. Thèse are the salient features hitherto disclosed.

But it bchoves us to notice again the remarkable and sig-

nificant fact that the muscles présent no indications of trophic

perversion, notwithstanding that the monoplegia has already

existed for more than four months. You hâve satisfied

yourselves that there is no wasting of the members ; I would

add that the miLsclets, subjected to a rigorous examination, pre-

sent no modification in respect of the electrical reactions either

to faradism or galvanism. There is not the slightest sus-

picion of the reaction of degeneration.

Finally, there is no lividity of the skin, and no œdema.
There exists only, in the afîected member, a slight diminu-

tion of the température. Thus, the axillary température of

the two sides is 36*9°, that of the healthy member on the

anterior aspect of the forearm 32'8°, while that of the para-

lysed member on the corresponding spot is only 32*4°, that

is to say about four tenths of a degree lower.

Such are the phenomena disclosed to us by analysis of

the condition of the paralysed member. There exist in our

patient, beyond what relates to the monoplegia, several other

interesting clinical facts ; but they do not strike one at first

sight, and we encounter them only after pursuing inquiry

in a certain direction. I will reserve the noting of thèse

peculiarities until, after the discussion, it becomes a ques-

tion of definitely determining the diagnosis.

What, then, is the nature of tins monoplegia which we hâve

been studying so carefully, and of whose clinical characters

we are now cognisant ? Has it any connection with a lésion

more or less pronounced of the périphérie nerves in consé-

quence of a contusion or a shock to the brachial plexus

caused by the fall on the shoulder ? Does it relate to any

spinal lésion ? Or a focal cérébral lésion ? Such are the

questions which now hâve to be considered.
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The first-named uaturally présents itself at once to tlie

mind, There are numerous exainples of brachial monoplegia

in conséquence of a fall on the shoulder, and a certain number

of the phenomena observed in our patient appcar, at first

sight^ to admit of explauation on the hjpothesis of shock or

contusion of the brachial plexus. I am happy to be able to

bring under your notice by the side of Porcz— _, a patient in

whom brachial monoplegia exists^ and caused under circum-

stances similar to those which detei^mined the brachial mono-

plegia in the case of Porcz— . It is true, we hâve not hère to

deal Avith a fall on the posterior part of the shoulder^ as in

Porcz—'s case, but with a violent shock to the same région

caused by a blow from a large heavy beam. The traumatic

conditions are analogous in both cases. Let us see what

hâve been the conséquences in our second case, of which the

following is an abridged history.^

The patient Deb—, a vigorous, well-built navvy, œt. 31,

liad always enjoyed excellent health until, on the 3rd of

April, 1884, that is to say, thirteen months ago, he received

a blow on the posterior part of the left shoulder from the

extremity of a beam, the violence of the shock being such as

to throw liim face forwards to the ground. He was at the

same time struck on the posterior and the superior région of

the cranium by an iron point carrying a block attached to the

end of the beam, and a wound of some extent was the resuit.

On receipt of the injury there was no immédiate loss of con-

sciousness, and during some time afterwards, for five or six

minutes pei-haps, the patient remained conscious. He recol-

lects, at least, so he afiirms, that at this moment he felt a sensa-

tion such as to lead him to believe that lus superior extremity

was entirely separated from the body. Then supervencd a loss

of consciousness Avhich lasted during three hours. Wheu
Deb— came to himself, motor paralysis of the diverse seg-

ments of tho member was as absolute as it is at this moment,

the movements of élévation of the shoulder alone beiug pre-

served. With respect to sensibility, it seems to havc been

in the same condition as we find it now.

' Veiy recently the case of this patient has been given in extenso by

. Mdlle. Klurupke in her interesting work on " Paralyses o£ the Brachial

Plexus" ('lievue de Médecine,' lotli Julv, 18S5, 5th year, No. 7, p. 604).
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From tliis time the patient lias sojourned in varions

îiospitals, wliere lie liad been subjected, unhappily for him
without resnlt, to varions forms of treatment, and especiaily

•electricity. This treatment liad to be interrupted from time

to time, owing to tlie intense pain invariably caused by it,

and could never, tlierefore, be foliowed ont continuously.

I will first direct your attention to tlie dérangements of

sensibility. Sensibility of ail kinds is absolntely abolisbed

•in the liand, including tlie fingers, the forearm, and part of tlie

FiGS. 54 and 55.—Case of Porcz—

.
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arm ; in tlie same parts deep sensibility is likewise abolished,

and likewise the ideas attaching to the muscular sensé.

Wherever the cutaneous angesthesia exists it is as complète

as we hâve seen it to be in the case of Porcz— ; only the mode-

of distribution is différent in the two cases, for while in the case

of Porcz— the zone of insensibility encircles ail the shoulder,

and even beyond, in that of Deb

—

, on the contrary, the area

is much less limited, embracing neither the shoulder nor a

considérable portion of the arm. Thus on the anterior and
external aspect of the arm in the latter case the line of anses-

FiGS. 56 and 57.— Case of Deb— . a. Analgcsiu. b. Absolute anœsthesia.
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tliesia scarcc4y reaclies tlie middle of the limb. On tbe

external aspect it is liigher. Beliind it scarcely goes beyond

the elbow, so that the posterior aspect of the arm is alinost

normal (Figs. 56 and 57).

I should like you to observe, gentlemen, that this dispo-

sition of the ansesthetic zone is exactly such as has been

observed in cases where the brachial plexus has been severely

injured, or even torn across completely, by injury or sur-

gical division, cases of which hâve been rccorded by Dr. Ross,

of Manchester, in his important contribution to ' Brain,'^

You observe from an examination of the plates (Figs. 58

and 5g) taken from Ross, and relating to a case of tearing

of the brachial plexus, attended with motor and trophic

dérangements, both muscular and cutaneous, which hâve been

determined by a rupture of ail the branches of that plexus ;^

you notice, I say, that the disposition of the ansesthetic

7.one is exactly the same as that observed in our patient,

Deb—

.

Now, in the last-named case (Deb—),after noting the motor

and trophic dérangements to which we shall return directly,

it must be conceded that there exists a grave and an extensive

lésion of the whole plexus. This distribution of cutaneous

anaesthesia appeai's to be the pathognomonic expression of

deep and destructive organic lésions affecting ail the motor

and the sensory branches of the brachial plexus.

If, now, Ave revert to the case of Porcz— we notice that

the distribution of the anœsthetic zone is totally différent.

It is mucli more extended upwards towards the trunk than

in the case of Deb— . It involves the shoulder, and con-

sequently, on the hypothesis of a contusion acting on tlie

course of the nerves, not only the brachial but the cervical

plexus also ought to be involved. Moreover, we know that

in the case of Porcz— the zone of anassthesia is limited below

by the hond (Figs. 54 and 55). But the disposition of that

line, marking the limit of anaesthesia, does not accord with

the hypothesis of a lésion profoundly affecting ail the sensi-

^ " Distribi\tion of ansestliesia in cases of disease of tlie branches and of

the'voots of the brachial plexus."—'Brain,' April, 1884, p. 70.

- With the exception of the comraunicating branch from the 4th nerve.
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tive fibres of the brachial plexus. As we hâve already rc-

marked^ it is, on the palmar aspect of the hand, a straight

line at right angles to the long* axis of the limb^ and parallel

with the fold of flexion of the wrist-joint ; and on the dorsal

FiGS. 58 and 59.—Case of rupture of brachial plexus (after Ross).

aspect a slightly curved line with its convexity downwards,

extending a little beyond tho middle of the metacarpal région.

Hère, then, is a disposition which in no way accords with

the cutaneous distribution of the nerves of sensibility in the
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lower portions of the liand (ulnar and radial for the dorsal

aspect, médian and ulnar for the palmar), and which, there-

fore, does not accord with the supposition of a deep and

gênerai lésion of the brachial plexus. The facts to whicb

we hâve just referred do not better accord with the hypo-

thesis of a slight contusion, or a simple " commotion '' of the

plexus, for numerous observations in those cases show, con-

trary to what obtains in our case, that under such circura-

stances perversions of sensibility are little marked, eminently

transitory, or entirely wanting.

In the case of Deb— , which represents a typical example

of a deep, old, and irréparable injury of the brachial plexus,

we also discover trophic dérangements, muscular and cuta-

neous, and certain other phenomena which, quite as much
as the perversions of sensibility, contrast singularly with

what we observe in Porcz— . Doubtless in both cases

the paralysed member is flaccid and without traces of con-

traction or articular rigidity ; but hère is the différence,

in Deb— the paralysed muscles are extremely atrophied.

They présent on electric examination the reaction of degene-

ration in its most aggravated form ; the tendon-reflexes are

abolished, the skin is cold, and its surface is marked by violet

spots, especially towards the extremity of the limb, and the

subcutaneous tissue is slightly œdematous.

There is nothing of the kind in the case of Porcz— . Hère

you see, notwithstanding the long continuance of the malady,

the muscles hâve preserved their volume and consistance, they

présent no reaction of degeneration, the tendon-reflexes exist,

and the colourof skin and the consistence of the integuments

are normal. Thèse, then, constitute the phenomena which do

not permit of reconciliation with the theory of a serions and

deep lésion of the brachial plexus, notwithstanding the exis-

tence of the malady for four months; and much might like-

wise be made of the remarkable fact of the non-participation

of the fingers and of the hand in the motor paralysis and anaes-

thesia, so marked in ail the other parts of the limb.

Thus, gentlemen, the brachial monoplegia which forms the

subject of our présent investigation, although occurring under

conditions in which grave or trifling lésions of the brachial

plexus by commotion or contusion might originate, does not
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Teally dépend on a lésion of tliis nature. The seat of tlio

disease lias to be sought for elsewhere in the nerve centres.

Hâve we therefore to do with a circnmscribed organic cere-

hral or spinal lésion ? It will^ I thiuk, be easy for me to

indicate to you tliat this is not so.

18



LECTURE XXI.

ON TWO CASES OF HYSTERICAL BRACHIAL MONOPLEGIA
IN THE MALE, DUE TO INJURY.—HYSTERO-TRAUMATIC
MONOPLEGIA (contimied):

SuMMARY.

—

Diagnosis continued.—Amyatrophies dépendent on

joint lésion ; on spinal or focal cérébral lésions.—8ym-

ptoms pathognomonic of hysteria in this patient ; right

hemianœsthesia ; monocular polyopia with macropsy ; bi-

latéral retraction of the field of vision.

Case ofPin— :^ Flaccid monoplegia and loss ofall kinds

of sensibility in the left upper extremity following a fall.

—Other hysterical symptoms ; diminution of hearing , taste,

and smell on one side ; retraction of the field of vision with

transposition of the red ; monocular polyopia ; ansesthesia

of the bach of the throat ; hysterogenic areœ ; hysterical

attachs folloived by an improvement in the paralysis of

the arm.

Psychic paralyses; their production by suggestion in

hypnotism.—Différent states of hypnotism considered in

connection with the possibility of suggestion.

Gentlemen,—In our last lecture we liad before us a re-

markablc case o£ brachial monoplegia in a man, œt. 25,

supervcning- on a fall upon tlie slioulder, in wliicli wc were

constrained to believe that tlie symptoms observcd were

not connected with a lésion of the nerves of the brachial

plexus. This opinion we based upon the extent and dis-

' Lecture edited by M. Marie, chef de clinique, and M. Geo. Guiuon,

interne du service.

' Continued from p. 252.
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position of tlie cutaneous and deep-seated anîesthesia, on

the absence of tropliic changes, and of Erb's reaction in

the muscles of the paralysed limb. Thèse same considéra-

tions also enable us to conclude at once that we hâve not to

deal with an example of amyotrophic paralysis which is soine-

times the resuit of traumatism affecting an articulation, and

which has been specially investigated by MM. Lefort and

Valtat.^

After eliminating thèse from the diagnosis it remains for

ns to examine the two following hypothèses. Does this

monoplegia dépend on a lésion localised in the spinal cord ;

or a circumscribed lésion in one of the cérébral hémisphères ?

We shall not be long detained in discussing the first ques-

tion to which we hâve more than once referred in the course

of the preceding lecture. A destructive lésion strictly

liraited to a certain région of the anterior horn of the grey

matter in the brachial enlargement of the right side, may it

is true, as we see in cases of infantile spinal paralysis, pro-

duce a flaccid brachial monoplegia, without affecting in any

respect the face or the leg of the same side, altogether corre-

sponding in this respect to what is observed in our patient.

But in such cases, not to speak of the sudden development,

accompanied most frequently by a fébrile condition of some

days' duration, we certainly observe after a period of eight

or ten days a very pronounced reaction of degeneration

affecting ail the muscles, and after four months manifest

atrophy of those muscles. Further, the tendon réflexes are

abolished from the commencement. And again, there would

be no cutaneous anajsthesia or loss of the muscular sensé. It

is true that a concomitant lésion of the posterior cornua of the

grey substance in corresponding régions of the spinal marrow,

may cause, without doubt, more or less grave perversions of

sensibility. But any such lésion exclusively involving one

of the anterior horns and the région quite limited to the more
posterior part of the posterior horn of the same side, has not

yet been observed, so far as I know ; and if that lésion instead

of remaining limited, as we hâve already assumed, had invaded

the médian parts of the grey column, then the anœsthesia

^ Vide Lecture II, p. 20, ante.
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would affect not only tlie side corresponding to tlie lésion, but

.also tlie opposite side.

I will not furtlier insist on that point, but we will con-

•sider a little moi'e closely tlie liypotbesis of a circumscribed

cérébral lésion. In wliat région of tbe cérébral Hémisphères

ouglit any sucb lésion to be localised in order to produce

tbe symptoms manifested in our patient ? Could it be a

lésion affecting the internai capsule ? Sucb a lésion as one

miglit suppose to be produced by tlie shock ; and wbicli would

consist, I suppose, of a patcb of haemorrhagic or capillary

^poplexy resulting from the commotion incidental to the fall.

Such a condition would almost necessarily be accompanied

by some apoplectic symptoms which hâve not certainly oc-

ourred in our patient. I would add that a pure brachial mono-

plegia, liko the one before us, is almost unheard of in the

history of lésions of the internai capsule.^ It is further

necessary to suppose a lésion strictly limited to the ante-

rior parts of the capsule, and consequently perversions of sen-

sibility would then be wanting. It is therefore liigher in the

hémisphère, that is to say, in the grey matter or the parts

immediately subjacent to the centrum ovale, that we ought

to search for the localisation of the supposed organic lésion.

A lésion sufficiently extensive and profound, localised in

the middle third of the médian convolutions (frontal and

ascending pariétal) necessarily results in a brachial mono-

plegia ; that is now so well established that it is unnecessary

to enlarge upon it. But it is necessary to remark that the

existence of a pure monoplegia, without any participation of

either the muscles supplied by the inferior facial, the tongue,

or the inferior extremity of the same side, supervening on a

cortical lésion, is undoubtedly very rare. We can scarcely

collect a dozen such in a total of more than 250 cases ob-

served by M. Pitres and myself, in our work relating to the

question of cortical cérébral localisations.^ But in the case

^ Vide " A Case of Monoplegia due to Lésion of the Internai Capsule," by

Drs. Bennett and Campbell, in 'Brain,' April, 1885, p. 78.

- Chavcot et Pitres, " Etude Critique et Clinique de la doctrine des loca-

lisations motrices dans l'écorce des hémisphères cérébraux de l'homme"
(' Hévue de Médecine,' 1883, Nos. 5, 6, 8, and 10).
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of tliis patient, and tliis is a fact to be at once appreciated,

it was clearly évident that at no stage of the malady, not

even at the commencement, did tlie face, the tongue, or the

inferior extremitj présent the slightest degree of paralysis

or even paresis. From the outset, I repeat, the superior

extremifcy aloue has been afïected.

I would remark that a cortical lésion sufïiciently pronounced

to provoke a paralysis of movement, as complète and as dura-

ble as is obsei'ved in the case of Porcz— , would necessarily

détermine a secondary descendingcerebro-spinal degeneration,

manifestiug itself clinically by the existence of a certain

degree of contraction in the paralysed member. But it is

perfectly clear that in our case there is not the slightest évi-

dence of any trace of such rigidity, rather, on the contrary,

we observe that the motor paralysis is hère remarkable by
the softness and flaccidity of the parts, the diverse segments
of the member opposing no résistance to the movements prac-

tised on them. Besides, although the tendon-reflexes are

preserved in our patient, they are not notably exaggerated

as would hâve been the case in a cortical lésion, with de-

scending degeneration, four mouths after the appearance of

the disease.

Finally, gentlemen, the perversions of sensibility, so

strongly marked in the case of Porcz—, are not such as would

be observed in a lésion of the cortex which one must suppose

to be limited strictly to the middle third of the médian con-

volutions. In a good number of cases of cortical lésion

localised in one of the motor centres, the cutaneous sensi-

bility and the muscular sensé may, as you know, be abso-

lutely intact. That is shown in many of the cases collected

by my former chef de clinique, Dr. Ballet, in his inaugural

dissertation,^ and by a case published by Ferrier in ' Brain.^"

It is true that MM. Exner, Petrina, Tripier, and more
recently M. Starr^ hâve collected a certain number of ob-

' G. Ballett, " Le faisceau sensitif et les troubles de la sensibilité dans les

cas de lésions cérébrales" (' Archiv de Neurologie,' T. IV, 1882, et 'Thèse

de Paris,' 1881, p. 67).

2 'Brain,' April, 1883. Ferriev's case relates to an exaniple of crural

uionoplegia.

^ Allen Starr, " Cortical Lésions of the Brain ; a collection and analysis of

the American cases of localised cérébral disease," pp. 48 and 49 (the 'American
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servations relative to lésions limited to tlie médian convolu-

tions, in which^ besides the motor paralysis, it was par-

ticularly noted that sensibility was affected in every manner
(tactile sensibility, sensibility to pain, the muscular sensé,

&c.). But it appears established, notwitlistanding, by tlieso

same observations, tliat, if tlie lésion is limited exactly to

the motor centres without encroaching on the neighbouring

régions of the pariétal lobe, thèse varions perversions oi:

sensibility are always but little pronounced or eminently tran-

sitory. This contrasts signally, you observe, with what exists

in our case, in which the diverse kinds of cutaneous and deep

sensibility hâve been affected in a high degree and perma-
nently during four months.

Thèse considérations lead us to reject the idea that in this

patient there exists a circumscribed cortical lésion, as we
hâve already rejected the notion of a spinal lésion or a lésion

of the peripheral nerves. With what then hâve we to deal ?

There is without doubt a lésion of the nervous centres, but

where is it situated, and what is its nature ? It is, I opine,

in the grey matter of the cérébral hemisphei'e on the side

opposite the paralysis, and more precisely in the motor zone of

the arm. Further, taking into considération the extent and

intensity of the perversions of sensibility, we may believe, ac-

cording to some récent woi'ks, that it is not strictly limited to

the motor zone, and that it extends behind the médian convolu-

tions to the adjacent parts of the pariétal lobe.^ But certainly

it is not of the nature of a circumscribed organic lésion of a

destructive nature, as would hâve been the case in the diverse

hypothesis we hâve passed in review. We hâve hère unques-

tionably one of those lésions which escape our présent means

of anatomical investigation, and which, for want of a better

term, we designate dynamic or functional lésions. And of

this I shall now endeavour to offer you further proofs.

Journal of Médical Science,' 1884). "The Sensory Tract in the Centnil

Nervous System," p. 78 (reprinted from the ' Journal of Nervous and Mental

Diseases,' vol. vi, No. 3, July, 1884).

' Starr (loc. cit.) ; and Bechterew, " Ueber die Localisation der Hautsen-

sibilitiit (Tast und Schmerzempfindungen) und des Muskelsinnes an der

Oberflache der Grosshirnhemisphàren (Mendel's ' Neurol. Centr.-Blatt,* No.

18, 5th Sept., 1883).
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As I liave indicated, in demonstratiug the symptoms

observed' in our patient, tbere are among them—and of a

kiud tliat are the most important—some which liitlierto I

liave advisedly passed by in silence, intending to bring them

into prominence at a proper time. That moment is now
arrived. The symptoms in question do not strike the eye

at first. In order to discover them it is necessary to direct

the investigation on the Unes of a certain hypothesis which

the présence of thèse symptoms, if they really exist, would

confirm and justify. You anticipate the hypothesis in ques-

tion—is our patient hystcrical ? Is he the subject of suffi-

ciently numérous and sufficiently accentuated hysterical stig-

mata to permit us to affirm that we hâve really to deal with

the hysterical diathesis ? In faveur of this view the proofs

abound. Hère the motor paralysis, the anaesthesia and the

other symptoms relate to hysteria. Such is my conclusion,

confirmed on every point very explicitly by my colleague M.

Jofïroy, at a meeting of the Société Médicale des Hôpitaux.^

In the first place I would point ont that in the case of

Porcz— the perversions of cutaneous sensibility are not

exactly confined to the right superior extremity. They are

found though less pronounced, that is in the form of anal-

^esia, over the whole extent of the same side, the face, the

trunk, and lower extremity. We hâve hère theu, so far as

relates to common sensibility, a generalised right hemianœs-

thesia, only much more pronounced on the extremity than

elsewhere.

If, next, we examine the organs of sensé, we find on this

side valuable indications. The hearing is defective on the

right side. The ticking of a watch, which on the left side

is heard at a distance of 50 centimètres (20 inches) or more,

is not heard on the right side beyond 20 centimètres (8 inches)

.

Taste is completely lost on the right side. Then, observe the

insensibility of the pharynx. The finger roughly introduced

into the mouth as far as the epiglottis causes, in this patient,

no reflex action. This phenomenon is, as you know, common
in hysteria. Many observers, and particularly M. Chairou,

bave called attention to it in récent years. Haviug obtained

thèse preliminary results, we naturally expect to find by an

^ Séance du 27 Mars, 1885.
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examiuation o£ the field of vision that cliaracteristic retrac-

tion to wliich I Lave so often directed your attention. But,

excepting on the first examination we hâve been deceived in

our anticipations ; we hâve now under observation a normal
field of vision. I will show you how in this respect niatters

changed soon afterwards. However, investigation of the

function of vision was not fruitless ; it demonstrated, indeed,

the existence of a phenomenon which, in the absence of

others, acquires a great importance, and greatly contributes

to identify hysteria in a case of diagnostic diflficulty. I refer

to the Munocular 'polyoïrla of hysterical subjects, a symptom
which M. Parinaud^ has investigated for some considérable

time in the patients in my clinique, and which he was the

first, I believe, to signalise.

Monocular polyopia (diplopia or triplopia) is, however, not

exclusively peculiar to hysteria, but it generally occurs in

that affection with spécial cliaracteristics, by which, accord-

ing to M. Parinaud it may be distinguished from other species

of the same kind.

The crystalline lens, as you know, présents a segmentary

structure, and may be said to be formed of three lenses. It

will, therefore, be perceived that under certain conditions

two or three images may be produced on the retina. This

is a natural defect, as it were, more or less pronouiiced

according to the individual, which in the healthy condition

is corrected by the normal action of accommodation. It is

easy to comprehend that wheu the physiological function of

accommodation is affected, monocular polyopia results, and
thus it may be noticed in the paralysis of accommodation

produced by atropine, and in the contraction of accommoda-
tion determined by eserine. In the latter case it is generally

not very pronounced, apparently owing to concomitant myosis.

It is to the contraction of the muscle of Brucke," in tho

absence of myosis, according to M. Parinaud, that the mono-
cular polyopia of the hysterical ought to be ascribed. Without
functional lésion of the apparatus of accommodation, mono-

' H. Perinaud, " De la Polyopie Minoculaire dans l'Hystérie," &c. (Ex-

trait des 'Annales d'Oculistique,' Gand, Mai—Juin, 1878.)

' La contracture de muscle de l'accommodation dans l'hystérie a été

étudiée par M. Galezowski (' Prog. Méd.,' T. VI, p. 39, 1878).
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cular polyopia is seeu in aged persons, in commencing cata-

ract, and in certain cases of astigmatism^ congenital_, or due

to keratitis.

But it will be easy to eliminate, in a given case, the

causes of nionocular polyopia above mentioned, viz. senile

cataract, astigmatism from lésion of tlie cornea, or tlie eiïects

of eserine or atropia, &c. Further, putting aside the ab-

sence of thèse causes, the polyopia of the hysterical appears,

as I hâve said, to be characterised by spécial features. I

refer to the macrospy and the micros'py which, according to

M. Parinaud, are peculiar to this condition, while they are

not observed in the other cases. Place a pencil before

Porcz

—

, held vertically at a distance of a few centimètres

from one of his eyes, the other being shut, and he distin-

guishes but one image. But if the pencil is held further

off he distinguishes two images. At eight or ten centimètres

(three to four inclies) from the eye they are distinctly sepa-

rated the one from the other. Further, when the pencil is

placed quite near the eye it appears unduly large, while,

held at a distance of from fifteen to twenty centimètres (sis

to eight inches) it appears two or three times smaller than it

really is, or than it would be seen normally. Such is the

spécial monocular polyopia, which, associated with the sen-

sorial and sensitive aberrations under considération, constitute

a significant feature in a case, especially where neither alco-

holism, nor lead-poisoning, nor lésion of the internai capsule

is operative. A second examination of the field of vision

three days ago revealed a new feature. Five days ago the

patient went out on an expédition, and returned very fatigued.

Two days later perimetric examination disclosed concentric

lessening of the field of vision, almost equally marked on botli

sides, though without transposition of the red circle.

It will not, after this, be necessary for me to enter into

lengthy détail in order to show that the collection of sym-

ptoms which hâve been unfolded, so inexplicable on the

hypothesis of an organic lésion of the brain, spinal cord, or

peripheral nerves, admits of a very simple interprétation on

the supposition of a dynamic hysterical lésion.

However, I should like to remark that the clinical charac-
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ters of the monoplegia of Porcz— do not differ from tboso

which. distiuguisli uudonbted cases of liysterical paralysis.

Confirmation is afforded by référence to the most compétent

authorities on the subject, I would point ont in the first place

the absence of anij i:)articipation of the face in the paralysis^ a

fact brought into prominence by Todd,^ Althaus, Hasse/ and
myself/ and by Weir Mitchell in his excellent book on the

nervons diseases of females f for my own part I liave not

yet found a well-mai'ked exception to this rule. Secondly,

the absence of any modification of electric reaction, of any
atrophy of the muscles, notwithstandiug that the paralysis

has existed for several months ; and the persistence of abso-

lute flaccidity of the member without any marked change in

the tendon réflexes ; and also the absence of the muscular

sensé in a marked degree, such as is scarcely ever observed

in paralysis of cérébral origin from other causes. Finally, I

would point out to you the marked cutaneous and deep ana3s-

thesia, its particular mode of distribution and limitation,

whicli appeared singular at first sight no doubt, not having

been carefully studied, and wliich does not correspond in

any way to the distribution of the sensorj»t.ierves emanating

from the brachial plexus.^ I would not go the length of

' E. H. Todd, 'Clinical Lectures ou Paralysis: Certaiu Diseases of tlie

Braiu, &c.,' Loudon, 1856. " Agaiu the exteut of the paralysis iu the limhs,

aud the total abseuce of it in the face and tongue, are certainly évidence in

favour of its hysterical character, for althougli hysterical paralysis occurs in

ail parts of the trunk and extremities, it very rarely, if ever, attacks the

face."—Loc. cit., p. 20.

- Hasse, ' Haudbuch der Pathol., &c.,' II Auflag, Erlangen, 1869.

^ Charcot, * Leçons sur les Maladies du Système Nerveux,' T. I, ist éd.,

p. 351. 12e leçon.
—"Remarquez en premier lieu l'absence de paralysis

faciale et de la déviation de la langue, lorsque celle-ci est tirée hors de la

bouche. Vous savez que ces phénomènes existent au contraire toujours à un

certain degré "—c'est presque toujours qu'il faut lire
—" dans l'hémiplégie

par lésion en foyer du cerveau."

^ Weir Mitchell, ' Lectures on Diseases of the Nervons System, especially

in Women,' 2nd éd., Philadelphia, 1885. " Unlike the hemiplasy of cérébral

and organic cause, hysterical half-paralysis involves, more or less, ail one

side of the body, excepting the face ; but in a few rare cases the neck is dis-

tinctly affected."—Loc. cit., p. 25.

* Compare Figs. 54, 55, 56, 57. That arrangement in geometrical seg-

ments limited by circular Unes at right angles to the long axis of the member.
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asserting tliat ail hysterical pai-alyses necessarily présent the

\vliole of the characteristics euumerated, but I believe it may
be affirmed tliat wheu thèse characters are found coexisting

in a given case of paralysis its nature should not remain

doubtful.

Sucli are the arguments, and they appear to me conclu-

sive, by which I am constrained to affirm that, independently

of hereditaiy circumstances, and the existence of stigmata,

onr patient must be considered to be hysterical ; further tliat

the monoplegia itself présents in him ail the characteristic

features of hysterical paralysis. In short, ail the symptoms
which we note in Porcz— reveal hysteria, and we fiud in his

case nothing but what accords with hysteria.

Our diagnosis confirmed, there remains one concession

which I am constrained to make, viz. : That this is not an

absolutely complète case of hysteria, or, in a word, a classic

case. But tins rendors it ail the more interesting to the

clinical observer, for if the hysterical nature of the aiîection

is established by the foregoing, it should be remembered
that it does not at first sight strike one as such, and that it

is necessary to establish the diagnosis by minutely examining

the clinical aspects of the case in their entirety. There is

in reality something wanting in the picture, and that some-

thing, you ail recognise, is the existence of hysterical attacks

and of hystero-genic points. Evidently that circumstance

need not seriously impede us, for the convulsive attack, as

you know, is far from being a necessary characteristic of

hysteria. According to M. Briquet it is wanting in a third

of the cases of hysteria in the female, and, accordiug to my
expérience, it may be absent in the maie, and in equal pro-

portion to the other sex.

To further establish the conclusions at which we hâve

arrived, and to give them more weight, it may be useful to

really represents, at least for the limbs, tlie type of anœsthesia of cortical

origin, by wbatever cause produced. Only in hysteria that character will be,

in gênerai, much more acccntuated and much more easy to recognise tlian in

the case of an organic lésion, doubtless because in the former condition the

dynamic lésion is much more extended, and may occupy the entirety of some

circumscribed sensitive area of the cortex.—J. M. C.
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compare witli tlie présent case tliat of another liysterical

maie wliom I brought under your notice in tlie preceding

lecture, and on Avbose case I dwelt at some length.' I refer to

tlie patient Pin

—

, wliom 1 again submit to your examination.

Bearing in mind tlie principal features, you will recognise tliat

liis liistory is traced in some degree in tliat of Porcz—

.

Aswithtlie latter. Pin— was affected with brachial niono-

plegia in conséquence of a fall, only in liis case the paralysis

affected the left superior extremity and the anterior aspect

of the shoulder, which was the one that had been struck.

On the iith March, at our first examination of him, the

paralysis was absolute (as in Porcz— ) the face never having

been affected in any degree whatever. The paralysed mem-
ber was pendent, flaccid, and without the slightest rigidity

at the level of the joints ; no amyotrophy nor modification of

electric reaction, notwithstandiiig that the disease was of ten

months' duration. Cutaneous and deep aniBsthesia exists to

the same degree in both Porcz— and Pin— , only it is more
extended on the hands and fingers of the latter, but it is

limited exactly in the same raanner at the shoulder (compare

I^igs. 54, 55, p. 268, 60, and 61).

The loss of the muscular sensé is equally pronounced in

ail the insensitive parts. Thèse perversions of sensibility are

not yet modified, and at this moment we can prove their

existence in the two patients. You see how far the two

cases resemble one another up to this point. Between them
there is almost an identity. The détails which follow will

link them together still more closely.

In the discussion on the diagnosis in the case of Pin

—

we successively eliminated (as we hâve done in the case of

Porcz—), the hypothèses of a lésion of the branches of the

brachial plexus, any spinal lésion, or any organic lésion of the

central hémisphères, which the présence of aortic insufficiency

in his case niight hâve rendered likely. And we arrived

at the conclusion that the paralysis depended on a dynamic

lésion localised in the grey substance of the brachial motor

zone in the side opposite to that affected by the monoplegia.

The existence of the hysterical diathesis further reveals

itself in this patient by significant features ; analgesia ex-

' Vide p. 251, et seq.
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tendiug ovei- tlie left side of tlie head, of tlie trunk, aud

the wliole of the left inferior extremity ; hearing, smell,

and taste, tested by the usual processes, présent a marked

diminution on the left side. The field of vision présents a

Fios. 60 and 61.—Case of Pîu-

normal condition on the right side, but on the left there is

a considérable diminution of its area ;^ further, on this side

1 Tins case shows, with many others that I could cite, tliat althougli the

concentric lessening of the field of vision in the hysterical cxists more fre-
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tlie red circle is wider tlian tliat of tlie blue (Figs. 62 and

63). To-day we find on the same side the présence of

monocular polyopia, whicli has not been hitlierto noticed. I

would add tliat the finger introduced into the pharynx as

far as the epiglottis does not cause any reflex action.

Finally, and this is the only feature in which the case of

Pin— differs in a mai'ked manner from that of Porcz

—

,

there exists in the former several hypera3sthetic hysterogenic

zones ; one situated under the left breast, auother in each of

the iliac régions, and one on the right testicle.

On the I5th of March you will recollect that in consé-

quence of a slight excitation of the submaxillary zone. Pin

—

was affected with a perfectly characteristic hystero-epileptic

attack. This was the first that the patient had ever experi-

enced. It was succeeded by many others of a like character.

At the présent time thèse attacks frequently occur spontane-

ously. After one of thèse attacks, on the 2ist of March, an

improvement in the motor power, which exists at the pré-

sent time, was noticed in Pin— . He is able, as you see, to

voluntarily move ail the segments of the left superior extre-

mity. But thèse movements are not very energetic, they do

not resist the least opposing force. The dynamometric force

on the right is represented by the figure 70, that on the left

only by 10. Thus, if the motor power is not so complote as

it once was, still there is much improvement. The dérange-

ments of sensibility reraain, as they were at the commence-
ment, not only in the impaired member, but over ail the left

side of the body and the organs of spécial sensé. Conse-

quently this is not a complète cure, but we hâve reason to

hope that further improvement will occur, for clearly the

prognosis is not so grave as paralysis arising from a de-

structive lésion in the grey substance of one of the cérébral

hémisphères. Between the case of Pin— and that of

quentlj on botli siiles, this is not an absohite rule. This lesscning may be

limitée! to one side. The case of G il— , in particular reforreJ to in a former

lecture (p. 232, et seq.), may be cited as an example. Apropos of this case, I

may observe that the patient having unexpectedly died a few days ago (it

appears he swallowed an enormous dose of chloral which he secretly pvo-

cured) the post-mortem examination was absolutely négative as regards the

nervous centres, a fact plainly confirming the diagnosis.—J. M. C.
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Porcz— tlie présence o£ hysterogenic points in tlie former

constitutes the sole différence ; in ail other respects they are

identical. But it may be said that the case of Pin

—

, more

complète in some respects^ and more easily diagnosed than

that of Porcz

—

, fills up the hiatus which, so to speak, exists

between the case of Porcz— and ordinary cases of hysteria.
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It marks tlie transition, so tliat no part of the séries is

anissing.

Hère, tlien, are two examples of hysterical brachial mono-

plegia of traumatic origiu occurring in the maie.

I tliink tliat I Lave demonstrated tliat the brachial mono-

plegia snpervening on an injury in the two men who formed

the subjects of the preceding lectures, is of a hysterical nature.

The prognosis naturally follows from the diagnosis, and

it is clear that it will be infinitely less grave in cases of

this nature than in such as supervene on a destructive

organic lésion. Without doubt, in our two patients, the

paralysis, already of long standing, may persist, notwith-

standing its hysterical nature, for months, or perhaps even

years, especially if we do not intervene by means of appro-

priate therapeutic agents. Nevertheless the cure, we can

safely affirm, will take place sooner or iater, and our efforts

ought to hasten the occurrence.

But how ? According to what principles should the in-

tervention take place ? That is the question we hâve now

to résolve. We may hâve recourse to the empirical measures

which are resorted to in the treatment of hysteria—appro-

priate to rousing vital énergies almost always depressed in

such circuinstances, such as the repeated application of œstheo-

genic means, and in particular static electricity, prolonged

hydrotherapeutic appliances, &c. But thèse agents, which

certainly ought not to be neglected, apply rather to the

gênerai condition, and, according to my expérience, in so far

as concerns the paralysis, their bénéficiai effects are long

deferred. Certainly our interférence will show itself with

more effect if, instead of relying on empirical notions, it can

be founded on a physiological basis ; if, for example, we can

recognise, at least in part, the mechanism of the production

of traumatic hysterical paralysis.

Tins problem, bristling with difïiculties of every kind, we

must now proceed to face. I do not promise you, be it

understood, a solution on ail points, but in endeavouring to

reach our aim we shall perhaps encounter glances at truths

whose practical conséquences ought not to be disdained.

To arrive at the point to which I wish to lead you, I shall
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liave to take a course apparently devious, and must return

once more to a subject whicli lias already occupied our atten-

tion.^ I mean tliose remarkable paralyses wliicli hâve been

designated psychical paralyses, paralyses depending on idea,

paralyses by imagination {Paralyses durch Einhildung) . Now,
observe, I do not say imaginary paralyses, for indeed thèse

motor paralyses of psychical origin are as objectively real as

those depending ou an organic lésion ; they simulate them, as

you will soon see, by a nurnber of identical clinical characters,

which render their diagnosis very difficult.

Though they hâve been known for a long time, thèse

paralyses were first investigated in a methodical and syste-

matic manner in 1869 by Professor Russell Eeynolds, in an

excellent work treating of their etiology, their clinical charac-

ters, and their methods of treatment.^ Their history still

-offers several obscure points. It is well known tliat in certain

tîircuinstances an idea may produce a paralysis, and con-

versely, that an idea may cause it to disappear ; but between

thèse two ultiœate facts, many links remain obscure. Evi-

-dently this is a subject which would gain in clearness and

précision if it could be submitted to expérimental investiga-

.tion.

Well, gentlemen, thanks to récent notions in relation to

the science of hypnotic neurosis, it is possible to call in the

-aid of experimenfc in the study of cases of this kind. We
kuow that in subjects in a state of hypnotic sleep it is pos-

sible—and this is a noterions fact now—to originate by the

method of suggestion, or of intimation, an idea, or a cohérent

group of associated ideas, which possess the individual, and

remain isolated, and manifest themselves by correspouding

-motor phenomena. If this be so, we know that if the idea

suggested be one of paralysis, a real paralysis virtually

ensues, and we see in such case that it will frequently

manifest itself as accentuated as that arisiug from a de-

structive lésion of cérébral substance. Thèse assertions I

' J. M. Charcot, 'Lezioni cliniche dell' anno scolastico, 1881-84; suUe

malattie ciel sistema nervoso, redatte dal Dr. D. Miliotte.—SiiUe paralis

psichiche,' pp. 103— 110, Milano, 1885.

* Eussell Reynolds, " Remarks on Paralysis and otlier Disorders of Motion
and Sensation dépendent on Idea." Read to the Médical Section, Brit. Med.
Assoc, Leeds, July, 1869 ; 'Brit. Med. Journ.,' Nov., 1869.

1!)
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am aLout to try and justify by placing before you cases of

paralysis produced by suggestion, and whicli we may con-

sider as typical of psycliical paralysis.

At the outset it is my duty to recall to your memory
a certain number of facts with which our former studios

hâve made you acquainted.^ Bearing tbese facts in mind
you will readily understand wliat follows. I would remind

you that in tlie léthargie phase of what is called the great

hypnotism, the mental inertia is so absolute that in gênerai

it is impossible to enter into relation with the hypnotised

subject or to communicate any idea to him by any process

whatever. But it is not thus in the other two phases of

hypnotism. Thus in catalepsy—I speak hère only of the

true catalepsy, such I hâve described—certain phenomena of

suggestion are easily obtained, and owing to their simplicity

and their small tendency to become generalised, they are

relatively easy of analysis. ïïere then, evidently, the study

of hypnotic suggestions ought to commence. ïïere, as in

the preceding phase, there is mental inertia, but it is less-

profound, less absolute ; it lias become possible, indeed, to-

produce a sort of partial waking in the organ of the psychic

faculties. Thus, one can call into existence an idea, or a

group of ideas connected together by previous associations.

But this group set in action will remain strictly limited.

There will be no propagation, no diffusion of the communi-
cated movement ; ail the rest will remain asleep. Conse-

quently the idea, or group of ideas suggested, are met with

in a state of isolation, free from the control of that large

collection of personal ideas long accumulated and organised,

which constitute the conscience properly so-called, the ego.

It is for this reason that the movements which exteriorly re-

present the acts of unconscious cerebration are distinguished

by their automatic and purely mechanical cbaracter. Then
it is truly that we see before us the hnman machine in ail its

simplicity, dreamt of by De la Mettrie."

* J. M. Charcot, ' Essai d'une distinction nosographique des divere états

nerveux compris sous le nom d'hypnotisme.' Note comm. à l'Académie des

Sciences, 1883.—Id., ' Lezioni cliniche redatte dal Dr. Dom. Miliotti.—Sulle

pavalisi psicliiche,' pp. 103— 1 10, Milano, 1885.
"^ De la Mettrie, " L'homme machine," ' Œuvres philosophiques,' T. I,
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In this cataleptic condition, in tlie greater number of in-

dividuals, the only means by which we can enter into rela-

tion with tlie person hypnotised is through the muscular

sensé. The gesture alone, or the attitude in which Ave put

the subject, suggests to him the idea which we wish to

transmit to him. By shutting, for example, his fists in an

aggressive attitude, you observe the head carried backwards,

and the forehead, the eyebrows, and the root of the nose

become corrugated with a menacing expression. Or, again,

if you place the tips of his stretched-out fingers on his mouth,

then the lips relax, he smiles, and ail the face assumes an

expression of softness totally opposed to what it just mani-

fested.

Having studied the influence of gesture on the physiog-

nomy, we are also able, as M. Richer and myself hâve done,^

to study the influence of physiognomy on gesture. But it

is still to the muscular sensé that the phenomena are

due which are produced by the action of electricity on the

diverse facial muscles, after the indications of Duchenne
de Boulogne. If we détermine, for instance, contraction

of the corrugator supercillii (muscle of anger, D. de B.),

you will observe the face suiïused with anger, while the

right arm is placed in an attitude of aggression, and the left

in a position of defence. If, on the contrary, it is the zygo-

matic muscle (the muscle of laughter, D. de B.), which is

excited, the expression of the physiognomy and the corre-

sponding attitude are those pertaining to laughter. Thèse

phenomena, now indicated summarily, I bave already brought

under your cognisance.^ But the feature to which I speci-

ally wish to call your attention at présent is the Avay in which

each impression thus originated by the intermediation of the

muscular sensé remains isolated without diffusion, and fixed,

Amsterdam, 1765; see also T. II, " L'homme plante. L'homme plus que

machine."

* J. M. Charcot and P. Richer, " Note on certain facts of Cérébral Auto-

matism, &c. : suggestion by the Muscular Sensé," ' Journal of Nerrous and

Mental Diseases,' vol. x, No. i, Jauuarj% 1883; see also Bertrand, "Deux
lois psycho-physiologiques," ' Revue Philosophique,' pp. 244, 245, No. 3,

March, 1884.

' J. M. Charcot, 'Lezioni Cliniche,' loc. cit., p. 103.
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so to speak, during ail tlie time that tlie muscular action

maintains the membei's in tlie expressive attitude artificially

produced.

We now come to the tliird phase, the somnamhuUc, which

is the only one that will engage our attention to-day. We
hâve hère to do solely with a state of obnubilation, mental

torpor more or less accentuated. Hère, again, without doubt,

the awakening determined by suggestion remains partial, but

the number of éléments called into opération is less limited

than in the preceding case, and frequently a diffusion occurs

of the induced psychical phenomena sufficiently extensive to

manifest a certain tendency to the reconstitution of the ego.

Hence, it sometimes happens under thèse circumstances that

the injunction, the suggestion, becomes the occasion of a

certain amount of résistance on the part of the subject. In

ail cases this yields to a little insistance. Nevertheless, it

does not always do so without a preliminary discussion.

Let me add that the movements in connection with the ideas

suggested are consequently often very complex ; they hâve

not, therefore, that character of mechanical précision which

they présent in the preceding form ; on the contrary, they

assume the likeness of voluntary acts, more or less premedi-

tated, even to the extent of leading one astray.

Further, in the somnambulic stage ail the sensés are

intact, and it may be said, indeed, that although the con-

science is in abeyance, the sensibility to communicated im-

pressions is exalted. It consequently becomes easier to enter

in relation by diverse means with the hypnotised person. If

lie be urged to look at some object, the simple view of that

object will arouse in that patient a certain number of ideas

associated with the nature of the object, and those ideas will

manifest themselves objectively in the form of corresponding

acts. If, by siguificant gestures, an object or an animal is

figured in space, that animal or that imaginary object will

appear to the eyes of the hypnotised person as real, and will

call into action a corresponding séries of ideas and move-

ments. And again, in a nianner still more perfect, sugges-

tion can be effected by the aid of speech, either alone, or

better, combined with gestures.

This is enough, gentlemen, to remind you in a gênerai
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way of tlie chief characters o£ hypnotic suggestion in tlie

somnambulic period, and liow unlimited oui* power is in

this domain, for really we can vary our action almost witli-

out end. Hence you will not be surprised to find that, in

suggesting to a somnambulistic subject the idea of a morbid

state, for example motor paralysis of tbe extremities, the

paralysis becomes objectively mauifest, and thus lends itself

to our clinical investigation.

I would remark, and this is a point interesting in the

highest degree, that that paralysis which we can make by
the aid of suggestion, we are able at will to modify both in

degree and character up to a certain point, and to unmake
it equally well by suggestion. One can therefore anticipate

that the study of paralysis thus artificially produced may one

day be employed to elucidate the whole group of psychical

paralysis.

After thèse preliminary remarks we may proceed to the

démonstration of facts. The hysterical girl, Greuz—, who is

now before you, présents on the left side the usual complète

hemiansesthesia ; on the right side there is no appréciable

perversion of sensibility. We shall be able, then, on this

side, easily to observe any perversion of sensibility which

may occur during the évolution of the perversions of motor

power which we are about to provoke. I may inform you

in passing that this girl has been subjected only four or five

times to the influence of hypnotism, so that in her case there

is wanting the influence of training [entraînement], pro-

duced in subjects frequently hypnotised. Further, I can

assure you that the phenomena which you notice to-day are

exactly the same as in our first experiment.

Greuz— is put into a somnambulic state by means of slight

pressure exercised on the eyeballs for a few seconds. The
peculiar rigidity of the members which you observe pro-

duced by light touches over their surface, or even by move-

ments perfoi'med at a distance (somnambulic contracture), is

of a somatic nature which, as you kuovv, enables us to appre-

ciate when the sleep is well established. Then, in order to

détermine the production of the phenomena which we bave

purposed studying, I proceed by afïirming in a loud voice,,
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'' Your riglit hand is paralysed," saying to tlie patient in a tone

o£ conviction, " You cannot move any part of it, it liangs by

your side." The patient demurs to some exteut.^ *' But

no/' slie replies, " you are mistaken. My hand is not in

the least paralysed, you see I move it.'' And really she does

move it, though very feebly. Then I insist, and always with

an accent of authority. I repeat a certain number of times

my first affirmation. You notice that after a few minutes'

discussion the paralysis is definitely established. Now we

hâve really produced a brachial monoplegia whose clinical

characters we must minutely study, for perhaps this mono-

plegia is allied to that referred to in our last lectures in the

case of two hysterical men, Porcz— and Pin— . This we

intend to do.

The motor paralysis which we produce in Greuz— by

hypnotic suggestion is, as you can see for yourselves, absolute

and complète. The right upper extremity in its entirety is

flaccid and hangs by the side. There is no trace of rigidity

in any of the joints. It falls heavily down after being raised

for a second. The patient is unable to move the arm in any

manner, nor can she flex the wrist or the fingers. Hence

in this limb ail active movement is abolished, as also ail résis-

tance to passive movements. No muscle, I repeat, manifests

the slightest contraction, no matter what efforts are made

by the patient at our solicitation.

Moreover, the sensibility, recently normal, has now com-

pletely disappeared in the whole extent of the limb. You
can prove that the anaesthesia has even invaded the région

of the shoulder and a portion of the right side of the chest.

It not only affects the skin, but the deeper structures, viz.

the muscles, the trunks of the nerves, the ligaments, &c.

Thus, as you see, the most violent torsion of the joints may
be practised without feeling, and faradization of the nerve

trunks to such an extent as to cause violent contraction of

the muscles can be effected without determining the slightest

facial expression of pain or of any sensation whatever. The

tendon-reflexes of the wrist and elbow-joint are very notably

enfeebled.

' Other siibjects submit to the suggestion without protest ; there are

numerous individual varieties in this respect.
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Lastly, as far as regards the muscular sensé, the former

existence of whicli I took care you sliould recognise, you see

that it is now completely wanting. The patient, when a

screen is placed before her eyes, is unable to find with the

left hand any spot whatever indicated on the right, and she

has no notion whatever of the movements which we impart

to the varions articulations of the limb.

In short, we hâve hère to deal with a complète monoplegic

paralysis characterised. by absolute flaccidity of ail the parts,

cutaneous and. deep ansesthesia occupying the whole extent

of the limb and extending even beyond, enfeeblement of the

tendon-reflexes, and total loss of the muscular sensé. Thèse
clinical characters, you will at once recognise, are exactly

those disclosed in our patient Pin— when he entered our

wards, and which now exist in the case of Porcz

—

, with

this sole différence, evidently of a secondary order, that in the

latter motion and sensibility are preserved in the fingers.



LECTURE XXII.

ON TWO CASES OF HYSTERICAL BRACHIAL MONOPLEGIA IN
THE MALE (continued).^

SuMMARY.

—

Production of a monoplegia of the lohole upfer
extremity in a hysterical snhject by suggestion ; its dis-

appearance efected hy the employment of similar means.—
Production of paralysis of the différent segments succes-

sively in the upper extremity of the same patient [shoulder,

elbow, ivrist, fingers).—The sensation and tendon-refiexes

disappear simultaneously in the parts attacTced ivith para-

lysis.—Monoplegia can be artificially determined in a hyp-

notic by a bloiv on the shoulder {traumatic suggestioii).—
Répétition of the same phenomena in an hysterical subject

awaJce, but in a natural and permanent condition of hyp-

notism.

Remarhs on the treatment of two men afected with

brachial monoplegia ; hydrotherapy ; static electricity ;

spécial exercise.—Mode of action ofthis last agent ; psychic

motor images.—Good results of treatment.

Gentlemen,—We are now furnislied witli incontestable and
very valuable information. But we are euabled to push the

analysis still furtlier. Thus, instead of paralysing tlie whole

member by oiae stroke, we can paralyse it partially, segment

by segment, and by thèse successive opérations we can more

thoroughly investigate the essence of the phenomena.

In order to do this we must in the first place, if you will

allow me to use the expression, " deparalyse '' our patient.

It suffices for this that we destroy the effects of the initial

' Lecture ediled by JMM. I'. Marie, chef de clinique, and Geo. Guinoii,

interne du service.
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suggestion by tlie interme diation o£ a new suggestion of an
opposite nature. I tlierefore assure Greuz— that lier arm has

ceased to be paralysed, tliat sbe can move the lirab as welL

as ever. You notice that after a few minutes' discussion the

member assumes ail its normal functions in respect net onlj

of its mobility, but ail forms of sensibility.

And then proceeding successively to paralyse segments of

the member^ in the iirst place I suggest the idea to the patient

that she is unable to move the shoulder-joint, and forthwith

she is in reality unable to move it in any directiouj while she

freely moves ail the other joints, viz. the elbow, the wrist,

and the fingers. Moreover, in every part where voluntary

movement is abolished, and there only, observe that there is

not only cutaneous but deep insensibility ; thus, in the région

of the sboulder, pricking, faradic excitation, &c., are not

felt ; movements of torsion and extension, however violent,

at the scapulo-humeral articulation occasion no pain. Ail the

impressions derived from the mnscular sensé relative tO'

passive movements of this articulation are likewise completely

wanting.

It will not be without interest to consider briefly the

extent and limits of that anœsthesia (Figs. 64 and 65, A).

The insensible portion represents a sort of plate moulded.

over the shoulder, similar to the sixteenth century pièce of

armour designed to protect that région. Superiorly the lins

which limits the anœsthesia commences at the level of the

base of the neck ; it extends anteriorly almost to the external

border of the sternum, involving the superior third of the

breast, and is directed obliquely towards the axilla, affect-

ing its entire extent, and prolonged for four or five fingers'

breadth along the axillary portion of the thoracic région.

Behind (A') it takes almost a vertical direction from the base

of the neck to about three or four fingers' breadth above the

angle of the scapula. In the transverse direction it extends

to within four or five fingers' breadth of the spinous pro-

cesses. The arm is almost entirely encased, to continue the

metaphor, in an anœsthetic armulet.

I wish particularly to call your attention to tho singular-

manner in which the ansesthesia is limited below, You ob-

serve that the line determined by successive prickings is very
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distincfcly circulai'. It forms a line at riglit angles to the axis

of the limb, about two inclies above the flexure of the elbow

in front, and passingbehind just above the superior extremity

of the olecranon process.^

Fios. 64 and 65.—Case of Greuz-

Sucli is the ana3sthetic région corresponding to the isolated

paralysis of the shoulder. We shall now see that this con-

dition is capable of being modified by the same procédure of

suggestion which we hâve just employed ; and we now deter-

^ Vide note 5, p. 282.
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mine paralysis o£ tlie movements of tlie elboiv. As soon as

tlie motor paralysis of tliis joint becomes complète you will

observe that tlie zone of anaestliesia extends lower down and

involves not only tbe slioulder and tlie arm_, but the elbow

FiGS. 66 and 67.—Case of Porcz-

and tlie forearm. Its inferior limit is forraed by a circular

horizontal line, situated about two inclies above tlie wrist-

joint, and forming a plane at right angles to tlie long axis of

the extremity (Figs. 64 and 65, B, B').
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Let US pass now to auotlier segment, that of the wrist.

ïïere agaiii, in conséquence of a new suggestion analogous

to tlie preceding, the paralysis creeps onward and tlie patient,

is now uuable to move lier slioulder, lier elbow-joint, and lier

FiGS. 68 and 69.—Case of Greuz-

wrist, slie is oiily able to move tlie fingers of her liand. In

conséquence, the inferior limit of the anœsthetic zone is again

displaced (Figs. 64 aud 65, C, C). You can satisfy yourselves

now that it is limited anteriorly by a horizontal line across
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tlie haud in a trausverse direction almost on the level of tlie

metacai'po-plialangeal articulation of the tliumb ; beliind, tlie

limit extends lower down than in front^ and is situated only

a few millimètres above the line formed by tlie heads of the

Fios. 70 and 71.—Case of Pin—

.

metacarpal bones, and on the back of the thumb at the level

of the articulation uniting its two phalanges.

But, gentlemen, you hâve doubtless remarked that the

paralysis which we hâve now deterrained in Greuz— by a

séries of successive suggestions, reproduces in its minutest
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détails the clinical characters presented by the mouoplegia

of our patient Porcz— . Indeed, in the two cases it is actually

the same segments o£ the superior extremity, the shoulder,

the elbow, and the wrist that are affected with motor para-

lysis^ the movements of the fingers remaining intact. And
cqually in the two cases, wherever the paralysis of move-

ment exists there is cutaneous and deep ansesthesia, and loss

of the muscular sensé ; whereas the fingers, where the motor

power remains, présent no perversion of sensibility, Truly,

the imitation which we hâve obtained is perfect ; it extends,

I repeat, to the minutest détails. You can convince your-

selves of this by the aid of thèse figures which I submit to

you, and by comparison of the anœsthetic territory in our

hypnotised subject, and in our patient Porcz— . You observe

that thèse territories hâve the same extent, présent the same

configuration ; I might say that they are siqjerposahle (Figs.

64 and 65, and Figs. 66 and 67).

That is no doubt remarkabl-e ; but we can go further,

and complète in Greuz—• the monoplegia by deterraining, by
suggestion, motor paralysis in the fingers, which, as you will

observe, is immediately followed by a loss of ail kinds of

sensibility in the parts. And now we hâve a paralysis arti-

ficially produced invading ail the parts, and involving per-

version of sensibility as wcll as perversion of movement which

are exactly identical with the monoplegia observed in our

second case, that of the patient Pin— (Figs. 70 and 71). We
hâve heen able, tlien, to uhtain artificially in our hypnotised

patient hy means of suggestion, a perfect imitation of the

monoplegia caused in our two other patients by a process appa-

rcntly very différent, the action of traiimatism.

Not to lose sight of the principal object in view in this

séries of lectures, I will return in a moment to the important

results which we hâve realised. At présent I désire to

demonstrate a few more facts relating to the hypnotic sug-

gestion, in order to fix in your minds those which we hâve

already gathered, and to convince you moreover that thèse

facts are not accidentai (forming an appendage to a subject

unique of its kind), but that they may on the contrary be

rcproduced with absolutely the same features in a certain

number of cases.
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In the first place I will proceed to " unmake '^ the arti-

ficial paralysis of Greuz— ; operating segment by segment,

as I recently did in producing it, only now I proceed in-

versely, that is to say, beginning witli the hand, taking in

turn the wrist, the elbow, and the shoulder successively. At
each step of the opération you can prove once moi-e that the

mode of distribution of the anaesthesia corresponds to each

segment of the motor paralysis.

In another hysterical subject named Mesl— I am about

to repeat ail the phenomena that hâve been produced in

Greuz— . Mesl— is hemianœsthetic on the right side, it is

therefore on the left superior extremity that I am obliged to

operate. The results which follow, as you observe, are

exactly the counterpart of those described in the case of

Greuz— . An identical resuit has been obtained in the case

of other hemiangesthetic "hystéries^' whom we recently

investigated in our wards, and whose cases I might présent

to you did time permit.

In subjects of this kind the paralysis of the non-anaes-

thetic member, determined by suggestion, is always accom-

panied by anaesthesia, cutaneous and deep, loss of the mus-

cular sensé, and finally the diminution or abolition of the

tendon-reflexes in the segments of the member affected witli

motor paralysis.^

However, I would further remark that we are able even

in hemianaesthetic ''hystéries,^' to obtain motor paralysis

without any perversion of sensibility. It suffices to accom-

plish this, as I hâve many times seen, to persuade the sub-

ject at the moment when the suggestion is made, that

movement aïone will be lost, and that the sensibility will

remain intact. I do not wish to généralise too hastily with

référence to experiments not yet very numerous, but I am
bound to mention that hitherto I hâve not observed any varia-

tion in the hemianœsthetic " hystéries " to whom I suggcsted

purely and simply the motor paralysis of the member, 7rith-

out saying anything of sensihiliiy. I am not considering at

présent the cases of non-anœsthetic '^hystéries.""

* This fact is not constant ; the tendon-reflesee are sometimes mauifestly

exaggerated.

^ Compare also Appendix II.
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Tliat will suffice for tLe présent on tliis subject, and I

must now revert to tlie principal object o£ to-day's investi-

gation. You perceive tliat the monoplegia of our two maie

patients Porcz— and Pin

—

, and the condition designedly pro-

duced in tbe hysterical patients are, so far as relates to clinical

features, not only comparable to one another, but really per-

fectly identical ; motor paralysis with flaccidity of the parts,

cutaneous and deep insensibility, the délimitation of the anœs-

thesia by circular planes at right angles to the long axis of

tlie limb,^ the loss or impairment of tendon-reflexes, and the

abolition of ail notions of the muscular sensé. The syndrome

is, in the two cases, absolutely identical.

There is, however, a différence on one point vvhich at

first sight appears very essential, namely, the mode of pro-

duction of the paralysis. In the case of our two maie

patients you hâve not forgotten that the cause was traumatic,

a hlow more or less violent on the shoulder ; while in the

case of our hypnotised females it was suggestion hy speech

which occasioned the paralysis. This différence, apparently

so essential, can be made to disappear. For, as a matter

of fact, we can cause in our " hystéries," re-hypnotised, ail

the paralytic phenomena first obtained, 7iot now hy means of

a verbal injunction, but through an agency analogous to that

which occasioned the monoplegia both in the case of Pin— and
Porcz—, viz. a shocJc applied on the posterior part of the

shoulder, by sharply, yet not very forcibly, striking this

région with the palm of the hand. The resuit is, you see,

not long iu appearing. Immediately the patient starts, emits

a cry, and being interrogated as to what she feels, she states

that she expériences in the whole extent of the extremity a

sensation of enervation, of weight and feebleness ; it seems,

she says, as if the memher struch did not helong to her, that

it had hecome strange to her. And then we find that the

paralysis is really established. It attains its maximum at

the very outset, and présents ail the clinical features with

which you are familiar.

In this way the resemblance between the two kinds of

cases which we are compariug' is strikingly complète even
in its causal bearings. Without doubt in our two maie

' See note 5, p. 282.
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patients—in tlie case of the coachman when lie fell from tlie

cab, and the mason when he fell frora the window—the^

material shock was much more energetic ; but this simply

amounts to a question of quantity, not to a generic différence^

of such a nature that it may be attributed to the varying

degree of impressionability of the subjects. Without doubù

the two men were not at the moment of their fall in a

hypnotic sleep, nor subsequently, when the paralysis was
definitely established. But in this respect it may be inquired

whether the mental condition occasioned by the émotion, by
the Nervous Shock experienced at the moment of the accident

and for some time after, is not équivalent in a certain

measure, in subjects predisposed as Porcz— and Pin— were,

to the cérébral condition which is determined in "hystéries'*

by hypnotism.^ Upon the assumption of this hypothesis, the

peculiar sensation felt by our hysterical females in the mem-
ber submitted to shock, and which we may suppose to hâve

been produced in the same degree and with the same charac-

ters in our two maie patients by a fall on the shoulder, that

sensation, I say, may be considered as having originated, in

the former as in the latter, the idea of motor paralysis of the

member. But because of the annihilation of the ego pro-

duced by the hypnotism in the one case, and, as one may
suppose, by the nervous shock in the other, that idea once

installed in the brain takes sole possession and acquires suffi-

cient domination to realise itself objectively in the form of

paralysis. The sensation, in question, therefore, in both the

cases plays the part of a véritable suggestion}

^ It is very probable tbat, by a mechanism o£ this nature, most of the

various nervous affections become developed which are frequently so obstinate

(although not connectée! with any organic lésion), and which our English

and American colleagues hâve studied under the names of " Eailway Spine
"

and " Railway Brain." The same mechanism was alluded to when I was

directing your attention (in a preceding lecture, p. 221 et seq.) to the influ-

ence exercised by material sliocks, in tliose predisposed, in the production of

hysterical manifestations cven in the maie.

- So far as concerns the sensations produced by the shock, our two maie

patients are unable to enlighten us. The one. Pin— , in falling instantly

lost consciousness ; the other, Porcz— , asserts that he was conscious. Neither

the one nor the other knows exactly how the affected member felt at the

moment of the accident, nor for some days afterwards. We know that on

20
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I give you, gentlemen, that explanation for what it is

wortli, and witliout attacliing to it more importance than it

merits. ïïowever, I believe it worthy of being more closely

examined, and tested by more numerous observations. And
in tlie meantime I may be allowed to mention additional

évidence which seems to me to plead in its favour.

Tbere are subjects, and perhaps they are more numerous
than one thinks, in whom most of tbe manifestations of

hypnotism, botli psycliic and somatic, may be encountered

in the waking state, without tbe necessary intervention of

liypnotic practices. It appears tbat the hypnotic condition

which in the case of others is an artificial state, may be for

those singular beings an ordinary one, their normal condi-

tion. Thèse individuals sleejp, if you will allow the term,

•while they appear perfectly awake. They comport them-

selves in ordinary life as in a dream, treating as parallel the

objective reality and the dream imposed on them, at least

they make hardly any différence between the two.

I submit for your examination, as an example, a subject

of this kind. I refer to a hystero-epileptic patient well known
to you through former investigations, the woman Hab

—

}
For many years this patient has been affected with gênerai

anEesthesia of a permanent and complète nature, and with

Attacks which from every point of view correspond to the

classical type. You notice that, although no hypnotic man-
œuvre has been resorted to, and hence she is presumably
in a waking state, we can obtain contraction by pressure exer-

cised on the muscles, on the tendons, or the nerve-trunks

(léthargie contraction) ; and cataleptic immobility of the

extremities placed in the most diverse positions ; and like-

wise, by means of light stroking or movements at a dis-

tance, somnambulic contraction. Ail thèse somatic phenomena
occur in this subject commingled as it were at the same
moment, without distinction into periods, contrary to what
obtains in great hyimotism. But from the psychical point of

being awakened, no matter how slight the hypnotism may hâve been,

hjpnotised subjects retain no consciousness of what took place during that

state.

' J. M. Charcot, ' Lezioni Cliniche, &c.,' redatte dal Dr. Miliotti, Lez. 20,

r- I59> "Dello Stato di malo Istero-Epileptico."
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view they are evidently tlie features of tlie somnambulic state

which predominate. Well, if proceeding by verbal suggestion

we affirm to this patient, not asleep, I repeat, that lier right

ai'm is paralysed, that slie is not able to move it voluntarily,

we see tliat immediately fiaccid nionoplegia is effectively

produced, endowed witli ail the characteristics with wliicli

we are familiar ; after whicli the simple affirmation that she

is able to move her arm, just paralysed, suffices to re-establish

voluntary movement. Finally, and this is a point specially

interesting at présent, by the opération of that kind of trait-

matic suggestion to whicli I referred a short time ago, and
which consists in the application of a blow sharply applied

to the shoulder, you notice that immediately the member
becomes paralysed anew. This time the identity between the

monoplegia artificially produced and the monoplegia origin-

ating in the cases of Porcz— and Pin— as the resuit of trau-

inatism can hardly be contested, as it appears to me. Not
only from the symptomalogical, but from the pathological

point of view, the similarity is as perfect as it can be, for

neither in the one case nor the other is there the intervention

of the hypnotic practices—everything happens in the state of

wahing. The démonstration, if I mistake not, is sufficieutly

•convincing, and I do not believe that in any expérimental

physiologico-pathological research whatever is it often pos-

sible to reproduce artificially with more fidelity an aiïection

which it is desired to study and investigate.

Thèse considérations, gentlemen, hâve not a purely spécu-

lative import ; they hâve already furnished us with certain

practical déductions which, especially from the therapeutic

point of view are, as you will see, of some utility.

Our two patients, Porcz— and Pin—, hâve been subjected

for some days to a regular treatment, on which I will say a

few words. The treatment consists of two éléments. On
the one hand, it is in a sensé indirect, in that it relates

either to the gênerai state or to the hysterical diathesis.

Twice a day Pin— reçoives a gênerai cold douche ; Porcz

—

not being able to sustain the douche, takes a sulphur bath

three times a week. Every other day both are treated with

static electricity. This agent is useful, as you know, to
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modify perversions of sensibility. Expérience has for a loug^

time tanght us tliat, as a conséquence of an electro-static

batli, sensibility, in most cases of bysterical anaBsthesia, re-

appears, at firsfc for a time, for some bours perbaps, tben.

according as tbe batbs are repeated, for a longer period, for

several days, for example ; and finally by tbe continuation

of treatment it becomes re-establisbed in a definite manner.

Furtber, at tbe same time tbat a more or less durable return

of tbe sensibility takes place, tbe otber bysterical pbenomena,

tbe attacks, for example, are favorably modified, or dis-

appear.^

But I wisb specially to call your attention to tbe second

part of our treatment ; it is based on tbat idea wbicb we bave

just been discussing, viz. tbat in our two patients tbe para-

lysis may bave been caused by a mecbauism analogous to tbat

wbicb in tbe " hypnotics " determined paralysis by sugges-

tion. Tbe varions attempts at bypnotization wbicb we made^

in tbese two men, and wbicb, if tbey bad succeeded, would
bave singularly ligbtened our task, being unsuccessful, we
were constrained to adopt tbe following means. In tbe first

place we acted, and continue to act every day on tbeir

minds as mucb as possible, affirming in a positive manner
a fact of wbicb we are ourselves perfectly convinced—tbat

tbeir paralysis, in spite of its long duration, is not incur-

able, and tbat, on tbe contrary, it will certainly be cured by
means of appropriate treatment, at tbe end possibly of some-

weeks, if tbey would only be good enougb to aid us.^ In

* J. M. Charcot, " De l'Emploi de l'Électricité Statique en Médecine."

Conférence faite à l'Hospice de la Salpêtrière, le 26 Dec, 18S0. ' Revue de

Médecine,' 1881, T. I, p. 147.

^ The influence of mental impression on movement, sajs Maudsley ('Le

corps et l'esprit,' p. 269), is shown in the sudden cure of imaginarj (?) para-

lysis by energetic injunction. In tliese cases the idea of movement, the belief

that it will take place, is, in tlie inner conscience, the movement itself. It

is the active nervous current which, directed on the appropriate nerves,

really causes external movement.—The idea of "a particulav movement, says

Millier, détermines a nervous current towards the affected muscles, and pro-

duces their contraction. We know that a sudden injunction sometimes-

dotermines the cnre of a psychical paralysis of long standing, and which may
havc resisted the most varied therapeutic agencies. Thus, for example, a

patient is forcibly made to leave her bed, in whicli slie may bave long

remained motionless from a paraplegia of this kind ; and being placed oii
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the second place the aiïected members were submitted to

methodical exercise. We availed ourselves of the voluntary

movements whicli still subsisted, tliougli in a feeble degree,

in tlie two patients, and we endeavoured to progressively

augment the energy of thèse by a very simple method. A
dynamometer was placed in the hand of each of them, and

they were exhorted to squeeze it with ail their power, and

to progressively increase the figure indicated by the needle of

the instrument. This exercise was regularly repeated every

hour of the day for three or four days. Thèse attempts

must not be too prolonged, nor too frequently repeated,

We hâve noticed that when the exercise is excessive, or too

frequently repeated, the maximum figui-e reached by the

needle déclines. It is necessary then to hâve patience ; an

excess of zeal would, I am convinced, resuit in fatigue, and

thus retard the expected resuit.

Hère we act i^sychically. It is well known, unless I am
mistaken, that the production of an image, or of a mental

représentation, no matter how summary or rudimentary it

may be of the movement to be executed, is an indispensable

preliminary condition to the exécution of that movement.^

her feet, she is told to " walk," and forthwith slie walks. Hère we hâve au

example o£ a " miraculous " cure whieh esplains many otliers. ïhere is

nothing better established than thèse facts, to which I hâve frequeutly

borne testimony (' Leçons sur les Maladies du Système Nerveux,' T. I, 3e édit.,

P- 356, et suiv. :— P. Janet, ' Revue Politique et Littéraire,' No. du 2 Aoiit,

1884, p. 131). Nevertheless, we cannotbe too guarded, even with the very best

intentions, against assuming the part o£ a miracle-worker, for even in a

case of psychical paralysis of an undoubted nature injunction is a remedy,

the mechanism of which we know little. Pailure would compromise the

authority of the operator, and subject him to ridicule. " Ncver prophesy

unless you are sure," say the English. To proceed by a slow and progres-

sive method of mental training will always be more prudent, and often more

efficacious.—J. M. C.

^ Hynomjms: Ideaorconceptionof the kindof movement to exécute, (James

Mill) ; Idéal recall of the movement to be executed (Bain) ; Motor intuition

(Maudsley) ; Locomotor faculty (W. Hamilton) ; Mental représentation of

the movement to be executed (Spencer) ; Sentiment of innervation (Wundt,

Meynert). Sce also James Mill; Bain, 'Sensés and Intellect,' p. 411 ;

Spencer, ' Psychology,' vol. i, and 'First Principles,' pp. 216 and 497 ; H.
Jackson, " Clinical and Phj-siological Researches on the Nervous System

"

(reprints from the ' Lancet,' 1873, p. 216); Ribot, 'Philosophie Anglaise,'

/p. 280 ; Maudsley, ' Physiology of Mind,' p. 250; Wundt, ' Physiolog.,'
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But it is probable tliat, in the case of our two maie patients,

tlie conditions wliicli normally préside over the représenta-

tion of the mental image hâve been so seriously affected as

to render its formation impossible, or at least very difficulté

in conséquence of an inhibitory action exercised over the-

cortical motor centres by the fixed idea of motor weakness.

It is to that circurastance that the objective réalisation of the

paralysis is greatly due.^ If this be so, we can readily con-

ceive that the répétition of the dynamometric exercise would

tend to revive in the centres the motor représentation, which.

is a necessary preliminary to the voluntary movement ; and

that, as we hâve seen, thèse movements tend to become more

and more energetic, according as they are repeated. Fric-

tions, massage, passive movements of the paralysed limb and

those determined by faradization, ail such means, I say, act

in the same sensé, and may be employed at the commence-

ment of the treatment when the motor paralysis is complète.

Be this as it may as to tlieory, the treatment we hâve

adopted, although in opération but for three or four days,

has already given encouraging results.

Thus in the case of Porcz— the dynamometric indication

has increased in that short space of time in a remarkable

manner. The instrument indicated but 15 K at the com-

mencement of the treatment, and you notice to-day that the

figure 40 K is attained. I should like you to remark, in

passing, the depressing influence that the closing of the eyes

exercises in the case of Pin— as to the force developed.

The figure obtained when his eyes are shut is always 8 K. or

10 K, below that obtained when, the eyes being open, he re-

ceives a visual image of the movement accomplished. Hence,

to profit by the dynamogenic influence of the visual on the

motor centre, we advise our patients to attentively regard

the hand during opérations with the dynamometer.^

p. 447 ; Fen-ier, ' Functions of the Brain,' cliap. xi ; C. Bastian, ' Brain the

Organ of the Mind,' vol. ii, pp. 165, 171— 176, 196, and Appendix, p. 278;

Stricker, ' Studien ueber de Sprachvorstellungen,' Wien, 1883; Ribot,

'Revue philosoph.,' No. 8, Août, 1883, p. 188; Herzen, 'The Journal o£

Mental Science,' April, 1884, p. 44.

' See Appendix II at end of this volume.

^ On the dynamogenic influence o£ sensorial and sensitive excitations, see
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Analogous results hâve been obtained in tlie case of

Porcz

—

, notwitlistanding tliat in him motor power was more

aiïected tlian in Pin—, voluntaiy movement being entirely

abolislied in tlie sboulder, tlie elbow, and the wristj and very

FiQ3. 72 and 73.—Case of Porcz—, July 7th.

feeble in tlie fingers. So far as concerns tlie large articula-

tions, tbe paralysis reniains tlio same wbcn the muscular

M. Féré's researches ('Bulletin de la Société de Biologie,' Avril, Mai, Juin,

Juillet, 1885; 'Brain,' July, 1885; 'Revue Philosophique,' Octobre, 1885).
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groups Avliicli moves tliese joints are called into action sepa-

rately.

But tlie patient liaviug several times repeated in our pré-

sence tlie dynamometric exercise^ we bave observed that on

eacli occasion the muscles which move the large articulations

liave a tendency to contract at the same time. Wlien the

patient presses tlie dynamometer, thèse muscles appear under

the skin in marked relief. At this moment you can observa

that the wrist becomes flexed when the fingers press the in-

strument, and how it présents a marked résistance to passive

movements of flexion or extension.

Thèse results, however imperfect they may be, are mean-

while of such a nature as to encourage us in following this

course. I make bold to hope that in a few days—say fifteen^

or perhaps a month—we shall hâve made substantial pro-

This lecture was delivered ou May 29, 1885. And subsequently whea
speaking incidentally of the two patients under treatment, M. Charcot con-

tinued as foUows :

I am happy to be able to show you such progress as

has been made in our two hysterical maie patients dur-

ing the past eight days, in conséquence of the treatment

adopted. In the case of Pin—, though matters move slowly,

the progress is very real. Thus, eight days ago the maxi-

mum dynamometric figure was 40 K ; to-day it is 53 K. And
at the same time as the dynamometric force is augmented,.

cutaneous sensibility is restored, to a limited extent it is true^

at the level of the shoulder.

In the case of Porcz—, during the past week the needle

of the dynamometer did not indicate beyond 5 K. This week

we hâve gained somewhat, for on one occasion the figure 13 K
has been attained. Besides, cutaneous sensibility is reap-

pearing in the armpit and at the flexure of the elbow. At
the same time the patient appears to appreciate the notion

of position of the member where the parts hâve become sensi-

tive. You see therefore that our anticipations seem likely

to be realised. It will not be without interest to follow

closely the changes which will doubtless occur in our patients,

under the influence of more prolonged treatment.
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Thèse modifications we hâve foUowed step by step. Each
day the results of pressure exercised on the dynamometer
are registered hour by hour; and the progress realised in

the sensibility is noted daily. From the latter point o£ view

the condition is now almost stationary in the case of Pin—

,

and to-day, the i6th of July, there exist only two small arête

of sensibility on the posterior aspect of the arm. On the

other hand favorable results hâve been realised in respect

of mobility. In order to realise the progress better^ the

figures obtained by the dynamometer, are daily noted in

the morning and in the evening (Fig. 74), so as to form a

chart.

It will be observed that during the first week of treatment

(commencing on the 5th of June), the increase of force was
rapid and considérable, when the figure increased from 25 K
to 49 K. In the course of the following fifteen days the

average oscillation was between 50 K and 52 K. Eiglit days

subsequently it attained to 53 K, and finally from the 3rd till

the lyth July it attained to the average figure of between

54 K and 55 K.

We know that in the case of Porcz

—

, the cutaneous anaes-

thesia was absolute at the commencement of the treatment

(5th June) over the whole extent of the member, the hand
excepted {vide Figs. 66 and 67, p. 299). Eight or ten days

subsequently it began to reappear at the flexure of the elbow

and in the armpit. On the 7th of July the condition was as

follows (Figs. 72 and 73, p. 31 1). Sensibility had reappeared

over a good portion of the région of the shoulder, before and
behind ; and over the inner half of the anterior aspect of the

arm patches of sensibility are disseminated hère and there

on the portions of the arm and shoulder still angesthetic.

Sensibility is again re-established at the elbow, before and
behind, extending upwards about 10 or 12 centimètres. It

is remarkable to observe that in respect of the hand the limit

of anaesthesia does not vary one line. We find in the arm,.

more especially behind, and in the forearm, the tendency

peculiar to such cases—viz. the limitation of the ana3sthetic

patches by a circular line at right angles to the long axis of

the member.^ On the shoulder and on the anterior portion

' See note 5, p. 282
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of tlie arm tlie borders of tliese patclies are, on tlie contrary,

irregular or jagged.

As to the restoratiou of movemeut, the results obtained in

tins patient are not less remarkable (Fig. 75). On the 5th

of Juue the dynaraometer gave only 5 K ; at the end of a

Tveek the figure was 1 1 K ; it was 17 K in two weeks, and

fifteen days later 21 K. On the iith July the patient sud-

denly left the hospital. During the week preceding his de-

parture the average figure was 27 K.

It is thus rendered probable that if the treatment had

been continued a complète return of the sensibility of the

limb, and of movement,, would soon hâve been obtained.

Despite this, it is proper to remark that the cure was not

perfect when (July iith, 1885) we lost sight of the patient,

for the hysterical stigmata—the mouocular polyopia, the

diminution of the field of vision, the right hemianalgesia,

&c.,—were in no sensé modified.-^

In the case of Pin— it is the same. In spite of the very

important amélioration produced in the movements of the

left superior extremity, the diverse perversions of sensibility,

and the hystero-epileptic attacks, persist almost to the same

extent as when lie first came under observation,^

^ In the early part of Pebruaiy, 1886, Porcz—, who was then in the

surgical wards, had a dispute with another patient about a game of dominoes.

The émotion which he expericnced was so great that the movements of the

paraljsed linib returned immediately ; but it was not the same with the loss

of sensibility, which remains up to the présent time (February 20, 1886).

' Vide Appendix I, at end of this volume.



LECTUEE XXIII.

ON A CASE OF HYSTERICAL HIP DISEASE IN A MAN,
EESULTING FROM INJURY.

SuMMARY.— Works of Brodie and other authors on hysterical

affections of the joints.—Characters of hysterical joint dis-

ease.—Attitude of the limb ; spécialfeatures of the pain,—
Case of Charv— ; initial injury of the left inferior extre-

mity ; attitude of the patient ; shape of the huttoclc and

glutealfold. Considérable clinical analogies with true organic

hip disease.—Distinctive features : Brodie's sign ; hemi-

ansesthesia ; pharyngeal anœsthesia, 8fc.
—Necessity of ex-

amination under chloroform.

Gentlemen^—The lecture of to-day will be devoted to

proving that the vigorous young man before you is the sub-

ject of hysteria, and that the pain in the hip of which he

has complained for nearly three years—an affection which

supervened after an injury, and which has rendered it

impossible for him to carry on his work—reveals hysteria,

and that consequently we hâve to deal with a malady sine

materia which is capable of being cured, not a severe organic

malady which will necessarily resuit in an incurable infirmity.

In committing myself to this theory, which I hope to be

able to prove beyond doubt, I must confess that the appear-

ance of the patient, which is so far from what is regarded in

the présent day as the classical type of an hysterical subject,

is apt to mislead some of those amongst you newly arrived,

who will probably think that I hâve undertaken an imprudent

wager, or committed myself to a paradoxical opinion in order

to give myself the vain satisfaction of revealiug some dialectic

expédient.
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But I am convinced tliat among my hearers tliose who did

me tlie honour of foUowing thèse lectures last session will be

more reserved before passing judgmeut, and will, I hope,

wait witb more confidence until the end of the démonstra-

tion. Tliese will remember tliat hysteria may exist even in a

robust adult man, in an artisan, neitlier of délicate nor nervous

organisa.tion, and witbout intellectual culture ; and they will

also remember tliat it may occur on the very first occasion

in the form of a purely local manifestation, such as, for

example, a paralysis or contracture of the limb. In the

patient I am going to show you to-day we hâve in facfc

neitlier paralysis nor contracture, but an affection, at least

this is my view of the case, described for the first time by

Brodie in 1837, under the name of " hysterical affection of

the joints."^

It is an affection but little known even yet I believe, al-

though since Brodie's time it has formed the subject of

important works in England,^ in France,^ in Germany/ and

in Italy.^

It will be useful by way of introduction, and to render our

> ' Lectures illustrative of certain Local Nervous AfEeetions,' London,

1837, Lecture II, " Various Forms of Local Hysterical Affection," p. 35, et

seq. The lectures o£ Sir Benjamin Brodie hâve been translated into the

French by Dr. Aigre (' Libraire du Progrès Médical,' 1880).

' W. Coulson, " Hysterical Affections of the Hip-joint," ' London Journal

of Medicine,' vol. iii, 1851, p. 631. Barwell, 'A Treatise on Diseases of the

Joints,' ist edit., 1861, 2nd edit., i88i,"On Hysterical Pseudo-disease or

Mock Disease of the Joints." P. C. Skey, ' Hysteria : Local or Surgical

Porms of Hysteria; Hysterical Affection of Joints,' 3rd lecture, London,

1867. Sir James Paget, ' Leçons de clinique chirurgicale,' trad. du Dr. L. H.

Petit, 3ième leçon, "Affections neurominietiques des articulations," p. 274,

Paris, 1877. See also among American authors—S. Weir Mitchell, ' Lectures

on Diseases of the Nervous System,' Philadelphia, 1885, 2nd édition, p.

218, " Hysterical Joints."

2 M. A. C. Roberts, ' Conférences de clinique chirurgicale,' recueilles par

le Dr. Doumic, chap. xvi, "Coxalgie hystérique," p. 450. Verneuil, 'Bull,

de la Société de Chirurgie de Paris,' 186,(^-66. Giraldès, 'Leç. sur les mal.

chir. des enfants,' p. 610.

» E. Esmarch, ' Ueber Gelenkneuroscn,' Kiel und Hadersleben, 1872. 0.

Berger, " Znr Lehre von den Gelenkneuralgien," ' Berl. klin. Woch.,' 1873,

p. 255. M. Meyer, "Ueber Gelenkneurosen," 'Berl. klin. Woch.,' 1874,

p. 310.

' Angelo Minich, ' Délia coscialgia nervosa,' Venezia, 1873.
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clinical analysis more easy, in tbe first place to recapitulatc

briefly tlie chief features of the classical description of Broclic.

Subséquent authors liave added some interesting- détails, but

they liave not, as it seems to me, altered anytliing essen-

tial,

We hâve to deal^ according to Brodie, witli a painful affec-

tion, a neuralgia, a hypereestliesia, so to speak, of tlie ex-

tremities of tlie articular nerves, wbicli may find its seat in

divei'se joints, and simulate so as to render the diagnosis

extremely difficult, a serions organic lésion of the articula-

tion. The diagnosis of this affection is especially difficult

when it affects the hip-joint ; a non-organic coxalgia may be

so easily mistaken for a serions organic arthritis, scrofulous

or other, and vice versa. The absence of material lésion in

the former is, however, sufficieutly demonstrated (i) by the

progress of the malady, wliich terminâtes in a complète cure,

and often very rapidly
; (2) by a certain number of autopsies.

Yes, although it may surprise you in an affection which

is undoubtedly benign, there exist a certain number of thèse,

though they are most frequently autopsies made during life,

véritable hiojosies. In fact, by a singular coincidence, the

patients attacked with this affection clameur loudly for active

surgical intervention, and thusyou will readilyunderstand that,

when thèse patients, attacked with a mania opperativa passiva,

as Textor says, find themselves unfortunately in the présence of

surgeons affected with an analogous, though this time active,

madness, mania opperativa activa (of Stromeyer), the most
fantastic opérations may resuit from this unlucky collision.

Amputations hâve been donc. Brodie quotes several instances,

and Coulson also. One mentioned by the last author is

particularly interesting. The patient was a young girl who
had suffered for three years from an affection of the knee

;

the îeg remained flexed upon the thigh, the pain became
unbearable ; every surgeon had refused to intervene, but

finally one was found who consented to operate. Amputa-
tion was performed, and an examination of the knee-joint

revealed a normal articulation with the synovial membrane
absolutely healthy, presenting ail the delicacy and transpa-

rency of a physiological condition ; the bones were a trifle

light, offering but little résistance to the saw, the cartilages
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a trifle tliin, sucli as is commonly seen in limbs that hâve-

remained a long time immovable.^

I miglit mention several other examples of the same kind,

but I tliink you will perçoive that tbere undoubtedly exist

painful non-organic affections of the joints capable of simula-

ting articulai' affections due to grave lésions, and so leading

by an error of diagnosis to tbe most serious conséquences.

But what are the signs that enable one to recognise an

arthralgia sine materia, and distinguish it from an organic

arthropathy ? Tbe diagnosis is particularly difficult when,

as in our patient, tbe hip-joint is involved. The following

are the principal characters ascribed to thèse arthralgiae by

authors, who, however, as I just said, hâve scarcely been able

to do more than reproduce the description of Brodie.

1. The extremity of the affected side seems shortened on

account of the muscular contraction raising the pelvis on the

corresponding side.

2. The thigh is in respect to the pelvis in an absolutely

fixed condition in such a way that every movement imparted

to the thigh is immediately communicated to the pelvis.

Hère again it is due to the muscular contraction.

As you know, gentlemen, thèse two characters are not

peculiar to hysterical arthralgia, for both are invariably found

in organic coxalgia, at any rate in what is commonly known
as the third stage.^ But the following characters will enable

us doubtless to distinguish the two affections :

3. The pain présents spécial characters. It is un-

doubtedly situated in the hip and the knee, and is exacer-

bated by percussion of the hip, the knee, or the heel. But

then, and this is what Brodie has so well pointed out, it is

not exactly limited to the joint itself, it extends to the skin

corresponding to the joint, and stretches upwards over Pou-

part's ligament, spreading over the lower abdomen and even

occupying the buttock. It is therefore a superficial pain

situated, so to speak, in the skin in such a way that pinching

that part of the external integument which covers the joint

is often much more painful than severe deep pressure in the

same région. At night the patients suffering from organic

' Coulson, loc. cit., p. 631.

- Barwel], loc. cit.
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coxalgia are not infrequently awakened by starting pains in

tlie hip ; those sufferiug from hysterical coxalgia, on the

other hand, tliougli they may be kept awake by the pain,

wben once asleep they are not roused by it.

4, The mode of development of the affection and its

course of évolution furnish us with very important parti-

culars. In the hysterical disease it may supervene quite

suddenly, and disappear in the same way, very often after a

moral impression. Or, again, the subject has convulsive

attacks, and it may be after one of such that the coxalgia

makes its appearance, &c.

Finally, Brodie adds that, over the affected parts of the

limb the température is not elevated, and that, vs^hatever be

the duration of the affection, no kind of atrophy comes on.

We shall see presently that, although the first of thèse

statements is true, the second is not always so.

There are, gentlemen, it is no use to hide the fact, many
délicate shades of différence. Further, in difficult cases it may
be necessary to hâve recourse, as we hâve been able to do

for the last thirty years, to the employment of chloroform,

so as to détermine whether or not the joint is the seat of a

material lésion. However, it is necessary to mention, as

Prof. Verneuil has shown, that in récent organic coxalgise

an examination by means of chloroform does not always ex-

clude every suspicion of a material lésion, and thus one

cannot assign to this means—at least in the stage referred to

—an absolute diagnostic value.

You see, gentlemen, I hold that the diagnosis between hys-

terical and organic coxalgia présents many serions difficulties;

and, as a matter of fact, in nearly ail cases where I hâve

been consulted I hâve seen both physicians and surgeons con-

siderably embarrassed.

After thèse preliminaries let us return to the patient, of

whom I affirm that the coxalgia from which he has suffered

for nearly three years is of a purely hysterical nature.

He is a man of forty-five years of âge named Ch—, the

father of seven children. His antécédents, either here-

ditary or personal, présent nothing worthy of being noted.

He served for seven years as a Zouave, but during that time

21
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he was never ill. He has never expei'ienced at any time o£

his life either nervous attacks or rheumatic manifestations.

He has exercised his calling as a sawyer, and has worked
with a straight saw in the service of one of our great railway

companies. On May I3th, 1883, he was the victim of an

accident : the connecting-rod of a steam eugine situated below

the place where he worked struck the plank violently under

his feet, and he was projected into the air, so he tells us, to

the height of two or three mètres [six to nine feot]. He
did not lose consciousness, but he experienced immediately a

sharp pain, accompanied by a numbness in the limb, so that

it seemed, he said, at the same time both jpainful and absent.

He was able, however, to make a few steps ; they carried him
home ; he remained two months in bed, and at first he says

the limb was swollen. At the end of that time he com-

menced to walk with crutches, then he managed to get on

with only a stick. For more than a year his condition has

remained as you see it now.

If we examine the patient first of ail lyi'ng doicn this is

what we find. There exists a notable shortening of the left

inferior extremity which corresponds exactly with that which

is observed in organic hip disease in the third stage. The
joint is rigid, the thigh being fixed to the pelvis in an almost

immovable position. The patient complains of a spontaneous

pain in the groin, the hip, and the knee, which pain is in-

creased when one presses out thèse régions, when one moves
the limb, or when one perçusses the great trochanter or the

heel ; and, moreover, I should like you particularly to notice

that the wliole of the left limb, thigh and leg, is a little less

voluminous than the right,—the circumference is less by about

a centimètre.

Now, when the patient stands up, if you look at him from

the front (Fig. 76, a) you will see that he stands resting on

the healthy side, holding his stick in his right hand ; the left

foot does not rest on the ground, or only on tip-toe. The
left leg is extended, and is carried a little in front of the

right. This position, as my colleague Prof. Lannelongue

—

to whom I showed a good photograph of the patient standing

—said the other day, is the typical attitude of hip-joint

disease when the patient is able to stand upright.
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If now we examine tlie patient from behind (Fig. 76, b),

we notice in tlie first place the contrast that cxists between thé

two buttocks. The riglit buttock is rounded, and présents the

little fossa behind the trochanter resulting from the contrac-

tion of the glutens maximus, but the left seeras larger, flatter,

and more flaccid. Thèse characters are to be found in or-

FiG. 76.

ganic coxalgia, and hâve been pointed out by certain authors^

as possessing much clinical importance.

As a matter of fact, this contrast between the two buttocks

dépends entirely upon the attitude of the patient. We are

assured of this by placing beside our patient a healthy indi-

^ Barwell, for example, loc, cit.
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vidual wlio is accustomed to pose for painters, and whom we
hâve instructed to imitate as mucli as possible (after careful

study) the attitude of tlie patient. The results o£ this com-
parative study are well realised in the drawing that I place

before you^ which has been made from a photograph (Fig. 77).

FiG. 77.

It may be noted that the gluteal fold is higher and larger

on the left than on the right, and that the right is double,

whereas the left is single. The intergluteal fold is inclined

upwards from the left towards the right, from the affected

to the healthy side. There exists a fairly marked spinal

curvature, with its concavity towards the left. Thèse dif-

férent deformities dépend in an évident fashion on the ab-

normal position in which the hip is maintained, and especially
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on its élévation on the affccted side. I should like you to

remark in tlie last place that tkis inequality of volume of the

two thighs and of tlie two legs is more easily seen in the

upright position.

It is doubtless not necessary to dwell on the halting gait

of our patient, you will recognise that it does not essentially

differ from that presented by individuals who are the subjects

of old-standing organic coxalgia.

In brief, gentlemen, you see that we do not find at first sight

anything contrary to the idea of a serions organic articular

affection which has terminated without abscess in ankylosis

of the joint.

But is there true ankylosis ? A thorough exploration

under chloroform at the présent time, that is to say three

years after the onset of the affection, would enable us to reply

to this question in a very definite way, and I shall return to

this point directly.

But, I should like you in the first place to examine the

patient from another point of view. Let us accept the hypo-

thesis that he is the subject of a coxalgia sine materia, and
see if the symptoms that he présents correspond to Brodie's

description.

And, firstly, if we consider the gênerai condition of this

man we find that although he has been ill for two and a half

years he has not become enfeebled ; no wasting, no aneemia,

never any fever, and ail that time he has had an excellent

appetite. This préservation of the gênerai health is scarcely

in accord with the idea of a grave organic articular affection

lasting for many months, even if it had made a most favor-

able progress.

In the next place you will notice that the rigidity of the

limb occupies not only the hip, but also the knee, and even

the ankle. Now, thèse are not the symptoms which belong

to common coxalgia, any more than the relative coldness

and purple colouratiou of the parts which are so marked in the

knee and leg of this patient.

Again, let us examine the character of the pain which we
hâve already noted in passing. This pain, which is intense,

though intermittent, is greatly increased as we hâve said by
percussion over the trochanter or the heel, and consequently
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by every attempt raade to move the joint. But it also lias-

tliis peculiarity, tliat it is diffuse and spreads upwards over

Poupart^s ligament, radiating over the lower abdomen, almost

as far as the left breast, and extends also down to the buttock.

Moreover, when the skin at the level of the groin, or even

over the anterior part o£ the knee, is raised and slightly

squeezed between the fingers it produces an acute pain quito

out of proportion with the degree of force oxercised in the

pinch. I should like to insist on the value of this hyper-

assthesia of the skin in the neighbourhood of the hip. It

lias been discovered by most authors who hâve written on

hysterical coxalgia ; but it is worthy of being designated by
the name of Brodie's sign because it is to this celebrated

English surgeon that we owe the value of the sign from a

diagnostic point of view.

I should add that, having remarked the signs of extrême

anxiety presented by Ch— after thèse excitations of the skin

in the groin and the knee, the wrinkling of the face, the

swelling of the veins in the neck and the temples, &c., we
interrogated him as to what he experienced at that moment ;

and the description which he gave us of his sensations corre-

sponds exactly with the desciùption of an ordinary hysterical

aura, namely, epigastric constriction, cardiac palpitations,

constriction of the throat, buzzing in the ears on the left side,

and beatings in the temple on the same side. The same

results occurred after percussion over the great trochanter

or on the heel, or after any attempt at movement imparted

to the hip. Thus you see, gentlemen, that although the

hysterical attack does not exist in our patient, one can at

least provoke in him the phenomena of an aura by an excita-

tion of véritable hysterogenic zones, some of which occupy

the skin covering the hip- and knee-joints, and the others,

situated more deeply, appear to be seated either in tho

synovial membrane or the capsule of the joint.

The discovery of the facts just mentioned hâve naturally

indueed us to suppose that a more attentive examination of

this man, conducted in a certain direction, would enable us,

perhaps, to discover other symptoms in him capable of ren-

dering the existence of the hysterical diathesis still more évi-

dent and tangible. In this expectation we hâve not been dis-
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appointed. A metliodical exploration of the différent modes

of sensibility has revealed that over almost the entire half

of the left side of the body—a few areae existing unaffected

—there is complète aneesthesia both to pricking and for

température (Fig. 78). In the movements of certain joints

FiG. 78.

(feet, hands, wrists, shoulders) the notions o£ muscular sensé

are lost, whereas in others (the elbow, for example) they are

preserved. The spécial sensés, taste, smell, hearing, are nota-

bly affected on the left side, and on the same side the visual

field is considerably retracted, although the right eye is not
similarly affected. It may be added_, and hère is a very signifi-

cant character, that the pharynx can be tickled and irritated

in any way you like without producing the least trace of reflex

action.

Ail that has been said leads us to the conclusions :

—

Firstly, that our patient is an " hystérie " ; secondly, that the
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articular affection from wliicli lie suffers présents a large

number of thé characters wliicli belong to hysterical coxalgia,

and tliat none of tliem necessarily indicate the existence of

a profound lésion of tlie joint. The wasting of the limb itself

does not correspond to the muscular atrophy with flaccidity

which is to be found in organic coxalgia^ and it may be

satisfactorily explained by the relative functional inactivity

during two and a half years. Everything, therefore, may
be of an hysterical nature in this patient whether it refers to

the genei-al or local condition. The traumatic origin of the

symptoms are not, far from it, opposed to this interprétation,

for we know from our former studios that in men, more

perhaps than in wornen, an injury may hâve the effect of

developing an hysterical diathesis which has up to that time

remained latent.

Nevertheless, I should be the first to allow that even in

the présence of the arguments which we hâve accumulated,

doubts may still exist as to the diagnosis. It is not easy,

in fact, in présence of a loss of power so pronounced, and
extending over years, to altogether dispose of the idea of an

organic hip-joint disease. It may be asked amongst other

things whether the hysterical symptoms although pronounced

hâve not supervened at a given moment, and become grafted,

as it were, on to an organic coxalgia, which would thus hâve

called into existence the manifestation of the neurosis. Ifc

is évident that the administration of chloroform would alone

dispose of ail doubts. Naturally we were anxious to employ
this method of differentiation, but up to the présent time the

patient has obstinately refused to allow it to be employed.

But I do not despair of persuading him to listen to reason,

and of his deciding one day to lend himself to a method of

examination which cannot but be to his own advantage.

However, gentlemen, in the absence of an examination

made by ourselves we can avail ourselves of the resuit of an

exploration which was made scarcely five months ago by
an eminent surgeon. The results of that exploration hâve

been communicated to us by a colleague who assisted, and
who states that during the administration of the ansesthetic

the joint was discovered to be perfectly mobile, exempt fi'om

any rigidity and from ail adhésions.
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The conclusions drawn from tliat examination we^c, tlio

following :—First, that there did net exist in tliis patient

any trace of an organic affection of tlie joint. Secondly,

that this individual very probably was one wlio simulated.

Fi'om the facts we hâve made ont it is difficult for us to

endorse the second of thèse conclusions.

Most certainly there is no organic disease of the hip-joint

in this patient; that is well-established. He is the subject

of an hysterical coxalgia sine materia, as you may call it.

But however dynamic it may be, the disease is perfectly

legitimate, perfectly real, and nothing, absolutely nothing,

authorises us to tax this man with simulation.

You will readily understand, gentlemen, that as soon as it

is established, as we hâve afîirmed hère, that we hâve to do

with an hysterical coxalgia, the prognosis is much less serious

than it would hâve been on the hypothesis of an organic

affection. Without doubt, an hysterical coxalgia may be

very chronic, may last for months or even years—and this

case offers us an unfortunate example of this kind—but the

cure must always necessarily follow some day sooner or later.

But what should we do in order to hasten this favorable

termination ? That is a question which to be properly dealt

with requires a somewhat lengthy exposition, and must be

dealt with in the next lecture.



LECTUEE XXIV.

ON A CASE OF HYSTERICAL HIP-DISEASE IN A MAN,
RESULTING FROM INJURY {continued).

SuMMARY.

—

BesuUs of an examination under chloroform.—
Symptoms then presented hy the 2)atient.—Mixed or Jiys-

tero-organic hip-disease—Hip-disease artijicially produced

in two women presenting the phenomena of great hypno-

tism.—Différent proceedings employed ta produce this

coxalgia.—Characters of artifcial hysterical coxalgia.—
Nervous shocic.—Traumatic suggestion.—Method of treat-

ing hysterical coxalgia ; massage, its good but transitory

results ; influence of the psychical state.—Probable re-

covery.

Gentlemen,—I bring before you once more tlio patient

Avhom I bave already présentée! to you in tbe last lecture, as

ofîering a remarkable illustration of an affection tbat is now
known by tbe name of hysterical coxalgia.

You bave not forgotten tbe numcrous and weigbty argu-

ments by tbe aid of wbicb tbis diagnosis was establisbed, but

nevertbeless it is possible tbat certain scruples may still

remain in your minds ; and, as a matter of fact, in tbe absence

of tbe administration of cbloroform to the patient, we bave

not been able to assure ourselves of tbe integrity o£ tbe joint.

Well, gentlemen, tbese doubts are now removed. Tbe
patient, wbo, under tbe influence of I know not wbat fear,

refused to submit to cbloroform, now realises bis own interests

botter and submitted bimself to examination last Friday.

Tbese are tbe results of our exploration. At tbe end of

six or seven minutes, after a very brief period of excitement

(coiitrary to wbat we bad reason to fear in tbis respect from

wbat wo know of tbe effects of cbloroformization in bysterical
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subjects), sleep became profound. The muscles became per-

fectly flaccid, tliose o£ tlie alïected limb being tbe last to

succumb, and tlie skin became insensible to pinobing, even in

tbe most byperaesthetic places. One was able to impart to

tlie leg and tbe thigb most extensive movements witbout

being arrested by tbe least résistance. Percussion o£ tbe

great trocbanter or of tbe beel was witbout resuit, and we
were unable to discover tbe least crackling during tbe exécu-

tion of tbese movements either by tbe hand or even witb tbe

stetboscope. Tbe conclusion, tberefore, to wbicb we are

driven is_, tbat tbe joint is perfectly free from adbesions, tbat

the articular and osseous surfaces présent none of tbose

deformities or lésions wbicb would most certainly exist in a

coxalgia of sucb old standing as tbis, if it bad been really of

an organic nature.

I sbould like to mention tbe interesting symptoms pre-

sented by tbe patient as be was coming round. The stiffness

commenced to reappear to a certain extent in tbe affected

muscles before any painful manifestation was évident in tbe

joint. Tbe sensibility in tbe skin bad already partly re-

appeared and tbe patient Avas beginning to reply to questions

before tbe sensibility of tbe deep parts (percussion of tbe

trocbanter or tbe beel) bad become at ail marked, sbowing-

tbat tbe deep byperasstbesia was tbe last to return. But

wben be bad completely corne to, tbat is to say at tbe end

of twenty or twenty-five minutes, tbe deformity, tbe pain,

and tbe limping returned absolutely to tbe same condition as

before cbloroform was administered.

Tbus, our diagnosis is amply confirmed. But we are not

so sure about tbe line of treatment wbicb sbould be adopted.

It is to tbis side of tbe question tbat we must now turn our

attention. But before coming to tbe question of tberapeutics-

I tbink it may be useful to draw your attention to anotber

point toucbing tbe diagnosis of bysterical coxalgia. Tbe
reason I was so désirons of giving cbloroform to our patient

was tbat I tbougbt it quito possible avc migbt be in tbe pré-

sence of some sucb combination as tbe following : (i) Organic

lésions of scrofulous coxalgia ; witb (2) Dynamic lésions of

bysterical coxalgia. Our patient most certainly is bysterical.
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and clearly présents tlie symptoms of liysterical coxalgia, but

it miglit hâve so happened tliat tliese symptoms served only

to mask a true liip-disease. We miglit tlius hâve a mixed

form, a hy-stero-organic form, if you like to call it so.

This mixed form ; does it really exist in clinical expéri-

ence ? Yes, most certainly ; and perbaps it is more fréquent

than we think, although authors do not touch upon it, as far

as I am aware. In view of the importance of the facts

perhaps I may be allowed to say a few words upon the sub-

ject. Thanks to the kindness of my colleagues, Messrs.

Lannelongue and Joffroy, I am able to narrate to you three

cases in which this combination occurred under circumstances

which rendered it very difficult to avoid error. In thèse

three cases the first impression was that the affection was

hystericalj but a more attentive examination demonstrated

that the hysterical phenomena masked an organic lésion of

the hip which had been overlooked for a time.

' Hère is a summary account of tlie three cases :

—

First case (communicated bj Prof. Lannelongue).—A boy, ii years old,

wbose mother had had numerous hysterical attacks. The limb on the aiïected

side was contracted not only at the liip- lut also at the Icnee- and anlde-joints.

It was not possible to touch this limb without the child being seized with a

nervous attack [attaque de nerfs]. Under chloroforni the existence of loud

ai-ticular cracklings was revealed. There was a shortening of two centimètres

[about three quarters of an inch], due to the head of the fémur over-riding

the cotyloid cavity. Later on symptomatic abscesses occurred.

Second case (communicated by Prof. Lannelongue).—A little girl of 13.

Her father was the subject of infantile paralysis ; her mother had hysterical

seizures up to the âge of thirty. When seven years old the patient had painful

contracture of the right foot ; at nine, nervous attacks, and again at ten ;

when eleven she suffered froni pain in the right hip with limping. There

occurred a complète remission which made them thinh that it was a purely

nervous affection and they consequently alloived the child to walk. A return

came on and the child was submitted to chloroform. Then cracklings were

discovered and a very great difhculty in bending the joint, conséquent on the

deformity of the bone. A deep-seated swelling caused them to suspect an

Third case (communicated by Dr, Joffroy).—Mdlle. X—, of St. Petersburg,

18 years old. No hereditary antécédents. From six to fourteen she had nume-

rous nervous attacks which seemed to be of an hysterical nature, somewhat like

partial epilepsy. When six years old she had transicnt coxalyic symptoms.

When cightcen years old the same stjmptoms reapi^earcd on several occasions.

At the âge of eighteen the same symptoms reappeared five months before the

patient came under notice. Severe pain in the hip and knee ; apparent short-
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In référence to tliis combination of organic lésion witli hys-

terical symptoms I sliould like to observe in passing, tbat you

mnst not believe tbat sligbt material disorders of tlie organism.

necessarily exclude bysterical plienomena. It may so happen

witliout doubt^ but if it be so in a few cases, in other cases

whicli are perbaps more numerous tbe bysterical stigmata per-

sist during tbe évolution of more or less serions organic

lésions. This was Avbat occurred in tbe course of a case tbat we
bave recently bad in our wards of acute articular rbeumatism

complicated witb endo- and pericarditis, followed by deatb.

I need not insist furtber upon tbis point ; enougb bas

been said, I tbink, to sbow you tbat wben an organic affection

becomes developed in an bysterical subject, tbe symptoms

relative to eacb of tbe two affections combine in sucb a way
as to constitute a patbological hybrid, wbose clinical history

sbould be recognised by tbe pbysician.

And now to come back to our patient. He is, as bas been

sbown, tbe subject of ''bip disease ^' of an undoubted bys-

terical nature, witbout any admixture, witliout any organic

lésion. Wo may tberefore affirm tbat be will probably re-

cover sooner or later ; but wben will tbe cure be effected,.

and what means must one employ to arrive at tbat resuit ?

I sbould like in tbe first place to examine tbe tbeory, tbe

patbological explanation, of tbese cases, boping tbat by tbe

way we may meet indications wbicb will enable us to found

our tberapeutic intervention on a rational basis. We bave

a means at band—a means tbat I bave already made use of

under similar circumstances. I refer to tbe artificial pro-

ening ; tlie patient walked with tlie aid of crutclies, resting the point of tlie

foot with difRculty on the ground ; no bysterical stigmata. However, in

view of the opinion of the doctors whom she had formerly consulted, the

singular vraXk of the patient, and pai-ticularly the remissions, followed by the

reappearances, wbicb had occurred for nearly ten years, tbey inclined towards-

the diagnosis of bysterical coxalgia, thougb with réservation. The employ-

mentof tepid douches at first produced adecided amélioration ; afresh remis-

sion was tlms produced and the patient bccame able to walk witb very little

pain. However, in the meantime, chloroformization having been performed,

it was discovercd " tbat complète relaxation of the bip was impossible, and

tbat tbe movements imparted to the joint determined characteristic cracklings^

leaving no doubt as to tbe existence of very advanced osseous lésions."
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duction of tlie symptoms of hysterical coxalgia, and it is hy

the aid of tliis that one may liope to more readily recognise

thé conditions and the meclianism whicli préside over tlie

development of tlie disease.

Inthis investigation we do not avail ourselves of any animal,

liowever elevated it miglit be in the scale of natural history,

but of man himself placed uuder the mental conditions

spécial to the hypnotic state.

The two patients that are now brought before you are

women, the subjects of inveterate hysteria, who reveal ail

the well-marked features of great hypnotism. They pré-

sent, as you see, in a waking state ail the features of hyste-

rical coxalgia,—pain, limping, &c., détails into which I need

not further enter. But what I want you to realise specially

is that the affection has been produced by us purposely,

artificially, during the hypnotic state.

Naturally in thèse patients matters hâve not been pushed

too far, but even when kept within the bounds of prudence

it is sufKcient for us to discover in them ail the features of

the affection described by Brodie, albeit under a benign form.

In one of thèse women itwas produced during a somnam-

bulic state by a moderato torsion of the thigh on the pelvis.

She immediately complained of pain in the hip, and also

—

please to note this well—in the hnee, although this latter

had not been submitted to the slightest tension.

In the other patient it was enough to afïirm to her when
she was in a state of hypnotism, that she had just had an

attack during which she had received a blow upon the hip.

The animated récital of the supposed incident, and the pic-

ture of the severe pains that would foUow, produced the

desired resuit. Hère again, strange to say, although we
had only spoken of a blow upon the hip the patient com-

plained at the same time of a pain in the hip-joint and

also in the Imee. And whereas the patient was formerly

anaesthetic on this side, it will now be seen that the skin over

the hip and over the knee is very sensitive. I should like

you to remark that our patients after being aroused from

the hypnotic state are absolutely ignorant of our interven-

tion, and both of them firmly believe that they hâve hurt

their hips during an attack.
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You liave not forgotten, gentlemen, the two men Porcz

—

and Pin—, wliom I sliowed you recently for tlie second time,

and in wliom an liysterical paralysis of tlie corresponding arm

was developed after an injury to tlie slioulder. I demonstrated

to you moreover tliat tliis paralysis could be produced seg-

ment by segment in subjects undor liypnotism, either by
means o£ verbal suggestion, or by tlie traumatic action of a

blow on tlie slioulder, wiiicb constituted, as oiie miglit say,

a véritable traumatic suggestion.

My opinion is tliat tliis liypnotic condition, during wliicli

" suggestion " produces tbese effects, is assimilable in more

points than one to tlie state wliicli in England bas been called

by tbe name of nervous shocJc in opposition to traumatic

sTioclc, witb wliicli it may often be combined, but from wliicli

it may also remain distinct. Tliis nervous stock is produced

by some strong émotion, a friglit, a feeling of terror deter-

mined by an accident, especially wlien tliis accident menaces

life, sucli as may be seen, for example, in railway collisions.

On tbese occasions a peculiar mental condition is often deve-

loped, recently studied witli care by Mr. Page, wliicb is

very intimately connected, in my judgment, witb tbe liyp-

notic state.^ In botb of tliese conditions, in fact, tlie mental

spontaneity, tbe will, or tlie judgment, is more or less sup-

pressed or obscured, and suggestions become easy. And
tlius tbe sligbtest traumatic action for instance, directed to

a member may become tlie occasion of a paralysis, of a con-

tracture, or an artliralgia. It is in tbis way that one so

often sees after railway accidents cases of monoplegia, para-

plegia, or bemiplegia, simulating organic lésions altbougli

tbey are no other than dynamic or psycliical paralyses, very

analogous, to say tbe least, to hysterical paralyses.

^"Weare .... disposed to believe tliat the primary seat of func-

tional disturbance lies in the brain itself, and that, as in the hypnotic state,

. . . . there is a temporaiy arrest in the function of that part of the

sensorium which présides over and controls the movements and sensations of

the peripheiy " (Page, ' Injuries of the Spinc and Nervous Shock,' p. 207,

2nd éd., London, 1885). See also Wilks, "On Hysteria and Arrest of Céré-

bral Action," ' Guy 's lîosp. Rep.,' vol. xxii, p. 35 ; and Tuke, ' Influence of

the Mind upon the Body,' p. 99. We may, I think, write in French indiffer-

ently S/iocfc or Choc—Shock, synon. : Fr.,choc; Germ., shok. SeeE. Quain,
' Dict. of Medicine,' London, 1S82, art. ShocJc.
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I regret that I am unable to dwell longer on tlie connec-

tion whicli I liave indicated between the mental state pro-

duced by nervous shock, and that whicb cbaracterises the

somnambulic period of hypnotism ; but I think enough bas

been said to attract your attention to tbis point and to in-

duce you to make it tbe subject of your méditations.

Witb référence to tbe man Cb— suffering from bysterical

coxalgia^ you will bave perfectly understood, gentlemen, tbat

in my opinion tbe coxalgia of tbis patient must be interpreted

according to tbe tbeory applied in our lectures last session

to cases of bysterical monoplegia of traumatic origin.^

You bave, in fact, observed tbe pain and also tbe paralysis

suggested in tbe bypnotic state wbetber by the means of oral

suggestion or by a sligbt traumatism. And tbis pain tbe

observer is able at will to localise to one or otlier part of tbe

limb.

Tbus, just as tbere are psycbical paralyses produced by

Avbat bas been called in former lectures traumatic suggestion,

so also tbere are spasmodic coxalgiee due to tbe same mecban-

ism. Our patient is an illustration of tbis. The injury from

whicb be suffered produced in bim a nervous shock and a cor-

responding mental condition. Witbout doubt bis bip bas

incurred a concussion, perbaps even a contusion more or less

pronounced. But tbis local action has not determined serious

organic lésions, and tbe pain whicb bas been experienced bas

only become developed, exaggerated, and definitely estab-

lisbed as a permanent " artbralgia " by reason of the psy-

cbical state produced by nervous shock.

Sucb, gentlemen, is tbe tbeory whicb I propose. If I bave

dwelt a little on tbis point it is tbat the treatment follows

as it were naturally from the considération thereof. We bave

bere a psycbical affection, it is therefore by a mental treat-

ment tbat we must hope to modify it. But how shall tbis be

accomplisbed ? We know from the observations of différent

authors tbat psycbical artbralgia), wbetber of traumatic or

other origin, sometimes recover quite suddenly after some

strong émotion : a religious ceremony, for example, or anything

whicb strongly appeals to tbe imagination. Unfortunately,

" Pp. 304 and 305.
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neither of thèse means are available for us. We liave attempted

to assume a position of authority, to persuade the patient at tlie

moment wlien lie was coming out of tlie cliloroform narcosis,

at a time wlien the pain and limping were lessened, that he

was cured ; but I must confess that we hâve not been very

successful. May we count on the influence of a simulated

opération, foUowing the advice of Hancock and Barwell ? I

am afraid not. Moreover, you understand that when one

employs means of this kind one should be sure of success, fop

to fail under thèse circumstances would be to run the risk of

losing our patient's confidence. As for the employment of

hypnotic practices, which would perhaps furnish us with

powerful means of action, this man Avill not hear of it.

For the last twelve days our patient has been submitted

to a very simple treatment, consisting of massage. Up to

the présent time this treatment has not been followed by

very definite results. Nevertheless I should like you to see

the application of it so as to enable you to realise the immé-
diate conséquences of thèse manipulations, which are re-

peated on him each day.

You hâve not forgotten, gentlemen, that Ch— is abso-

lutely hemianaesthetic on the left side, excepting certain areae

where the skin is not only sensitive but hypereesthetic. Thèse

hyperaesthetic zones are found especially in the région of

the elbow in the upper extremity, and over the hip and the

knee in the lower extremity ; in thèse régions pinching of

the skin produces pain and ail the phenomena of an aura.

Moreover, this hypersesthesia is not limited to the skin that

covers the joint, but involves also the deeper parts (liga-

ments and synovial membrane) ; percussion of the heel or

of the great trochanter are also followed by severe pain,

and so also are movements communicated to the lower

extremity. I would remind you also that this articular

pain is attended by contracture of the muscles which

move the knee, the hip, and even the pelvis ; and that th©

tilting of the pelvis thus produced is the cause of the

apparent shortcning of the left leg.

Having decided to try the effects of massage on our patient,

I asked Dr. Gautier, who for several years has devoted him-

self in a scientific way to the employment of this agent, to

22
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be so good as to Icnd us liis assistance, whicli lie has very

kindly given us.

We hâve left tlie conduct of tliis treatment entirely in liis

liands and he will demonstrate to you tlie mode of opération

wliicli he employs. You will see that the manipulation con-

sists in the first place of a simple stroJcing [effleurage] of the

hand over the left buttock of the patient ; little by little the

hand is pressed more firmly, and then it becomes a true

deep massage. A week ago the patient supported thèse

manipulations very badly, but now he bears them mucli

better ; at the end of four or five minutes you notice that

he ceases to feel the hand that rubs, then he expeinences

a heaviness in the whole limb ; and soon he states that he

has " ceased to hâve a leg," in other words, the whole of the

lower extremity has become completely insensitive ; the hyper-

sesthesic zones over the knee and hip hâve disappeared, and

one can pinch the skin with impunity. And moreover, the

anassthesia has extended to the deeper parts, for one can

strike the heel or the great trochanter without producingthe

least pain. Finally, and tliis is still more interesting, the

contracture has disappeared, and one can moveallthe joints

of the left lower limb in every direction, even with some

roughness, without encountering the least résistance and with-

out the patient showing signs of the slightest pain. And
now you see again that we can, as we hâve already done

during the chloroform sleep, demonstrate that the joints are

entirely free and mobile, that they are not the seat of the

least crackling, in a word that the synovial membranes

of the articular surfaces are absolutely healthy ; and finally,

that ail notions relating to muscular sensé are completely

abolished. Thus, gentlemen, we hâve, properly speaking,

transformed a coxalgia with contracture, into a flaccid hys-

terical paralysis which corresponds precisely with the most

perfect type of that complaint.

How long will thèse flaccid paralytic symptoms persist ?

Probably from about an hour to an hour and a half. Then
what will happen ? The pain will reappear in the limb, it

will rapidly reach the degree of intensity which it formerly

had, and then the contracture and the apparent shortening

of the limb will reappear. It is therefore a very transient
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amélioration that we liave effected up to tlie présent time by
thèse applications of massage. But it is a fact that I want
to point out, that for two or three days the return of the

pains and the contracture has not been quite complète, and
the patient hiraself recognises that as the applications in-

<;rease in number the coxalgie symptoms improve, and in

this way we hope to arrive some day at the desired resuît.

We are counting also on another circumstance that I will

narrate to you when the patient has gone out

The circumstance is the following. The affection from

which this man suffers was, as I told you, contracted in the

-service of a railway company ; and this Company is now pay-

ing him every day very nearly the same amount that he

earned by working. If this subsidy should happen to stop

it would be for him, incapable as he is now of earning his

living, and for his seven children, a very great misfortune.

Thus he is in a condition of perpétuai inquiétude on this point,

of mental dépression which is of itself enough to perpetuate

îiis malady, which is undoubtedly of psychical or, if you like

it better, of mental origin. Now, I hâve reason to believe

that the administration of the railway company has resolved

to make Ch— a pension on which he will be able to count

for the future; consequently,the mental condition of the patient

will be, I hope, considerably improved when he no longer has

this spectre of misfortune perpetually before his eyes. That

state of mental dépression in which he has continually lived

will rapidly disappear. It will become more easy to persuade

him that his malady is not incurable, that he can and must

be cured, and that he himself can, if he sincerely wishes it,

materially help towards that end. Thus, the practices of

massage also aiding, ail will go well—at least, I hope so.

Before finishing I should like, gentlemen, to draw your

attention a little more particulai'ly to the results obtained in

this patient by massage. Undoubtedly, you will hesitate to

believe that a simple massage is able to produce effects so

pronounced in every case. Without doubt we know that it

can in the long run ameliorate and even cure articular pains^

&c., but to détermine even temporarily a véritable motor and
sensitive paralysis of a limb, that is what seems so unusual.

On what then do the singular results obtained in this patient
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dépend ? I tliink it may he affirmed that they are due ta

tlie nature o£ the subject^ to thé material with which we
are dealing. It is because it is applied to a hysterical sub-

ject that massage bas produced in tbis man such niarked re-

sults. Perbaps one migbt say tbat in tbis case massage re-

présenta a sort of local bypnotism. I may mention in sup-

port of tbis notion tbat analogous practices applied to two

hysterical bemianaesthesic women in my wards bave giveu

rise to similar results. In less tban five minutes we produced

in ibem, on the sensitive side, an anaestbesia of tbe skin, then

of tbe deeper parts, and fînally a complète but transitory

motor paralysis of the limb, with tbe loss of muscular sensé.

Hère again then, is an additional argument in favour of the

existence of the hysterical neurosis in our patient ; but I

believe that I bave suflSciently convinced you on tbis point

and I do not wish to insist any more.

I bave expounded to you the means that we are now em-

ploying in order to arrive at the desired end : will our efforts

be crowned with success ? Without being too confident I

am in hopes that it will be so and tbat I may bave tbe plea-

sure of sbowing you in a few weeks, or perbaps in a few

months, the patient, whom we bave just studied together

with so much care, cured of the affection from which be bas

suffered for nearly three years.^

^ The patient left us and abandoned ail treatment. We saw him agaia

six montlis later and tbe affection was not perceptiblj modified.
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THE CASE OF SPASMODIC CONTRACTURE OP THE UPPER
EXTREMITY OCCURRING IN A MAN AFTER THE APPLICA-
TION OP A SPLINT.»

SuMMARY.

—

Development of a brachial monoplegia having ail

the characters of so-called liystero-traumatic monoplegia,

due to a bloiv from a heavy body falling on the limb.—
Fracture of the forearm.—Nervous shock ; what it is that

constîtutes "local shocJcj" the part itplays in the production

ofhystero-traumatic paralysis.—Application of the splint ;

monoplegia with faccidity becomes transformed into mono-

plegia icith contracture which présents ail the characters of
hysterical contracture.—The tendency to spasmodic con-

tracture is a fréquent occurrence in hysteria in either sex.—
The most certain means of producing it is the application

of a ligature around the limb.—The artificial production of

contractures constîtutes a véritable stigma of the hysterical

state.—Amélioration of the patient after the différent Idnds

of treatment ; although the hand still préserves a certain

degree of deformity ivhich does not yield to the action of
chloroform and which ap)pears to be due to the formation,

offbrous tissue.

Gentlemen,—The patient wlio forms the subject of our

lecture to-day is, as you see, a man of robust appearance.

He présents another example of those hystcro-traumatic

affections to which we hâve been particularly devoting our

attention during this and last year. One cannot, I think,

jcollect too many facts in connection with this subject. It

^ Lecture edited by Dr. Babinski.
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has hitherto been insufficiently explored, and if I am not

deceived, it promises for the future an ample harvest of results

wliich possess great practical interest.

This man lias^ as you see^ a contracture of the left upper

extremitjj wliicli for several months has depiùved the lirab-

o£ ail movement. The contracture became developed at

a time when the limb was enveloped in a plaster spliut^ the-

application of which had become necessary owing to a frac-

ture of the bones of the forearm ; a fracture determined by

a blow from a heavy body—that is to say^ half an ox weigh-

ing about 300 kilogrammes [about forty-three stone]—on

this part of the body.

Well, gentlemen^ we propose to demoustrate that this con-

tracture, which is a more or less direct conséquence of the

injury, is of a hysterical nature. We shall seek afterwards

to interpret the mechanism involved in its development.

Hère, in a few words, is the clinlcal history of this patient,

He is a man, 30 years of âge, named Dum—, born in Dor-

dogne, and only having lived in Paris for the last five years.

There is nothing particular to point out in his hereditary or

Personal antécédents. He is a young man without any édu-

cation, and he lived quite in the country up to the âge of

twenty-five. He has looked after sheep, attended fairs, and

slaughtered animais for butchers. Since being in Paris he

has worked for différent butchers in the town and at slaughter-

houses. He assures us that he has never drank to excess.

He has, it would seem, like most of his comrades, followed.

the répugnant practice of drinking every day several glasses

of blood :
" I like blood better than wine," says he, " it gives-

more force."

The accident which particularly concerns us happened

Bnder the following circumstances, About four and a half

months ago—the patient cannot be précise about the date

—

he was engaged with one of his comrades at the Central

Market in unhooking half the carcass of an ox of considérable

weight ; the hook broke and the patient was knocked over,.

falling with his left arm underneath the carcass. He assures

us that he did not completely loseconsciousnessat the moment,

but he remembers that he was stunned, and that for several
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instants Le did not know where lie was nor what took place.

They were obliged to carry him to a chemist's sliop near by.

It is probable that tlie nervous shock which lie experi-

enced then was considérable^ for even now tbere seems to

exist in liim a certain degree of amnesia relating principally

to matters connected witli tlie accident, but also to tbose o£

more récent date. There does not appear to be in this respect

any simulation or dissimulation. As we hâve said^ he is un-

able to indicate exactly the date of tlie accident ; and further,

when be is asked to tell us tbe place ^Ybere he now lives ho

hésitâtes ; but almost immediately draws from his pocket a

paper on which his address is written, and we hâve ascer-

taiued that the information it contains is correct. We hâve,

therefore no good reason for doubting the veracity of his

account.

Keturning to the circumstances of the accident, he states

that at the moment when it happened he heard the sound

of a crack which seemed to him to come from the left arm,

but he says that at that moment he did not expérience any

pain, either on the day of the fall, nor on the following days.

Not only did he expérience no pain in the arm at that moment
but he déclares '' that he was unable to feel the limb at ail,"

that " it seemed like dead," or again as though it were

absent " from the shoulder to the end of the fingers." '' In

place of an arm," he adds, " it seemed to me that this side

carried a weight of forty pounds."

The limb moreover appears to hâve been absolutely flaccid.

It was able to be moved in ail directions although no volun-

tary movement was possible.

From tins account it appears that in ail probability the

phenomena which occurred in this man^s arm, at the tirae it

was iujured, consisted of a superficial and deep aneesthesia

and absolute motor paralysis without muscular rigidity ; and

that consequently the symptoms were very similar to those

that we hâve minutely studied in the preceding lectures, in

maie subjects attacked witli hystero-traumatic monoplegia.^

You will, moreover, remember how we were able to pro-

duce this same kind of paralysis in several hypnotised sub-

1 Lectures XX, XXI, and XXII.
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jects during the somnambulic period by a blow witli tlie fist

of moderate intensity on tlie upper part of tlie limb. The
Bensatious of weiglit, of absence of the limb^ and fiually the

weakness which occurred after a blow on the limb in thèse

cases (as in those where the phenomena are produced inde-

pendent of hypnotism), would be the point of departure of

the " suggestion/^ which has the effect of developing the

paralysis (already initiated, as it were, by the circumstance

of contusion), and of completing it and establishing it in a

defînite fashion. You will remember that such was the theory,

as I proposed it to you, in order to interpret facts of this

nature.^

I am not sorry, gentlemen, to hâve the opportunity of

pointing out that thèse sensitive and motor troubles, to which

I hâve called your attention and which occur in limbs sub-

jected to a contusion, do not belong, far from it, to hysterical

subjects alone. In such subjects without doubt they occur

under the influence of shocks to ail appearance very slight,

and they easily acquire a considérable development, out of

ail proportion to the intensity of the injury. But they are

also to be found, quite apart from hysteria, in any individual

following a contusion, provided it be of a sufficient intensity.

Thus it is that under the influence of a shock produced, for

example, on the forearm by the pénétration of a rifle-ball,

.the whole of the limb may become paralysed and insensitive

for a longer or a shorter time. A simple blow without wound
may even suffice to détermine phenomena of the same sort.^

One may afiirm, I think, in gênerai terms that the lighter

the contusion and the less neuropathic the subject, the less

hysterical he is if one may put it so, then the slighter, more

/^ircumscribed, and more transient are the paretic and senso-

rial symptoms conséquent on the blow.

M. Billroth relates^ that having inadvertently received a

blow on the back of the hand, it became insensitive, and at

the same time the voluntary movement was for the moment
lost in the fiugers, but that the duration of thèse phenomena

did not exceed three minutes. M. Gussenbauer relates facts

' See specially in Lecture XXII.
^ 0. Berger, 'Berlin. Klin. Wochensch.,' p. 234, 187 1.

^ See G. H. Grœningen, ' Ueber den Shock,' Wiesbaden, 1S85, p. 78, et seq.
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of tlie same kind. Tliis collection o£ plienomena, this syn-

droma [syndrome], to wliich I am just now calling your

attention bas been described by certain autbors under tbe

name of local sbock {localcr slioJi, Fiscber ; Jocaler wundschrecJc,

Bardeleben ; localcr odcr 2^eriphercr sJiol-, local shoch, Grœn-
ingen, &c.).

Under tbese circumstances tbere occurs a cutaneous and

deep anœstbesia, with more or less accentuated motor para-

lysis for a certain distance above and below tbe place wbere

tbe blow occurred, sometimes tbrougbout tbe exteut of tbe

limb ; consequently we bave to do, not witb a lésion of any

single nerve, but very probably witb tbe resuit of a participa-

tion of tbe nervous centres in a reflex manner.

One can, I tbink, witbout forcing tbe analogy too mucb,

imagine tbat tbere is bere, as it were, a sketcb, a rudiment,

or germ, of thebystero-traumatic paralysis^and one can undei'-

«tand tbat in a subject psycbically predisposed, tbis rudi-

mentary paralysis, provoked by tbe sbock, becomes realised

and developed to tbe full extent by reason of a mental élabo-

ration, by a process of auto-suggestion, tbe mecbanism of

wbicb I bave attempted to explain to you in tbe preceding

.lectures,^

Tbis local shocl-," relatively bonign, must not be confounded

Tvitb local stupor^ wbicb bas been recently described by Pro-

fesser Yerneuil in one of bis clinical lectures. In tbis con-

dition following a blow, wbicb is always severe, tbere is a

suspension of tbe circulation, of tbe calorification, and of tbe

innervation (motor and sensory paralysis), witb a tbreatening

•of gangrené. Ail tbese symptoms in sucb a case, according

.to Professer Yerneuil, would be accounted for by a compres-

sion of tbe arterial and nerve trunks by a deep-seated effu-

sion. Free incision, allowiug tbe blood to flow away, suffices

in fact, to cause ail tbe symptoms to disappear.

However, to return to our patient, tbe pbenomena of local

ehoch in bis case seem to bave been very accentuated, because

not only did tbe fracture occur witbout pain, but, furtber,

^ Lectures XX, XXI, and XXII.
* Concerning the orthography of tlie word shocJc see p. 335, foot-note i.

=> See 'L'Union Médicale,' 1886.
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the limb seems to Lave been affected with complète anses-

tliesia throughout its entire length, at tlie same tirae that it

was deprived of ail voluntary movement. Tliere existed at

that time without doubt a flaccid monoplegia analogous on

ail points to those tliat we hâve recently studied in several

liysterical subjects, resulting from injury. In référence to

the flaccidity you will see directly that at the présent time

it is not a flaccid paralysis, but a spasmodic contracture ; and

this is just the point that we shall reserve for spécial dis-

cussion in the sequel, but in the first place it will be well to

examine the incidents which occurred shortly after the

accident.

Two days after the accident the patient decided to go and

consult a surgeon at the bospital of San Antoine. The wrist,

hand, and Angers had become very swollen, ail voluntary

movement was lost, though passive movement was possible,

and there did not exist any trace of stiffness in the affected

limb, thougb it was still, as at the beginning, completely in-

sensitive.

During a period of fifteen days the forearm was kept in a

hollow splint, and covered with carbolised compresses and

poultices. Then it was decided to apply a plaster apparatus,.

which he kept on for forty-five days.

At the end of this time the splint was taken off, and it

was discovered that the upper extremity was contracted.

The elbow and the fingers were in a state of flexion exactly

as you see them at the présent time (Fig. 79).

Chloroform was administered, and then they were able

to recognise that there was no articular lésion, no trace of

fibrous retraction, and that it consisted of a true spasmodio

contracture.

Profitiug by the resolution produced under chloroform,

they attempted to modify the position of the hand, and to

straighten the fingers. For this purpose a small straight

splint was applied along the palm of the hand, and main-

tained in position by a bandage. But this contrivance was

constantly becoming disturbed owing to the invincible flexion

of the fingers ; they were obliged to take it off at the end

of two days, and the hand left to itself resumed its former

attitude.
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Since this epocli a great number of doctors hâve been con-

sulted, but no fresli meaus liave been adopted. Quite re-

cently my colleague M. Périer^ tbe surgeon of the Lariboisicre

Hospital, Avho was consulted amougst othei's, had the goodness

to send tlie patient to me (i6tli May^ 1886), lie boing under

the impression tliat the case was more interesting to the

physiciau than to the surgeon.

You can now see for yourselves that in this patient the

left upper extremity, habitually carried in a sling, is flexed

to an obtuse augle at the elbow-joiut (Fig. 79). The fore-

arm is maintained in a stato of supination, and the fingera

flexed on the palm of the hand, showing a marked tendency

to overlap each other. The thumb is bent towards the axis

of the hand, and its nail has produced a deep impression on

the skin of the external surface of the index lingcr (Figs.

80 and 81).
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The voluntary movement is almost completely lost in tlie

-différent segments of tlie linib, and even passive movement
is, by reason of tlie rigidity of tlie différent joints, ertremely

limited. At the elbow and at the wrist tlie tendon réflexes

are obviously exaggerated, and a trépidation of the fingers

and tlie whole liaud is very easily produced when attempts

are made to straiy-liten tliem.

FiG. 80. FiG. 8r.

There is a certain degree of wasting, of atropliy of tlie

limb, but tlie electrical reactions are normal. There is not

the slightest trace of the reaction of degeneration.

We hâve liere evidently a spasmodic contracture of neuro-

muscular origin.

It is easy to show tliat the deformity and the loss of poAver

of the limb are not in this case the resuit of one of the com-
plications of another sort, such as may occur after prolonged
rest of the parts, or of a too forcible compression of them by
means of a bandage.
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Prolonged rest of a joint maj produce, as you know, in

certain cases and in certain subjects, a growing- together of

the synovial surfaces, a sort of artliritis soraetimes followed

by fibrous aukylosis (Teissier and Bonnet, Hueter, &c.). This

artbritis is very similar, it may be noted in passing, to those

wbicla M. Boucliard and I hâve formerly studied in limbs

wliicb bave beau for a long time rendered immobile as a con-

séquence of hemiplegia of cérébral origin. But the disap-

pearance, beyond dispute, of ail rigidity in the présent case,,

when the subject is placed under the influence of chloroform,

suffices to show that it is not this pathological condition with

which we hâve to deal.

The same test enables us to state at once that it is not a-

matting together of the synovial sheaths or the tendons, nor

yet a hyperplasia, with retraction, of the subcutaneous areolar

tissue. A compression of a nerve-trunk would be able, no

doubt, to produce a paralysis of a muscular group—of th©

extensors, for example—and consequently a paralytic contrac-

ture determined by the predominating action of the non-

paralysed antagonistic muscles, but in sucli a case it would

be easy on the one hand to exaggerate the flexion and on

the other to overcome to a certain degrée the predominating

action of the flexors. But it is exactly the contrary that is

hère observed. The action of the extensors is quite as

diflâcult to ovei'come as that of the flexors, and this is, as

you know, precisely one of the characters of spasmodic con-

tracture.

Of late years Professer Volkmann, in the first place, and

after him M. Leser,^ hâve described a particular kind of con-

tracture which is observed in cases of fracture, especially in

the upper extremities, which follows and is due to the too-

forcible application of a bandage. This contracture seems tO'

be due to the ischœmia produced in a limb by the excessive

compression of a bandage ; and it might be assimilated, accoi'-

ding to the authors above recited, to the rigidity which shows

' K. Volkmann, " Die ischaemischeu Muskellàhmungen und Contrac-

turen," ' Ctbl. f. Chir.,' 1881, No. 51, ' Ctbl. £. die med. Wiss.,' 1882, p. 445 ;

E. Léser, " Untersuch. ueber ischaemisclie Muskelcontracturen und Muskel-

làhmungen," Hallesche Habilitationssclirift, Leipzig, 1884; ' Centr. fur

Klin. Med.,' 1885, No. 17, p. 282, and • Samm. klin. Vortraege,' No. 77.
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itself in iscliœniic parts in the expérimenta of Stenon, or again

in man after ligature of the principal artery of a limb. You
will understand tliis from the détails I liave given you in a

lecture that was devoted tliis year to the study of intermittent

limping produced in man by arterial oblitération.'^

The contracture, or better, the rigidity of the limbs which

appears under such conditions, may perhaps be considered as

representing, so to speak, an early stage of cadaveric rigidity

supervening in a living subject, and which, if the experiment

is sufficiently prolonged, inevitably terminâtes at length in

mortification of the limb. Now this, if I am not deceived,

is the mechanism invoked by M. Volkmann and M. Léser to

explain the development of the rigidity in the cases they

hâve observed. According to them the phenemenon of cada-

veric rigidity with coagulation of the myosine^ occui's under

thèse circumstances in some of the muscular fasciculi which

are submitted to a high degree of ischœmia ; while in the

muscular fasciculi less completely involved there supervenes

a condition consisting of a sort of alimentative myositis,

followed first of ail by a reabsorption of the coagulated

myosine, then by muscular sclerosis, and lastly it terminâtes

in a defînite shortening of the muscle. M. Léser, in the

•experiments which he has made on animais, believes that he

has obtained results which enable him to confirm on every

point the theory proposed by M. Volkmann. But this is not

the time to enter into a critical examination of thèse works.

I will confine myself simply to pointing out that chief amongst

the clinical characters which distinguish the contraction of

M. Volkmann must be placed, according to him, the exis-

tence of profound modificatious in the electrical reactions of

the retracted muscles ; and beyond doubt another equally

important character is the impossibility of obtaining the

resolution of the rigidity of the limb by the intervention of

chloroform administered to its fullest extent.

Now you will remember that in Dum— the results of electri-

' Charcot, ' Délia claudicazione intermittente, &c.,' Lez. raccolte dal Dr.

O. Melotti di Bologna (' Gaz. degli Ospitali,' No. 73, p. 581, 18S4).

' The récent researches of Brown-Scquavd throw considérable doubt on the

theory of the " coagulation of the myosine " as a cause of cadaverie rigidity

(' Académie des Sciences,' Octobre, 1886).
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zation and tliose of cliloroforniization are absolutely opposed

to this patliological condition, and it is rendered abundantly

évident tliat between tlie condition of contracture described

by M. Volkmann and that wliich we liave before us no kind

of similitude can be established.

This is enougli, I think, to enable one to affirni that the

deformity of the limb in our patient is certainly the resuit of

a spasmodic contracture ; and now it remains yet for us to

show, as stated at the beginning, that the contracture in

question is of an hysterical nature.

It may be mentioned that there exists among hysterical

patients quite a number of spasmodic contractures—and the

patient with whom we are occupied oiïers an example of this

kind—which, at least from the point of view of physiological

mechanism, do not differ fundamentally from those which
are developed as a conséquence of organic lésion of the nerve-

centres ; lésions, as you know, differing both in their nature

and in their situation, but presenting this feature in common,
that they are accompanied by secondary degeneration in the

pyramidal bands. In both cases, no doubt, the spasmodic

l'igidity occurs at the same time in antagonistic muscular

groups, extensors and flexors for example ; it is accompanied

by an exaggeration of the tendon-reflexes ; by an epileptoid

trépidation, produced especially when the lower limb is in-

volved ; and finally, under the influence of chloroform pushed
sufficiently far, the resolution of the contracture becomes com-
plète. Such are the close resemblances which connect thèse

two groups of cases. Nevertheless, in spite of this, hyste-

rical contractures may often be distinguished from contrac-

tures due to a material cérébral or spinal lésion, even apart

from the symptoms found in other parts of the body, by the

aid of certain clinical characteristics which they bear. Thus
for example, in the former, the rigidity of the limb is

generally very marked ; and sometimes moreover it per-

sists in the same condition during sleep, even the most
profound sleep ; whereas in the latter, the contracture, gene-
rally less accentuated, reveals as a rule a manifest relaxation

when the patient sleeps, and this relaxation lasts for several

hours after waking. And again, anaesthesia, which is gène-
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rally but little prouounced or altogether absent iu the con-

tracted limb due to an organic lésion, may on the other hand

be found to occupy in a very marked degree not only the skin,

but also the deeper parts, and accompanied by a more or less

complète loss of the muscular sensé, when we hâve to do with

hysteria. Now thèse local distinctive features of hysterical

contracture we shall find very markedly, as you will be able

to see for yourselves, in the patient Dum—, and will lead us

naturally to the supposition that hysteria is the origin of the

deformity of the limb.

We must not allow ourselves to be drawn away from this

conclusion by the existence, as I hâve pointed out to you, of

a certain degree of muscular atrophy and of coldness of the

integuments. Thèse may be explained by the prolonged

rest ; and in this respect I may be allovved to recall to you

the results of récent investigations by my chef de clinique,

Dr. Babinski, which were set forth first in the ' Progrès

Médicale,'^ and afterwards in the memoir that appeared

in the ' Archives de Neurologie.' Thèse investigations hâve

induced me to recognise—contrary to the prévalent notion,

to which I had hitherto subscribed without reserve—that hys-

terical motor paralyses appear to be ordinarily marked by a

certain degree of muscular atrophy ; and that this condition,

always without accompanying reaction of degeneration, may
perhaps be very extrême and become developed with remark

-

able rapidity.

However, the diagnosis towards which we are tending be-

comesmore and more legitimate, especiallyin the absence of ail

thesymptoms belongingto a focal organic lésion of the nervous

centres, by the results we dérive from a search for hysterical

stigmata. There exists on the left side—that is to say, on

the same side as the contracture—complète analgesia ; and on

the same side a fairly marked deficiency of the hearing,

smell, and taste, and also a very manifest retraction of the

Visual field. Finally, the attacks themselves are represented

by the following symptoms : from time to time there occurs

iu the contracted limb the sensation of an aura which mounts

* Babinski, " De l'atrophie musculaire dans les paralysies hystériques
"

(' Progrès Médical,' 1886, Arch. de Neurol.,' T. XII, Nos. 34 et 35) ; and also

Appendix IV.
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towards tbe pharynx and produces there a feeling o£ suffo-

cation. Several times this semblance o£ an attack has been

followed by an aplionia lasting for several days.

I tliink that sufficieut has been said to show you not only

that our patient is under the ban of the hysterical diathesis,

but also that the contracture of the left superior extremity is

no other than oue of the numerous manifestations of hysteria.

During the preceding exposition it is more than likely that

many of you bave had in your miuds the following question :

Why has the flaccid monoplegia produced in this mau by an

injury, and comparable in every respect, both in its clinical

characters and in its mechanism, to the hystero-traumatic

monoplegite whicli we hâve studied iu the preceding lectures ;

why, I say, has this paralysis, flaccid at the outset, become

subsequently transformed into monoplegia with contracture ?

Well, gentlemen, in my opinion the application of the ban-

dage to the fractured limb is the circumstance which has

caused this change. It is, in other words, the pressure exer-

cised for a certain length of time by this bandage that has

caused the appearance of spasmodic rigidity in the muscles ; a

moderato pressure, undoubtedly, for wehave hère a muscular

spasm, and not, as I hâve attempted to show you, that kind

of fibrous altération described by M. Volkmann as supervening

on the application of an over-tightened bandage (p. 349).

I hope to be in a position to furnish you immediately with

proof of the proposition that I hâve just formulated. Hère

is another patient whom you already know. The man named

Mouil— , a well-built labouring man twenty-five years of âge,

employed as a workman at the railway station. I hâve pre-

sented him to you before as offering a fresh illustration, very

typical moreover, of hystero-traumatic monoplegia.^ The para-

lysis came on after a slight blow [" tamponnement"] on the

right shoulder. You see that the monoplegia thus produced,

and which has existed for six months, is still pronounced ;

and that there is not only cutaueous and deep-seated anaes-

thesia, but also, and this is the point I want you specially to

notice uow, the paralysis is attended with perfect flaccidity

' See especially Lectures XX, XXI, and XXII.
^ See Appendix I, Case 2.

23
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of the limb. Well, gentlemen^ I tbink that if a fracture of

the bone of the paralysed limb had been produced by the

sligbt injury 'whicli liappened to Mouil

—

, and if the appli-

•cation of a bandage had been rendered necessary thereby,

we should hâve had before us to-day not a flaccid monoplegia,

but a monoplegia with contracture comparable with that Ave

hâve observed in Dum— . This proposition may, as you will

see, be justified to some extent experimentally. Thus, I will

now apply a few turns of Esmarch^s ligature to the paralysed

and flaccid forearm of Mouil

—

, and almost immediately you

see a spasniodic contracture occurs in the wrist and fingers

of the hand. This contracture in truth disappears very soon

after the bandage is removed. But, with a full knowledge
of the facts to which I shall call your attention in a moment,
it appears to me legitimate to admit that the contracture in

question may become durable like those of Dum—, if the

application of the bandage is repeated several times or main-

tained in position for a long enough time.

To return now to Dum—, we may présume that there

exists in him a tendency to contracture in the paralysed limb,

analogous to that which has just been produced in Mouil

—

by the application of a ligature ; and that this tendency has

become developed under the influence of the pressure exer-

cised by the bandage applied to the fracture. In faveur of

this presumption it may be mentioned that the tendency to the

contracture exists in Dum— at this very time in his left lower

extremity, that is to say on the same side on which the upper
extremity is contracted. You observe in fact that the appli-

cation of several turns of an Esmarch's ligature to his lower

extremity below the knee produces rigidity of the leg ; and
that the same applied a few centimètres above the foot

détermines the formation of a véritable equino-varus. Con-
sequently there is nothing astonishing in the fact that the

prolonged application of a bandage to the fractured limb has

been able to détermine a permanent muscular contracture in

the patient Dum— such as that you hâve before you now.

This development of a spasmodic contracture under tlie

influence of a circular compression of the limb, of which I

hâve just shown you two examples, is assuredly a very curious
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circumstance, and merits, both from the point of view of its

novelty and of its practical importance, your careful atten-

tion. On many occasions and under niany différent circum-

stances hâve we insisted on the fréquent existence in hyste-

rical subjects of contractures supervening under the influence

of various traumatic causes ; or artificially produced at will

by the observer, even in the waking state, by the opération

of certain manipulations.^

As for the last-named condition, that is to say contractures

artificially produced in the waking state, the récent investi-

gations which "we hâve made into this matter in connection

with the case that we hâve just been considering hâve con-

vinced us that the subject is one which has not yet been

sufi&ciently brought ont, and which merits further study. Up
to the présent time we hâve been able to afiirm, after having

investigated a great number of patients, that the artificial pro-

duction of contractures is an occurrence fréquent enough in

hysterical subjects of both sexes ; that the occurrence is not

usual in healthy subjects ; and that consequently we hâve

hère a stigma which, in the same way as the retraction of

the field of vision, the sensitive and sensorial hemiangesthesia,

^c, enables us to discover in certain difficult cases the exis-

tence of the hysterical diathesis. The proceedings which may
foe employed to détermine thèse contractures are very diffé-

rent, but we will confine ourselves to mentioning the follow-

ing : repeated percussion of the tendons, traction exercised

on the fingers, application of a vibrating tuning-fork, whether

to the tendons or to the fleshy parts of the limbs, faradiza-

tion, &c. But of ail thèse means, the most efficacious beyond

doubt is the application of two or three turns of an Esmarch's

ligature or some other band.

With the assistance of my house physician, M. Berbès, the

application of the ligature has been made in the course of the

last month on a total of seventy hysterical subjects (43 women,
' See on this subject Charcot, " De l'influence des lésions traumatiques sur

le développement des phénomènes d'hj'stérie locale," 'Maladies du système

nerveux,' T. I, p. 449, Appendice.—Ib., T. III, 3*^, 7^ et 8<" leçons ; Ch. Richet

etBrissaud, ' Progrès Médical,' 8 Mai, 1880; Paul Richer, ' Mémoire inédit

présenté à l'Académie de Médecine,' 1883 (Prix Civrieux) ; P. Descubes,

• Étude sur les contractures provoquées chez les hystériques à l'état de veille,*

Thèse de Bordeaux, 1885.
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27 men), some now under treatment in tlie clinical wards,

some frequenting the out-patient departmetit. Hère is a

summary of tlie most important results that we liave obtained

in this séries of investigations.' The existence of motor para-

lysis in the limb tested is not necessary in order to obtain

the contracture ; in hemianaesthetic subjects the contracture

is most frequently obtained exclusively in the limbs on the

aneesthetic side ; it may nevertheless sometimes be obtained in

subjects equally well on the side which retains its sensation,

but in such cases the contracture is always more pronounced

and more easily produced on the angesthetic side. We hâve

observed in a large number of the patients that the contrac-

ture 'prodiiced in tlie limh was much more accentuated, and

much more durable after the cessation of the constriction, when

the experiment had heeji often repeated and had heen continued

for a longer time. The rigidity was sometimes confined to

the limb to which the compression was applied, and was limited

to the parts situated below the ligature, but most often it ex-

tended to the entire limb, and in a certain number of cases

it extended to ail the limbs and even to the face. Thèse last-

named circumstances demonstrate, I think, that the contrac-

ture in question is not the conséquence of an ischasmia pro-

duced in the limb by the application of the ligature. On the

contrary, one sees in it the resuit, without any doubt, of a

peripheral irritation involving a participation of the nervous

centres after the mechanism of reflex acts. Viewed in this

light, in combination with the whole of the clinical characters,

the contractures produced in hysterical subjects in a waking

state do not probably differ from the contractures produced

in the léthargie period of great hypnotism, except in the in-

tensity of the phenomena, which are much greater in the

latter case. Moreover, the contractures produced in hysteri-

cal patients, like those of léthargie hypnotism, generally dis-

appear very easily under the influence of a moderate pressure

on the muscles antagonistic to those in action ; or again under

the influence of a slight friction of the skin of the rigid limb.

' For fui-ther détails on this subject see P. Berbès, ' Sur la diathèse de

contracture et en particulier sur la contracture produite sur les sujets hys-

tériques (hommes et femmes) par l'application d'une ligature' ('Progrès

Médical,' No. 41, 9 Oct., 1886).
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However, one must not bo too reckless in tliese experiments

and^ to speak only of tlie contracture o£ hysterical patients in

the waking state, it is important not to forget that resolution

is more difficult to obtain when the ligature whick produced
it lias been maintained longer in position. In fact, gentle-

men, thèse experiments should never be undertaken except

with great discrétion.

But I must not dwell longer on this subject, although it

offers many points of interest^ and merits spécial and thorough

investigation.

Three or four days after the lecture that has just been con-

cluded, Dum

—

, influenced by one of those strange caprices so

•common in hysterical subjects, evenin maie ones, determined

to quit the hospital. The very day o£ his going out the con-

tracted limb was submitted to methodical massage ; light fric-

tions [frôlements] were practised on the différent segments

of the limb, by the aid of the hand moistened with glycérine,

at the same time as attempts were made by means of traction

to straighten the fingers and to move the wrist, the elbow,

and the shoulder. This opération, which lasted about ton

minutes, provoked at first rather severe pains along the pal-

mar surface of the fingers where the anœsthesia was not com-

plète ; but it was followed by a very satisfactory resuit, for

the contracture became very manifestly lessened, the fingers

became straighter, and the patient was finally able to produce

fairly extensive movements of his wrist, his elbow, and his

shoulder.

He left the hospital that same day, and we. lost sight of

him for several months. He returned to us a few days ago,

and then informed us that, the contracture having to some
extent returned a few days after going out, he consulted a

doctor in the toAvn who treated him by Dr. Burcq's method.

To-day (October i6th, 1886) he has returned to us with his

hands and fingers covered with plates and rings of copper,

-which he has had on nearly ever since he left us.

This is the condition of the patient at the présent time.

In the left upper extremity the sensibility has reappeared
;

it even seems to be exaggerated, especially on the palmar
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surface of tlie handj where the application of a cold substance-

produces a sensation of heat. The deep sensibility and tlie

muscular sensé are normal. Tlie gênerai sensibility elsewhera

présents no anomaly, and as for the spécial sensés, we hâve

discovered tbat the taste, hearing, and smell are as active

now on the left as on the right, and that the left visual field

has no trace of concentric retraction. On every point amé-

lioration is manifest, and I may add that the phantom attacks

do not now occur.

But as much cannot quite be said with respect to the move-
ments of the left upper exti-emity. The movements of the

shoulder^the elbow, and the wrist hâve returned almost to their

normal condition, and are nearly asextensive as the correspond-

ing movements in the limb of the opposite side, which with-

out doubt is an important resuit. But the movements of the

fiugers, fairly energetic during flexion (dynamometer, left 25,

right 85), are very limited during extension ; and consequently

the hand remains deformed, the Angers being bent so as tO'

form an angle of about 90 degrees with the palm of the hand

FiQ. 82.

(Fig, 82) . It is impossible to produce much modification in

this angle by extension, and ail attempts to straighteu the

hand give rise to severe pain. In this respect, therefore,

the cure is far from being complète, and it is to be feared

that the cause which prevents extension of the fingers is now
not only the spasmodic contracture of the muscles, but also,

as we hâve observed in other cases under analogous condi-

ditions,^ the présence of fibroid tissu e undergoing retraction

' Lecture X.
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in the palm of tlie liand. That, liowever, is a point which'

cannot be completely elucidated except by the employment

of chloroform.^

' On tbe i8tli Oct. last the patient was submitted to chlovoform. The-

sleep was made as profound as possible, and at no time was it possible to

obtain a resolution ofthe deformity of the fingers just described. Evidently

it is no longer a simple spasmodic muscular contraction.—J. M. C.



LECTURE XXVI.

A CASE OF HYSTERICAL MUTISM IN A MAN.

Sdmmaey.—Description of hysterical mutism.—It consists of

a very characteristic group of symptoms l^Syndrôme] ;

aphonia, impossihility of whispering, motor aphasia.—Pré-

servation of the gênerai movements of the lips, longue, etc.—
The intelligence is not afected ; patients préserve thefaculty

of writing fiuently, and conversing hy signs.—Diagnosis of

hysterical mutism.—Its importance in certain cases.—
Malingerers.—It is generally very easy to detect them.—
Expérimental production of hysterical mutism in hypno-

tisahle hystéries.

Gentlemen,—It is in order to compare one witli tlie otlier

tliat I présent to you two patients whose diseases imply a

prognosis so essentially opposed. In the first, the recovery

will be complète, that is absolutely certain, and I may add

that in ail probability it will happen quite suddenly in a few

days, perhaps to-morrow. In the second, on the other hand,

the verdict is prognosis ptessima, exitns lethalis, and I might

also add properatus, for the exécution of the sentence will

certainly not be postponcd more than three or four months ;

this patient is suffering from a permanent organic bulbar

lésion, running a fatal course ; whereas, in the other the

lésion is probably of cortical origin, and in any case is of a

purely dynamic order, and as expérience shows every day,

of an essentially transitory nature.

However, gentlemen, the affections from which they are

suffering présent certain traits in common, and on certain

points they hâve such marked resemblance that even an ex-

perienced physician may be excused for confounding them.

^ Lecture edited by M. Gilles de la Tourette. The same lecture lias beeii

published in the Gazetta degli Ospedali of ]\Iilan, VII, Nos. 75 and 76, by

Dr. Melotti.
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It is precisely for this reasou tliat I hâve brouglit tliem before

you at tlie same time on tlie présent occasion. This juxta-

position, moreover_, will certainly hâve the advantage of en-

abling- us to accentuate the conti'asts and to bring out clearly

the distinctive clinical characters of the two affections.

Briefly the features possessed by both are as follows. In

one of the patients it is absolutely impossible, and in the

other almost impossible, for him to express his thoughts

in articular lauguage, and both of them are aphonie. The
aphonia of the first is absolute ; he is scarcely able to émit

the smallest hoarse cry, and that only with much effort. The

second is still able to give vent to a few grunting sounds. I

may add that both of them hâve preserved the power of con-

versing by gesture to perfection. We are able to converse

with both of them by signs ; but it is easier to communicate

witb them by means of writing. In fact, both our patients

are not only in full possession of their intelligence and

understand admirably ail that is said to them, but thcy are

quite able to render their thoughts in writing exactly as they

could before the development of the disease ; that is to say

in a style and with an orthography quite in keeping with the

éducation that they hâve received.

Such are roughly the features of resemblance ; as for the

distinctive characters we shall reserve them for future con-

sidération.

The first patient is the principal object of our lecture to-

day ; the second only haviug been placed beside him by way
of comparison. Gentlemen, I may at the onset state that in

my opinion this man, thirty-three years old, a gas-fitter by

occupation, is a very good example of what is generally

termed hysterical mutism. But before entering into the ac-

count of his history and attempting to justify that diagnosis,

I think it may be useful, in ordor to render the démon-

stration clearer and more profitable, to indicate to you in

few words the most important facts that are known about

this siugular affection. You will remember that it is a sub-

ject that we hâve already dealt with in December last, and

Dr. Cartaz, who gave us his aid in makingthe laryngoscopic

examinations, has made known the substance of my lectures
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on this subject, adding tliereto a few of his own observations

in an interesting memoir based on twenty cases, of which

six were in my wards.^

Hysterical mutism is not an extremely rare affection ; it

lias often been described, and you will find it mentioned in

ail Avritings devoted to liysteria. However, I think tliat the

cliaracteristics of the disease were not sufïiciently isolated

until tlie delivery of the lectures to which I hâve just made
allusion. And the détails into which we shall now enter

may possibly présent to some of you the appearance of

novelty.

The cliief cliaracteristics which in my opinion distinguish

hysterical mutism and establish it as a true clinical entity,

recognisable by ail, are as follows. The facts as I am about

to présent them to you are founded, partly on cases that

I hâve observed m^self, and partly on those published by
otliers.

In the great majority of cases hysterical mutism cornes on

quite sudàenly. It often follows a fright or a violent émo-

tion of some sort ; sometimes it comes on immediately after

an hysterical attack ; or again without any apparent exciting

cause it may supervene in the course of hystei'ical aphonia.

Lastly, it may become developed in the course of ordinary

laryngitis.

Its duration is extremely variable, sometimes it lasts for

several hours or for several days—in our patient it has ex-

isted for three weeks. It has been known to extend over

months or even years.

Recovery generally occurs, and the disappearance of the

mutism is almost as sudden as was its appearance. It

happens suddenly and like the onset very frequently follows

some violent émotion. Relapses are fréquent.

Thèse are the characters as a gênerai rule. But there are

not a few exceptions. Thus, in certain cases the patient is

unable to completely recover, in its entirety, the faculty that he
has lost. He may be able perhaps to whisper, or to speak

in a low voice, although he remains aphonie ; he may be un-

able to speak aloud for a long time. Sometimes—and this is

perhaps most frequently the case—before recovering complète

^ See Appendix V.
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possession of liis speech the patient passes tlirougli a period

distinguished by a peculiar staramering, consisting of tlie

fréquent répétition of the same syllables. This defect appears

especially wlien the words he uses are of a certain length.

Now I conie to the exposition of the constituent éléments

of the syndroma [group of symptoras] . Although the patient

bas preserved the integrity of the ordinary movements of

the tongue and lips so that he can move thèse organs with

agility in ail directions,, and so that he can blow or whistle

as in the normal state, yet it is impossible for Mm to articu-

late a word even in a loto voice, or otherwise expressed, to

whisper. Nor is it possible for him, even by paying the

greatest attention, to imitate the movements of articulation

which he sees hefore him. The patient therefore is mute in

the most rigorous acceptation of the term, for he cannot pro-

nounce a single word. It may be said even that he is more-

than mute, for whereas it is possible for a deaf-mute to give

utterance to very loud inarticulate sounds, the hysterical

mute, note well this singular character, the hysterical mute

is aphonie, in gênerai absolutely so ; or at most, like our

patient, he can ouly émit, with the greatest difficulty, a little

hoarse sound such as that which you will hear in a minute.

Is not this, gentlemen, a very remai-kable association of

symptoms ? Some people Avill perhaps think directly that

in such a case the mutism is a natural conséquence of the

aphonia pushed to a very high degree. The patient is

mute because he lias no voice, because the larynx and the

vocal cords do not vibrate properly. Nevertheless with a

little reflection you will at once recognise, with me, that this

hypothesis involves a serions error. Hysterical patients who
are simply aphonie—a fréquent enough condition—are, it is

true, unable to émit loud sounds, but they can make them-

selves perfectly understood by whispering, and by speaking

in a lovv voice.

Whispering is nothing else than spoken and articulate

language. The phenomenon is, note it well, absolutely inde-

pendent of the laryngeal voice. The truth of this tact was

demonstrated experimentally in the laboratory of M. Marey,

in 1876, and again in 1879 by M. Boudet, of Paris. Thèse

authors hâve clearly shown b}^ means of the graphie method
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that tlie larynx takes no part in wliispering ; thé vocal cords

do not vibrate^ the air traverses tlie larynx as it traverses

tlie trachea^ it passes along a motionless tube^ notbing more.

Tbis it is wbicb reveals, perbaps more tban anytbing else,

tbe truly spécial cbaracter of bysterical mntism. If tbe indi-

vidual suffering from tbe affection is nnable to wbisper, it is

not because be is apbonic, or ratber because bis larynx does not

vibrato ; it is not because be bas lost tbe couimon movements
of tongue and lips—you bave seen tbat tbis patient was per-

fectly able to blow and to wbistle ; it is because be lacks tbe

ability to exécute tbe proper specialised movements neces-

sary for tbe articulation of words. In otber terms be is de-

prived of tbe motor représentations necessary for tbe calling

into play of articulate speecb.

We bave, tberefore, to do witb a motor aji/ui-na and I may
add a purely motor one. It is a rare kind, very rare in tbe

domain of ordinary organic apbasia. Witb it otber affections

of interior language are mostly associated, in différent pro-

portions, sucb as word-blindness or word-deafness, or agra-

pbia, or finally a diminution of intellectual power more or

less pronounced.

We sball see tbat our bysterical mute does not corne witbin

tbis latter category. I sbould like you moreover to remember
—tbis is a practical feature of tbe bigbest importance—tbat,

even in tbe most complote organic motor apbasia tbe patient

is able to call out, to enunciate a few syllables in a loud voice,

even to pronounce a few words, albeit not appropriate ones,

but perfectly distinct. On tbe otber band, in labio-glosso-

laryngeal palsy (of wbicb our second patient offers a com-

plète example), altbougb tbere exists paralysis of tbe gênerai

movements of tbe lips, tongue, and larynx, tbe voice and tbe

articulation of words, altbougb feeble and in tbe last stage

most indistinct, are generally présent in somo degree even

up to tbe end of life. I insist again on tliese cbaracters,

because in bysterical mutism as I say tbe patient is dumb, per-

fectly dumb, at tbe same time as be is witbout vocal power.

Tbere are some otber equally cbaracteristic signs. Tbe
bysterical mute bas not only preserved ail tbe faculties of bis

intellect, not only does be readily comprebend ail tbat is com-
municated to bim by means of bis ear or bis eye, but be is
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perfectly able, as I said at tlie commencement of this lecture,

to make himself understood by pantomimic signs, and of com-

mimicating his thoughts by writing. Ail tliese plienomena

may be met witli, no doubt, in a case of labio-glosso-laryngeal

paralysis of bulbar origin—and in this respect we cannot

establish very much distinction between tlie two affections

—

but in organic aphasia the symptomatology does not assume,

as you know, the same characters.

You are aware liow rare are cases of pure motor apliasia

without complication araong organic lésions of tlie brain.

Togetlier with the loss of motor représentations of articulai*

language, there are nearly always superadded, as I hâve just

said, in a gênerai fashion or in variable proportions, other

perversions of interior language, The aphasie is quite unable

to read, or reads only with difficulty ; he does not generally

iinderstand, or understands only imperfectly, wliat is com-

municated to him through his ear, although he is not deaf,

and he may hâve preserved his intelligence completely. But,

even when none of thèse complications exist, it will generally

be found that he has lost, at least in great part, the faculty

of making himself understood by gesture. You will recall

how difficult it is to converse in this Way with this kind of

aphasie patient. Moreover, in ail probability he is unable to

Write, for you know how exceediugly rare it is to find people

aphasie from an organic lésion Avho can write, and in thèse

individuals the act of writing, if it persists to a certain ex-

tent, is slow, difficult, and very imperfect.

It is quite otherwise in the hysterical mute. He has lost

nothing, absolutely nothing, of his former éducation, uor of

his intelligence, nor of his faculty of writing'. When ques-

tions are put to him he grasps a pen or pencil with singular

readiness, and rendors his thoughts in writing- with perfect

clearness. The gestures of the patient in such cases are

strikingly graphie, and this feature, jointly with syniptoms

of loss of voice and articulate language, enables one to re-

cognise hysterical mutism almost immediately and without

further examination.

I hâve before narrated, in connection with this subject,

the history of a young Spaniard whose case you will find m
extenso in the memoir of Dr. Cartaz. He was prescnted to mo
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as liaviug beeu attacked for more tlian a year witli syphilitic

epilepsy, in accordaiice with whicli view he had beentreated.

I was further informed that very often lie would remain

aphasie for several days after tlie fits. When I saw liim

he was suffering from one of thèse attacks of supposed aphasia.

When I approached the patient he made a sign to me by

carryiiig his hand to his throat—a very ordinary gesture of

hysterical mutes mider thèse circumstances—that it was im-

possible for him to articulate a single word. " Speak in a

low voice/^ I said to him, With great difficulty he was able

to form with his lips a few silent movements of articulation.

^' Cry out/^ I said to him. He was unable to émit a single

Sound. Then I ascertained that the patient was able to put

ont his tongue, to blow, and to whistle as in normal condi-

tions. After this the young Spaniard, nettled and impatient

at my questions, seized a pen and gave me, with remarkable

promptitude by means of writing, some of the détails of his

history as clearly as it was possible for me to désire, although

he wrote in French and not in his mother tongue.

My diagnosis made, I declared him to be a hystérie, which

my coUeague thought to be a very imprudent proposition,

probably because he deemed it too precipitate ; but further

examination only coufirmed it. There existed in this young

man a hemiantesthesia, with choi-eiform trembling on the left

side ; a retraction of the visual field and a deficieucy of hear-

ing on the same side, and pharyngeal aneesthesia ; in a word,

ail the séries of stigmata which left no doubt whatever as to

the existence of an hysterical basis. I may add that the

description of the attack which was then given to us was

very characteristic. It was true hystei'O-epilepsy, and neither

epilepsy proper nor symptomatic epilepsy ; and by a more

thorough investigation of the antécédents we discovered that

syphilis had never existed, except in the imagination of the

patient, and in that of the physician. The sequel of this

case proved in the most peremptory way that it was with

hysterical phenomena we had to deal, and nothing else.

Founded on the precediug considérations, and on ail tliat

I hâve since learned of this subject in an expérience by no

means short, I think that I am justified in ajîirming that the
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conditiou, /i//s/ericaZ viutsim, is sufficiently well cliavacterised,

sufficiently original^ to be recognised by itself^ even in the

absence of ail information furnished by concomitant symp-

toms.

And you also, gentlemen, wlien you bave become thorouglily

acquainted witb the cbaracteristics, you in your turn will

achieve diagnoses of such rapidity as to be considered by
the unitiated as a sort of magie. Nevertheless it is évident

that the case would remain incomplète if the examination

of the patient was not conducted further. Now, it is very

rarely that the permanent phenomena of hysteria, which for

the sake of brevity we call stigmata, are completely wanting
;

even the attacks also frequently exist, the retraction of the

visual field, the single or double hemiauîesthesia, the divers

sensorial troubles, pharyngeal anassthesia,—thèse are the

phenomena which you ought to carefully search for. Tlieir

présence will greatly contribute to confirm your diagnosis.

I may also mention that the contracture of a limb produced

experimentally by a circular ligature is an additional stigma

which our récent researches hâve enabled us to add ; the fre-

quency of which, both in men and in womeu, ismuch greater

than is generally supposed.^

However, one must not forget to mention that, although

the hysterical affection in one subject may take on a poly-

morphous form, it may be found in another reduced to a

single symptomatic élément. Thus it is Avith hysterical

mutism ; it may be sometimes met with completely isolated,

the only évidence of the raalady, and this is exactly the case

with the patient that you now hâve before you.

It is just for this very reason, gentlemen, that it is neces-

sary to attach a great importance to an exact knowledge of

each of thcse hysterical syndromata taken by themselves, for

it is this knowledge alone which renders it possible to dia-

gnose the affection when it is met with as an isolated condi-

tion. It is fortunate that the natural history of the syra-

ptoms in the condition we are now considering offers, as a

gênerai rule, features which by themselves are sufficiently

characteristic to enable one to décide, even under relativcly

unfavorable conditions, without great chance of error.

' See Lecture XXV.
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If I insist so mucli upon this clinical facfc, it is because

hysterical mutes, more perhaps than individuals attacked

with otlier manifestations of the neurosis, are in a large

number of instances, I know not wliy, considered as malin-

gerers, altbough in my opinion

—

I am obliged to say it

again and again—the idea of simulation is only too often

based under tliese circumstances on the ignorance of the

doctor. Possibly tlie error is not of such great importance

when it is a question of diagnosis in private practice or in

hospital ; under such circumstances the mistake may be made
without very grave inconvenience to the patient.

But if the case occur in the army, or when it cornes in

some way within the jurisdiction of the law, the results are

very différent. Under thèse circumstances, the ill-founded

idea of simulation may lead to far more serions conséquences,

to grave injustice, and possibly to the employment of barba-

rous means of treatment. For example, very powerful fara-

dization of the larynx is, as you know, not by any means
without danger. Moreover, it is my duty to point ont to

you that in thèse particular cases simulation is perhaps more
easy to dispel than is generally believed. There are very

few simulators, be it known, who hâve sufficient intelligence

to combine and display, with the object of deceit, ail the

symptoms that belong to the natural history of hysterical

mutism, without taking from or adding in any way to this

group of symptoms, at once so spécial and so complex.

Generally speaking the malingerer may be considered tO'

be a fantastic person. He gives the reins to his imagination,

and he adds ail sorts of embellishments. Kecall to your

minds the conversation between Sganarelle and Lucinde,

who may perhaps be considered as a perfect simulator.^

" Sganarelle.—* What is the matter ? What pain is it that

you feel ?'

" Lucinde (rephjing hy signs, carrying her hand to her

mouth, to lier liead, and to her chin).—' Han, hi, hon, han.'

" Sganarelle.— ' Eh ! what do you say ?'

''Lucinde [continning the same gestures).—'Han, hi, hon,

han, han, hi, hon.'

" Sganarelle.—' What V
' " Le Médecin malgré lui," Scène VI.
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'' Lucinde.

—

' Han, lii, hon/ "

Well, gentlemen, thèse han, hi, hon, han, are evidently

superfluous, and reveal simulation. The legitimate mute ro-

mains silent, as I hâve told you, and if he carries his hand

often towards his throat, it is to show you where in his idea^

the obstacle is ; he would not point to his head and to his

mouth. This is the way, as it seems to me, by considérations

of this sort, that simulation often unmasks itself.

Under certain circumstances, gentlemen, simulation may
appear very probable, at first sight, though a more attentive

examination shows that in reality the symptoms are perfectly

legitimate. As an illustration of this I may mention the

following case whicli I had the opportunity of observing in

the prison of St. Lazare, thanks to the kindness of my col-

league. Prof. Brouardel. Hélène G—, a young prisoner of

about twenty-four years of âge, had directed to a priest,

who she believed had wronged her, the dead body of a

newly born child well wrapped up and placed in a basket.

The parcel, labelled cheese, arrived by post just at the moment
when the priest was receiving friends. Enclosed with the

body was a small note, thus worded :
—" Pray for zvhat you

hâve lost." Was not that the act of an hysterical lunatic ?

Arrested soon afterwards, Hélène G— suddenly lost her

speech after the veiy first interrogation. This time you will

say the mutism was evidently simulated. Well no, gentle-

men, it was not so in my opinion, and this was also the

opinion of my esteemed colleague, M. Brouardel.

This was my argument ; the natural history of hysterical

mutism, though very little known by the laity, was well de-

picted hère. Hélène G— was mute and aphonie ; she did

not émit the least sound even when startled or excited to

laughter by surprise. Not the least sound, no hin, hi, hon,

han ; not the least unnecessary gesture. The onset was quite

sudden. The hysterical stigmata were, moreover, very pror-

nounced, and of such a nature as did not admit of simu-

lation ; complète gênerai ansesthesia ; anaesthesia of the

pharynx ; retraction of visual fîeld, &c. And lastly, there

was a feature that is absolutely peremptory ; as in the case

of other hysterical mutes. The patient wrote Jluently and

24
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correctly, and it was in this way that she ivas ahle to commu-
nicate with the magistrale, and, at least in great part, confess

her crime. A malingerer, without any doubt, would hâve

pushed matters to the bitter end, she would hâve ceased to

be able to write, whereas this girl wrote without any flaw.

The autopsy of the body of the child having demonstrated

that it had lived, Hélène G— was convicted of infanticide,

^and condemned to three years' imprisonment.

But it is time, I think, after this digression, to return to

the démonstration of our case. After the foregoing we shall

be able to complète this rapidly.

The patient is thirty-three years of âge. After having

followed many kinds of occupation, he is now in the service

of the Gas Company. There does not seem to exist any

nervous heredity in his family history, nor has he suffered

from any illnesses worthy of note, although during a period of

six years, from twenty-four to thirty years of âge, he had
attacks of which he gives us a very graphie description by
the aid of pantomimic gestures. The attacks began with an
aura, and included, amongst other features, the " arcs of a

circle,'^ and great movements ; he assures us that he did not

lose consciousness. However, several years previously, wlien

he was twenty years old, he momentarily lost the use of his

sensés after hearing a very loud noise which gave him a

great fright. He was married three years ago, and since

then the attacks hâve ceased. Shortly afterwards, without

known cause, other than a laryngitis accompanied by aphonia,

he became suddenly mute. He went under the care of M.
Eigal, who cured him at the end of a few weeks quite sud-

denly by the application of a lai'yngoscopic mirror. It was

three weeks ago, and following the same cause, namely, a

laryngitis of only a few hours' duration, that the mutism

:again occurred.

You see that our patient présents ail the classical cha-

racters of hysterical mutism, such as I hâve been describing.

When told to call out, to speak, or to whisper, he is abso-

lutely unablo to comply. When I persist, he makes the

characteristic gestures, and points with his hand to his throat

as though he would tell us that the difficulty lies there.
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However, lie moves Lis tongue and liis lips perfectly in every

direction. He is able to write and render liis ideas very well,

and in a style that corresponds with his incomplète éducation.

In this case, beyond the spécial characteristics of tlie mutism,

tlie fits from Avliich lie formerly suffered are tlie only sym-
ptoms in faveur o£ liysteria, for the patient is quite free from
ail hysterical stigmata. Hère then the mutism occurs as a

solitary hysterical symptom, mono-symptomatic, and yet we
do not hesitate in the diagnosis for a moment, for the reasons

that I hâve pointed out and, I hope, sufficiently made clear

to you.

Now let us turn to the second patient. I need not make
a great point of his âge—seventy-one years—because a bulbar

affection may become developed at twenty or younger, and we
know of hysterical men of forty years and more. But what
I would emphasize is the slow and progressive onset of his

difficulty of speech. And again, although he cannot speak,

this patient can at any rate cry out. There is paralysis and
atrophy of the tongue ; his mouth is widened, his lips are

pendent, and he has the aspect of one who is weeping. In

spite of ail this the articulation of words is not completely

lost ; he can still—though in truth with great difficulty

—

pronounce some indistinct words. In his case there is not

loss of memory of the movements of articulation, nor is there

motor aphasia, but we hâve to do with anarthria, conséquent

upon the paralysis of the gênerai movements of the tongue

and of the lips.

I may add that the saliva dribbles involuntarily away, the

déglutition is very difficult, and when he drinks liquid it

returns by the nose ; and finally, at night he has attacks of

suffocation.

You see, gentlemen, from this comparison, that between

thèse two patients there only exists a rough resemblance.

And although in both of them there is a marked contrast

between the faculty of wi-iting easily, which remains, and the

impossibility of making their articulation heard, it may be

pointed out that this last phenomenon is not of the same
order in the two cases, but is due to absolutely différent

mechanisms.
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I will terminate this lecture by an expérimental démon-

stration, and présent to you two cases of artificially produced

mutism in two hypnotisable, hysterical subjects. Prior to

the experiment to wliieli they bave been submitted, tbese two
women bave never been in communication witb bysterical

mutes, althougb, on tbe otber band, tbey are daily in contact

witb patients wbo are affected witb anartbria due to labio-

glosso-laryngeal paralysis. Nevertbeless, you will recognise

witbout difficulty in botb of tbem cbaracters identical witb

tbose wbicb bave been described just now in spontaneous

bysterical mutism. Tbese women are unable to cry out,

to articulate a single word, or even to wbisper ; and yet tbe

gênerai movements of tbe tongue and lips are quite free from

any affection ; tbey continue to be able to express tbemselves

by writing and by gesture, and tbeir intelligence is quite

unaffected.

I bring tbem before you now, awake, but still mute ; I

ougbt to tell you bow tbe pbenomenon of mutism may be

artificially produced. Tbe patient being plunged into tbe

somnambulic stage of bypnotism, you commence by con-

versing witb ber for a few minutes, tben gradually you

approacb doser and doser to ber, and finally prétend neitber

to bear nor to understand ber. She makes furtber efforts to

speak louder, but you continue to practise the same ruse, and

appear not to understand any better tban before. Tben it

bappens tbat tbe voice of tbe subject becomes progressively

lower, and in tbe last stage apbonia becomes complète and

tbere is an impossibility of articulation. Artificial mutism,

obtained during tbe somnambulic period, persists as you ses,

in tbe waking state. I dare not allow tbis experiment to he

prolonged too mucb, for I bave remarked on many occasions

tbat bysterical symptoms artificially produced during byp-

notism are more difficult to be made to disappear in a waking

state in proportion as tbey are allowed to persist for a longer

time.^

' The Viysterical patient who formed the main subject of this lecture, and

wlio was présent part of the time, seemed to be vividly impressed by ail he-

had heard. The following moming, shortly after waking, he suddenly

regained his speech.
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Gentlemen, tlie possibility o£ giving rise to the syndroma

hysterical mutism artificially by means of suggestion, appears

to us to indicate sufficiently clearly the point of departure of

ail the phenomena ; and one is thus able to suppose the

mechanism of its development. It is in the grey cortex of

the cérébral hémisphères that we must seek for the dynamic

lésion whence emanate the symptoms in question ; and the

mechanism that is to be invoked in such conditions is none

other than that which acts in the production of psychical, or,

if you like it better, mental paralysis.

This theory, which is now founded on a considérable

number of facts and on expérience, is applicable, as you

know, to a large number of hysterical affections, particularly

those which arise under the influence of an occasional cause,

such as a violent émotion, a traumatism, &c. It is a subject

that has occupied us many times in several of the preceding

lectures, to which I would refer those amongst you who wish

to acquire further information in the matter.^

' See particularly Lectures XXI and XXII.
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TWO ADDITIONAL CASES OF HYSTERO-TEAUMATIC
PARALYSIS IN MEN.

Part of a Lecture hy M. Oharcot (1886), edited hy Messrs,

Bahinshi and Berhez.

(Appendix to Lectures XX, XXI, XXII.)

I. A case of hyste^-o-traumatic paraplegia supervening on a

street accident}

The man named Le Log— was born in a little village o£

Brittany, and he is now twenty-nine years of âge. One o£

his first cousins was subject to epilepsy (a falling down, call-

ing ont, biting of tongue, &c.). One of his sisters^ who-

fînally died of typhoid fever^ had baà " nervous attacks."

The patient bas also suffered from typboid fever, and after

this be remained aplionic for several months.

He came to Paris wben twelve years old, knowing but little

Frencb ; at tbe présent time he is able to read, but he can

only Write with difïieulty, People who know him bave given

him a very good character. ïïe bas always been amiable,

and obliging. He is a steady lad. He is not gloomy, nor

is ho alcobolic. By occupation be was formerly a cook's

assistant, but lately, for want of better work, he went into

the service of a florist in the market. His work consisted

in selling in the market during tbe morning, and in the after-

noon, every second or third day, he went to a borticulturist

at St. Cloud to fetch plants. Thèse he brought back on a

* The notes of tlio case are by M. Berbèz, Interne du Service.
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little liand-baiTOw, which he drew, wliile his master's son,

young Cour

—

, helped by pusliing behind.

It was on returniug from St. Cloud in this fashion on

October 2ist, 1885, about 6 o'clock in the evening, that tbe

accident liappened which was the cause of ail his troubles.

On this evening, when it was very nearly dark, Le Log— was

dragging his barrow along the road beside the Seine. He
had arrived at the top of the Pont des Invalides, when ail of

a sudden, a heavily laden laundryman's van, driven by some

drunken men at railway speed, charged into him. The wheel

of the hand-barrow was struck, and Le Log— was violently

thi'own on to the footpath, from which he was picked up abso-

lutely unconscious. The horse of the laundryman's van did

not touch Le Log—, and its wheels did not pass over him.

There was no apparent wouud, nor was any blood discovered

about his person. Le Log— was placed upon his own barrow

and was taken in the first place to a chemist's shop, where

he remained for about twenty minutes, and was then carried,

still unconscious, to the Beaujon Hospital.

The preceding détails were given by young Conr—, and

confirmed, raoreover, by a man named L—, a post-office officiai

at the Palais de l'Industrie, who was présent during the colli-

sion. The account which Le Log— himself gives of the aiïair

when he is questioned is a very différent one. He has made out

a long history of the accident in which he firmly believes, and

of which the circumstances appear to him from time to

time in his dreams. The laundryman's van came charging

along with much noise ; the horse fell right upon him, and

struck him in the breast with its head. He fell dowu,

struck his head violently on the ground, and finally the

heavy van passed completehj over his hody, across the upper

fart of the thighs. Generally, when his dream arrives at

this point, the patient wakes up suddenly screaming. At the

Hôtel Dieu, and hère also at the Salpêtrière, he has often

been heard to cry out " Stop ! don't drive on, the horse is

going to crush me."

As a matter of fact, the patient has completely lost ail

recollection of what passed at the moment of the accident.

It is very probable that he was affected at the time by an

intense cérébral commotion, followed by a form of amnesia
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which MM. Ribot and Azam liave described under the name
o£ traumatic rétrograde amnesia.

He was transported to the Beaujon Hospital, where lie

xemained dui-ing five oi' six days witliout consciousness.

Leeches and sinapisms were applied, and an ice-bag was put

on his head. When his consciousness returned he was verj

surprised to find himself in the hospital ; he remembered
absolutely nothing of what had taken place. It was only

after he had heard the history from those around, as he him-

self confessesj that the circumstances of the accident as he

narrâtes them occurred to his mind.

Several facts relative to his state in the Beaujon Hospital

are worthy of being mentioned. (i) His lower extremities

seemed to him as though they were dead. At first he was
unable to lift them from the bed, except with the aid of his

hands, but at the end of a few days he was able to leave his

bed, go ont of the hospital, and walk part of the way home
on foot. (2) He had several large bruises on the hip, the

right groin, and over the lower abdomen. (3) He sufîered

with his head in the same way he does now.

After leaving the Beaujon he remained for a week laid up
at home. At that time he had some profuse epistaxes, which

were only arrested by pluggiug, and which hâve since re-

curred several times.

He left his house one day to go and see some friends, and
while there was seized with a severe attack, preceded by a

sensation of a bail rising in his throat, and during which he

lost consciousness. He was then placed on a stretcher, and
taken to the Hôtel Dieu.

There he came under the care of Dr. Capitan, Chef de

clinique de la faculté, who has given us the following infor-

mation concerning Le Log—'s condition during his stay of

fcwo months at the Hôtel Dieu :
" During the first week the

patient was in a state of continuai coma. After waking
from this he presented for two days ail the symptoms of

hysterical mutism. Fréquent epistaxes occurred, and were

only stopped by plugging. The motor weakness of the lower

extremities, imperfect at first, gradually became complète."

On the 25th March Dr. Capitan had the kindness to send

the patient to us. The following are the prominent sym
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ptoms that we hâve observed in liim, in addition to tlie crises

which will be deseribed by-and-by.

On admission^ the patient was lyiug in a prostrate condi-

tion of dorsal decubitus, silent, as though lie were preoccu-

pied, replying but slowly and unwillingly to tlie questions

tbat were put to him. From one day to another be bas

varied in bis account ; evidently bis memory and intelligence

are considerably affected. The pbysiognoniy, moreover, is

expressive of sadness, bebetude, and from time to time even

stupor, and the speecb is embarrassed.

He coniplains of a dull acbing pain in the bead, and wben
the bead is liglitly toucbed or the scalp stroked, he seems to

suffer acutely. He states that at night-time he bas fiâmes

before bis eyes, and terrifying dreams, and ail tbe wbile

beatings in tbe temples and dizziness in tbe ears.

On examining the face it is remarked that tbe left labial

xîommissure is raised^ and on this side tbe moutb is partly

open. Tbis was at iirst tbougbt to be due to paralysis of the

rigbt inferior facial. But on furtber examination ,it is recog-

nised to be due to a spasm of tbe muscles on tbe left side of

tbe face, as is évident by the tremors, sometimes sloWj some-

times fast, in the labial commissure of this side. Wben the

tongue is protruded there is no déviation.

The patient is thin ; bis puise is feeble. Tbe skin of the

extremities is warm and always covered with sweat ; the per-

spiration over thèse parts is from time to time extremely

abundant. The tongue is natural and the température normal.

The patient bas been able to eat, though he eats but little.

The upper extremities do not présent any trace of paralysis

nor of insensibility, although the dynamometric force of the

hands is rather weak (rigbt 40, left 35). It may be noticed

-also that the hands présent slight trembling, which is much
accentuated when the patient carries a glass to bis mouth.

But it is the state of the lower limbs that especially claims

our attention. Thcir voluntary movements are so feeble tbat

Le Log— is scarcely able to raise them from the bed. He
is able to offer very little résistance to passive movements of

tbe différent joints, though certainly the limbs are not in a

state of flaccidity, for they do not fall like inert masses after

having been raised. Standing upright is possible when he
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is supported on eacli side, but lie oscillâtes and would pro-

bably fall wben told to sliut bis eyes. It is impossible

for liim to make a single step forward ; in spite of bis best

efforts tbe feet remain literally fixed to the ground. Altbough

tlie limbs are not flaccid they do not présent any of the

cbaracters of spasmodic paralysis ; no exaggeration of the

patellar réflexes, no trépidation on bending- upwards the point

of the foot.

The 2^G^"versions of sensihility observed in the lower limbs

are quite peculiar. They involve both the skin and the deeper

parts. As for the latter, torsion and traction, however vigor-

ously exercised on the différent joints (hip, knee, ankle, &c.),

do not produce the least pain, not the least sensation. When
the eyes are closed the patient is absolutely ignorant of the

position given to the différent segments of the lower extre-

mities. For example, when one of the limbs is raised or

flexed at the foot, or one knee is placed over the other, the

patient is quite unconscious of it. Pricking, pinching, the

application of cold and beat to the skin, are not perceived.

By reason of their wide extent and their accentuated cha-

racter, the perversions of sensibility offer a mai'ked contrast

with the motor troubles. There is no atrophy of the muscles,

and the electrical reactions are normal. No traces of para-

lysis of the bladder or rectum.

The search for hysterical stigmata gives the following re-

sults. Absolute anaesthesia of the pharynx ; one is able to

pusli the finger as far as the epiglottis, and to keep it there

for a long time witbout provoking the least reaction. Taste

is absolutely lost ; a morsel of sulphate of quinine applied to

the tongue is not detected by the patient. There is also

anosmia ; diminution of hearing on both sides ; concentric

retraction of the visual field very pronounced on both sides

(Fig. 83).

We bave alrcady pointed ont the permanent hypersesthesia

of the scalp which is elicited by the slightest touch or fric-

tion. Friction produces au attack of beating in the temples

and noises in the ears.

The attacks are represented by the following syraptoms :

—

Pain in the pharynx, sensation of a bail rising in the throat,

a stitling sensation, beatings in the temples. Very often
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epistaxis terminâtes tlie scène ; but tliese symptoms do not

go any furtlier.

Now it is uecessary to point eut more particularly tlie

houndaries on the abdomen and trunk of the ansesthesia of the

lower limhs. In front (Fig. 84, a) this limit is represented

by a line following the £old of the groin on each side as far
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as thé anterior iliac spine, excluding tlie génital organs.

Behind (Fig. 84, b) it is represented by a line following tlie

FiG. 84.— Distribution of the aiiEestliesia in the case of Le Log
On the head is a large patch of hypeœstliesia.

origin of tlie gluteal muscles^ excluding a v-sliaped space in

the middle, which corresponds to tlie sacrum.

The présence o£ the classical stigmata and the attacks, albeit

rudimentary, though sufficiently characteristic, enable one to

establish in a peremptory way the existence in the patient

of an hysterical basis. But one can go further^ and show
that the paraplegia itself reveals ail the characteristics of

psychical or mental paralyses as they may be called. In

support of this hypothesis, in the first place there is the

délimitation towards the abdomen of the anaesthesia of the

lower extremities. In front the upper limit follows, as has
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been said^ the line which passes along the fold of tLe groin,

excluding the génital organs, and reacliing to tlae iliac spine ;

and behind the boundary line follows the origin of the gluteal

muscles, excluding a y-shaped space in the centre which

corresponds to the posterior surface of the sacrum (Fig. 84^

A and b).

Fig. 85.—Distribution of the anaesthetic zones in a case of partial

paralysis of the différent segments of the limbs, artificially produced

by suggestion in bypuotisable hysterical subjects (somnambulic

period).

This disposition is obviously différent from that which is

found when the aneesthesia of the lower limbs is conséquent

on an organic lésion situated, for example, about the middle

dorsal région, and involving more or less profoundly the grey

central matter. Then the anassthesia of the lower limbs ex-

tends over the lower part of the abdomen, and is limited by
a line perpendicular to the axis of the trunk passing througb
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tlie neiglibourliood of tlie umbilicus. On the otlier hand,

the limitation of the anagstliesia in tliis patient exactly repro-

duces the disposition whicli—as the resuit of numerous in-

vestigations by M, Charcot on this subject—is to be found

when, hy means of suggestion in the somnamhulic period, com-

plète motor and sensory paralysis of the lower extremity of

the non-anœsthetic side is producedin hypnotisahle hemianses-

thesic hysterical suhjects (Fig. 85).^

It should be added that in Le Log—, as in hj^sterical sub-

jects in question, the anaesthesia extends to the deeper pai'ts,

and ail notions relative to the muscular sensé are completely

abolished, and that the loss of motor power is very pro-

nounced.

Hence,as far as concerns the paralysis, the case of Le Log

—

does not differ clinically in any essential particular from the

case of hypnotisable hemianaesthesic hysterical subjects whose

lower limbs hâve been paralysed by means of suggestion.

This rendors it very probable that in the two orders of facts

the mechanism of production both with référence to the para-

lysis of motion and of sensation is the same. Now, when in

a somnambulic subject one suggests by speech the idea of the

motor weakness of a limb, and one sees this idea effectively

realised under the spécial form of paralysis whicli has just

been described, one can hardly in the présent state of science

refuse to admit that it dépends upon a dynamic lésion affect-

ing the motor and sensory zones of the grey cortex of the

brain which in a normal state préside over the functions of

that limb. Consequently we are in this way led to propose

as a very plausible hypothesis that in Le Log— the produc-

tion of the paralysis is due to an analogous process.

Without doubt, the objections may be raised to this ex-

^ Just as has been seen in the case of the upper extremity (Lectures

XXI and XXII). one is able in hypnotisable anœsthetic subjects during the

somnambulic period to détermine by a blow a total or partial paralysis of the

lowcr limb. When partial paralysis of the movements of the joint (hip,

knee, ankle, &c.) occur the loss of motor power of that joint carries with it

almost necessarily—just as in the case of the upper extremity—cutaneous

and deep anœsthesia of the corresponding segment of the limb. The limits

which separatethe différent zones of anœsthesia thus produced are represented

hère also by circular lines foUowing an imaginary plane at right angles to

the long axis of the limb (Fig. 8^„ a and b).
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planation that in tlie first place tlie patient liad not been

hypnotised, and in the second tlie conditions of a suggestion

cannot be found in tliis case,—at first sigbt at any rate.

But in référence to thèse two points the following circum-

stances may be mentioned.

It is certain that the mental state Avhich is to be found in

the somnambulic period of hypnotism does not constitute the

only condition where, in conséquence of the obnubilation of

consciousness, of the facile dissociation of the ego, it may be

possible to awake in the mind an idea or a group of asso-

ciated ideas which, freed from ail control, ail opposition, may
become developed intoan autonomous condition which acquires

by that very fact an enormous force, and a power of réalisa-

tion which is almost without limits.

Among the unconscious or subconscious mental conditions

in "which, apart from hypnotic somnambulism, suggestions

are thus easily able to become realised, may be mentioned

certain intoxications, as of haschich for example (Ch. Richet)

or of alcohol (Magnan). And one may mention also, ac-

cording to M. Page, émotions, physical commotions, trau-

matic shock, with or without direct injury of the cranium,

that is to say with or without cérébral commotion, using this

last term in its sm*gical acceptation. In fact, expérience has

shown for a long time, that under the conditions just named
it is by no means rare to find paralysis clinically comparable

with those we are now discussing.

That being so it will be easily recognised that in Le Log—'s

history are to be found ail the circumstances requisite for

the production of the particular mental state favorable to

the objective réalisation of suggestion. It will be remem-
bered that, thrown violently on to the pavement. Le Log

—

lost consciousness immediately ; that he remained comatose

for several hours, and that afterwards he was plunged, for

the two or three days which followed the accident, into a

state of véritable intellectual torpor ; in a word, he pre-

sented at that time the condition of psychical obnubilation

suitable for the efficacy of suggestions.

But now it may be asked what it was, in the patient thus

prepared, which formed the point of departure of suggestion,

if suggestion there was. This is a good opportunity for re-
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marking tliat ail suggestions are not brouglit into play by
means of speech. There are those wliich become developed

in conséquence of the perception of an odour, a taste^ or sighfc

of a particular object ; or in a word after any sensation what-

ever. And although it naost frequently happens that they

are produced by external objects, nevertheless they often

occur in conséquence of a sensitive or sensorial modification

developed either spontaneously or accidentally in the patient

himself in a way that is known as auto-suggestion.

In référence to this matter M. Charcot draws attention to

the arguments which hâve been mentioned in the preceding

lectures^ relative to the mechanism of the development of

hystero-traumatic paralyses ; a mechanism in which auto-

suggestion plays the principal part. It may be well hère to

advert in the first place to the phenomena of local shoch^

described by some authors. This consists of a contusion of

a limb, for example, which whether of small or great intensity,

produces divers transitory affections of sensibility and move-

ment ; such as a sensation of weight, soraetimes true anass-

thesia or motor paralysis more or less accentuated either in

the single part of the limb Avhich was the seat of the blow

or of the entire limb. For a shock of a given intensity, the

results vary considerably in différent subjects. Thus in a

vigorous man of stable mental equilibrium a blow with the

fist of moderato force upon the shoulder—and what is said

of the shoulder will equally apply to the buttock or the thigh

—

will barely produce a transient numbness or heaviness limited

to the contused spot ; whereas in ail probability in an hysteri-

cal woman the numbness will be replaced by much more ac-

centuated, more extensive, and more durable perversions of

sensibility. There will be, for example, in this last, simulta-

neously with the feeling of absence of the whole limh, a genera-

lised anaesthesia of the limb, and a paresis perfectly appréci-

able to dynaraometric exploration. It may be added also

that if the same hysterical subject had been plunged into a

somnambulic state the same shock would hâve determined,

almost to a certainty, a complète monoplegia involving both

sensibility and movement, presenting in a word ail the char-

' See Lectures XXT, XXII, and XXIII.
- Groeningen, Fischer, Billrotli, &c., see Lecture XXVI.
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racters whicli distinguisli hystero-traumatic paralyses in tlieir

most perfect type of development.

It is évident that tlie différent instances that bave been

mentioned represent stages of tlie same séries, and tliat

the explanation wliicli is invoked for one of tliem applies

equally to tliem ail. It will suffice to consider, for example,

tlie case of the hypnotised subject where tlie symptoms are

carried to tlie liigliest degree, and occur, moreover, under

conditions which are more accessible to analysis. Now, in

this condition, M. Charcot snbmits tliat in tlie very fact of

local sliock, and particularly in tbe sensory and motor plie-

nomena attaclied tliereto, must be souglit the point of de-

parturo of tho suggestion. The sensation of lieaviness or

even absence of the limb struck, and, again, the paralysis

which is never wanting, in some degree at any rate, will

give rise quite naturally, as it were, to the idea of motor weak-

ness of the limb. And tliis idea, by reason of the somnam-
bulic mental condition so completely favorable to the effi-

cacy of suggestion, comes to acquire, after a period of incu-

bation, a considérable development, and is finally able to

become realised objectively in the form of a complète para-

lysis.

It is quite conceivable that this theory is capable of appli-

cation, in a most perfect manner, to the interprétation of the

mode of development of hystero-traumatic paralyses which

occur in the waking state, quite apart from any hypnotism.

Hère the necessary mental modification is determined by the

gênerai nervous commotion {nervous shocJc) which is sure to

attend the accident. And as for the suggestion itself, it is the

direct conséquence, the amplified prolongation, as it were, of

the phenomena of the local shock. In this way it is easily

understood why psychical paralyses conséquent on a contusion

so frequently occupy the limb which received the bloAV.

A large number of the cases of paraplegia determined by
an émotion, by fear in particular (Schrecklaehmungen of Ger-

man authors),^ are capable of explanation without any doubt

on the hypothesis just mentioned.

^ On emotional paralyses see espcciall}' E. B. Todd, ' Clin. Lcct.,' éd.

by Beale, London, 1861, p. 779 ; 0. Berger, " Emotions neurose ;" ' Deutsch,

Zeit. f. prakt. Med.,' 1877, Nos. 38, 39, Leyden ;
' Euckenm. Kr.,' I Bd., pp.

25
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It is well known that in man a sudden and violent émo-

tion, fright, for example, is followed almost necessarily by a

feeling of powerlessness in the lower limbs wliich may attain

a very high degree, and ail without departing, so to speak,

from pliysiological conditions, yet amounting to a véritable

paraplegia, accompanied, may be, by tremor.^ Tlie cérébral

nervous sbock inséparable from such émotion produces, in a

Bubject predisposed, a mental modification wbicli rendors

possible the ti*ansformation from an emotional, ti*ansitory,

" physiological " paresis into a véritable paraplegia complète

and lasting. In tbis way probably it would be possible ta

explain a large number of the cases of paraplegia from

thunder.

Coming back again to the case of Le Log— , it only remains

for us now to inquire how it is that this hystero-traumatic

paralysis became developed in his lower extremities. It may
be remembered that in the early days after the accident large

ecchymoses were noticed upon the anterior surface of the

right thigh and on the lower part of the patient's abdomen.

It will be remembered also that at this time he complained

of a feeling of heaviness, of weight, almost a sensation of

absence of Ms legs, and, moreover, the lower extremities were

notably paretic. It was very probable that thèse phenomena,

together with the présence of the ecchymoses, gave rise to

the conviction in Le Log—'s mind that the wheels of the van

which knocked him over "passed over the body," as he puts

it. Nevertheless, this conviction, which has eveu appeared'

to him in his dreams,^ is absolutely erroneous. We knowit

to be so from the most accurate information furnished to us

by eye witnesses of the scène. But although the thighs

and the pelvis were not crnshed by the weight of the wheels

it is scarcely to be doubted, on the other hand, that thèse

parts, at the time when the unhappy man was thrown upou

the pavement, were very sevei'ely contused in the fall. And
it is precisely the conséquences of this local shock which

172, 173, and 174; R. Lippe, ' Zuv Casuist der Schrecldaehmung,' Inaug.

Diss., Breslau, 1877.

' Ch. Darwin, ' L'expression des émotions,' p. 30, et seq., Paris, 1877.

- See a case of paraplegia conséquent on a dream, communicated to the

Société de Biologie par M. Feré (Séance, 2oth Nov., 1886).
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have determined tlie auto-suggestion wlience results the para-

plegia. It is worthy o£ remark that in the case of Le Log

—

,

as in others of the same kind, the paralysis was not produced
at the vei'y moment of the accident, but it was only after an
interval of several days, after a sort of incubation stage of

unconscious mental élaboration,^

Besides the phenomena of an hysterical kind that havo just

bcen described in Le Log

—

, there are others Avhich do not

beloug to the same category. We hâve seen that the patient

suiîers from a permanent headache of a constrictive charac-

ter, producing the sensation of a heavy helmet pressing ail

parts of the head. AU kinds of sound are painful to his ear,

and ho does his best to avoid them. It is impossible forhim

to fix his attention to any matter, or to dévote himself to

anything without speedily experiencing very great fatigue.

Moreover, he is silent, and only replies slowly to questions

addressed to him, and as though he resented them. Gene-

rally speaking, he is sad, melancholic, almost stupid, fre-

quently anxious. He is irascible, resents the smallest obseï'-

vations made to him, and is incessantly asking to hâve his

place changed in the ward where he sleeps, complaining of

his neighbours, who, he says, annoy him. He lias insomnia,

and is frequently tormented by horrible dreams, relative to

the imaginary détails of his accident. Further, his memory
appears to be considerably weakened ; he does not even

remember the accident itself, whatever he may say, and there

is every reason to believe that everything- he states, and his

dreams, are inventions founded more or less on what lie has

heard stated with référence thereto. The same may be said

' We hâve hère a phenomenon of unconscious or sub-conscious cerehration,

mentation or ideation. The patient, in a case of this sort, is aware of the

resuit, but he does not préserve any recollection, or he only préserves it in a

vague manner, of the différent phases of the plienomenon. Questions

addressed to him upon this point are attended with no resuit. He knows

nothing or almost nothing. Briefly one can compare the proccss in question

to a sort of reflex action, in which the centre of tlie diastaltic arc is rcpre-

sented by régions of the grey cortex, where the psychical phenomena relative

to voluntary movemcnts of the Jimbs are situated. By reason of the easy

dissociation of the mental unity of the ego in cases of this kind, thèse centres

can be set in opération without any otlier région of the psychic organ b'eing

interfered with or forming part of the process.
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o£ occurrences before tlie accident, and tliere are in tlie tablet

of liis memory large vacant spaces. He cannot, for example,

name any of the masters for wliom he lias worked,, nor eau

lie say wliere they lived.

Thèse différent plienomena correspond on ail points witli

the psychical troubles which, witli or without the accompani-

ment of hysterical manifestations, so frequently appear in

conséquence of a nervous shock, more particularly when the

shock has been preceded or followed by a physical cérébral

commotion. Thèse symptoms hâve been perfectly described

by MM. Skae, Page, Westphal, Moeli, Krafft-Ebing, and quite

recently by M. Guder.^ It is évident that thèse conditions

greatly aggravate the situation, already sufficiently compli-

cated, in the case of the unfortuuate Le Log— . Hysterical

conditions in men are of themselves often very serions, espe-

cially when they are of traumatic origin, by reason of their

tenacity, their duration, and their résistance to ration al treat-

ment. The existence of traumatic psychosis [psychose trau-

matique] adds still more to the gravity of the prognosis, for

it would not be difficult to cite examples where this state

became incurable, and terminated in dementia.

The preceding détails of Le Log

—

's case extend to April

igth, 1886. The foliowing is the progress of the case since

that time. There was no appréciable change during the

months of May and June ; the attacks and the nose-bleedings

were both fréquent and severe ; his bad tempers continued,

and sometimes stupor. He also had some anuria from time

to time. The patient's nutrition was bad. He vomited fre-

quently, and had profuse sweats. About the middle of July

the attacks took on a more accentuated spasmodic character.

He struggled more, assumed arcs of circles, tore his clothes
;

and he was obliged to be tied down, yet notwithstanding his

violence, the lower limbs remained quite immovable. The
epistaxis became rarer and less profuse in proportion as the

convulsions became more severe. On the morning of the

^ Westphal, 'Charité Annalen Jahv. 1878,' S. 379; Kiegler, ' Die ira

Eisenbahndienste York. Berufskranlcli.,' Berlin, 1888; Moeli, " Ueber phj-

sische Stoei-ungen nach Eisenbahnumfallen," 'Berl. klin. Woch.,' 1881, No.

6; Krafft-Ebing, 'Lehrb. derPsychiat,' 1883, p. 188; P. Guder, ' Die Geistes-

storungen nach Kopfverletzung,' Jena, ï886.
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i5tli August, 1886, thc patient had a convulsive seizure

oi' great severity. There had been no epistaxis. During

the attack, ail iu a moment, it was noticed that the lower ex-

tremities were heing thrown about, and the feet struck the har

al the end of the hed with so much force that it hecame dis-

placed. The attaclc terminated ; the j^atient got up from his

hed and commenced to walh, at first with a certain amount of

hésitation, supporting himself along the wall and by means

of surrouuding- objects, but at the end of a few hours his

powers of walking became absolutely normal.

Nevertheless, the cutaneoias and deep aneesthesia persisted

still in a very pronounced degree in the lower extremities.

The other stigmata, namely, the retraction of the visual field,

pharyngeal anœsthesia, &c., had not undergone any appréci-

able modification.

Since this epoch the attacks hâve become less fréquent

and less intense. The amélioration in the movements of the

lower extremities has continued, and the patient walks better

and better each day. He has gone out of the infirmary

several times to see his friends, and can accomplish fairly

long distances without too much fatigue. Nevertheless the

cérébral torpor still remaius to a certain extent, and the

stigmata and anœsthesia of the lower limbs are not materially

modified (November ist, 1886).

The sudden disappearance of the paraplegia after an attack

which presented ail the characters of an hysterical seizure

confirms in a very décisive manner the opinion expressed

concerning the nature of the complaint. Nevertheless, the

patient although it is a year since the accident, cannot be

considered as cured, in that the hysterical stigmata persist

in almost the same condition as they were before.

II. Case of hystero-traumatic hrachial monoplegia conséquent

on a hloiv on the shoulder}

The man named Mouil—" is robust, vigorous, and well

developed. He is 25 ycars of âge, an agricultural labourer.

1 Edited by M. Babinski, Chef de Clinique de la faculté.

- See Lecture XXV, p. 353, et seq.
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He was born ia tlie departmenfc of Doubs, nofc far from

Besançon. A little less than a year ago he was a farm

labourer. Since tlie montli of May, 1885, lie lias been in

Paris and employed at tlie railway station in varions ways.

He had never been ill before tliis. He had never been

nervous, and lie does iiot kuow wliat it is to hâve nervous

attacks. He is rather slow, apatlietic, somewhat silly, and as

far as one can judge during tlie eight moutlis he bas been in

the wards, liis imagination does uot seem to be of a very

active kind. There is no nervous malady known to exist in

his family.

Mouil— was in his usual state of health, when on Decem-

ber ist, 1885, at six o'clock in the evening, while he was

working on the line, his right shoulder was squeezed betweeu

the buffers of a waggon and an engine. The contusion was

certainly very slight, for it was not followed by any serious

surgical injury. Nevertheless, under the influence of the

shock the patient immediately lost consciousness and fainted.

He was carried to the station-master's office, and he did not

regain his sensés till about tweuty minutes afterwards.

It is interesting to note the phenomena which, according

to him, existed immediately after his waking.

1. Respiration was very difficult, and it seenied to him as

though his right upper extremity, the one injured, was absent,

replaced hy a heavy hody whîch hung lifeless hy his side.

2. There was no immédiate tuméfaction of the parts.

3. Movements in the shoulder and the elbow were impos-

sible though he was able to move the fiiigers both at the time

and for three or four days subsequently ; hence it may be

said that the motor paralysis was not immediately complète.

4. He suffered from gênerai weakness, so that he found

it impossible to stand upright or even to raise himself. He
was only able to get up and go out at the end of thirteen

days.

The patient was carried to the Lariboisière Hospital, the

one nearest to the Northern Railway Station, on the very

day of the accident, about 8 o'clock in the evening, and was

placed in the w^ards of Dr. Brun. The next niorning they

discovered a slight swelling of the shoulder, and an extensive

ecchymosis over that joint, the subclavicular région, and
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part of tlie face. The riglit upper extremity was completely

deprived o£ ail movement exceptiug the fiugers, and tlie limb

was also angesthetic^ insensibility to pricking was absolute

everywhere ; but at tbis time tbe deep-seated sensibility was
probably not yet alïectedj for the movements imparted to the

limb in order to ascertain Avhether there was a dislocation

or fracture were ratlier painful. The resuit of thèse explora-

tions Avas completely négative.

It was only on the thirteenth day that the patient was able

to leave his bed. He left the hospital, and shortly afterwards

went into the Hôtel Dieu into the wards of M. Merklen, on
the I3th January, 1886, that is to say six weeks after the

accident. There they recognised ail the characters of the

monoplegic affection about to be described^ and the diagnosis

of M. Merklen, like that of Dr. Brun, was that the case was
one of hystero-traumatic monoplegia. A fact which is well

worthy of your attention is that at the time of his admission

into the Hôtel Dieu, a month after the accident, there existed

in the paralysed limb, both of the arm and forearm of the

right side, a very notable diminution of the volume. During

his stay of more tlian a month in the Hôtel Dieu, faradic

treatment was continued without interruption, and without

any resuit.

The examination of the patient at the time of his admis-

sion into the Salpôtrière, Mardi 2nd, 1 886, gave the following

results. Monoplegia of the right upper extremity, without

any trace of participation in the face or the lower limb (it

seems certain that the face has uever been involved). The
motor monoplegia was complète, the trapezius alone was able

to raise the shoulder. The paralysis was of a flaccid kind,

the tendon-reflexes were not increased, indeed they were

Tather diminished.

Affections of sensihility.— i. Cutaneous sensibility of ail

kinds was absolutely lost, cold, pinching, &c. The cutaneous

antesthesia occupied the entire promineuce of the shoulder
;

limited on the thorax by an unbroken Une following a circular

plane perpendicular to the long axis of the limb when it was

«xtended (Fig. 86, a and b).

2. The anœsthesia extended to the deeper parts; torsions,
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twistings practised on the différent segments of the limb were

quite unperceived.

3. Notions of muscular sensé were completely lost ; tlio

patient was unable to say where his limb was, and he could

not tell which finger was moved, &c.

FiG. 86.—Distribution of the ansesthesia in Monil—

.

Trophic changes.—Tlie wasting of the limb bas already been

mentioned. It sbould be added tbat tbe fingers are purple

and cold, like those observed in certain organic paralyses.

ïïowever, tbe muscles présent absolutely normal electrical

reactions, and tbe same witb tbe nerves. Faradization, whicb

produces an energetic contracture of tbe muscles, produces

absolutely no sensation.

The patient bas at no time ever had anytbing resembliug

bysterical seizures, but the permanent sensitive and sensorial

troubles {hysterical stigmata) are very pronounced. There
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exists an aualgesia over the whole of tlie right side of tlic

body and face^ and everywliere the patient is unable to per-

ceive cold (Fig. 86).

The sensorial troubles are very uoteworthy.

1. Yery pronouuced rétraction of tlie visual field on both

sides.

2. Monocuhxr diplopia.

3. Diminution of lieariug on both sides.

4. Diminution of smell ou both sides. Taste is absolutely

lost^ and oue can push the finger far into the pharynx and

uiaintain it there without determining the least reaction.

The patient is not hypnotisable.

On November ist, 1886, eleven months after onset, iu spite

of différent methods of treatment, the monoplegia is not modi-

fied in any way. The stigmata persisted in exactly the same

condition. The gênerai condition is excellent. It has been

discovered that the application of a circular ligature produces

very pronouuced and durable contractures in the lower limbs

of Mouil— [contracture diathesis].

It is not necessary to dwell at any great length on tliis

case of hystero-traumatic monoplegia, for it is, so to speak, a

reproduction, even in the most minute détails, of the classical

types already described by M. Charcot.^

It is only necessary, therefore, to again remark that the

sensations produced by the local shock were evidently hore

the starting-point of the suggestion which has resulted iu the

production of a complète sensory and motor monoplegia,

which has persisted as it is now for eighteen months. As

for the state of suggestability, it has doubtless become deve-

loped by the cei-ebral commotion produced by the nervous

shock. It is a fact worthy of being noticed that the motor

paralysis was not complète at first, and that consequently in

this case, as in others of the same kind, the motor woakuess

was only completed after a sort of unconscious mental élabor-

ation.

The amyotrophy, without modifications in the electrical

reactions, occurred somowhat rapidly in this patient. This

rapidly developed hysterical amyotrophy has been receutly

' See Lectures XX, XXI, and XXII.
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pointed out several times by M. Charcot, and ifc lias formed

the subject of an extensive work published by M. Babinski in

the ' Archives of Neurology.'^ A brief summary o£ Mouil's

case appears in the former part of this volume (p. 353).

' See J. Babinski, " De l'atrophie musculaire dans les paralysies hys-

tériques " ('Arch. de Neurologie,' Nos. 34 and 35); see also 'Progrès

Médical,' 1886, No. 6, et 1' Appendice, IV.



APPENDIX
II.

NOTIONS OP MUSCULAR SENSE AND VOLUNTARY
MOVEMENT.

(Appendix to Lecture XXII, p. 303.)

1 AM constrained to admit witli many authors tliat the motor

représentations, wliicli of uecessity précède the accomplish-

meut of a voluutary movement, take place iu tlie cortical

motor centres, tlieir more exact organic substratum being

in the motor cellules of tliose centres. Thèse motor repré-

sentations are chiefly constituted by the " sentiment of inner-

vation," of " nervous discharge," as it is still sometimes called,

which has its seat in the central organism.

On the other hand, the notions furnished by Avhat is pro-

perly called " muscular sensé " (kinsesthetic sensé of Bastian)

consist of impressions coming from the periphery, namely,

from the skin, muscles, aponeuroses, tendons, and articular

capsules. Thèse impressions become registered [s'emmaga-

sineraient] in the cortical sensitive centres, where their idéal

recall can take place.

The first alone of thèse représentations is indispensable to

call voluntary movement into opération. The other kind, in

gênerai, intervenes only in a secondaiy, though very eiïectual

fashion, in order to complète, direct, and, so to speak to per-

fect the movement which is already in process of exécution.

We know besides by numerous proofs that the visual image

of voluntary movement contributes povverfully towards the

same resuit.

It follows, therefore, that if the motor représentations hap-

pen to become defective in conséquence of a lésion occurriug

in the nerve-cellules of the cortical motor centre of a limb,

or in the prolongations which connect them with the centres
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of ideation, altliougli tlie kinaestlietic and visual représenta-

tions may persist, tlien a complète paralysis of tlie voluntary

movements of tlie limb results. In a forgotten book wliicli

my eminent colleague Professer Janet lias courteously brouglit

under my notice, I fiud that Rey Régis, of Montpellier, recog-

nised in 1789 the existence of motor ]^)aralysis dependiug on

a loss of the memory of motor force, due to lésion of certain

parts of the brain {' Natural History of the Soûl,' London,

1789, pp. 26—28).

From the precediug statements it will be understood that

the suggestion of loss of power should be capable of deter-

mining in certain subjects a complète motor paralysis, without

the accompaniment of any affection whatever of sensibility

either cutaneous or deep (as I hâve already mentioned, p.

303), and more particularly without any loss of the notions

furnished by muscular sensé. But we hâve observed that

more frequently a suggestion of this kind, at least when
addressed to " hystéries " anteriorly hemiansesthesic, and not

accompanied by any injunction relative to sensibility ono way
or the other,—this suggestion, I say, is followed, accordiug-

to our expérience, not only by paralysis of movement, but by

loss of sensibility in ail its modes, including muscular sensé.

It may be said therefore, that under thèse circumstances, para-

lysis of the fundamental apparatus of voluntary movement

carries with it in some way paralysis of the " perfectioning
''

apparatus. It is further probable that in thèse cases of paraly-

sis by hypnotic suggestion—as in a large number of hysterical

paralyses with flaccidity, which are in like maiiner of psychical

origin—the subcortical and bulbar grey nuclei, as also the

spinal nerve-cells (which in the normal state are ail in direct

or indirect relation with the cortical motor centres) may
become more or less profoundly affected in conséquence of

a diffusion of the lésion from the higher cérébral centres.

The loss of automatic movement, whatever its origin, and the

abolition or diminution of acts of a purely reflex order, which

under thèse conditions accorapauy the paralysis of voluntary

movement, would seem to testify to this.

The following passages appear to me sufficient to indicate the

ideas of the authors whence tliey are taken, as to the nature aud

seat of the psycho-physiological process which originates deliberate
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niovcmeuts. " If tlie idea tends to produce tlie fact," says Bain

('The Scuses and tlie Intellect,' translation of Gazelles, 1874, p.

298), " it is Itecause tlie idea is already the fact in a more feeble form.

To think is to i-estrain oneself froni speaking or acting."

" Mental actions take place in the same centres as physical

actions. Ordinarily, simple volition suffices to carry them to a

point at which the muscles are set in action" (loc. cit., p. 305).

"As the nerves which the muscles reçoive are principally motor,

wliicli convey to them the stimulus emanating from the Lrain

. . . , we cannot do better than suppose that the concomitant

sensation of muscular movement coincides witli the centrifugal

current of nerve force, and not tliat it is the resuit, as in a sensation,

properly speaking, of an influence transmitted by the centripetal

nerves " (loc. cit., p. 59). " In a voluntary act, considered in its

simplest form," says Herbert Spencer ('Principles of Psychology,

vol. i, translated by Ribot and Espinas, p. 539), " we are unableto

find anything save the mental représentation of the act followed by
its accomi^lishment—a transformation of that nascent psychical

change, which constitutes at once the tendency to the act, and the

idea of the act, into a jîositive psychical change which constitutes

the accomplishment of the act in so far as it is mental. The différ-

ence betweeu a voluntary and involuntary movement of the leg, is

that, whereasthe involuntary movement is caused without any anté-

cédent consciousness of the movement to be made, the voluntary

movement is produced only after it has been represented in conscious-

ness. And since that représentation is no other than a feeble form

of the psychical state which accompanies the real movement, it is

nothing else than the nascent excitation of ail the nerves partici-

j)ating in this function ; which précèdes their actual excitation."

Further ('Premiers Principes,' p. 216). "Volition is an initial

discharge along a Une which has become, as the resuit of antécédent

expériences, the line of most feeble résistance. The transition of

volition to action is but the complément of the discharge." Accord-

ing to Wundt (' Physiology,' Fr. transi., p. 447), " The seat of the

sensation of movement does not aj^pear to be in the muscles, but in

the motor cellules We hâve not only the sensation of a

movement executed, but that of a movement to be executed. The sen-

sation of movement is therefore limited to a motor innervation, and

hence we call it the sentiment of innervation (' Innervationsgefûhl.')

Herr Meynert expresses himself thus : (' Psychiatrie,' p. 3

1

2). " Ich

glaube der erste gewesen zu sein welcher sich dahin ausserte, dass

die Innervationsvorgânge von den Hemisphaeren aus, welche man
Willensacte nennt, nichts weiter seien als die Wahrnehmuugs und
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ErinueruBgsbilder der Innervationsgefiihle, indem solche, jede Form
der Eeflexbewegungen begleitend, in die Hirnriude ûbertragen

werdeu, als die primare Ginindlage secuudar von dem Vorderliirn

ausgeloster aebnliclien Bewegungen. Dièse Erinnerungsbilder

bekommen dann durcb associations Vorgjinge die intensitat der

Kraft zugefûbrt, durcb welcbe sie fiir die vom Vorderbirn ausge-

benden secuudiireu Bewegungen, als Arbeitsanstoss langs centri-

fugalen Babnen wirken." In bis ' Cliuical and Pbysiological

Researcbes on tbe Nervous System,' 1876, pp. 20— 37, Hugbliugs

Jackson adbei-es to tbe views of Bain, Wundt, and otbei's, tbat our
" consciousness o£ muscular activity " is in great part initial, central,

and réalisable in tbe motor centres. According to Maudsley

(' Pbysiology of Mind,' trans. of Herzen, p. 249), " it appears tbat

it is in tbe frontal part of tbe convolntious (cortical niotor centres)

tbat tbe muscular sensations wlience we dérive our niotor intuitions

are stored up. Tbe pai'ts of tbe surface of tbe brain wbicb act as

motor centres are tbe seat . . . . of tbe conception of tbe

degree and quality of muscular innervation—tbat is to say, of wbat

are called muscular inductions." Ferrier (' Functions of tbe Brain,'

Cbap. XI) expi-esses bimself tbus :
" In tbe same manner tbat tbe

sensory centres form tbe organic base of tbe memory of sensory

impressions and tlie seat of tbeir idéal résurrection, so tbe motor

centres of tbe bemispberes, besides being tbe seat of differentiated

movements, are tbe organic base of tbe memory of corresponding

movements, and tbe seat of tbeir re-execution or idéal reproduction.

We bave tbus a sensory memordy an a motor memory, of sensory

and motor ideas respectively ; tbe sensory ideas being revived sen-

sations, and tbe motor being revived or idéal movements. Tbe

idéal movements do not form an élément less important in our

mental jn-ocesses tban tbe revived sensations of an idéal cbaracter."

Contrary to tbese views, Bastian (' Tbe Brain as an Organ of tbe

Mind,' vol. ii., 1882, pp. 209, 16^, and Aj^pendix, transi.,) expi-esses

tbe opinion tbat tbe motor centres, wberever tbey may be situated,

are tbe parts wbose activity appears to be absolutely free from sub-

jective concomitant pbases. It does not appear tbat tbe idéal re-

productions ever take place in tbese centres . . . . It is tbe

cbanges in tbe muscle excited and in tbe contiguous jmrts—a cbange

occasioned by tbe movement—tbat beget a group of centripetal im-

pressions wbose termimis is tbe kinsestbetic centre (centre of tbe sensé

of movement) .... Tbis, tben, is really a sensory centre,

and idéal movements may be revived in it, eitber isolated or asso-

ciated witb visual impressions iDcrtaining to it . . . . It is

only productive of great confusion to attribute tbe activity of tbe
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seusory centres to tlie motor centres The cérébral

substratum of mind does not ombrace in any manner the processe»

which take place iu tlie motor centres of the brain, wherever they

are situated. In other words, we canuot legitimately regard mental,

opérations as being even in part immediately due to the activity of

motor centres."

In support of tlie tlieory advanced above^ we may recall

what is obsei^ved iu certain subjects, hysterical for the most
part, who, deprived of ail forms of sensibility in a member,.

hâve nevertheless maintained in great part the faculty of

moving tliat niember freely when even they are unable to-

have recourse, the eyes being shut_, to the directive and dy-

namic influence of the visual image of movement. Our patient

Pin—^ offers at the présent time a good example of this kind.

In him, as we hâve seen, the cutaneous and deep sensibility

are lost over the whole extent of the left superior extremity,

and while his eyes are shuthe does not recognise any passive

movements imparted to the diverse segments of the member
nor the position thereby resulting. The eyes being open,

gênerai and partial voluntary movements of the member pré-

sent ail the characters of the normal condition both in re-

spect of variety and précision. Thèse movements persist in

great part while the eyes are shut,only they are more uncei'tain

and more hesitating, although never inco-ordinate ; they ope-

rate, in a word, as though he were groping. And again, Pin

—

is able, the eyes being shut, to direct his fingers with a cer-

tain précision towards his nose, his mouth, or his ear, or

towards an object placed at a distance, and to succeed in his

aim, though he very frequently misses. He is not able, gene-

rally speaking, when one asks him to do so, to flex one of

his fingers singly. Habitually ail the fingers are flexed

together. Occasionally he is unable to say whether he has-

flexed his wrist or not, &c. I do not now speak of the dyna-

mometric pressure, which for the affected hand shows 30 K.

when the eyes are open, and only 1.5 K. when they are closed.

Thèse modifications occurring in the exercise of movement,

in patients of this description, when the co-operation of

kinœsthetic and visual représentations is wanting, permit us

to discern up to a certain point in what the opération of the

* Lectures XIX and XX.
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fundamental apparatus of voluntary movements normally con-

sists. On the otlier liand, tlie study of cases of psychical

paralysis wliere movement aloneis involved reveals the truly

secondary rôle, however important it may be, of visual and

kinaesthetic représentations in tlie normal accomplisliment of

voluntary movements.

Perhaps, moreover, there exists in tlie normal state

varieties in this respect. It is possible, indeed, tbat at tlie

moment wben a premeditated act is about to be accom-

plisbed, tliere is awakened in some people exclusively motor

représentations properly so called, and in others kin;rsthetic

and visual représentations; in other persons better endowed,

sometimes the one and sometimes the other, or botli at once.

Différence in éducation, habit, or liereditary prédisposition

may account for thèse varieties. We can consequently

understand that a lésion of the same nature, of the saine

estent, and the sa,me localisation, may in différent subjects

reveal itself by différent clinical phenomena, according as

individuals belonging to one or other of thèse catégories

may be concerned.
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m.

A CASE OF HYSTERICAL HEMIPLEGIA FOLLOWED BY
SUDDEN CURE.

{From Professor Gharcot's lectures, hy Dr. Marie.)

(Appendix to Lecture XXII, p. 296.)

Gentlemen,—Among last Tuesday's out-patients a girl pre-

sented herself wlio had been attacked with motor paralysis

in a very sudden manner. I hâve thought it advisable to

bring lier before you tliis very day, because it is possible-

tbat tbe patient's symptoms may disappear at any moment.

Henriette A—, 19 years old, bas generally enjoyed good"

health. Sbe is a laundress and follows ber calling on a boat on

the Seine, Her fatber, a spectacle-glass maker, who is now fifty
years old, had an apoplectic stroke some time back, followed

byleft hemiplegia, andat tbc présent tiniebe frequently suffei^

from giddiness. Her motber and sister do not présent any

nervous abuornialities.

As for the patient berself, at tlie âge of sixteen slie had

scarlatiua, and during convalescence she had '' nervous

attacks,'^ ofwhichshegivesthefollowing description: no aura,

loss of consciousness, but no movements of the limbs ; on

waking, sensation of a bail in the epigastrium and désire to-

weep ; she bas never had biting of the tongue nor involuntary

évacuations during the attacks. Thèse symptoms only lasted

for a year, from sixteen to seventeen years of âge ; during that

26
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time tlie menstruation was very irregular, but since tlien it

has become quite normal. Slie lias never suffered £rom

rheumatism, nor sbown signs of cardiac disease.

Now that you know the antécédents of tliis youug woman^ I

will narrate to you the circumstances under wbicli tbe disease

developed. During tbe niglit of 29tli November, wbile she was

asleep, a shelf situated above ber bed slipped and fell, with

ail the articles it supported^ on to the head of Henriette A—

.

She awoke with astart, very frightened by the noise and by

the unexpected blow, and for the remainder of the night she

was much upset and could not sleep. The fall of the shelf

did not produce any injury ; Henriette is positive that she

had not the slightest bruise. However, the catamenia which

she was expecting a few days later, came on in the course

o£ that night.

Next morning, November 3oth, shegot up as usual, went to

the beat and worked as she was accustomed to do without

experiencing anything unusual. But, about half-past seven

in the evening, when she was going with her bucket in her

hand to fetch some water, her right side suddenly gave way
and she fell. She was unable to rise, her right leg Avas use-

less and the bucket rolled far away from her right hand, which

was unable to hold it. There was no loss of consciousness,

the very moment she fell she called out for help ; no sensa-

tion of giddiness or faintness ; no convulsions whatever, nor

any other cérébral symptom. The paralysis occupied the

upper and lower limbs of the right side ; but it did not ex-

tend to the face—that is a point you should specially observe.

The loss of power was se great that she was obliged to be

taken home in a carriage.

The following days, ist, 2nd, 3rdDecember, the paralysis

of the leg improved somewhat ; but when Henriette A

—

came last Tuesday among our-patients, she was obliged to

be brought in a cab, and it was necessary for her to be vigor-

ously supported when she was brought into the room.

During the four days that hâve passed since then, the

amélioration has become more pronounced, and as you will

see directly, mobility has to a great extent returned in the

lower extremity.

Let us now turn to the présent condition of the patient ;
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and fîrstlj we will examine tlie power of movemenfc. The
right superior extremity is absolutelj paralysed, flaccid, and
falls like an inert mass after being raised. Such at least

is tlie gênerai appearance of the limb, but on examining it

more closely it may be discovered that, althougb most of tbe

muscles of tbe arm and forearm hâve lost mobility, some havo

reserved their power. The forearm can be extended (action

of triceps), but it cannot be flexed (biceps and brachialis

anticus) : flexion of the fingers is possible though it is very

feeble : pronation and supination of the forearm, are im-

possible, as also adduction and abduction of the wrist. But
there are a few slight movements of flexion and extension

of the wrist ; the fingers also can be feebly drawn together

and placed in the position resulting from contraction of the

interossei.

As for the muscles of the shoulder, it will be seen that

the deltoid does not contract at ail ; the pectoralis major has

almost preserved its usual power ; the trapezius and tbe other

muscles of the trunk are absolutely normal.

The lower extremity has, as we said, almost regained its

natural strength. It no longer présents the signs of com-

plète paralysis, but rather of a paresis, more marked in some

muscles than others. The patient is able to walk though

she limps slightly. The face, you will notice, présents no

déviation, no paralj^sis of the orbicularis oris. Nor is there any

paralysis of the muscles of the trunk. In a word, the para-

lysis in this patient is not properly speaking a hemiplegia,

but rather a brachio-crural monoplegia.

The tendon-reflexes, you observe, are not exaggerated ;

on the contrary, they are less pronounced on the paralysed

than the healthy side. We hâve not, therefore a spasmodic,

but a flaccid paralysis.

Next, we must examine the sensibility. There is a fairly

marked deficiency of sensation to pricking and heat in the

right lower extremity. In the right upper limb there is total

aneesthesia extending over the hand, forearm, and arm as

high as the acromion. The skin of the chest is sensitive, the

limifc of séparation between sensitive and insensitive areaj

being through the middle of the axillary space. There is no

modification in the spécial sensés of sight, smell, taste, and
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hearing. No spécial point of hypersesthesia lias been fouiid

on the body, and no ovarian tenderness.

There remains the muscular sensé to examine. For tliis

purpose we instruet the patient, after carefully blindfolding-

her, to grasp the right (paralysed) hand witli the left (healthy)

one, and you see, gentlemen, that she is quite incapable o£

doing so ; slie seeks it high and low, and on ail sides but

cannot find it. There is not the same condition in the right

lower limb, she has no difficulty in finding with the eyes

closed her right foot with her left hand.

The condition of the local température is a point of some

interest. It is lowered several tenths of a degree on the para-

lysed side, as revealed by the compai'ative thermomety of

the two sides. There is no abnormality in the gênerai tem-

pérature of the body. The genei-al condition in other re-

spects is excellent.

If now, gentlemen, we make a summary of the différent

phenomenapresented by this patient with a viewto diagnosis,

what do we find ? A monoplegia associated with diminution

of the tendon-reflexes, without epileptic or apoplectic cérébral

phenomena ; accompanied by an absolute anœsthesia limited

to the arm of the paralysed side and combined with abolition

of muscular sensé. And ail thèse phenomena appeared in a

young girl of nineteen who had previously presented hysteri-

cal symptoms.

Thèse are the main features in the case. Are they due

to a focal cérébral lésion—a haemorrhage or softening ? One
may boldly reply to this question in the négative. Thèse

are not the ordinary characters of haemorrhage or softening
;

for we hâve seen that it is not a true hemiplegia in our case

but rather a combined monoplegia, without any participation

of the face. Moreover, there is anaesthesia which corre-

sponds absolutely both in position and degree with the para-

lysis of the limbs. Nor is it a hemiplegia of a spinal nature,

for under those circumstances the paralysis and aneesthesia

ought to be crossed, whereas hère, they are not only on the

same side, but absolutely superposable so to speak one upon

the other.

Briefly therefore, it is unnecessary to hesitate longer or

The purely
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liysterical nature of this paralysis is strikingly évident after

a detailed examinatiou of tlie patient such as we bave made
;

and we may accept it witliout further discussion as a basis

for prognosis and treatment which follow as necessary con-

séquences therefrom.

(Professor Charcot^ haviug remarked that tlie electrical

examination of tbe muscles had been deferred because it was

possible that an attempt of tliis kind might entail a return

of the mobility and sudden cure, and that he wished his

audience to witness any such occurrence, proceeded in the

lecture room to faradize the muscles of the shoulder and arm
of the right side. At the end of a minute the sensibility

had entirely returned to this région, without transfer. A
minute later the sensibility had returned throughout the

entire limb and the paralysis had gone. The patient was

then able to use the arm as well as ever, and went round

among the audience vigorously shaking them by the hand,

desirous of proving bow real was tbe recovery tbey had just

witnessed.)^

' At ttat time the weakness of the lower limb, to which no application

had been made, still existed, It remained for two days longer and then

disappeared spontaneously. From that time the sensibility and mobility

hâve remained absolutely normal.
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IV.

CONCERNING MUSCULAE ATROPHY IN HYSTERICAL
PARALYSIS.

{From Prof. Charcot's lectures, by M. BahinsM})

(Appendix to Lecture XXV.)

Among tlie diverse characters of hysteria—that neurosis so

fertile in ail kinds of manifestations—is one of a négative

cliaracter, wliich seems to liave been regarded hitlierto as

quite distinctive. It consists in tlie absence of trophic

cbanges. This négative feature lias corne to take rank as a

law^ so tliat a physician would seem to be justified inreject-

ing a case from tke category of liysteria if it presented any
tropbic trouble.

Cases recently observed by my master, Prof. Cliarcot^ liave

tended to sliow tliat this is by no means a constant feature,

and tliat it is certainly not a law, if indeed it even be a gêne-

rai rule.

In fact^ four patients in M. Charcot's wards, tlie victims

of hysterical paralysis, présent in tlie paralysed limbs au amyo-
trophy wliicli cannot be attributed to any cause otlier tlian

hysteria. Ail thèse patients liave been sliOAvn by M. Charcot

during liis course of clinical lectures. In a future work a

complète exposition of tlie différent cases will be given, but

in tbe meantime it will not be witliout interest, in view of tlie

novelty of tlie facts, to give a skort analysis, briefly depict-

ing the main ckaracters of thèse atrophies.

' See ' Progrès Médical,' 1886, No. 6, and ' Archives de Neurologie,

Nos. 34 aud 35, 1886.
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It slioiild bo clearly understood that tlie cliaracters we are

about to indicate are not absolute, for the number of cases

observed up to the présent time are not sufficient to admit
of sucli a généralisation.

The cases investigated so far are four in number. Two of

thèse were cases of brachial monoplegia ; the other two were
cases of hemiplegia without involvement of face. In one of

thèse latter, the paralysis and atrophy predominated in the

upper exti-emity ; in the other they predominated in the lower

extremity.

The following are the cliaracters presented by the muscular

atrophy in question :

1 . It varies in degreCj but it may attain very considérable

proportions. In two of the patients there was a différence

of 3 centimètres between the greatest circumference of the

affected and the healthy arm ; and in another patient there

was a différence of 5 centimètres between the two thighs.

2. There are no fibrillar tremors.

3. The idio-muscular excitability appears to be normal.

4. The electric contractility is diminished in proportion to

the degree of muscular atrophy^ but there is no reaction of

degeneration.

5. The atrophy may become developed with great rapidity.

In one patient it was quite appréciable fifteen days after the

ouset of the paralysis, and a month and a half afterwards it

was very accentuated (3 centimètres différence between the

two arms). In the other patients the development of the

amyotrophy was also very rapid.

6. The rétrocession of the amyotrophy appears to be as

rapid as its development. In one case of brachial monoplegia,

ten days after the disappearance of the paralysis, which was

sudden, the circumference of the arm had already increased

one centimètre.

What is the nature of this amyotrophy ? It has just been

mentioned that there was no reaction of degeneration. It

is therefore a simiile atrophy, that is to say, an atrophy in-

dependent of any material lésion of the grey matter of the

cord, or of the peripheral nerves. This is a fact of the high-

est importance, but we must proceed further and seek to

ascertain the mechanism of this lésion.
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It would seem at first sight quite natural to attributs it to

a functional weakness ; but on a little reflection such an ex-

:planation is seen to be erroneous. It is well known tliat

tlie wasting of tlie muscular masses whicli resuit simplj from

functional inactivity of the muscles is slow in its production,

tliat it is never very accentuated, and tliat it may be com-

pletely wanting, even when a paralysis bas lasted a long time.

Thus it was in the patient named Porcz

—

, who was aiîected

with bystero-trauraatic monoplegia (one o£ the patients upon

whose case M. Charcot founded his description of this variety

of paralysis, and which is published at leugth in the ' Progrès

Médical' of 1885),^ the muscles of the upper extremity,

although inactive for a whole year, had not undergone the

least atrophy. Now, in the patients in question, the atrophy

<îevelops very rapidly, and very soon assumes considérable

(proportions. Thèse characters clearly indicate that this

diminution of volume of the muscles belongs to the catagory

of trophic phenomena.

Nevertheless, such an assertion may appear strange ; for,

is it possible to compare the atrophy we are now discussing

with the amyotrophy that results from an organic lésion of

the anterior horns of the spinal cord, or of the motor nerves,

such as constitutes the type of the trophic lésion ? It is

necessary without doubt to establish a fundamental distinc-

tion between thèse two varieties. But it is equally necessary

to point out that the expression " trophic trouble " does not

imperatively imply a material altération in the nervous Sys-

tem appréciable to our présent means of investigation. It

simply means that the incontestable influence exercised by
this System over the nutrition of the tissues is modified or

suppressed. Now, this modification or suppression may be

purely dynamic ; and it is evidently a phenomenon of this

order that we hâve hère.

M. Charcot has, moreover, pointed out that we are already

aware of the existence of atrophies quite comparable to thèse

hysterical atrophies. The amyotropliies conséquent on arti-

cular affections^ are now-a-days considered by most physi-

cians, in conformity with the opinion which MM. Charcot and

' See Lecture XX.
^ Lectures II and III, ante.
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Yulpiau expressed long ago, as o£ reflex origin and result-

ing from a modification in the state o£ cells in tlie anterior

horns of the spinal cord. It is true that this is as yet ouly

a hypothesis because it does uot admit of an absolute ocular

démonstration ; but it rests on very great probability. In

thèse cases there are purely dyuamic altérations of the nervous

System ; the grey centres of the cord, and the peripheral

iierves are normal ; and the muscular atrophy is, like that

in hysteria, a simple atrophy.

M. Charcot has also compared hysterical atrophy to a

variety of atrophy that I hâve recently described which

occurred in a case observed at the Salpêtrière.^ It was an

amyotrophy which occarred on the paralysed side of a hémi-

plégie patient of cérébral origin followed by descending de-

generation, and which was independent of any change in the

anterior horns of the cord or the motor nerves. Nor was it

in this case possible to doubt the origin of the muscular

atrophy, as in cases of articular amyotrophy unattended by

autopsy ; it certainly depended on the central nervous System.

Now, since the anterior horns of the cord constitute the

trophic centi'e of the muscles, and since they are not altered

organically, it must surely be admitted that they are altered

dynamically. The only différence between this variety of

atrophy and hysterical atrophy is that, in the former the

dynamic modification of the anterior horns is consécutive to

an organic altération of the brain and the pyramidal bands
;

whereas, in the latter case ail the modifications in the différ-

ent parts of the nervous System are dynamic.

But whatever hypothesis may be invoked in connection

with thèse observations, the important and incontestable fact

remains that, contrary to the prevailing opinion, muscular

atrophy may be met with in direct connection with hysteria,

and that the amyotrophy is a simple one."

' Babinski, ' Société de Biologie,' séance du Fev. 20, 1886.

^ The existence of amyotrophy in a limb afFected with hysterical contrac-

ture has been very explicitly pointed out by M. F. Kalkoff in his inaugural

thesis made under the direction of M. SeeligmuUer (' Beitrage zur difPer-

ential diagnose der hysterischen und der Kapsularen ïlemianesthesie,'

Halle, 1884).
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Y.

ON HYSTERICAL MUTISM.

{From Prof. Gharcofs lectures, hy M. Cariez})

(Appendix to Lecture XXVI.)

Among tlie mauy varied manifestations of hysteria is one

wliicbj perhaps, up to the présent time lias not attracted tlie

attention it nierits—that is mutism. Prof. Cliarcot has treated

of tliis subject in bis lectures^ in connection witb several

patients, wbose cases be bas been good enougb to allow me
to report. Side by side witb tbese cases I propose to place

several observations collected from Frencb and foreign sources

wbicb evidently belong to tbe same category.

Looking to tbe number of patients of botb sexes attacked

witb bysteria, it may be stated tliat mutism is a relatively

rare pbenomenon. It is scarcely mentioned in older works

on tbis subject; and in a certain number of more récent obser-

vations it bas been to some extent confounded witb apbonia ;

at least, tbe interprétations offered by tbe autbors tend to

promote tbis confusion.

If a tborougb searcb were made tbrougb ail tbe observa-

tions recorded wbicb refer to tbe bysterical neurosis, in ail tbe

bistorical documents relating tbereto, a large number of cases

correspondiug to tbis clinical syndroma [syndrome] would

undoubtedly be found. Tbe story of tbe son of Crcesus,

> Published in the ' Progrès Médical,' 1886.

^ Delivercd in December, 1885, vide ' Gazette des Hôpitaux ' of Januar}^

1886.
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montioned by ïïerodotus, wlio, tliougli perfect in every otlier

respect, was dumb until one day, wlien a soldier was about

to strike his father, be siiddenly recovered bis speecb—tbis

bistory is probably an example of bysterical mutism. But

we will confine ourselves to more modem observations.

Briquet in bis Treatise says tbat " Apbonia, and more often

dyspbonia, for tbe patients are still able to speak in a low

voice, is met witb from time to time among bysterical sub-

jects.'^ " Tbe apbonia is mucb more complète tban tbat wbicb

results from paralysis of tbe muscles of tbe larynx and from

paralysis of tbe diapbragm." However, Briquet cites tbe

following case of mutism recorded by Watson (' Pbilosopbical

Transactions/ vol. xiv). A young woman bad been for a

long time subject to violent convulsions wbicb were frequently

foUowed by temporary paralysis of tbe muscles tbat were

most severely aiïected. After one of tbese attacks sbe com-

pletely lost lier sigbt for five days. On anotber occasion sbe

lost ber speecb, wbicb returned, bowever, at tbe end of a

few days. The convulsions recurred from time to time, and

sbe again lost ber speecb and remained completely deprived

of it for fourteen montbs, during wbicb time ber bealtb be-

came quite re-establisbed. Finally, one day after baving

dauced a great deal, sbe suddenly regained ber speecb and

was cured.

In tbe transactions of tbe ' Académie des Sciences ' (1753)

is tbe account of a girl of fourteen wbo was struck witb

paralysis and loss of speecb after a frigbt.

Wells ('Médical Communications,' 1790) reports tbe

history of a woman wbo on recoveringfrom an bysterical attack

discovered tbat sbe was unable to speak or émit a single

Sound, altbougb sbe was in full possession of ber intellectual

faculties. After a fresb attack sbe recovered ber speecb.

In 1855, Sédillot reported a case to tbe 'Académie des

Sciences ' of a patient wbo bad sufEered from mutism and

apbonia ever sinco tbe agc of fourteen ; and wbo was cured

by electricity.

Ricbter, of Wiesbaden, bas publisbed a very curious case

of a woman wbo became apbasic regularly every day ; tbe

intelligence remaining quite unaffected. Tbe attack termi-

nated by an abundant évacuation of urine.
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Batemaii (^Gazette Hebdomadaire/ 1S70) relates several

cases of hysterical apliasia and mentions tliat at the Société

Médicale des Hôpitaux (1867), when tliis subject was under

discussion, M. Moreau regarded the plienomenon as common.

From wliat I hâve observed in M. Charcot's wards I do not

believe that hysterical aphasia is so common as M. Moreau

seems to think. M. Legroux, in his graduation thesis ou

aphasia, mentions the possible occurrence of this manifesta-

tion in hysterical subjects, adding, however, that it must not

be confounded with the more or less obstinate mutism of

certain patients.

In the interesting case they hâve published, to which I

l'efer later on, MM. Liouville and Debove appear to connect

mutism with a muscular paralysis. " At other times," they

say, " it (the paralysis) involves certain muscular apparatus

such as that of the larynx, and then, according to its degree,

it produces aphonia or mutism/'

Professer Revilliod, of Geneva, who had for a long time in

his wards the hysterical patient who forms the subject of

Case I, seeks for an explanation of the aphonia and mutism

presented by the patient in the paralysis of a spécial nerve.

Three other cases which he observed at the same time are

published in a most interesting paper which appeared in the

' Revue de la Suisse Romande.'

I hâve been able to find a certain number of cases of this

kind, which, together with those taken from the wards of

M. Charcot—the most important observations published up

to the présent time—amount to twenty. The attentive study

that I hâve been able to dévote to thèse cases enables me to

recognise in this mutism a central psychical affection analo-

gous to that which produces the paralysis of a limb, the

abolition of ail or part of the visual field, &c. It is an

aphasia, but as M. Charcot has remarked, an aphasia of a

spécial type, which one isable, as it were, to diagnoseat first

sight and to distinguish from the différent forms of aphasia

of organic origin.

I hâve summarised most of thèse cases without giving a

minute description of the diverse features indicative of

hysteria in the patient. However, I hâve made an exception

in the first case, which I hâve described at length bccause of
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tlie interesting détails in the history of the patient and tlie

thorougli investigation made by our confrères at Geneva and

Lyon s.

Case I (comnninicated by M. Charcot)—Ch— , 37 years of âge,

was admitted on Noveniber 8th, 1885, into tlie Bouvier ward, under

the care of M. Charcot.

Family history.—Paternal grandfather died of an affection of the

œsophagus. The brothers and sisters of the grandfather eujoyed

good health ; one of them died at seventy-eight. One of his nephews

was bad-tenipei-ed, somewhat hypochondriac, and finally committed

suicide. The paternal grandmother was very nervous, died at

seventy-two of a catarrh (?). In her family there was a lunatic who
died in an asylum. The maternai grandmother had an inebriate

son who was not considered responsible. The father of the patient

had epileptic fits and died of laryngeal tuberculosis at the âge of

fifty-seven. The patient's mother, who was very passionate, died of

phthisis. She had eight children of whom Ch— was the eldest.

Of his seven brothers and sisters, one brother died of croup at

three years of âge ; two sisters died of phthisis at twenty-four and

twenty-six years. One of them was subject to nervous attacks, and

attacks of cataleptic sleep ;
" on waking she was aphonie ; she

articulated quite clearly, but very low, so low that it required ex-

trême attention to understand her." Four sisters are living ; two

are délicate but without any definite complaint. One of the hitter

bas a rachitic and choreïc son.

Ch— was always ailing in childhood. When twelve he was con-

fined to bed for five or six months with weakness. The doctor

treated him for ansemia. " The least sound," he says, "caused me
to faint ; they were unable to converse beside my bed." On two

occasions when he was at school he had hsemoptysis. He was nick-

named the philosopher on account of his taciturn character. On

leaving school he went to a collège as assistant tutor ;
and subse-

quently went for some time into a large private horticultural

establishment.

After some family disagreements and disappointments in love, he

quitted Switzerland his native couutry and joined the Foreign Army

Corps. During his sojourn in Algeria he drank absinthe to excess,

and contracted intermittent fever. "VVlien the war of 1870 broke

ont his régiment came to France. At Vierzon he remained eight

days in a délirions condition, caused, so he says, by an attack of

fever. He rejoined his régiment and in the Eastern Campaign he

received a bullet-wound in the left elbow (January i7th, 187 1) for
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wliicli liis arm was amputated by Dr. Mollière, of Lyons. He tlieii

rettiruecl to Switzei'land and was appointed manager of a i^ost-office.

It was at tliis time (end of 187 1) tbat tlie first important nervous

manifestation made its appearance. Wliile at supper witli some
friends lie was seized, towards thé end of the repast, witli invincible

sleep, and slept witb bis elbow on tbe table. His comrades were
quite iinable to awaken bim. Towards tbe morning a nervous

attack came on attended witb terrible delirium. Tlie doctor sns-

pected an acnte meningitis ; and Dr. Mayor, called into consultation,

confirmed tbis diagnosis. Tbe second day afterwards, tbe patient

recovered, but relapsed a few days later. Leecbes were applied,

but a nervous attack, still more terrible tban tbe first, came on.

However, tbe fever and tbe delirium disappeared at tbe end of

two days.

TJp to tbe year 1875 notbing abnormal occurred in Cb—'s condi-

tion. In tbis year lie departed for Algeria, wbere lie bad obtained

a post of clerk in tbe Préfecture of Oran. Sbortly before bis de-

parture be experienced for tbe first time sudden and violent attacks

of palpitation whicb would sometimes oblige bim to sit down.

Tbeu strange symjjtoms occurred. " I was unable for wbole days

to bear any clotbes on my body. My skin seemed on fire and I bad
contractions of ail my limbs. Wben I attempted to put on my
clotbes it seemed as tbougb I bad millions of pins prickiug me."
Duriug bis journey to Lyons on bis way to Algeria be was seized

witb feelings of suffocation, and ou going into a cbemist's sbop be

was taken witb a nervous fit similar to tbe preceding, but wbicb
only lasted about two bours. In December, 1877, be bad a sligbt

attack of smallpox.

"In tbe spring of 1878, wbile on circuit witb my cbief, I was
found one morning senseless in my bed. Bleeding and doses of

calomel l'estored me, but my larynx was alniost comjjletely paralysed.

I continued for seventy-two days to articulate my words witb difîi-

culty, tbougb I could make myself understood." Tbe patient

allowed bimself to indulge in botb venerealand alcobolic excesses.

To escape tbe fréquent attacks of ague be went to tbe province

of Algiers, and after staying tbere tbree years be returned to

Geneva.

In 1880 be traversed Europe on foot, staying for some time witb
bis brotber-in-law in Prussia. Tbere be was taken a second time
witb cataleptic sleep, wbicb disappeared under tbe influence of

bleeding. Ou waking be bad paralysis (witb insensibiUty) of tbe

left leg and lie bad also complète mutism. Not a single word could

be speak. " But my intelligence was unaffected, my memory, alone,
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was a little at faiilt, for récent evcnts." Aftor tbis lie left Prussia

aud returued to Geneva.

We takc the détails of liis story in Geneva from tlie case as pub-

lisbed by Dr, Eevilliod. On admission into tbe bosi:»ital, Februaxy

I ith, i88r, tbe only patbological pbenomena bo presented were

absolute niutism and sligbt uumbuess of tbe left side.

On laryngoscopic examination, wbicb was rendered very easy

by reasou of tbe ansestbesia of tbe pbarynx, tbe following condition

was made ont (Dr. Wyss). Abduction and adduction of tbe vocal

cords are nornially performed Avben tbe patient pronounces e, i.

Tbe only act wbicb is faulty is tbe tension of tbe cords. Altbougb
tbey approacb, tbey remain festooned and slack, fiapping more or

less according to tbe force of tbe inspiratory or expiratory current

of air. If under tbese conditions tbe patient is requested to in-

crease tbe effort necessary to produce a sound, tbe vocal cords,

instead of becoming stretcbed as tbey aj^proacb, close suddenly, as

tbougb by a spring, aud tben stick togetber as it were ail along,

so tbat not only is no sound produced but tbe impeded respiration

requires a great inspiratory effort, like tbe sigb, to restore matters

to tbeir foi'mer condition.

Tbe patient liasses bis days reading, and in writing véritable

mémoires describiug bis différent impressions. On February i^tb,

be wrote tbat be bad pronounced tbe words " No, do you want any,"

and tben tbat be was uuable to continue, tbe tbroat being con-

tracted, and as tbougb it were obstructed by an obstacle. His re-

spiration was also more impeded tban before.

After scveral applications of faradism of tbe crico-tbyroid muscles

and along tbe course of tbe superior laryngeal nerve, be was able

to émit a few sounds, tben some vowels, tbougb witbout précision,

and intonation only occurred at tbe end of expiration. Tbe same

tbing bappened wben be was made to bend bis bead forcibly, or

wben tbe inferior border of tbe cricoid was raised. But tbese exer-

cises fatigued bim very mucb, altbougb be performed tbem willingly

enougb, being convinced tbat tbey promoted bis cure.

On Marcb 3otb be pronounced tbe vowels easily enougb, conso-

nants witb more dilïiculty. On April 3otb be could speak aud read

in a loud voice, tbougb not witbout fatigue. After ten minutes'

reading be was ont of breatb and was obliged to stop to recover

bimself. He avoided speaking si^ontaneously.

It was discovered by tbe laryngoscope tbat tbe vocal cords were

well stretcbed, but tbey did not close complctely in tbe middle wben

tbe patient pronounced tbe différent vowels, tbus allowing a large

quantity of air to escape unused.
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Ou June i8th, 1881, Cli— quitted the liospital, speaking spon-

taneously and fluently without difficulty. He only experienced

dryness of the throat after a long conversation.

The treatment consisted of faradization, and from May 6, subcu-

taneous injections of a milligramme of sulphate of strychnine : plates

of copper round his throat.

After leaviug Geneva, Cli— fouud employment at Lyons. On Sep-

tember s ith, 1882, he was founcl unconscious in his bed. Bleediug-

restored him, but on waking he was again mute, and paralysed on

the left side. He was taken into the wards of Dr. Raymond

Ti'ipier at the Hôtel Dieu, where he remained for eight months

and underwent constant treatment by tepid baths, electricity, tonics

and bromides. The patient states that on laryngoscopic examina-

tion the vocal cords were found in the same condition as that dis-

covered by M. Eevilliod.

On leaviug the hospital he resumed his irregular life, and again

had stifling sensations and vomiting (of bile and of blood !). His

sleep was disturbed by visions and nightmares.

In January, 1883, he went to Valentia to recover some debts
;

and the next day he was found asleep at his hôtel. He was taken

to the hospital, where on waking he was again found to be mute
and paralysed on the left side.

Then he returned to Geneva and entered the wards of Dr.

Eevilliod, enjoying the full integrity of his intellect and ail his

functions, but absolutely mute. The laryngoscope afforded the

same indications as ou the first occasion. On June 4th, a fresh

attack of cataleptic sleep. Speech returned a few day later, and

he left on July 2 1 st.

The patient is unwilling to enter into the détails of events which

occurred in 1884 and 1885. As far as eau be learned he had in

1884 five nervous attacks in a month and a half resembling the

first (in 1869) though incomplète. In one he was bled. Twice he

attempted suicide. The last attack of mutism and paralysis lasted

four months, during a journey to Havre. He entered the Salpê-

trière on November 8th, 1885.

On admission, he still dragged the left leg a little, and the mutism

Avas complète. He had nightmares, and hallucinations during his

délirions attacks, sometimes terrible sometimes agreeable, and the

latter were accompanied by involuntary émissions. In the course

of last year, touching his forehead produced the sensation of an

aura wbich at the présent time can be produced by pressure in the

left iliac fossa, circumferential zone above the knee, and on the

scalp of the same side. Exploration of the sensibility reveals on
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tlie left sicle apart from tlie three hvsterogenic zones, an analgesia

over tlie left lialf of head, trunk and thigh
;
pricking is perceived as a

toucb. In the leg ansesthesia is complote ; in the foot, simple anal-

gesia. On tlie right side sensibilité is intact excepting the hand,

where tliere is analgesia ou tlie palmar face. The left arm was
amputated in 187 1.

Hearing is a little diminislied on tbe left ; there is no retraction

of the Visual field, nor acbromatopsia. Tbere is almost no sensé

of smell in tbe left nostril. He bas noticed for several years tbat

wben be bas a coryza tbere is dryness of tbe left nostril, wbereas

tbe otber bas an habituai running.

Tbere was complète absence of reflex in tbe soft palate, of tbe

pharynx aud larynx ; anaesthesia is absolute. It was even possible

to toucb tbe vocal cords witb a laryngeal sound witbout producing

reflex action. On examining tbe larynx tbe vocal cords were widely

spread apart in a position of deep inspiration. If tbe patient was

told to make tbe sounds, i, e, tbe vocal cords were seen to rapidly ap-

proacb, but leaving between tliem an ellipsoid space due to tbe

faulty action of tbe thyro-arytenoids, tensor and adductor, muscles.

But no sound of any sort is produced. Wben be was told to pro-

nounce certain consonants, tbe patient was able by bis lips to pro-

duce a sligbt noise, purely labial. In producing a forced expiration,

a sort of noise is similarly produced, but it does not correspond to

any vowel sound.

Ch— bas had four attacks of bemiplegia accompanied by aphasia,

always witb préservation of intelligence. Wben tbe patient is

questioned be does not attempt to make movements of bis lips to

express wbat he wants. He seizes pen and paper witb alacrity, and

replies in a bigh-flown style, often bumorous, whicb dénotes an in-

telligence far above tbe average. Wben requested to produce tbe

movements of tbe lips necessary for tbe pronunciation of words,

or consonants, be attempts tbe movements, but neither word nor

consouant is pronounced. Tbe same tbing bappens witb wbistling :

be screws up and protrudes bis lips, but no sound issues.

Tbe movements of tbe tongue were quite free and tbere was no

trouble of déglutition. Tbe patient is also very positive on this point,

tbat tbere bas never been any déviation of tbe mouth or tongue

after any of tbe attacks. On waking it only seemed to him as

thougb be had something in bis throat whicb prevented him from

speaking.

Cb— left tbe bospital at tbe end of November, still mute. A
few days afterwards speech suddenly returned to him witbout

known cause, thougb for several days he stammered. After

27
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former attacks speech Lad not suddenly returned to him : he liad

.<K)œineneed by stammering, repeating twice the sanie syllable, if

"the word was at ail long or complex. He said that it seemed as

thougli air was wanting to finish the ends of words.
' From the daily papers we bave learned that Ch— was found a

few days afterwards in a cataleptic sleep at his hôtel.

' Case II (communicated by M. Charcot) . M. S— , Félix, of Madrid,

26 years of âge. Hereditary antécédents unknown. Has had a

délicate childhood, and frequently subject to chest pains and epis-

taxes, one of the latter being so severe as to require plugging of the

nares. In his youth he suffered from stomach-aches and indefin-

able aliments of a neuropathic order. The patient has constantly

been in difficulties, and his uncle is a great worry to him on account

of his constant remonstrances.

In 1880, according to the statement of his Spanish doctor, the

patient had syphilis, though he dénies it himself absolutely . How-
ever, he underwent spécifie treatment, and it was after a thermal

course at one of the sulphur bath places that he had his first con-

Tulsive fit, Since that time (three years ago) he has had fréquent

" attacks " with loss of consciousness, of which he usually receives

no warning. Thèse fits were regarded as epileptic fits having a syphili-

tic origin. A very energetic spécifie treatment was instituted, but

the crises only became longer, more violent, and more fréquent.

Lately thèse attacks hâve been followed by loss of speech, the

aphasia lasting a few days and then the normal condition returns.

It was under thèse circumstances that M. S— presented himself

at M. Charcot's out-patients'. He had been dumb since the last

attack. Thèse attacks were rather sudden, but he has never bitten

his tongue nor passed urine involuntarily . The patient had a bright,

intelligent look. The tongue was easily moved in ail directions
;

no déviation of face. He could perform the movements for whist-

ling and blowing ; déglutition was not impeded in any way ; but he

was unable to pronounce a woi'd, a cry, or even a sound. When
epoken to, he comprehended perfectly, immediately took a pen and

wrote very good answers in French, although he is Spanish,

without the least embarrassment. This characteristic circum-

stance was suspicious of hysteria. M. Charcot made the patient

midress and discovered a right hemianalgesia. There was a cer-

tain degree of hyperœsthesia iu the dorso-lumbar région, but

no true hysterogenic points, neither in the testicles, groins, nor

iliac fossse ; no pharyngeal reflex. Laryngoscopic examination was

i- Bot made. Examination of the eyes by M. Parinaud, revealed a
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very pronounced rétraction of tlie visual field with spasrn of the

accommodation.

The right upper extremity was affected with chorea, like post-

hemiplegic chorea.

The patient was treated with tonics, bromides, and hydrotherapy,

and speech returned a few days later, though he still stuttered

a little.

A month later, November loth, the right hemianalgesia scill ex-

isted, and also hemichorea of the right upper and lower extremi-

ties. The chorea of the lower limb was specially marked when the

patient was sitting down.

Hère are some spécimens of the patient's replies when he departed

a few days later. " I hâve - - - I hâve just doue." " Yes, yes, I

speak a little better." " "WTi - - - what ?" Given a journal to read :

" Ail ail the préparations are - - -, are made for - - -, for the

conférence - - - -, it is reported on good auth - - - authority," &c.

The same results occurred when given a Spanish journal to read.

In a few weeks' time ail symptoms had completely disappeared.

Case III (communicated by M. Charcot). Bill— , Antoinette,

2 T years old, was admitted into the Salpêtrière under the care of

Professor Cbarcot. She cornes of a family of musicians ; her mother

died of hemiplegia at forty-nine. The patient has had typhoid

fever. At the âge of nineteen, after a fright (brokers came to

levy a distraint) she was attacked with chorea which lasted six

months, then by dumbness which lasted for eight days and was

followed by stammering. The mutism reappeared at intervais

after attacks which were accompanied by stiliing sensations, con-

strictions of the throat, sensation of a bail, pains in the legs, which the

patient likened to cramps, with swelling. Then hiccup came on with

respiratory spasms, but she has not had attacks of hysteria major.

'She had never had stammering or dumbness before the fright.

Xeft ansestbesia. No laryngoscopic examinations.

Case IV. Larch—, Syndonie, 19 years old, was admitted into the

Salpêtrière under Professor Charcot on April i ith, 1885.

No Personal or hereditary antécédents of importance, though

the patient had often complained of pains in the right ovarian

région.

On April pth, at 10.30 p.m., she experienced a great fright

(entered a room whereayoung girl had died). That night she was

disturbed by nightmares. Next moruing at 6 o'clock she let the

slop-pail, which she was carrying downstairs, suddcnly fall out of

lier right hand : paresis of the right upper extremity. She went
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upstairs and -went to bed. At ro o'clock the doctoi* who was called

in discovered that she had completely lost the power of speech ;

she could neither read nor Avi'ite.

On admission into the hospital the mutism was complète, though

the patient could understand what was said to her ; at least, she

replied by signs to simple questions. The labial commissui'c was

slightly raised during repose ; more marked when she laughed.

Tongue slightly deviated to right, but she could blow. Sensation

déficient on right side. Taste and smell intact. Audition less on

right than on left side : ticking of a watch heard at 9 centimètres

on right, 34 on left. Retraction of right visualfield ; no dyschrom-

atopsia.

Reflex of soft palate not good, fairly marked pharyngeal anses-

thesia. On laryngoscopic examination the mucous membrane of

the larynx was found healthy ; vocal cords in complète state of

abduction. If the patient was told to cry out or makethe soundé,

the vocal cords closed incompletely, leaving an open ellipsoid space

(déficient tension of the thyro-arytenoid). No sound was emitted
;

the patient could not even speak in a low voice. Mutism was

absolute. There was then no trace of paresis of right arm.

On April 24th, without any treatment, the retraction of the visual

field had disappeared ; sensé of hearing improved ; tension of the

vocal cords was more complète
;
patient could say, "And then ,

no."

May 6th, the patient could pronounce a few words. There was

then no déviation of the mouth.

This case was the subject of some discussion, and at the

time of admission Professer Charcot was not inclined to admit

that the case was one of hysteria, because of the déviation

of the tongue and mouth. The case is therefore published

with reserve, although it seems to us to come within the

category of hysterical manifestation.

The patient left the hospital a few months later, not cured.

Case V. GTué— came into the Salpêtrière under the care of

Professor Charcot.

A man .30 years of âge. His first nervous attack occurred in

September, 1882. Since January, 1885, the attacks had always

been followed by transitory aphasia. Thèse attacks, which were

very violent, were classic (aura, loss of consciousness, tonic and

clonic periods, &c.). When the patient regains consciousness he

is unable to speak ; he makes a sort of clucking noise to emphasise
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tlie gestures by whicli lie expresses wbat he thinks or writes. He
tliorouglily uuderstauds wliat is asked him, and writes bis auswers
correctlj. Tbis condition lasts for a longer or sborter time, whicb
seems to bear relation to the sevevity of tbe attack ; tbe duration
averages four to five minutes.

Tbis condition is accompanied by subjective pbenomena, con-
striction of tbroat, &c., and in proportion as tbese disappear tbe
patient recovers bis speecb.

During tbe state of mutism tbe reflex sensibility of tbe palate is

preserved, and otberwise bis condition is normal.
Sometimes tbe mutism bas lasted for a longer time, several bours,

several days. He bad a very violent fit on February 24tb, 1885,
witb spasms and attacks of suffocation, after wbicb tbe apbasia
lasted for six days. On several occasions tbe mutism bas been
dispersed by a fresb attack. At otber times speecb bas returned
spontaneously

; be feels as tbougb " sometbing bad given way in
tbe tbroat."

Case VI. Lip— , a sculptor, set. 20, came into tbe Salpêtrière

under Professor Cbarcot. On June 1 6tb, wbile in a restaurant, be
was seized witb apbasia, and at tbe same time witb deafness, bearing

notbing tbat was said to bim. Tbis deaf-mutism came on after read-

ing a letter in wbicb bis fatber repx'oacbed bim for bis conduct and
refused bim money. On bis arrivai at tbe bospital be could not bear

wben spoken to quietly, but could understand wben tbe question was
sbouted into bis ear. He would reply very clearly by writing eitber

in Erencb or Polisb to questions addressed to bim by writing or

sbouting in bis ear. No paralysis or troubles of sensibility.

Movements of tongue and lips good ; intelligence intact.

Tbe mutism was not as complète as on tbe day wben be lost bis

speecb ; be could pronounce a and e. Tbe following days be seemed

to be affected witb motor amnesia. Varsovia, written down before

bim in Frencb or in Sclave, was not prouounced satisfactorily : be

said Vavie and Vava instead of Varcbava, altbougb be sbowed by

writing tbat be clearly understood tbe word Varsovia. He repbed

in writing witbout tbe least hésitation.

Tbese pbenomena lasted for about a fortnigbt, tben tbe speecb

returned and tbe deafness began to improve.

I can only give a brief summary of the next case, of hyste-

rical apbasia in a cbild of eleven. The history is given at

length in the thesis of Dr. Peugniez, a pupil of Dr. Cbarcot

(^ On Hysteria in Chiidren/ Paris Thesis, 1885).
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Case VII. Marie D—, ii years old, was admitted into Professer

Charcot's wards April 2ist, 1885.

Her father Lad frequently had convulsions ; the brother of her

grandfather was hémiplégie ; mother healthy ; maternai cousin

in an asylum. Brother had had convulsions.

The hysterical phenomena dated from the year 1884. In the

early part of February, 1885, convulsive fits, contracture, &c. The

voice got gradually weaker from this time, and the patient became

aphasie. For three months she had only been able to pronounce

a few words : Ah, mamma, I, pa - - - -.

Affections of taste, smell ; retraction of visual field ; achrom-

atopsia. The patient replied to ail questions, " Ah, Oh." On May
nth, after a severefright, she cried out, "Wicked woman, I am
afraid," and from this moment the speech returned.

Case VIII (published by Dr. Thermes in the ' France Méd.,

1879, p. 290.'). Mdlle. X—, aet. 21. On February i^th, 1876, after

exposure to damp cold—at least, according to the patient's account

—

she was taken with a fit of coughing, and soon after the voice became

modified both in quality and intensity. Lai-yngoscopic examination

(by Isambert) did not reveal any organic lésion, nor inflammatory

condition, and the diagnosis was " paralysis of the vocal cords from

defective innervation of the muscles of the larynx, and particularly

of the crico-thyroids." Consequently the induced current was ad-

vised, and applied by Isambert himself. But instead of the usual

amélioration, as expected, the aphonia rapidly degenerated into a

mutism. Many varied médicaments were employed, but without

effect.

During treatment at the thermo-resinous baths we had the

opportunity of examining Mdlle. X— , and certain objective and

subjective symptoms caused us to suspect the case to be one of

mutism grafted on to hysteria of a non-convulsive form ; or rather,

a case of hysteria, the manifestation of which had invaded the

laryngeal région, and particularly the tensor muscles of the vocal»

cords ; a paralysis of the laryngeal portion of the pneumogastric,

or paralysis of the motor filaments of tbe superior laryngeal.

The laï'yngoscopic examination then made (February, 1877) by

Krishaber revealed that the left vocal cord was immobile, that the

free borders occupied the médian line and divided the glottic space

like the perpendicular in an isosceles triangle. The corresponding

arytenoid did not perform movements of rotation on its axis. The
left vocal cord seemed shorter than the other, because of its laxity
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and because it was liidden bj tlie arytenoid. The pharjux was
slightlj hjpei'semic.

Prescription, hydrotherapy. At the first application, cry of sur-

prise ; the niutism was changed into incomplète aphonia. After a
dozen local and gênerai douches, the aphonia gradually disappeared,

and a fortnight after the first douche the voice resumed its normal
character and intensity.

Under the influence o£ a fall a convulsive attack occurred, on
coming out of which the voice was again lost and the mutism again
became complète. This happened in 1877.

The family applied to a quack doctor. At this time (Pebruary,

1878) the mutism was still complète. Hydrotherapy, as on the first

occasion, produced the same resuit. Mdlle X— cried out and in-

stantly regained her voice, but only for a moment. However, in-

complète aphonia succeeded the mutism. She was able to whisper,

the words being weak and low, but she could be well understood.

Amélioration progressed to cure, and the patient at the time the

case was published had not relapsed for ten months.

Case IX (Lionville et Debove, ' Progrès Médical,' Pebruary

26th, 1876). A girl of 18, hysterical but generally of good health.

Her mother had attacks of hysteria major. A sister, thirteen years

old, had fréquent attacks, and for two months she had been affected

with trembling, which several doctors had qualified as hysterical

chorea. Father very nervous.

Until the last few years the hysteria had only been manifested

by incomplète attacks. For eighteen months the patient had been

painfully impressed by the quarrels and violent scènes between her .

father and mother ; and it was to this cause that the patient, pror

bably with reason, attributed her symptoms. About this time, in

fact, she became aphonie, not being able to speak above a whisper,

and in the course of two months the aphonia grew into mutism.

In the house where she lived they named her "the mute." She

communicated with those around her by means of a slate, which she

habitually carried. The patient came several times into hospital.

Ail those who examined her were agreed in the diagnosis of hysteri-

cal paralysis of the vocal cords. Différent methods of treatment

were adopted without success.

November loth, 1875, she was brought to the Hôtel Dieu. She

had no globus hystericus, no hemianœsthesia, no affection of the

organs of spécial sensé. Ovaries, especially the left, were tender on

pressure ; but, briefly, apart from the laryngeal troubles and the

ovarian pain, the patient presented nothing abnormal.
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The laryngeal paralysis is iiot simply a paralysis of movement,

it is also a paralysis of sensation. Not the least pliaryngeal reflex,

Laryngoscopic examination, by Dr. Moura, revealed a paralysis of

the vocal cords ; thèse made an almost imperceptible movement
when the patient tried to émit a sound.

Pressure over the ovary brought on attacks of dry cough, and a

few stifled cries. The patient was able to articulate thèse words, in

an almost imperceptible voice :
" You hurt me." The followiug

days, the compression was continued (five to ten minutes each time),

and intonation became more and more distinct ; she first ceased to

be aphonie, then mute ; she became able to speak, though in a low

voice, hissing out her words.

Case X (Debove, ' Soc. Méd. des Hôp.,' November loth, 1882).

X— had been attacked on différent occasions with delirium, irregu-

lar contortions of the face, &c. At certain times X— ceased to

be convulsed, but was unable to speak ; he corresponded with those

around him by means of writing, and thus replied to questions.

The fit came to an end, and sleej) was induced by strong doses of

chloral and morphine.

Case XI (Sevestre, ' Soc. Méd. des Hôp.,' 1882), Halz— , set. 22,

was admitted on April i4th into the wards of M. Sevestre for

paralysis of the right arm which had corne on suddenly the night

before. He had previously had, in 1870 and 1874, two sudden

attacks of unconsciousness ; in 1877 transitory affections of vision,

fugitive amauroses, which reappeared in [880. Two years before,

after one of thèse attacks of blindness, he had become aphasie

for eight days ; the speech returning, then the sight disappeared,

and so on for several times.

On the i2th of April he had an attack of aphasia, which remained

till the next day when he suddenly recovered speech, but then

perceived that his left arm was powerless. On the i4th this paralysis

was found to Ibe accompanied with incomplète left hemiansesthesia.

The following day the paralysis disappeared. No dyschromatopsia.

Trom the i4th to i8th of April, the patient continued to présent

this alternation of trausitory phenomena.

Case XII (Sevestre, ibicl.). G— , Léon, set. 25, was subject to

fits which could be arrested by pressure on the testicle. After one
of thèse attacks, the patient was affected with a contracture occupy-
ing ail the right side of the body ; at the same time he was quite

unable to speak, though his intelligence was perfect. After several

days the speech gradually returned and the contracture disappeared.
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Case XIII (Sevestro, ibicl). In one of the hospital attendants

wlio consulteci M. Sevestre for abdominal pains, a rigbt liemianses-

thesia was discovered ; skin, conjunctiva, nasal niucous membrane
were ail insensitive. The patient stated that, about three months
after the onset of this hemianœsthesia, one morning on getting up
he had fallen to the ground, without loss of consciousness, but had
been unable to speak for forty-eiglit hours.

Case XIV (Wilks, ' Diseases of the Nervous System,' 1883,

p. 463). A girl set. 22, who had kept her bed for more than a

year on account of an affection of the spinal cord. Six months
before takiug to bed speech had failed her from time to time,

and for a year she had been unable to pronounce a single

Word. She had replied by movements of the head and writing on

a slate. Wilks, when consulted about the case believed it to be

one of hysteria, and promised recovery if the patient would come
into the hospital. After at first refusing, she yielded, and Wilks,

addressing her with severity, threateued to make her imposture

public. They took away her slate ; she then attempted to move
her lips as thougli she were talking. After several efforts, and the

application of electricity, they wei-e able at the end of a week to

make her say " yes " and " no " in a low voice. The voice returned

shortly afterwards, and tlie paralysis of the Umbs also completely

disappeared.

Case XV (Wilks, ihid. p. 465). A woman of 28, who had kept

her bed for four and a half years. She had had nausea, and

pains in the legs, and one day on getting out of bed she had lost

the use of her legs. During the four years the symptoms had

often varied. Paralysis of the hands fifteen months before. For ten

months she had been unable to speak ; the loss of voice had been

sudden ; she communicated with those arouud her by means of

a slate. Ail treatment had been without success. She came

into Dr. Wilks' wards on April 7th, j886. As in the preceding

case, she was cured by moral i:)ersuasion and electricity. During

the application of the faradic curreut on the 24th, she cried out,

" Oh, dear ! yes." She was then able to speak slowly, and the

recovery of speech was finally complète. The paralysis of the legs

disappeared more slowly.

Case XVI (Case II. in the paper by Revilloid, ' Revue de la

Suisse Romande,' 1883). A man, aged 48, admitted into the

State hospital as a deaf mute with paralysis of the left side.
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He could ueither read nor write. Complète paralysis of movement
and sensation on the left side, excepting in the face, which although

insensitive was not deviated. The right arm was affected with almost

continuons rhythmical clioreifonn movements. The leg was quiet. If

any part of the right side of the body was tickled the right limb re-

sponded with a very pronounced ej^ileptoid clonic trembling. Slight

percussion of the patella tendon produced the same resuit. Vision

almost lost on the left side, normal on the right. Complète deaf-

ness on both sides. Absolute mutism.

After tonic treatment and electrisation for a fortnight it was ob-

served that the spontaneous tremor of the right arm was diminished.

Voluntary movement on that side had slightly returned. One fine

day, after an application of electricity, the patient shouted with

joy, and laughed violently. Little by little the hearing returned.

It was évident that when they shouted in his ear he heard, and

then he was able to whisper a few words in a low voice. At the

same time the movements and seusibility returned in the left side.

In short, after a month's stay in the hospital, the patient was able

to talk in a low voice, distinctly enough to give information.

After liaving had some epileptiform fits, he had been hémiplégie

since 1869, and had been deaf and dumb since 1878.

Case XVII (Eevilliod, Case III in the same paper). A woman
of 47, who without being actually hysterical, Lad suffered almost

continually from manifestations of this neurosis, intractable vomit-

ing, cough, and finally mutism with sternal and spinal pains..

The mutism had returned on four occasions, each time lasting not

less than two months, and sometimes for six months, at which times

the patient could not open the mouth or put ont the tongue.

Neither the loss nor the recovery of voice took place suddenly.

Case XVIII (H. A. Johnson, Chicago, ' New York Med. Journ.,*^

Nov. i4th, 1885, Paralysis of the Larynx). H. B— , an unmarried

girl set. 24. No change in the structure or form of the larynx.

Vocal cords in a cadaveric position. General health good, menstrua-

tion normal. Iron and strychnine were prescribed for her, and to

live as much as possible in the open air. Faradic and iuterrupted

galvanic currents were applied. Noue of thèse measures produced

any improvement in the condition of the orgaii. After several

months she departed for the East, and tlience to Europe, where she

consulted a lai-ge number of laryngologists, who prescribed the same

treatment with strychnine, electricity, and tonics. After having
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visited California and tlie Southern States, tlie patient again re-

turned to Europe, and passed the winter in Egypt. On her return

she placed lierself under the care of Dr. Hughlings Jackson, of

London, who had the good fortune to hear her speak after five years

silence. For three years she had been unable to speak even in a low

voice, or to whisper. The vocal cords had remained in the condition

described until her return from England. At this time she spoke at

times in a loud voice, tbough only sonietimes. On examination it

was then found that during efforts at phonation, the vocal apophyses

approached each other, but that there still remained a triangular

opeuing behind ; in other words, that there was paralysis of the ary-

tenoid muscles, leaving a space tbrough -which the air escaped,.

rendering phonation difficult, and produciug complète aphonia at

times. From this time, that is for several years novr, there had been

periods of a few days, and occasionally of a week or more, when the

patient could not speak except in a whisper. She was and had
always been in good liealth, though she was of a lymphatic tempér-

ament, and easily tired. The larynx had been frequently exaniined

in récent years without finding any modification in the state of the

organ.

There could be no reasonable doubt but that the case was one of

hysterical aphonia, which resisted ail treatment until her visit to

Dr. Hughlings Jackson,

Dr. Jackson's treatment had not differed much from those already

tried. No trace was found of dérangement of the utérine or other

organ s.

Case XIX (communicated by Dr. Chauffard), L— , Lconie, a

servant, aet. 28, entered the Hôpital de la Pitié on March 2 7th,

1885. Mother very nervous, father hypochondriac. Two years

previously the patient had had severe disappointments, then a mis-

carriage. It was about this time that the voice began to change

its character.

On admission there was complète aphonia; the patient could

scarcely whisper. No pain on pressure over the larynx, pronounced

laryngeal ansesthesia. Signs of commencing phthisis. Patient was

very nervous, cried without motive, and got into violent passions.

Hysterogenic points below and external to the left nipple, and in

the corresponding ovarian région. Complète hemianœsthesia on

the right side.

Laryngoscopic examination revealed no lésion, neither paralysis

nor contracture. Application of the mirror was easy ; vocal cords

pale, perfectly mobile.
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Shortly after admission, absolute mutism came on. On tlie

tliird day electricity was applied ; after the second application, the

patient shouted out loudly, and on the following days tlie voice and

speech retumed ; a certain effort was necessary ; articulation did

not become clear till the end of several days.

Case XX (Demme, 'Wiener med. Blâtter,' December i8th,

1884). The author was performing the opération of dividing the

tendo Achillis for club-foot on a little girl of six without an anses-

thetic. Before the opération the child had been merry, playing

with her doll, chatting with her father and mother. At the moment
of section of the tendon she uttered a piercing cry, and from that

moment could not speak a word. That lasted eight days, during

which, having regained her spirits, she replied by signs when
spoken to. On the morning of the ninth day she said " Mamma,"
and repeated it thirty or forty times. By the fourteenth day her

vocabulary was enriched by the words " Papa, béb, schlassen,

tiniken." By the eighteenth day she could say others, and then

her normal state returned.

A perusal of the cases hère reported at some length, shows

that within a little the cases of hysterical mutism are identi-

cal, and présent the following principal characters : sudden

onset ; impossibility of speaking or crying out ; perfect pré-

servation of the intelligence ; return of speech, accompanied

hy stuttering which lasts a certain time.

1 , The onset is in genei'al sudden ; after a fright, or some

émotion the patient is deprived of speech. We say, gener-

ally, because in certain cases (see VIII, XVII, XIX) aphonia

has existed a certain time prior to the loss of speech. In

one of M. Kevilliod^s cases, he says that phonation diminished

little by little before it was abolished.

It often happens that on return to consciousness after an

hysterical seizure absolute mutism is discovered, with or

without other paralysis. At other times, the loss of speech

cornes on suddenly without appréciable cause.

2. It is impossible for the patient to cry out or émit a

single Sound. He is aphonie ; but he is also aphasie, for

he cannot articulate words in a low voice.
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Perliaps I may be allowed to say a few words on tlie sub-

ject of the distinction between aphonia and aphasia.

Hysterical paralyses of tlie larynx are very fréquent ; cer-

tain autliors consider them as the most fréquent symptom in

tbe category of hysteria. It is some of thèse cases which fur-

nish a means of easy and always surprising- success to the

doctor^ of instantaneous cure of the patient, occasionally by
the simple application of the mirror. The features are quite

characteristic : sudden onset in neurotic subjects, most fre-

quently bilatéral, and involving the tensor and adductor

muscles, much more rarely the abductors. According to the

muscles attacked, and the degree of the paralysis, the aphonia

is more or less complète. There is extinction or hoarseness

of voice, impossibility of speaking in a loud voice, though

whispering remains. The patient can make himself under-

stood by speaking in a low voice. It is phonation which is-

wanting ; there is no aphasia nor disturbance of intellect.

It is a fact now well established by numerous observations

in the physiology of phonation that the larynx takes no part,

nor do the vocal cords vibrate, in whispering or speaking

in a low voice. The air glides through the larynx in the

same manner as it does through the trachea or bronchial

tubes, without the intrinsic muscles imparting any movement

to the vocal cords. Kosapelly {' Travaux du labor. de Marey,^

1876),^ Boudet de Paris (' Acad. des Sciences,' 1879), and

other physiologists hâve shown experimentally by means of

a simultaneous registration of the vibrations of the larynx

and the movements of the lips and tongue, that the first-

named organ is not brought into play in the production of

consonants or even vowels, in the whispering voice.

I should be less concerned to discuss this point if Prof.

Revilliod had not sought to explain by a simple paralysis of

one of the muscles of the larynx the troubles observed in tho

patient who forms the subject of Case I. Ch— passed several

months in the wards of the distinguished Professer at Geneva,

for the same symptoms which brought him to the Salpêtrière.

The laryngoscope revealed a faulty tension of the vocal cords.

There existed also a certain degree of anœsthesiaof the isthmus

of the glottis and of the ventricle, troubles dépendent on a

ï Vide * Progi'ès Médical,' N08. 7 et 9, 1886.
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paralysis of the superior laryngeal. The patient was abso-

lutely mute on admission.

The way in whicli Dr. Revilliod interpréta ttese phenomena
is as follows :

" The anœsthesia in tlie distribution of the

superior laryngeal of itself tends to sbow that this sort of

mutism is due to a paralysis of this nerve, albeit one often

observes mutism witbout anassthesia, and anaestliesia without

mutism ïïowever, tbis symptomatic triad (crico-

thyroid paralysis, ansesthesia of tbe istbmus of the larynx,

sternal pain during vocal effort) courts the supposition that

tbe superior laryngeal may be alone attacked by bysteria, and

tbat this nerve enjoys the unfortunate privilège of being easily

affected by tbis malady ; so that when, in a case of mutism,

tbe laryngoscope reveals an absence of tension of tbe vocal

cords, coincident witb tbe integrity of tbeir movements of

abduction and adduction,—that is, when paralysis of the supe-

rior laryngeal is combined witb a normal state of the récur-

rent—we should be authorised in admitting the hysterical

nature of tbe affection.^'

I am unable to agrée witb tbese conclusions. That crico-

tbyroid paralysis, coincident witb integrity of tbe functions

of tbe adductors and abductors, indicates a hysterical origin

«f the malady is often correct, althougb there are several

other causes which may give rise to faulty tension. That

this lésion explains a more or less complète degree of'aphonia

is also true, but paralysis of the superior laryngeal cannot

explain the mutism; for speech in a low voice subsists when the

larynx alone is attacked, and the loud voice alone is wanting.

In the case quoted by Dr. Revilliod the mutism was com-

plète, as I myself observed, though when I examined this

patient the laryngeal paralysis was less localised, the crico-

thyroid was attacked, but so also were the thyro-arytenoids.

The mutism was as absolute as before.

Further, in opposition to this interprétation, those cases

may be quoted where a laryngeal paralysis involving other

muscles besides the crico-thyroid exist, together witb the

mutism.

In Jarvis's case (XVIII) there was paralysis of the aryte-

noid. In that of Dr. Thermes, Krishaber noted a para-

lysis of one abductor. In certain cases, as in this last one.
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one may see varieties o£ the laryngeal troubles supervene in the

course of the malady without any modification in the mutism.

There is nothing peculiar about the aphonia in thèse com-

plex cases. The laryngoscope reveals paralysis of the tensor

and adductor muscles, crico-thyroid, thyro-arytenoid, aryte-

noid ; but the other muscles fulfil their functions ; the vocal

cords open and close as far as the médian Hne when the

patient is instructed to attempt phonation.

There is also a more or less complète anœsthesia of the

pharynx or even of the larynx. But this anœsthesia has

nothing spécial in relation to the aphonia or the mutism.

It is frequently found in hysterical subjects who hâve no

affection either of phonation or speech.

Thus, in hysterical mutism we find both aphonia and motor

aphasia. This, in fact, is one of the most characteristic

features of the affection. In simple hysterical aphonia, para-

lysis of a group of the laryngeal muscles is a very fréquent

occurrence. On the other hand, in mutism it is relatively

rare. And what confirms the central, the psychical nature

of this neurotic manifestation, is that the laryngeal muscles

are not always affected with weakness, and that when they

are more or less involved the functional trouble resulting

from this paresis or paralysis does not afford us an explana-

tion of the phenomena collectively.

3. The intelligence is completely preserved. On being

asked a question, the patient (this is a very characteristic

feature), conscious of his incapacity, does not makc a lot of

useless attempts at articulation, but immediately takes a

pen or pencil and gives a very clear and précise reply.

This, I repeat, is a very characteristic feature. On more

than one occasion M. Charcot has recogniscd the hysterical

nature of the mutism solely from the manner in which the

patients conduct themselves when interrogated. The opinion

of M. Legoux must not, I think, be accepted too rigorously.

He believes that the aphasia is not an élément in the dia-

gnosis of hysteria, though he allows that there are undoubted

signs of hysteria which enable us to give this symptom its

true significance. I certainly do not believe that one is able

to dispose in a dogmatic fashion of ail the difficulties in the
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diagnosis o£ nervous affections, or to identify at first sight

every case of hysterical origin. But I liold tliat tliis collec-

tion of symptoms [syndrome] by its spécial and differential

characters, should at once evoke a suspicion of its nature in

the mind of an attentive observer, tbougli one ought not

to omit the further investigation of the patient as to anaes-

thesia, hysterogenic zones, antécédents, &c.

Yet, as a matter of fact, this form of apbasia does not at

ail resemble that due to organic causes. In tlie latter case

the patient makes an effort to pronounce and to repeat the

Word he wants, to stammer it out in an unintelligible fashion,

or to reply by some other or some invariable word. There is

nothing of the sort hère, no word-blindness, no word-deaf-

ness ; intelligence is perfect. Reply follows question imme-

diately, if the patient knows how to write. At a stage when

speech is returning, when the aphonia is less complète, this

différence is less apparent. Sometimes the patient has difîi-

culty in pronouncing the word because he stutters, though

he can write correctly enough, showing the integrity of his

intelligence and his writing faculty. Now, in certain cases

of aphasia due to an organic lésion this dissociation may be

detected—abolition of speech, préservation of writing faculty.

But it never exists in such a striking way, and combined

with the vivacity of intelligence which characterises the

hysterical mute.

4. The recovery of speech is rapid in most of the cases,

but it does not arrive ad integrum ail in a moment. There

is a stammering or hésitation in the speech during a period

which may vary from a few days to a few weeks. Chaiiffat

(Case I) remarked this on himself, and the same occurrence

may be noticed in Case II.

It is unnecessary to add that other évidences of hysteria

may be discovered either in the patient or the antécédents.

Frequently there is anaesthesia or hysterogenic zones ; one

patient may hâve vomiting, another deafness. Such sym-

ptoms help to confirm the diagnosis. When hemiplegia cornes

on at the same time as the aphasia it créâtes some embarrass-

ment in certain cases, but in the hystérie the déviation of
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mouth and longue, and facial paralysis, are wanting. It was
the présence, albeit transitory, of this symptom which alone

caused us to regard the case of S— (Case IV) as doubtful.

It is easy to reproduce hysterical mutism by means of

hypnotic suggestion. If during the somnambulic period you

converse with the patient, then, lowering the voice, say to her,

" I do not hear.'' " Eh V " But you cannot speak then ?"

the patient soon becomes aphasie and aphonie. Being unable

to cry out or to speak, she becomes impatient at not being

able to reply to questions, and if she can write, seizes a pièce

of paper and writes hastily, though without embarrassment,

a few lines which convey her thoughts :
" I am unable to

speak. Dear me ! You see that I cannot." This is exactly

what occurs in the patients we hâve tried ; but I am only able

to mention, in passing, thèse researches which ought to form

the object of a spécial work.

28
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ones, 278

Geneeal PAEALYSIS, case of, 60
varieties of, 61

H.

Hammeeing choeea, 190
Hemian^sthesia, hysterical, 71

Hemianopsia, relation of, to word-
blinduess, 145

HEMiCHOEEA,pre- and post-bemlplegic,

188
Hemiplegia, hysterical, 401
Heeedity in bysteria, 85

HiP DISEASE, hysterical, 316
Htdeothebapy, 307
HYPNOTIC PAEALYSIS, 289
— SUGGESTION, 259

Hypnotism compared to nervous

shock, 305
— in a waking state, 306
— phases of, 290

Hysteeia, epidemic of, 199
— in boys, 69 ; two cases of, 204
— in childreu, three cases of, 203
— in the maie, cases of, 77, 78, 79,

80, 98, 101, 220, 244, 261,
343, 360, 374, 389

— maie, compared with female, 224
— in the maie developed by injury,

231
features of, 99, 100
frequency of, 98
heredity, 99, 231
most fréquent âge of, 99
not rare, 220
permanence of symptoms in, 223
tendency to raelancholy, 225

— MAJOE [la grande hystérie], 13
— treatœent of, 308, 336, 314
Hysteeical acheomatopsia, 73, 286
— amyoteophy, 352, 406
— APHONIA, cases of, 413, et seq.

— conteactuee, cases of, 33, 40, 341
— conteactuees, features of, 35, 351— hemiplegia, 401
— HIP disease, artificially produced,

334
— MiCEOPSY and maceopsy, 281
— MONOPLEGIA, 389
— mutism, 360, 410 ; cases of, 413,

et seq.

— POLYOPIA, 280
— PAEALYSES, particular characteris-

tics of, 282
— stigmata, 279

permanence of , 247, 279, 367
Hysteeo-epilepsy in men, three cases

of , 226, et seq.

— two kinds of, 33
Hysteeogenic zones, 74
Hysteeo-oeganic HIP disease, 331
HySTEEO-TEAUMATIC MONOPLEGIA,

261, 343, 374, 389
— PAEALYSIS, 261, 374, 389, 401

Intentional teemoe, 183
Isolation in hysteria, importance of,

209; originated in France,

214

KlN^STHETIC SENSE, 395

L.

Latent hysteeia, 251, 283
Lethaegic stage of hypnotism, 290
LeYDEN'S MYOPATHY, 173
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LiGATFBE of a limb causing contrac-
ture, 355

Local shock, 344— STUPOE, 345

M.

Maceopst, hysterical, 281
Mâle, hysteria in the {vide Htsteeia).
Malingeeing, 368
Massage, 337
Memoey, partial forms of, 151 et seq. ;

Visual, 161; auditive, 161 j

motor, 161
Mental imageet, 152— VISION, case of suppression of, 151
Meecfeial teemor, 186
Miceopst, hysterical, 281
Monoculae poltopia, hysterical, 280
Monoplegia, brachial, 341— hysterical, 389
— hysterical, cases of, 252, 261— hystero-traumatic, 261
Motoe ideation, 395 et seq.

Musculae motements controUed by
kinœsthetic and visual sensés,

310, 399
— SENSE, 137, 291, 295, 395
MuTiSM, hysterical, 360, 410

artificial production of, 372, 433
cases of, 360, 413 et seq.

Mtopatht, primary, 167
Mtoscleeosis, 167

N.

Neeve-steetching for functional con-
tracture, 105

Neevous shock, 305, 335, 343
hypnotism compared to, 305, 335

Neueasthenia, 236, 387
Neueo-pathologt as a speciality, 5
Neueoses, difficulty of study of, 13— obey laws, 12
Nosological method, 8

Ophthalmic megeaine, 62
OVAEIAN TENDEENESS (see OvAEIE)
OVAEIE, 34

P.

Pachymeningitis, hypertrophie cer-

vical, 125
Paealysis agitans, 184— by suggestion, 294— segmentai, 297

Paeaplegia from fear, 386— hystero-traumatic, 374
Pabesis in sciatica, 111
Paekinson's disease (vide Paealysis

agitans)
PhAEYNGEAL ANiESTHESIA, 286— EEFLEX in hysteria, 279
Physiological DATA fumished by

pathology, 11
Poliouyelitis, anterior, 166
POLYOPIA, hysterical, 280
PeOGEESSIVE MUSCULAE ATEOPHY, 166
Peotopathic spinal AMYOTEOPHY,

166
PSEUDO - HYPEETEOPHIC PAEALYSIS,

167
PSYCHIC PAEALYSIS, 284
PSYCHICAL STATE, influence of, in

hysteria, 19S, 205, 309, 339— treatment of hysteria, 308, 336
PsYCHOSis, traumatic, 388

R.

Eailway beain, eailway spine, 221
Reaction of degeneration, 116
Reflex paealysis, after injury of a

nerve, 107
Rheumatic diathesis, connection

with nervous, 205
Rhythmical choeea, 189

cases of, 190—197

Salpêtbièee, means of study at the, 3
Sciatica, after injury to the nerve, 113— double, causes of, 122

in a cancerous subject, 120
SCINTILLATING SC0T0MA, 63
Segmental an^sthesia, 282,footnote

5, 298.
— paealysis, 297
Senile teemoes, 186
Sensé, muscular, 395
Sensoey changes in cortical lésions,

276, 277, 282
Shock, local, 344
— nervous, 305, 335, 343
Simulation, how detected, 14, 94
Somnambulism, 292
SoMNAMBULic STAGE of hypnotism,

292
Spencee, Heebeet, on motor ideation,

397
Splint, application of, producing con-

tracture, 353
Spinal affection, foUowing contusion

of the sciatic nerve, 107

29
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Spieitualism and hysteria, 198
Stigmata, hysterical, 279, 367
Stetchninism, 37, 113, 119
Stupok, local, 345
Substitution of one forin of meœory

for another, 156, 159, 160, 162
Suggestion in bypnotism, 292
— paralysis by, 297
— traumatic, 304, 336
SUEGICAL TEEATMENT of contracture,

128

Tempeeatuee in hysterical paralysis,

404
Tendon eeflexes in arthritic amyo-

trophy, 23, 28, 49
in hysteria, 37, 39, 403

Tic non-douloueeux, 40
Teaumatic psychosis, 388
— suggestion, 304, 336
Teeatment of hvsterical paralysis,

307, 337
"

Teemoe, différent kinds of muscular,
183

Teemors, hysterical, 18G
Teophic changes in hysteria, 406

Veebal amnesia, 161
Visual image, influence of, on motor

power, 310, 399
Visual memoey, 161

W.

Whispeeing in hysterical aphonia,

363
WoED-BLiNDNESS, cases of, 131, 143 ;

définition of —, 139, 142
— localisation of lésion in, 145
— mixed with loss of visual memory,

157
— is one élément of verbal amnesia,

161
— connected with hemianopsia, 145
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